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Introduction 

THE POLITICAL and cultural theory of Antonio Gramsci 
rests on a triple irony. Committed during his lifetime (1891· 
1937) to political and journalistic activity as a "unity of theory 
and practice," he began to achieve his greatest recognition as 
a theorist only in 1947, long after his tragic death had shattered 
this unity. What gave him this recognition was the publication of 
his Prison Notebooks, written mostly in the early 1930s, smuggled 
to Russia upon his death, and returned to Italy at the war's end. 
Though enormously diverse in content, these notes arc shot 
through with a desire to free Italy from fascism. Yet, as a second 
irony, it must be conceded that without fascism's victory and his 
resulting imprisonment, Gramsci might well never have under
taken any such sustained theoretical reflection. And thirdly, while 
this reflection remains bound to the problems of his epoch and his 
people, by the time his work appeared it was appreciated less for 
its historical value than for the suggestiveness of its categories for 

the politics of a new post-fascist and "technological" society. 
Indeed, his continent-wide and even transatlantic acclaim has 
been born only in the 1970s and by events of which, in most 
cases, he had nOI the faintest inkling: the demise of a theoretically 
impoverished New Left. the increased skepticism about the wider 
applicability of Eastern "roads to socialism," and the apparent 
emergence of a sui generis "Eurocommunism.� 
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In Italy, Gramsci's postwar popularity was self-consciously 
generated and nurtured by the halian Communist Party (PCI), 
which elevated him to the level of a patron saint. Each of its many 
factions pressed hard to appropriate bim for its principles and 
programs. Extra-parliamentary groups flanking the PCI on the 
left and socialists (PSI) on its right later joined the fray, in many 
cases seeking to use Gramsci as an ideological wedge against the 
PCI. Even Benedetto Croce, the dominant force in Italian letters 
for half a century and a political liberal, could not resist referring 
to him as "one of us" after reading the first volume of the Prison 
Notebooks in 1947.1 The result is a dizzying array of perspectives; 
indeed, a major sector of the haHan publishing industry has built 
its foundation on Gramsci studies-and on contemporary po
litical debates cast in surrogate form as Gramsci studies. As 
writers elsewhere on the continent have swelled the industry, a 
rich knowledge of the man and his work has become possible, 
though it must be disentangled from a number of partisan 
contexts. 

In contrast. English-language studies of Gramsci have been 
relatively few, though increasingly frequent in recent years. John 
Cammett's pioneering study of a decade ago approached Gramsci 
as part of a larger history of the PCI, which Gramsci helped to 
found in 1921.2 More recent devotees of this approach, like 
Martin Clark3 and Gwyn Williams,4 have much expanded our 
knowledge of the 1919-20 revolutionary wave in the Italian North 
and Gramsci's involvement in it. In addition, we have several 
biographiess and lengthy selections from the Prison Norebooks 
and the pre-prison journalism.� Enough of this had appeared by 
1974 to allow the English historian Eric Hobsbawm to venture 
then that Gramsci is "probably the most original communist 
thinker produced in the twentieth century West" and "a political 
theorist, perhaps the only major Marxist thinker who can be so 
described."7 Yet what we have always lacked, and what seems 
likely to be of the greatest long-term importance. is an interpre
tative study which gives some substance to Hobsbawm's estima
tion of Gramsci, and which offers a thorough reading of the 
Prison Norebooks in particular. This is the task I have SCI for 
myself in this book. 
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Three motives lie below the book's surface. As I have reflected 
on the history of Marxist theory, I have become steadily more 
convinced thaI there exists an unambiguous (though widely 
scattered and never practically realized) tradition of what Mer
leau-Ponty called "Western Marxism." This tradition stands in 
sharp contrast to the shape that Marxism received in the hands of 
Lenin, Stalin, Mao, and other orthodox "Marxist-Leninists." Its 
representatives would certainly include the "Hegelian-Marxists" 
of the 19205,8 Gramsci, Georg lukacs, and Karl Korsch; Frank
furt School theorists like Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, 
Herbert Marcuse, and, more recently, JUrgen Habermas; French 
existential and phenomenological Marxists like Jean-Paul Sartre 
and Maurice Merleau-Ponty; and the Eastern European " revi
sionists" of the 19605 like Adam Schaff, Leszek Kolakowski, 
Karel Kosik, and Mihailo Markovic. One can also make good 
arguments for including "anticipators" like Antonio Labriola 
and Georges Sorel. Yet, on any such accounting, it is striking how 
historically confined such theorizing has been. Apart from the 
first flowering of this tradition from 1919 to 1926 (the year of 
Stalin's ascension and the consolidation of Italian fascism's 
totalitarian tum). most of its expressions have come only since 
1956 (the year of the Hungarian Revolution and the critique of 
Stalinism at the Soviet Communist Party's Twentieth Congress). 
To launch an historical inquiry into the reasons for this relative 
dearth would be a fruitful project but one beyond my own 
knowledge and energy.9 What does concern me is the more 
modest task of ascertaining (I) how it was that Gramsci's own 
intellectual development saved him from the perdition of a 
positivist or historically determinist and "totalitarian" Marxism, 
and (2) how-or better. to what extent and with what conse
quences-he was able to theorize a first version of the "Western 
Marxist" alternative. 

My second motive has been to discover why and how Gramsci's 
Marxism took such a uniquely political direction. If Lukacs and 
Korsch had reacted just as forcefully against the philosophical 
sterility of Second International Marxism, Gramsci alone had 
recognized the need for a political response which analyzed the 
contemporary Western state and the possibility of posing an 
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activist and essentially educational politics against it. Central here 
was the problem of political legitimation-or what, in the Marxist 
tradition generally, has been called the problem of "conscious
ness." Efforts to deal with this problem have had a long, if not 
very fruitful, history. Marx himself half knew that class con
sciousness sufficient for revolution could not be generated merely 
through what he once called the "school of labor."lo His writings 
on history and practical politics often suggested the need for a 
much more actively directed proletarian education. But the 
prestige of his economic analysis, and the reassuring image of 
inevitability which it seemed to promise, tended to perpetuate the 
notion of a "spontaneous'" development of class consciousness 
until the crisis of the First World War shocked international 
socialism out of its theoretical and practical lethargy. Before then, 
the only well-known challenges to this "spontaneism" came from 
Bernstein, who rejected it along with the economic analysis in 
which it was grounded, and from Lenin, whose tough-minded 
sen�e for the exigencies of practical politics led him, in effect, to 

rediscover Marx's private doubts. Yet Lenin's radically "volun
tarist" solution of the vanguard party was more a sidestepping of 
the problem of class consciousness than a confrontation with it. 
Nowhere did he suggest how the worker's self-construction of the 
world through social labor might be combined with a specifically 
political education to fuel the revolutionary movement and create 
the consciousness necessary for socialist society. Nowhere did he 
consider the possibility of creating genuinely proletarian insti
tutions of bOlh an economic and political nature which might 
serve an educational function. These were the areas in which 
Gramsci would offer some of his most original insights. 

Finally, I have been concerned with ascertaining in what ways 
Gramsci's theory is bound by the intellectual horiwns of his age, 
and in what ways it speaks to ours. In part this is a matter of 
sorting out issues, like that of the "totalitarianism" sometimes 
attached to Gramsci, which were only just dawning in his era and 
which have since become embedded in a wealth of analysis and 
historical experience that he knew nothing about. Even more 
fundamentally, we need to establish precisely what the ideological 
interrelationships were in Gramsci's political milieu. How ilIu-
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minating is it, for instance, to think of his theory as part of a wider 
Hegelianized Marxism? What was his relation to Lenin and 
Bolshevism? What were the polemical divisions on the Italian left 
over which he had to make the personal choices which ultimately 
shaped his theoretical outlook? How did the larger developments 
in the political and economic history of his period shape this 
outlook as well? A brief look at some of these questions will be 
useful. 

The suggestion I have made that Gramsci was an Hegelian 
Marxist and part of an Hegelian Marxist flowering harbors 
hidden complexities. There is no doubt that he shared with 
Lukacs and Korsch certain philosophical affinities. Each of them 
defended the then shocking proposition that materialism is 
revolutionary not because it asserts the primacy of matter over 
mind, but because it centers theory around the concept of praxis 
taken as the dialectical unity of being and consciousness, matter 
and mind, theory and practice. Each of them attacked positivism 
for its determinism and its objective-materialist theory of history. 
Each opposed the model of a mechanical relationship between an 
economic substructure, understood as the forces and relations of 
production, and an "ideological superstructure," understood as 
an epiphenomenon or mere "reflection" of the substructure. Each 
paid scarcely any attention, in comparison with their forebears in 
the Second International, to matters of political economy. Each 
argued instead that the objective conditions for revolution had 
been created in Western Europe by the twin debacle of the Great 
War and the Russian Revolution, but that what was still lacking 
was the decisive political action necessary to engage the "sub
jective factor." 

Yet the differences among the three theorists are almost as 
striking. While Lukacs followed Hegel in his appraisal of the 
"alienation" inherent in bourgeois "civil society," and then went 
on to develop a highly original theory of "reification" based on 
certain hints in Marx, Gramsci had no such problematic and was 
consequently able to embrace the rationalization of industrial 
labor with few apparent qualms. While both Lukacs and Korsch 
were condemned by the Comintern as "theoretical revisionists" 
and mere "professors,"" Gramsci was on the whole revered by the 
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Bolsheviks and cooperated fully with them except for a brief 

period in 1921-22. Later in the 1920s, while Lukacs repudiated his 

Hegelian-Marxist leanings and fell in line under Stalinist ortho
doxy, and while Korsch deserted Marxism altogether, Gramsci 
alone continued on a relatively smooth political and philosophical 
course. 

Thus, while I believe that it is still appropriate to speak of an 
Hegelian Marxism common to the three theorists in the early 

1920s, one must also insist on their differences. This point has too 

frequently been ignored in contemporary political debates on the 
value of Leninism. In these debates, those who have portrayed 
Gramsci as the Hegelian Marxist have too often smoothed away 
the tensions in his theory, and between his theory and practice, so 
as to overemphasize the historical continuities in the anti-Leninist 

"Western Marxist" tradition; while those who have attacked this 

characterization have sought to assimilate Gramsci to Leninism 
as further evidence for its adaptability and political virtues.12 
There may be merit in the debate, but it has contributed little to a 
thoughtful appraisal of Gramsci. 

The related issue of Gramsci's Leninism seems to me to have 

been badly posed. Those who have denied that he owed any debt 
whatsoever to Leninism have simply adopted some strict defini
tion of the term and then shown that Gramsci never parroted such 

a view, even if, by his own admission, he was greatly influenced by 
at least certain of its features. This interpretation has the con
siderable merit of reminding us of the stark contrast between 
Gramsci and Lenin on a philosophical plane, and it is no accident 
that those who seek to assimilate Gramsci to Leninism tend to 
forget about Malerialism and Empirio-criticism and to proceed 
on a more political level. Yet the more sophisticated among them 

are able to parry the philosophical issue by treating his work as a 

"creative and critical development" of classical Leninism.1l The 

result is a stalemate from which an appreciation of the true 
complexity of Gramsci's relation to Lenin cannot emerge. The 
same must be said concerning other rubrics-like Croceanism or 
Bordiganism-under which his theory has sometimes been dis
cussed in some or all of its phases.!� While these terms will be 
raised in this book where they are relevant to particular points 
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under discussion, and while I will certainly express some strong 
views of my own, I hope that the reader who follows the argument 
through to the end will concede that my reading is not distorted 
by them and that I plead no partisan cause. 

Navigating around caricatures and through partially submerged 
political debates is not the only difficulty confronting the student 
of Gramsci. By any accounting, the Prison NOlebooks are a vast 
enterprise, a panoramic sweep across Italian political and cultural 
history and a mining of some of the least explored but potentially 
richest veins in Marxist theory. Taken as a whole, the four 
thousand manuscript pages can appear forbidding. As one ex
asperated student put it: "What kind of Marxist was it who could 
compare the Marxism of his own day to the Reformation in its 
cruder ideological formation and who looked to the philosophy of 
Croce (a latter-day Erasmus) to transform it into a culture of the 
classic stature of Greece or the Renaissance as a preliminary to 
the reunification of human life in an 'integral Humanism

,?"IS 

Moreover, not only is this writing theoretically rich, but its 
disordered presentation can make it extremely difficult for the 
unwary reader who plunges in. These are literally just notes, 
written without the aid of a great number of reference books and 
under the duress of prison conditions in which Gramsci's always 
precarious health steadily deteriorated. 

From this derive a number of acute methodological problems. 
As Gramsci himself observed in considering the practice of 
intellectual history: "A work can never be identified with the raw 
material collected for its compilation. It is the definitive choice, 
the way the component elements are arranged, the greater or 
lesser importance given to this or that element of those collected 
in the preparatory phase. which are precisely what constitute the 
effective work."16 Uhfortunately, in Gramsci's own case, to tak.e 
this caveat literally would be to abandon any hope of understand
ing the man and his work. The best one can do is to observe it in 
spirit, by allowing him to speak for himself as much as possible, 
by avoiding the practice of establishing a major point with only a 
single or a few quotations, and by suppressing the tendency to 
impose intentions and rigorous formulations where they may not 
exist. I have tried to keep such cautions continually in mind. even 
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though at times they have made my interpretation somewhat less 
sharp and decisive than one might like. 

A second problem concerns Gramsci's intellectual develop
ment. I am convinced that one cannot understand the political 
and cultural theory of the Notebooks apart from a creative 
reconstruction of the 1914-26 period, especially at those junctures 
in which he made critical decisions or shifted his point of view. 
Specifically, one must come to terms with how he understood 
Lenin and the Bolshevik Revolution; how and why he theorized a 
politics of worker councilism in Turin, 1919-20; why he com
mitted himself to a new PCI in 1921; how he understood the 
nature of fascism and its appeal as it made its first appearances on 
the Italian scene; how his sojourn in Russia (1922-23) led him to 
new perceptions of the necessary differences between revolution
ary politics East and West; and how he promulgated a new 
direction for the PCI in the years of his chairmanship, 1924-26. 
This background is fascinating in itself; where it has been told 
before, it has not always been told well, and I offer many new 
interpretations. But most importantly, I have tried to place it in a 
new light as the essential prolegomenon to the political and 
cultural theory of the Notebooks, one which establishes how their 
themes are connected to an unfolding human project. 1 must 
caution, however, that I have not intended this as biography or 
even intellectual biography; happily, the reader can turn forthese 
to other sources.17 

Gramsci himself called attention to the need to interpret an 
author's works against the background of his life, "above all as 
regards his intellectual activity."ls In this way he thought one 
could gain a feeling for the author's "leitmotiv, for the rhythm of 
the thought as it develops" rather than just his "single casual 
affirmations and isolated aphorisms."19 However, there are other 
reasons as well for undertaking the analysis of Part I. One is that 
it gives me the opportunity to indicate the nature of Gramsci's 
practical achievements as well as what their shortcomings already 
reveal about the limits of his theoretical imagination. Another is 
that it allows me to present the overriding continuities in Gramsci's 
political understanding and so to avoid any mechanical confron
tation between the "early" and "late" Gramsci, figments of the 
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interpretative imagination created by those wrilers who construct 
a closed version of the "mature" work (the Notebooks) and then 
confront it with those early writings that seem to be at odds with 
it. Still another reason is to offer the reader enough sense for what 
Gramsci's pre·prison interests really were so that the balance and 
plausibility of Part II can be fairly judged. Thus, to some extent, I 
have tried in Part I to let Gramsci's own emphases provide the 
weighting for mine. This is one reason why, for instance, I have 
had to pay close attention in Chapters 2 and 3 to the relatively 
obscure party disputes of the 19205. These disputes reveal an 
approach to practical politics that is strongly related to his 
theoretical arguments at many points. And, by a tortuous path, 
they lead to his 1923 reassessmenl of the meaning of revolution 
in the West, an understanding of which is crucial background to 
the Notebooks and central to any legitimate claim for placing 
Gramsci within the "Western Marxist" tradition. But, above all, 
these disputes embody the issues which most preoccupied Gramsci 
in the years before his arrest, and which must therefore be 
considered in any accouni which strives to comprehend his basic 
motives and concerns. 

From what is essentially a study of intellectual formation, we 
move into a somewhat different realm of discourse when we take 
up the political and cultural theory of the Notebooks in Part II. 
Here problems of interpretation revolve not so much around the 
extrinsic relations of theory and practice or work and life, as 
around peculiarities in the mode of composition itself. Thus, the 
extreme interconnectedness of Gramsci's conceptual universe 
makes it difficult to discuss any single concept without introduc· 
ing them all. In ordering my exposition, I have therefore had to 
resort numerous times to the device of introducing a concept in a 
preliminary and unsatisfactory way while postponing a fuller 
discussion of it until somewhat later. 

Another problem is Gramsci's somewhat idiosyncratic way of 
formulating concepts. Whether because of polemical intellectual 
formation or simply as a methodological preference, his linguistic 
universe was self·consciously "dialectical"-i.e., his concepts are 
almost always formulated in tandem like so many mental double 
stars. In fact, it is unlikely that one has understood a Gramscian 
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concept until one has recognized the implicit syntagmatic rela� 

tionship it is intended to evoke. 

This raises several important complications. First, a concept 

may be contrasted with more than one partner, and it will have a 

different (even opposite) meaning in each case. Hegemony, for 

instance, is sometimes compared with domination, in which case 

the reference is to the process of gaining legitimate consent within 
the functional universe of civil society, as opposed to simply 
holding it together through a monopoly on the means of violence. 
At other times, hegemony is compared with economic-corporative. 
Here the reference is to two historical phases of bourgeois de

velopment, the former representing a higher stage than the latter. 
Thus, in an important sense, Gramsci had not one but two concepts 

of hegemony, a point which has eluded nearly all of his interpreters 

and which has led to the common misunderstanding that he was 
inconsistent in his definition of the term. We will return to this 

point in Chapters 6 and 7. 
Secondly. Gramsci will sometimes define a pair of concepts 

with respect to one another, then offer an historical generalization 
about their usage, and then finally incorporate that generalization 
into the definitions themselves. Thus, "war of position." in its 
most restricted sense, means a tactic of informal penetration 
required when open warfare or "war of maneuver" (i.e., armies 
across borders) is impossible. On the basis of historical general� 
ization, Gramsci then links this with a particular sort of social 
movement-a "passive revolution" as opposed to an active one. 
Then, through a further generalization, time becomes linked with 

space: Gramsci argues that a "war of position" in "passive revo� 
lution" is applicable to the contemporary West, while a "war of 
maneuver" in active revolution is more appropriate for the less 
developed East. From this point forward, Gramsci will use the 
term "war of position" defined simply as the revolutionary tactic 

appropriate in advanced societies. 
Finally. sets of Gramscian conceptual double stars sometimes 

form a constellation. Consent (as opposed to force), hegemony (as 
opposed to domination), organic (as opposed to conjunctural), 

civil society (as opposed to political society), and passive revo
lution (as opposed to complete revolution) are all more or less 
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related. Moreover, Gramsci will sometimes take an opposed pair 
and synthesize it as one definition. Thus "force/consent" becomes 
"the dual perspective"; "civil/political society" becomes "the 
state"; and "structure/superstructure" becomes an "historical 
bloc." As these examples suggest, and as all readers of the 
Notebooks quickly discover, Gramsci worked with a continually 
expanding network of concepts which he never effectively en
compassed or delimited. We can only surmise that he would have 
brought his vocabulary and thought under more effective control 
had he lived to write the books which the Notebooks .outline. 

Yet even in its unfinished form, Gramsci's theory is enormously 
provocative and speaks to a number of problems in contemporary 
political theory. He was among the first to suggest, for instance, 
that the realms of civil society and government, if roughly 
separate in the "nightwatchman state" of nineteenth-century 
liberalism, had become inextricably intertwined in advanced 
capitalism. From this perception he reasoned that economic crises 
would not necessarily be experienced immediately as political 
crises; on the contrary, at least strong governments could deflect 
the impact of an economic crisis through their ideological and 
cultural hegemony. Indeed, in anticipation of a thesis that 
Marcuse would later put forward, he even suggested that such 
crises could encourage the expansion of the state's hegemonic 
apparatus and thus strengthen its position. In this sense, the state 
had become "relatively autonomous" from the economic sub
structure-a formulation which has received intensive scrutiny in 
recent discussions of the state by Nicos Poulantzas, Ralph 
Miliband, C. B. Macpherson, Jurgen Habermas, and many others. 

In view of this contemporary interest, I draw out the implica
tions of Gramsci's theory of the state in Chapters 5 and 7 and the 
Conclusion: yet at the same time I hope I have preserved a sense 
of the historical context which frames Gramsci's writing. For he 
was both a brilliant theoretical innovator and a child of his time 
whose political and philosophical formulations, like those of his 
contemporary Georg Lukacs, may sometimes appear innocent to 
readers in the more skeptical climate on the far side of Hitler and 
Stalin. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Formative Years 

Some whimper miserably, others curse obscenely, but nobody, 
or only a few, ask themselves: if I too had done my 

duty. if I had tried to impose my will, make my advice 
heard. would things have turned out as they have ... . I 
live. I am a panisan. This is why I bate those who do 
not take sides; I hate those who are indifferent. 

(February 1917) 

WTH THE ONSET of the First World War in August 1914, 
the socialism of the Second International entered into the acute 
phase of a crisis from which it would never recover. From its birth 
in 1889, the International had been plagued by a multiplicity of 
allegiances, both ideological and national, which did not always 

find common cause as easily as their shared internationalist 
pretensions suggested they should have. Yet few Europeans in or 

out of the International had predicted the speed and fervor with 

which these socialists would rally around their respective national 
nags once the war arrived. The Italian Socialist Party (PSI) was 
an exception to this trend for a variety of political and ideological 

reasons. I Not the least of these was the tremendous increase in 
popular support that the party had gained by adopting a firm 
aJ:ltimilitarist stance in the wake of the 191 1 Libyan War. Indeed, 

in 1912, the party's left-wing or "maximalist" faction had wrested 
the leadership away from the reformism of Leonida Bissolati and 
Filippo Turati largely through its greater ability to manipulate the 
antiwar appeal. Through the spring of 1914, this appeal was the 
object of competition among all factions of the Italian left: 
syndicalists, maximalists, reformists, republicans, and anarchists. 
Only with the defeats of "Red Week" in June did some elements 

of the left, particularly the syndicalists, begin to drift toward the 
"interventionist" camp.l When the war arrived in August, the 
governing Liberal Party was confronted with an inflamed 'and 

15 
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divided electorate, and it could not make up its mind to enter the 
war until the spring of 1915. The intervening months witnessed a 
rancorous debate between two rather strange assemblages: the 
nationalist and futurist avant-garde, syndicalists, republicans, and 
the extreme left and right fringes of the PSI favoring intervention, 
versus the majority of liberals, Catholics, reformists, and maxi
malists calling for neutrality. It was in this highly charged at
mosphere that a hitherto unknown 23-year-old Sardinian made 
his national journalistic debut. 

Gramsci's article, "Active and Operative Neutrality," appeared 
in the Turinese socialist weekly, /I Grido del popa/o, on October 
31, 1914. The previous edition had featured a passionate rebuttal 
by the leader of the Turinese Young Socialist Federation, Angelo 
Tasca, to an article which had appeared on October 18 in Avant;! 
by its editor, Benito Mussolini. leader of the maximalists since 
their triumph at the Reggio Emilia Congress in July 1912, 

Mussolini was already showing many signs of the tactical cunning 
and personal dynamism which he would later display as the 
founder and leader of Italian fascism. His article had jolted the 
still predominantly unquestioned internationalism of most of his 
read�rs by recasting the argument against neutralism in a new and 
revolutionary light. His style was rhetorical and overwrought, but 
the questions he raised were clear enough. Might not national 
proletariats everywhere gain by exploiting the political weak
nesses in their governments created by the wartime crisis? Or to 
put it the other way around: might not these proletariats lose out 
on a unique historic opportunity for revolutionary change by 
defining their position dogmatically as "impartial spectators''? 
Tasca's answer was to condemn such questions as irrationally 
opportunist: the proletariat was still too weak to control events, 
and any attempt by it to do so could only end in catastrophe. 
Gramsci's article attempted to mediate these views, though at 
least on the surface it sided much more with Mussolini. This is 
interesting in itself, yet the article reveals a great deal more about 
the political and intellectual currents then influencing Gramsci. 

First of all, Gramsci chided Tasca for his dogmatism and "naive 
Buddhist cODlemplation."J Tasca had allowed himself to be 
blinded and even incapacitated by a slogan: a policy of "realist 
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concretism" would have to pay much closer attention to events. 
Early in the crisis, when the point was to establish credibility as an 
internationally united proletarian class, the slogan of "absolute 
neutrality" had made sense. The war had to be revealed for what 
it was-the struggle of rival imperialist bourgeoisies-and the 
proletariat had to be blocked from any temptation to indulge in 
the bloody reveries of the "useless slaughter." But, by now, that 
point had been made, and the initial chaotic situation had passed. 
Absolute neutrality could now only favor the reformists, whose 
political position would be enhanced by a proletariat of docile, 
"impartial observers." Revolutionaries "who conceive of history 
as the creation of their own spirit, made by an uninterrupted 
series of lacerations of other active or passive social forces, and 
who prepare the best conditions favorable for the final laceration 
(revolution), must not be satisfied with the provisional formula of 
'absolute neutrality' but ought to transform it to another: 'active 
and operative neutrality."'4 Only through such a transformation 
could the PSI begin to rid itself of all the "bourgeois incrusta
tions" which had, unfortunately, plagued it from the beginning. 
Only then would the party be able to make full use of the 
educational value of a war that had laid bare the "imperfect form 
of a civilization" which must "overflow" into a "more perfect 
one."� 

Several attilUdes important for understanding Gramsci at this 
early stage lie embedded in this analysis. Its idealist language
"history" as the "creation" of human "spirit"-announces a bold 
activism uncomfortable with the pettiness and lack of imagination 
and courage in a mechanical, rule-following, or determinist 
politics. Revolutionaries seize history; they can never allow it 
simply to unfold. Here already lies the basis for the charge which 
would never be far from Gramsci's later Marxism: that of 
"voluntarism" or "idealism" or "Bergsonianism." And in this early 
period the charge had much merit (excepting perhaps the Berg
sonian label);6 even in the Prison NOlebooks, Gramsci did not 
entirely avoid a highly qualified form of voluntarism.7 Ironically, 
however, he was at the same time far more down-to-earth and 
pragmatic than the bulk of his critics. For, like Mussolini, he was 
shrewd enough to recognize that any measure which increased the 
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likelihood of an Austrian attack on Italy would be advantageous 
for a proletarian politics of mass mobilization. And the only 
politics worthy of being called proletarian was one which sought, 

in Gramsci's phrase, to build a "potential state"-a notion which 
he would later develop with great originality. 

Also in this view was an emphasis, common to much of the 

Italian left since Mazzini, on "preparing" and "educating" a class 
for political ascendancy. Much of the mainstream political debate 
in prewar "liberal" Italy revolved around the question of the 
extent to which the large mass of Northern workers and Southern 

peasants might be brought into active political participation. 
Writers like Gaetano Salvemini, who argued the optimistic case, 
predicated their optimism on the power of public education-if, 
that is, the present liberal elite would only institute it,8 Evidently, 

Gramsci was much in sympathy with this view despite its some

what "liberal" colorations in Salvemini. 
A further indication of political pragmatism is evident in the 

position the article takes on the "national question." The task of 
the "potential state" is to "prepare" the Italian nation for inter
national socialism, but "in the unfolding of this function, it is 
autonomous and . . .  independent of the International. .. . "9 That 

the final goal was internationalism was consistenl with Gramsci's 
socialism: that the immediate goal was national was consistent 
with his admiration for Salvemini, his conception of the PSI, and 
his emotional disposition towards political activism. 

It was also consistent with his general approval of Mussolini's 
position. Again this revealed something which would later be
come characteristic of the Gramscian style: the ability to go 
against the grain. to adopt an independent position if this was 

where analysis led. Rarely did this fail to attract criticism; yet the 
criticism in this particular instance was especially embarrassing, 
since Mussolini was expelled from the PSI only several weeks 
later. Gramsci's support had not been unequivocal: he had 
acknowledged that Tasca might have been right to criticize 

"Mussoiini the man," but thought it would have been wiser to 

have kept Mussolini's arguments separate from this estimate. 
Furthermore. he readily conceded that Mussolini's statements 

were "somewhat disorganized" and that he could not be sure ifhe 
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had "developed them along the same lines as he [Mussolini] 
would have done himselC"lO Yet the thrust of the article placed 

him unmistakably in Mussolini's camp. This was short-lived, yet 
it is worth noting that the irony of his later debt to fascism was 

foreshadowed so early. Moreover, the article was ironic in an 
immediate sense as well. For what apparently attracted Gramsci 

to Mussolini were his intense activism and the "Italy-first" 
attitude this activism implied. In terms of the cultural ambience of 
the time, this associated them both with the new, Nietzschean 

avant-gardism in all its many manifestations-nationalist, syn

dicalist, futurist, etc.-that had emerged in the previous decade. 

Yet as we will shortly see, Gramsci's relationship to this avant
garde, or "rejuvenation movement" as one historian has called 

it,ll was ambiguous. While he seems to have embraced some of its 
features, especially in the prewar period, he did so in a rather 
atypical way, and his posture toward it soon became more de
tached and skeptical than this article would lead one to believe. 
Before turning to the larger themes in his early writing, then, we 

will do well to investigate their cultural context in some detail. 

Culture and Polirics in Posr-Risorgimenlo Italy 

The starting point for any assessment of the intellectual and 
cultural life in which Gramsci's early political outlook took shape 

is the particular character of the Italian pOlitical unification 
achieved during the Risorgimento (1848-70). As Gramsci himself 
would later argue, Italy's unification had been brought about 
largely through the diplomatic finesse of Cavour, who extended 

the control of one of her provinces. Piedmont, over all the rest. It 

had not been a genuine social revolution out of which a political 
mandate might have grown, and it was bound to have an artificial 
ring to the Mazzianian wing of the Risorgimento, which had 
romanticized the Italian project so deeply and for so long. 
Consequently the political culture of post-Risorgimento Italy was 
profoundly, though of course not uniformly, hostile to its narrow 

and weakly institutionalized system of governance. Though 
many, perhaps most, Italians accepted the view that the age of 
heroes must give way to a more classical spirit based on the quiet 
and steadfast pursuit of social and economic progress. intense 
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criticism of the system was to be found even among conservative 
realists like Gaetano Mosca.ll Still more threatening was the 
highly vituperative, if somewhat less numerous group which. 
following Mazzini, refused entirely to give up heroic imagery, felt 
that they had been betrayed by the Cavourian triumph, and either 
welcomed the war when it came or at least felt their own politics 
to have been redeemed by it. tl At the forefront of this group after 
1870 was Giosue Carducci. His self-proclaimed successor in the 
next generation was the far more militant and lofty irrationalist, 
Gabriele D'Annunzio. It was D'Annunzio who, more than any
one, was responsible for the vast increases in size and fervor 
registered by this group after 1900. 

To come fully to grips with the nature of this cultural "rejuve
nation movement" in Italy, one would have to trace its interre
lationship with similar movements arising elsewhere in Europe in 
this period. Nothing so ambitious can be attempted here. Suffice 
it to say that what was most specifically manifest across European 
culture as the new century arrived was an altack on positivism, 
both as a philosophy and as a style of life without a spiritual 
dimension.14 As Croce shrewdly observed, "industrialism and 
Bismarckianism," however potent as modernizing forces, had 
been unable to create a "new and satisfying religion."ls This 
failure prepared the ground for surrogate philosophies of "intu
ition. pragmatism and mysticism" Which, coupled with a nation
alist political appeal, stood in the way of the "sounder and truer 
rationalism" he thought should have been provoked. 16 In Italy the 
advance of these new philosophies was further facilitated by the 
relative weakness of any positivist tradition. The dominant 
intellectual traditions of the Risorgimento had been idealist, and 
specifically neo-Hegelian, and this hegemony had been only 
partially eclipsed during the last third of the century. 17 If, as has 
been plausibly argued,'8 this puts Croce, Gentile, and even 
Gramsci in his early idealist moods, into a tradition which be
gins with Vera, De Sanctis, and the brothers Spaventa, then 
O'Annunzio was the Nietzsche for Croce's Hegel. 

In his novels, poetry. and plays, O'Annunzio reveled in"1lation
alist and imperialist themes, in sensuous and violent historical 
imagery like the Renaissance of the Borgias, and in irrationalist 
philosophy and futurist aesthetics which constantly betrayed the 
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influence of Nietzsche, however little he actually understood him. 
Yet if O'Annunzio was instrumental in creating the cultural 
atmosphere out of which the Italian National Party was born in 
Aorcnce in 1910, he was slightly too old and had too much the 
aura of literary dandyism to appeal to this movement as a leader. 
Instead they turned to Enrico Corradini. a writer and publicist 
who had edited the flamboyant journal Regno during its short life 
from 1903 to 1905. Corradini ridiculed O'Annunzio as "an 
effeminate Franco-Russo-Abruzzese novelist,"'9 but these are the 
words of a political rival. The only real difference they expose is 
that Corradini's interest was closer to the concrete political world. 
Like O'Annunzio, he glorified war entircly on literary and 
psychological grounds (the Russo-Japanese clash particularly 
caught his fancy). More originally. he argued that revolutionary 
struggle was not between classes but between nations, proletarian 
and bourgeois nations, and he continually evoked the memory of 
Imperial Rome to goad Italians toward greater displays of 
national power which neither liberals nor socialists had had the 
courage to take. Varnished over this nationalism was a futurist 
aesthetic-modern machine warfare as a new source of earthly 
beauty-which he proclaimed considerably in advance of F. T. 
Marinelli's 1909 Futuri!>'( ManifeslO. If he was less the Nietzsche
an devotee, he put Carlyle to much the same use; and like O'An
nunzio, his hatred was more for liberalism and rationalism than 
for socialism. Thus, while he could not have accepted every prop
osition in Sorel's Reflections on Violence, he could at least have 
applauded the psychological exaltation of violence it put forth. 

While it is fair to say, then, that the rejuvenation movement 
generally took a right-wing direction, even its most reactionary 
writings had a revolutionary tinge which was entirely foreign to 
classical conservatism. As an early American student of it has 
written: 

Dissatisfied with the current state of affairs. the contributor� to the 
above-named reviews [If Leaf/Off/a, Lo Crilica. If Regllo. Lo Vorli', 
Lacerba. and Lo Ronda] wished to arouse their fellow countrymen to a 
proper realization of the political and cultural problems that lay before 
them. They wanted Ihe people 10 forget the past, to overthrow the old 
order of things. 

The young critics of the new generation began to visualize the ship of 
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civilization already heading for the rocks of destruction, as long as blind 
materialism and selfish individualism were at the helm.M 

Prior to 1911, these emotions and ideals allowed nationalists, 
futurists, syndicalists, advocates of the South, and some socialists 

to write for the same journals. Only with the Libyan War did 
previously latent left-right cleavages become significant enough 

that the latter three groups were forced to split off from the other 
two.!! 

Among the more progressive of rejuvenation movement writers 
were those who served as advocates of the Southern Question. Of 
all the problems faced by Italian governing elites after 1870, this 

was surely the most intractable. Nonetheless, most Northerners 
were ignorant of the real desperateness of conditions in the South, 

and this ignorance was only compounded by the widespread 
practice of co-opting Southern landowners rather than facing the 
issue squarely. Most Northerners preferred the comfortable as
sumption that whatever real problems the South had would work 
themselves out naturally over time. The widely disseminated 

legend that the Soulh was a naturally rich region which had 
declined only because of Bourbon political abuses and indigence 
among the natives appeared to bolster the plausibility of this 
assumption. 

Advocates of the South had little difficulty discrediting such 
views. A socioeconomic survey by Leopoldo Franchetti and 
Sidney Sonnino had done this as early as l878.n But national 
politicians nonetheless paid little attention to the problem until 

after 1900. Among those most responsible for this turn of events 
was Salve mini, a deft writer who knew very well how to exploit 
the sentiments of the growing post-Risorgimento opposition on 

the South's behalf. 
Salvemini's argument was always vehement in its analysis but 

patient and pragmatic in its prescription, at least until 1909. In the 
1 890s, he advocated federalist reform aimed at eradicating the 

then widespread practice of appeasing the few powerful Southern 
politicians with tax deals in exchange for inaction on the South
ern Question. He also campaigned for universal suffrage and tried 
to promote his ideas through membership in the newly formed 
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PSI. When the parly ignored his cause. Salvemini began to ex

pound his views exclusively through journalism. first in La Voce 

(probably the most radical and widely read of Italian rejuvena
tion movement journals), later in L'Unilil, which he founded in 
1911. These views became increasingly strident. In his frustra

tions both with the socialists and with Prime Minister Gioliui's 

coy sidestepping of the Southern issue, he began to advocate 

violence by 1910.23 Only through the use of violence, he thought, 

would universal suffrage ever be granted. When Giolitti finally 
succumbed to Ihe pressures for a widened franchise and signed 
a bill for near universal suffrage in June 1912. Salvemini wrote 

that he fel! like a man served a huge and delicious meal for break

fast: what his mind desired his stomach could nol digeSl.24 While 
his prescriptions remained essentially "liberal," he nonelheless 
welcomed the war as a way of shaking Italy loose from Giolittian 

cynicism and complacency. 

Another len-wing challenge to the political culture of the post
Risorgimento grew out of the anarchist tradition and later from 

the socialists who split off from it,H When Bakuninist anarchism 
arrived in Italy in 1865, the ground for it was already well 
prepared by a native radical tradition. Spontaneous revolts of 

major proportion had occurred in 1820, 1837, 1848, and 1860. 

Moreover. a radical federalism similar to Proudhon's in France
and an advocacy of direct action through spontaneous revolt to 
achieve ii-was already being theorized in the 18405 by Carlo 
Pisacane and Carlo Cattaneo. Pisacane was widely celebrated for 

his formula, the "propaganda of deeds," and Cattaneo had been a 

leader in the major uprising of the period, the Five Days of Milan 
in 1848. Mazzini's romantic yearnings for a new Italy and 
Garibaldi's alliance with the Sicilian peasant!: in the 1860 revolt 
on the island were also grist for the anarchist mill. By 1866, 
Bakunin's influence was gathering momentum, and many of the 
intellectuals who had previously been Mazzinians succumbed to it 
during the next decade. Anarchism never achieved an extensive 
mass base, however, and its influence faded in the late 1870s as 
European Marxist currents began to penetrate Italy. The shin was 

well exemplified by Carlo Cafiero. As a Bakuninist in 1878, 
Cafiero had led the peasants of San Lupo in the burning of the 
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land register. By 1880, he was advocating for Italy something like 
what the German Social Democrats had spelled out in the Gotha 
Program.26 

Nonetheless, this penetration was slow and the shift was more 
often gradual than sudden. As Croce was later to write, Karl 
Marx had little early following in Italy because he was "too 
critical, too much the economist, too sarcastic. and too much 
lacking in human sympathy"21 to appeal to those who had been 
nurtured on Mazzinian fare. Thus, while the unexpectedly cordial 
reception given the prominent Marxist Benoit Malon when he 
visited Italy in 1874 may have been an omen, it was not until the 
18905 that Marxism hit Italy in fuB force. In theory this was 
mostly the work of Antonio Labriola, who, Croce tells US,28 
discovered Marx in 1890 and became an avid student of the early 
works, especially the Deutsch·FranzOsische Jahrbucher of 1843, 

the Heilige Familie of 1845, and the articles in the Neue Rhein

ische Zeitung of 1848. Through his writing and his Rome lectures, 
Labriola disseminated a popularized though highly articulate 

Marxism. It was also a Marxism of a deeply Italian character. 

The vagueness of Mazzinian romanticism is gone, but the human
itarian idealism which inspired it and which fueled the post
Risorgimento opposition is continually evident. Moreover, La
briola's Marxism had strong Hegelian resonances. While Marx 
is counted as the great economist of his age, Labriola sharply 
repudiated the "vulgar" and "positivist" Marxism which, paying 
no heed to Engels's qualifications, explained all history on the 
basis of the "economic factor." 

On the practical level, Marxism gained its first strong foothold 
in Italy when the socialists split with the anarchists in 1892 and 
formed the PSI. From the beginning the party was badly divided 
between reformist and revolutionary wings, but even Turati, the 
arch-reformist, had "humanitarian" as well as "scientific" pre
tensions. Though his own orientation could best be described as 
"positivist,"29 a lively and multifaceted debate on the merits of a 
positivist Marxism was a regular feature in Critica Socia/e, the 
journal he founded in 1891 and edited thereafter.lO Moreover, 
Critica Sociale revealed a deeply Mazzinian streak in its continual 
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suggestion that, when accorded a "proletarian education," work
ers have the political capacities for democratic self-governance.J1 

For their part. the" revolutionary wing recalled even more the 
style of the radical left during the Risorgimenlo, however much 
they declared their adherence to Marx and Engels. The rebel
liousness they showed in the Milan May Days of 1898 self-con
sciously recalled the Milan of exactly fifty years earlier. ·After the 
turn of the century, the syndicalist movement, which Fernand 
Pelloutier had founded in France, made a large impact among 
Italian revolutionary socialists in part because it seemed to be a 
creative transformation of the anarchist and Cattaneo's federalist 
traditions. It scored an important success in the general strike of 
September 16-20, 1904. which spread like a contagion from Milan 
across Italy. And syndicalism reached even greater heights in 
subsequent socialist politics until it was eclipsed by the reformist 
congresses at Florence in 1908 and at Milan in 1910. 

The revolutionary and direct-action impulses in Italian syn
dicalism were reflected in its decided preference for the writings of 
Sorel over those of Pelloutier. Sorel, whose CAvenir socia/iSle 

des syndicars was translated into Italian in 1903. was attractive for 
his voluntarist emphasis on struggle, violence, heroes, and myth, 
as well as for avoiding the drier virtues of the Bourses du Travail. 
Indeed, to syndicalist intellectuals like Arturo Labriola and 
Enrico Leone, Sorel seems to have represented a kind of left-wing 
version of the life philosophies of Bergson and NielZSche. Under 
this influence, Labriola wrote some suggestive passages on the 
nature of alienation under capitalism, Which, though never fully 
developed, anticipated in many ways the brilliant formulations of 
Lukacs in the early 19205.]2 If the political power of the syndi
calists was relatively fleeting, the revolutionary socialists who 
emerged from Reggio Emilia in 1912 owed much of their far 
greater successlJ to the style and tactics the syndicalists pioneered. 

Together, Italian syndicalism and Mussolinian socialism pro
vide convincing evidence for Croce's observation that, after 1900, 

the socialist ideal . . .  no longer attracted the youth of the day, nor even 
those who had been young at the period of its ascendency. This was 
partly due 10 the criticism which had undermined the Marxian apoca-
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Iyplic, partly 10 the gradual absorption of socialism inlo liberalism, 
partly 10 the reforms which were rapidly bringing inlo effect the 
"minimum program" in its entirety)-

It  was also partly due to the fact that an increasingly attractive 
replacement for Marxism had been located in the irrationalist 
frenzy of O'Annunzio and the Italian futurists. In this cultural 
climate, the Marxian currents which retained their appeal were 
those which learned to exploit the same sentiments as these new 
rivals were exploiting, The syndicalists did this with some success; 
Mussolini was a virtuoso at it. 

One might, of course, object that Mussolini was not always 
clear about how he stood in relation to D'Annunzio, Corradini, 
and Marinetti, even in his early socialist phase, Yet Leone and 
Arturo Labriola could be counted as progressives, at least in this 
period, and one finds this same tendency to exploit D'Annunzian 
appeals even in writers who held him in contempt. Salvemini. for 
instance, never embraced the nationalists even when his hatred for 
Giolitti reached its most anguished depths, yet he also recognized 
the psychic vitality missing from nineteenth-<:entury Marxism, 
advocated violence as a means of restoring the political passion 
necessary for dramatic change, and welcomed the war along with 
the nationalists as one step toward this end.n 

Be/ween Croce and La Voce 

With this cultural milieu in mind, we may now return to the 
question of Gramsci's intellectual formation, A glance al his 
boyhood years suggests both that he would likely have been 
attracted to any radical appeal which was also pro-Southern and 
that he lived in an extremely isolated world. Until the age of 
eighteen. he had never been very far from the rural Sardinian 
hamlet of Ghilarza, where he was born in 1891. His early years 
had been hard; later he recalled "the sewer of my past":u, which 
had shown him only the "most brutal aspect of Iife."17 His father 
had been arrested for an "administrative irregularity" when 
Antonio was six;.l8 and as the second oldest male of seven 
children, he had had to go to work. Even very hard labor, 
however. barely improved the family's position. By age eleven he 
was trading ten hours of work for wages which could buy only a 
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loaf of bread each day.19 His education suffered as a result, and 
his resentment was intense. "From my youth on I had an instinct 
for rebellion against the rich because I, who had made lOs in every 
subject in elementary school, had been unable to continue 
studying, while the sons of the butcher, pharmacist and tailor had 
gone on."40 Only at eighteen did he have the opportunity to 
attend a fieeo in the Sardinian capital of Cagliari. He spent three 
years there and did well enough to win a modest scholarship to 
the University of Turin for the fall of 19 1 1. 

We know very little about Gramsci's political thinking and 
activity during his years in Cagliari. His older brother Gennaro 
was already a militant in the local socialist youth club; and 
according to an old friend. Daniele Putzolo, Antonio spent a 
good deal of his spare time there toO.41 What is more certain is 
that he was already an avid reader of anti-regime authors. While 
he later confessed to having already read "some things by Marx 
. . .  out of intellectual curiosity,"42 his principal preoccupation 
was with Giovanni Papini, Benedetto Croce, and Gaetano 
Salvemini, all of whom contributed heavily to La Voce.43 He also 
read numerous Sardinian writers, and subscribed to the news
paper of the Milanese establishment, Domenico del Corriere, as 
well as to Milan's syndicalist journal, II Viondome, in which the 
articles of Arturo Labriola regularly appeared.44 An early school 
essay, "Oppressed and Oppressors," bears the imprint both of this 
reading and of his early years of life. "The French Revolution," 
wrote the young Sardinian, " has abolished many privileges and 
raised up many oppressed; but it did no more than replace one 
ruling class with another. Yet, it has left us a great teaching: that 
privileges and social differences, being the products of society and 
not nature, can be overcome."4� 

If these words already suggested the emphasis on political 
education which was to characterize every phase of his mature 
theory and practice, there was as yet nothing particularly Marxist 
or socialist about them. What they did seem to reflect was the 
influence of Salvemini's writings, which were heavily concerned 
with political education from a pro-South standpoint.46 Indeed, 
all of Gramsci's reading at this point was conspicuous for its 
combination of emancipatory and pro-South perspectives. From 
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its birth in 1908, La Voce had devoted much attention to the 
Southern Question. An entire issue was devoted to it in 1911. a 
fact that Gramsci later recalled in the Norebooks.47 Both Croce 
and Salvemini were Southerners; and in Sardinia, which was 
considered Southern both for geographic and economic reasons, 
popular manifestoes commonly combined Salveminian ideas with 
separatist or federalist and sometimes revolutionary sentiments. 
Gramsci seems to have shared very deeply in this.48 Palmiro 
Togliatti remembers him, upon his arrival in Turin in 1911, as 
someone who was "frankly and proudly pro-Sardinian, even 
Sardinian nationalist. He felt very deeply the common resentment 
of all Sardinians at the wrongs suffered by the island; and for him, 
too, such resentment turned easily against continentals, and 
against the continent itself."49 

This Sardinian nationalism may have been one of the reasons 
for Gramsci's apparent coldness toward Turinese socialism in his 
first two years at the University. Though he had been sympathetic 
to Sardinian socialism,� he encountered in the continental ver
sion a predominantly "positivist" style which persisted in explain
ing the Southern Question in terms of the biological inferiority of 
Southerners. He reflected on this fact in his later essay on the 
Southern Question: 

It is well known what ideology is propagated through the multifarious 
forms of bourgeois propaganda among the masses of the North: the 
South is a lead weight which impedes a more rapid civil development of 
Italy; the Southerners are biologically inferior beings, semi-barbarians or 
complete barbarians by natural destiny: if the South is backward, the 
fault is not to be found in the capitalist system or in any other historical 
cause. but is the fault of nature which has made the Southerner lazy, 
incapable, criminal, barbarous, moderating his stepmother's fate by the 
purely individual outbursts of great geniuses, who are like solitary palms 
in an arid and sterile desert. The Socialist Party was very largely the 
vehicle of this bourgeois ideology among the Northern proletariat; the 
Socialist Party gave its blessing to the whole "pro-Southern"literature of 
the clique of so-called positivist writers like Ferri, Sergi, Niceforo. Orano 
and their minor followers, who in articles, sketches, stories, novels, books 
of impressions and memoirs repeated in various forms the same refrain; 
once again "science" had turned to crushing the wretched and the 
exploited, but this time it was cloaked in socialist colors, pretending to be 
the science of the proletariat.sl 

So intense was his resentment that Gramsci in 1913 appears to 
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have had far more admiration for Papini's futurism than for any 
version of socialism. Though their authorship cannot be verified 
with absolute certainty, two articles openly embracing Papini 
appeared in the University press that spring signed by "alfa 
gamma," the nom de plume Gramsci frequently used later in II 
Grido del pOpOIO.51 

Of course, even if he had been attracted by the PSI in this 
period, he mighl well have been hesitant to participate for per
sonal reasons as well.H His health had never been good: he had 
suffered from occasional internal hemorrhages and a probably 
congenital hunchback condition since he was four. Now his 
condition became aggravated because of his student poverty, 
which did not even allow him to buy a winter coal to face the 
severe Turinese winter. To be sure nOI to lose even the modest 
scholarship he had, as well as to compensate for his "provincial" 
background, he felt he had to study very hard. Togliaui reports 
that even his spare time was spent attending additional lectures 
"whenever there were professors dealing wilh essential problems in 
an illuminating way . . . .  "S4 Moreover, the anxieties created by his 
deformity and the social and intellectual lransition from life in the 
provinces tended to reinforce what from all reports was a natural 
shyness and thus to make his existence an extremely lonely one. 
So it is not surprising that two years should pass before Gramsci 
became identified with socialist politics, and that when he did so it 
should be an outgrowth of his political concern for Sardinia. 

When he returned there for a vacation in the summer of 1913, 

the island was in the midst of an election campaign under a newly 
expanded franchise which had increased the rolls from 42,000 to 
178,000." Gramsci quickly perceived that to win this new vote for 
their candidates, local landowners had shed their Sardinian 
nationalism and had accepted the aid of elite power brokers on 
the continent. , ... He therefore participated actively on behalf of the 
socialist candidates and signed the pro-South anti-protectionist 
petition which was supported by socialists and later reprinted in 
La VoceY His friend from Turin, Angelo Tasca, laler recalled 
that Gramsci 

had been very impressed by the utter change caused by the participation 
of the peasant masses in the election. even though they had not known 
how to make proper use of their new weapon. It was this experience. and 
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his own reflection on it, that finally made Gramsci into a socialist. When 
he returned to Turin at the start of the following session, I had fresh 
evidence of just how decisive these events had been for him." 

One concrete step he took was to join the PSI.�9 
There is little doubt, then, that Gramsci was initially attracted 

to socialism because he perceived it as the most efficacious way of 
dealing with the Southern Question. Yet for some time thereafter, 
his identification with socialist politics in Turin remained uneasily 
allied with his partisanship for the South. The tension was central 
to his article on the war, since the "absolute neutralists" were 
often the most doctrinaire, even "positivist" socialists. while the 
"interventionists" could count Salvemini and other progressive 
Southerners among their number. The tension also continually 
arose in Gramsci's practical politics. When, in 1914, one of 
Turin's parliamentary representatives died, Gramsci proposed 
Salvemini as the socialist candidate to replace him even though he 
was neither socialist nor from Turin. The point, as Gramsci later 
expressed it. was to demonstrate the solidarity of the Turincse 
workers with the Apulian peasants: 

The workers in Turin know that in the general elections of 1913 the 
overwhelming majority of peasants of Molfetta and Bitonto supported 
Salvemini; thc administrath·c pressures of the Giolitti government and 
the violence of the gangs and the police prevented the Apulian peasants 
expressing themselves. The workers of Turin do not ask for pledges from 
Salvemini, neither of Party program nor of discipline within the Parlia
mentary group; once elected Salvemini will answer to the Apulian 
peasants. not to the workers of Turin, who will carry on thcir propa
ganda according to their principles and will not be at all committed by 
the political activity of Salvemini.60 

Salvemini declined but, ironically enough in view of his later 
intense anti-fascism, proposed Mussolini in his place. 

In the winter and spring of 1915. Gramsci was deeply absorbed 
in his fourth and final year in the Faculty of Letters. From his 
prison letters we can surmise that he was led to still funher 
reading of Croce and Salvemini, and that he began to master 
Dante, Machiavelli, Hegel, and De Sanctis as wel1.61 He also 
apparently took one course in Marx's dialectic.62 By latc 1915 he 
had become involved in anti-nationalist polemics in /I Grido del 
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popolo and elsewhere.63 Shortly thereafter he also apparently 
lectured on Marx before a socialist student group.64 Clearly, he 
was far beyond "Active and Operative Neutrality" in Ihis period. 
Yet it is unlikely, as has sometimes been suggested,6S that any of 
this can be taken as evidence that he had already turned to activist 
socialism by virtue of a commitment to Marxism. The large body 
of journalism which he published in 1916 shows no significant 
debt to Marx and rests instead on an idealism and a preoccupa� 
tion with "culture" inOuenced above all by Croce. 

In "Socialism and Culture," one of the earliest and most 
interesting of these articles, Gramsci defined culture as "the 
organization, the disciplining of one's inner self; it is the appro� 
priation of one's own personality; it is the conquest of a superior 
consciousness whereby it becomes possible to understand one's 
own historical value, function in life, rights, and duties."66 Man is 
"above all, spirit"; he is an historical creature who appropriates 
his personality through "intelligent reflection"; and he transforms 
society by means of " cultural penetration." Yet the article showed 
little of his later sense for "culture" as an arena of class connict; it 
posed the socialist mission entirely in personalist and utopian 
terms, bolstering the argument with quotes from Novalis and 
Vico.61 A year later in the short-lived PSI Youth Federation 
journal. La Cillo Futuro, he could still write: 

Socialists must not replace order with order. They must bring about 
order itself. The juridical norm that they want 10 establish is the 

possibility of the complete reafi;:ation of one's human personality for 

nwy citizl'/!. With the realization of this norm all established privileges 
collapse.68 

Again the emphasis is on men as the makers of history, on the 
personal responsibility of each citizen to become concerned, on the 
moral and strategic importance of imposing one's will on events, 
and on the ability of men to transcend themselves through 
though!. To crown the argument, Gramsci set forth as his ideal a 
very Crocean concept of liberty: "maximum liberty with a mini
mum of [individual] constraints." 

One is therefore not surprised to learn of Gramsci's own later 
characterization of himself in this period as "rather Crocean in 
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tendency."6\! Croce's four�part system was complete by 1916, and 
Gramsci would have been acquainted with at least its first three 
parts---especially the all�important volume on Practice (1908)

from his university studies. He also seems to have read Croce's 
Cultura e vila morale, to have followed his journal, La Crilica, 

and to have studied the Croce�Gentile debate of 1913, part of 
which appeared in La Voce.1° Yet despite his heavy indebtedness 
to Croce's theoretical formulations, it was not so much in the 
precise details of the system that Gramsci was a Crocean. As we 
will see shortly, his appropriation of Croce was intensely critical, 
and he did not agree with all of Croce's formulations nor lake his 
entire intellectual orientation from this source. What was Crocean 
about his writings of 1916-17 was that they breathed with the 
same style, spoke the same language, and, above all, confronted a 
common set of intellectual and cultural antagonists. 

Croce wrote in his History of Italy, 1871-/91571 that already in 
1902 he was in a two-front war with " positivists, empiricists, and 
'philologists' on the one hand, and pseudo-geniuses, mystics, and 

dilettanti on the other." With respect to the latter group, this was 
slightly exaggerated, for to fight the positivists, Croce often joined 
forces with the new wave, writing for its journals and siding with 
it on many issues. Yet, to the large extent that the statement was 
true, it was also true for Gramsci, especially after 1914. He had 
learned to distrust the first group not only from Croce but also 
from Antonio Labriola12 and nearly everything he read in /I 
Viandante or La Voce. As we have seen, the feeling was deepened 
by his intense commitment to the South. But, like Croce, he too 
seemed to favor a "sounder and truer rationalism"7l over any sort 
of mysticism, spiritualism, or glorification of violence and the 
irrational. Croce admitted that he lacked the taste for the latter 
philosophies because he was too old to have grown up in the 
"D'Annunzian atmosphere, in the grasping, pleasure-loving spirit 
of the new induslrialism."74 Though far removed from this 
continental atmosphere until almost 1912, Gramsci was young 
enough and, in part through a generational attachment, probably 
went farther in this direction than Croce had. Yet the embrace 
with Papini's futurism had been brief, if it occurred at all. and in 
the war years his taste in literary criticism was for the classical 
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Francesco De Sanclis, much out of favor wilh the new wave but 
very dear also to Crocco H Also unlike this new wave, Gramsci 
lacked a well-developed psychology. This was a deficiency com
mon 10 all Marxists prior to the generation of the Frankfurt 
School, but it was particularly notable in Gramsci, since so much 
of his reading might have goaded him toward one. He seems 
instead to have thought that the proletariat was immune to the 
current spiritual and cultural malaise and thai it could create a 
genuine culture imegraled with industrialism by the wholly ra
tional means of political self-education.7f, "For socialists." wrote 
Gramsci in 1917, ''the problem of an initiative which produces 
value is not resolved in psychology but in hislory."77 

In short, Gramsci's early writing expressed a staunch opposi
tion to the post-Risorgimento from a Southern, socialist point of 
view, and probably from a rejuvenation movement point of view, 
though he was always Crocean enough to avoid tbe latter's ex
cesses. As he wrote later in the NOIebooh: 

De Sanctis fought for the creation ex 1101'0 in Italy of a national high 
cuhure, in opposition to the traditional older oncs, rhetoric and Jesuitism 
(Guerrazzi and Father Bresciani). lA Voce fought only for the dissemi
nation, in an intennediate stratum. of this same culture, against provin
cialism, etc. LA Voce was an aspect of militant Croceanism. because it 
wanted to democratize what was necessarily "aristocratic" in De Sanctis 
and maintained as "aristocratic" in Croce.7S 

In this period, perhaps the best way to understand Gramsci is as a 
"militant Crocean," one who drew on the new wave for its 
democratic temper but who still located himself in the long, neo
Hegelian stream of Italian high culture.79 This was possible 
largely because the left-right cleavage of prewar Italian political 
and imellectual life was very much overshadowed and even 
confused by other, more dominating cleavages between North 
and South, positivist and anti-positivist, Marxist and anti-posi
tivist radical. and rationalist and irrationalist. On each of these 
divides, Gramsci stood on the same side as Croce. 

Of course, part of the reason for referring to Gramsci as a 
mililant Crocean is that he also drew much inspiration from 
elsewhere. especially, in 1916-17, from the romaOlic socialist but 
non-Marxist or at least nonorthodox sector of the French 
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intelligentsia: Romain Rolland, Charles Peguy, Henri Barbusse. 
and Georges Sorel.80 What all these writers had in common was 
an intense preoccupation with the category of "will" and a moral
ism aimed at renewing the "consciousness" of the masses through 
education and culture. Marx and prominent Italian Marxists like 
Antonio Labriola and Rodolfo Mondolfo may also have been 
"militant" influences on him in Ihis period.S] Yet, as will be 
argued in the next chapter, Gramsci came to Marxism finally 
only through the Russian Revolution, an "idea-force" which 
merged his activist and idealist leanings with Marxist ones, or 
belter, transcended the former in the name of the latter. Unlike 
Lukacs, he did not come to Marx at the end of an essentially 
intellectual quest. He came to Marx as he had come to socialism: 
in search of answers to practical political problems. 

Organizing a Col/eclive Wilf 

However. before turning directly to the question of the Russian 
Revolution and Gramsci's road to Marx. we need to explain the 
tensions in his Croceanism and his Southernism in the 1917-18 
period. tcnsions which reflect a coming to grips with Marx but 
which have to do more directly with the practical problem that he 
had posed in Lo Citra FUlura:82 how to organize the "collective 
will" necessary for an active and potent socialist left in Italy. This 
was a constant concern well prior to his inspiration from, or 
knowledge of, what was going on in Russia. 

The principal issue over which Gramsci showed his critical 
distance from Croce was that of "prediction." While he could not 
accept the positivist presumption that prediction could and 
should achieve a factual description of the future, neither could he 
swallow Croce's absolute denial of that presumption. The prob
lem. as he put it in Lo Cilla Futuro, was that "in order to operate. 
man must be able to predict to some extent. . .  , It is impossible 10 

conceive of a collective will without a universal, concrete aim, "83 
Two years later. he expanded on the point in a lucid passage 
which strikingly anticipates his view of prediction in the 
Notebooks: 

Uistory is continually being made and is therefore essentially unpredict
able. But that does not mean that "e",erything� is unpredictable in the 
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making of history, that history is arbitrary or irresponsible caprice. 
History is both freedom and necessity. Institutions, in whose develop
ment and activity history is incarnated. are drawn up and maintained 
because they have a task and a mission to realize. They draw up and 
develop the determinate objective conditions of Ihe production of 
material goods and of the spiritual consciousness of men. If  these 
objective conditions (which due to their mechanical nature are almost 
mathematically commensurable) change, then the sum of the relations 
which regulate and inform human society along wilh the degree of 
human consciousness changes also. The social pattern is transformed, 
traditional institutions are impoverished. they are inadequate to their 
tasks, and they become cumbersome and defunct. If in the making of 
history the intelligence were incapable of establishing a rhythm, of 
stabilizing a process, civilized life would be impossible. The political 
genius recognizes precisely this capacity of appropriating the greatest 
possible number of concrete terms which are necessary and sufficient for 
the purpose of examining a development process and therefore for 
anticipating the future both in thc short and long run. On the basis of 
that intuition he sets up the activity of a state and ventures the fortunes of 
a people. In this sense Karl Marx was by far the greatest modern political 
genius.s, 

To use the language which Gramsci drew from Labriola and used 
in the Notebooks, history must be canvassed for "laws of ten

dency" which can then be exploited by a class acting on the basis 
of a collective will. In this earlier period, Gramsci seemed to be 
transcending Croce and approaching Marx by means of Genlile's 
doctrine that "man and reality, the instruments of labor and will, 
are not dissolved but identified in the historical act."B 

The trouble with Croceanism, ultimately, was that in denying 
any possibility for knowledge of the future-for vision-it estab
lished the philosophical basis for reformism.s6 A true historicism, 
Gramsci thought, must forge the analytical basis for vision, and 
thus for revolUlion. "I  am 3 revolutionary, an hi�toricist," he 
wrote to a friend in 1 9 1 8;87 and in this revolutionary historicism, 
history is not an "idea" but an "idea-force."s8 History was indeed 
"contemporary" history, but in a different way than Croce had 
imagined.S9 Contemporary history meant a practical approach to 
political activism, that is, an approach which purges itself of all 
apriorisms through a continuous study of past events in the light 
of present needs.'IO 

By 1918, Gramsci was also attacking Salvcmini for his political 
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idealism, which lacked firm grounding in an historical analysis of 
existing class relations. Yet, as in the case of Croce and histori
cism, Gramsci's early essays on the Southern Question owed a 
great deal to the man he would soon criticize. His first essay, "The 
South and the War," which appeared in II Grido del pop% on 

April I, 1916, retraced familiar idcas on the origins and political 
and economic character of the North-South split.91 He argued 
that its cultural origins went back to Roman times, but that these 
had been of little practical consequence until the unification. 
What really made life in the South miserable from then on was the 
national policy of protectionism which supported Northern in
dustry at the expense of the South. Accompanying that policy was 
the "unjust accusation" by Northerners that the South had 
suffered only because of a "lack of initiative." Gramsci was quick 
to note, however, that the inverse of this attitude would prove no 
better. The South did not need "special laws" or "special treat
ment." It needed equal power within the government to assert its 
priori lies in the formation of national policy. 

None of this was very different from Salvemini's long-held 
position. II is noteworthy that Gramsci did not link his discussion 
at this point with any specific political solution, revolutionary or 
not. But two months later, his central suggestion was for a policy 
of free trade.92 How seriously he took this as an overall solution to 
the Southern Question is hard to tell. Certainly it is very much at 
odds with the "intransigent" socialism that he was moving toward 
at this time.9J Yet there is some evidence that his attitudes toward 
the South and toward the proletariat were partially inconsistent 
even in his own mind. What sort of state is it that can be asked to 
institute free-trade "liberismo" and which nonetheless must be 
politically boycotted by the socialists? Gramsci attempted an 
answer in these terms: "The problem of the post-war era ought to 
be resolved not through class compromise but through a bour
geois initiative under the class stimulus of the proletariat."94 

This was a hazy and precarious formulation, and by late 1919he 
had overthrown it in favor of t�e more straightforward and 
politically tenable assertion that the Southern Question could 
only be resolved through a revolution establishing a communist 
state.q� But even by June 1918, there were strong indications as to 
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the direction his advocacy of the South was taking him. In an 
article entitled "The Politics of 'If,''' he lashed out at Salvemini 
for a utopianism which failed to confront the terms of the current 
class struggle.96 Salvemini's was a "Protestant" view of history as 
progressive revelation, a view which "abstracted from the con
crete form of economic and political life" and created "absolutes 
outside of time and space" which stymied practical political 
advance. Gramsci was also sharply critical of what he called 
Salvemini's "infinite faith in the efficacy of discussion and 
propaganda" united to an "organized social energy" which could 
really act as a political educator. Salvemini had divided the 
cultural and the political spheres so that he was not fully able to 
see either the political force of education or the necessity for the 
democratic participation of Southerners in institutions integrated 
with their culture. It was only a small step from this to his later 
insight that the solution to the Southern Question was proletarian 
revolution in the North. 

What, then, was Gramsci's choice as the practical vehicle for 
organizing a "collective will''? The answer in the years before 1919 
was simply the PSI. Of course, since the "intransigent" faction 
which he supported was in the minority and imposed its views 
only occasionally, his casting of the PSI for a role as the "active 
coefficient of Italian history''97 was primarily by default. When 
the "intransigents" did control a national congress, as they did at 
Rome in September 1918, he could speak optimistically of how 
the party might educate the proletariat by "forcing the bour
geoisie to assume total responsibility for its actions. :'98 On 
such occasions, he would stress the value of a party which. in 
developing precise definitions of its boundaries vis-a.-vis the 
bourgeois state. could begin to create the prOletarian "pOlential 
state" that he had advocated as early as 1914. More often. he was 
reduced to describing a much less radical PSI; and yet there were 
elements in its approach to politics of which he certainly ap
proved. One was its internal democracy,99 a value he never denied 
even when popular support for the "intransigents" was al its 
lowest ebb. Another was its idea that the party must be an organic 
expression of. and not an imposition on. the proletariat: "The 
socialists are not the commanders of a proletarian army, they are 
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a part of the proletariat itself . . . .  The socialists cannot be placed 
in a dualism with the proletariat."!OO Like other PSI factions, the 
intransigents would and should attempt to gain a consensus 
supporting their views. But this should be a natural consensus, a 
unity without tyranny. 1M 

The emphasis on democracy. on "organicism." and on unity 
without tyranny were hardly the mainstay emphases of intransi
gence as seen by most of the faction, and certainly not by its 
leader, the Neapolitan Amadeo Bordiga. To understand Gram
sci's mixed attitudes, it is necessary to describe the sources of 
"centrist" maximalism as well as of intransigence. The laner was 
rooted in Mussolini's 1912 triumph at Reggio Emilia, where the 
reformists were ousted from party leadership. The idea of estab
lishing a separate proletarian identity through the party which 
Mussolini then put forward also tended to mean tight party 
organization at whatever cost to democratic procedures. Gramsci 
stood firmly behind the first half of this attitude, as was demon
strated by his article on the war and by his later practical support 

for the intransigent faction led by Bordiga after the Florence 
Conference in 1917. But he could not accept the latter half. When 
Mussolini abandoned the socialists for the greener pastures of 
nationalism, Giacinta Serrati took over the editorship of Avanti! 

and became one of the new PSI leaders. His new "centrist" 
emphasis was on establishing a well-formulated party program as 
a basis for proletarian education rather than on simply preparing 
for revolution through the internal discipline of intransigence. 
Mussolini had ridiculed "programs" and "education" on the 
grounds that proletarian understanding was always amorphous 
and rudimentary. Gramsci sided here very definitely with Serrati, 
despite the "economistic" and reformist character of his general 
position. Indeed. his major criticism of Serrati was that his stress 
on political education had not been great enough. Without 
activist political education the party could too easily become an 
oligarchic bastion, which, according to some contemporary pessi
mists like Michels, was always its inherent tendency. l02 

Like Bordiga's intransigents, then, Gramsci insisted on the 
necessity of a politics of proletarian autonomy vis-a.-vis Ihe 
bourgeois state. Yet his preoccupation with organizing a col1ee-
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tive will through a politics of education was much closer to 
Serrati's view. This put him in the uncomfortable position of 
supporting a faction with which he disagreed in some important 
respects. and the result was a bifurcation in his political practice. 
Since he believed both in democratic mass politics and in the need 
for intransigent leadership of the proletariat. he could not aban
don the party. Yet, inspired by Croce and Salvemini, he was 
committed to a politics of proletarian education which no faction 
of the party could satisfy. 

The tension would persist until 1919, when he began to 
implement his ideas on proletarian education through the non
party channel of workers' councils. But his writings already 
discussed the value and methods of proletarian education. As 
early as December 1916, he wrote a detailed article on it for the 
"School and Socialism" column in AVOIll;!I03 Applauding the 
effort to revitalize a "humanist current" in worker education, he 
nevertheless pointed to the danger of making this just a scholastic 
exercise. The danger would be especially great if one anempted to 
pursue proletarian goals by revamping traditional education. The 
schools would then remain what they had always been: "bour
geois institutions in the worst ·sense of the word." In existing 
schools, "the proletarian, even if he is intelligent, even if he has all 
the grades necessary to become a 'man of culture,' is compelled to 
waste his talents in other activities or to become an obstinate or 
self-taught person." A genuinely proletarian education, on the 
other hand, can avoid the dilettantism and narrow technical 
emphasis of the education that the worker receives from the 
bourgeoisie. The proletariat can and must create "a free school 
where initiative can be taken freely, not a school based on slavery 
and mechanization." But Gramsci did not yet see how to yoke this 
theoretical prescription to a socialist practice, and he contented 
himself with what must have later appeared to be a hopelessly 
romanticized image. The proletarian school, he suggested, should 
restore the Italian humanist tradition and seck to create the 
educational basis for twentieth-century "Renaissance men .... 

Only Gramsci's purpose was clear at this point. He hoped to 
overcome the sterile mechanicity of bourgeois-dominated life not 
simply by injecting a little "culture" into it from the outside, but 
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by stimulating the worker himself to integrate cultural experience 
within his daily life. Having articulated this objective, he at 
least had a potent critical weapon against the educational norms 
of the bourgeoisie as well as against some of the "proletarian" 
educational experiments then being launched. One of these was 
the Universira papa/are of Turin.l04 This was a well-intentioned 
but misguided effort based on the same theoretical mistake that 
Gramsci had seen in Salvemini and for which he would later 
criticize Tasca-namely, dividing the cultural from the political 
and economic spheres. Culture could not be created and dissemi
nated in isolation from everyday life; the Univer.�ita papa/are was 
simply too remote. It had equated education with a conventional 
curriculum in natural science, Italian literature, and philosophy. 
Except for the worker audience and the self-consciously "prole
tarian" point of view, it might easily have been mistaken for just 
another local night school. 

In Gramsci's impatiently revolutionary view, the Universita 
pop% re looked "neither like a university, nor like a popular 

one."105 A real proletarian university would be linked to the 
deveiopmem of the revolution. for socialism is nothing if not "the 
future which is organized potemially in the present," and socialist 
education is nothing if not the "first nucleus" of the future 
society. l06 These phrases. which were fairly typical of Gramsci 
throughout the war years, show that he had already grasped the 
notion that present proletarian education, the coming revolution, 
and the future socialist society are all inextricably linked as one 
process. As we shall see, his understanding of the Russian 
Revolution helped to make this notion concrete, so that by 1919 

he was able to institutionalize his idea of education in the worker 
council movement. There was, however, already a small antici
pation of this shift. 

In December 1917, Gramsci established his Club di vita morale 
dedicated to the educational advancement of some young socialist 
workers in Turin. His method was entirely Socratic and open
ended: "I . . .  assign a paper to some young person, a chapter from 
Croce's Cu/rura e vita morale perhaps, or Salvemini's Problemi 

educativi e sociali, or his Rivaluzionejrancese or Cu/tura e laidla, 
or the Communist Manifesto, or a critical note from Croce's 
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Critica, or something else related to the contemporary idealist 

movement. , , , Then I or someone else replies," Apart from their 

inherent pleasure, these sessions were intended to illustrate how 

even a modest educational enterprise could answer those intransi

gents who thought the proletariat incapable of education, "In 

Turin we do not think it is enough just to preach verbally the 

principles and moral maxims to be realized in a socialist civili

zation, We have sought to organize this preaching, to give a new 

example (for Italy) of how to work together,"lo7 Discipline, pro

letarian autonomy, democratic political control, culture through 

education, and the democratic transmission of knowledge are 

all organically related in Gramsci's intransigence, No education

al elite "towers above," for the Gramscian intellectual acts only to 

enter into a dialectic with the democratic organization of the 

masses, which itself has been founded on political and intellectual 

self-activity,IOS The Club di vila morale revealed the desirable 

pedagogical relationship in microcosm; the Russian Revolution 

had portrayed the revolutionary possibility of this strategy on the 

world stage, The Bolsheviks had won because they had organized 

a collective will through an "active pedagogy," '09 Moreover, they 

had done this not "through a definitive myth crystallized in an 

external formula" (a Sorel ian stratagem that Gramsci belittled) 

but through the "self-determination (auro-decisione] of the gov

erned,"llo 
By 1918,  then, Gramsci's understanding of political education 

was composed of the following interrelated ideas: a substantive 

"humanism" aimed at developing the whole proletarian person; a 

pedagogical activism which would mobilize the masses for revolu

tion through their own self-activity; democratic participation with 

no special class of intellectuals and no "external formula"; a 
conceptual integration of culture, politics, and economics; a class

based education; and a cultural organization which acts as the 

"first nucleus" of the coming socialist society, 

In addition, one can see already emerging an idea which will 

become of decisive importance in the philosophical standpoint of 

the Prison Notebooks, This is the idea that. through its own self

education, the proletariat is bringing about a cultural integration 

of the human race in industrial society: 
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It is through the critique of capitalist civilization that the unified 
consciousness of the proletariat is formed or is forming. Here criticism 
signifies culrure, not spontaneous, naturalistic evolution. I I I  

Effective criticism is the building of an alternative culture, one 
through which the values and aspirations of a class can be 
expressed. The bourgeoisie had developed such a culture in the 
medieval city states. III Unlike the bourgeoisie, the proletariat has 
never had an independent geographical base for the formation of 
its cuhure, a factor which has held back its development. But 
Gramsci would soon argue that it has an equally powerful al
ternative: to organize an autonomous and integrated culture 
around the proletarian institution which advanced industrialism 
has created-the factory. It was to this idea above all that. in 
1919, he dedicated both his new journal, Ordine Nuovo, and the 
council movement that it theorized and promoted. 



C H APTER TWO 

The "New Order" and Its Collapse 

Marx did not write a nice little doctrine. he is not a 

messiah who left a file of parables. His only catc-
gorical imperative. his only norm is "Workers or the 
world unite'" 

(May 1918) 

WITH THE nineteenth-century political world reduced to 

ashes by the First World War. the Bolshevik Revolution appeared 
to be the phoenix-like expression of a new political destiny for al\ 

of Europe, l  Sympathetic or not, few observers in 1917 could 

avoid the suspicion that Marx's day might finally have arrived, if 

not quite in the way he had anticipated. "The war changed 
everything," wrote one disillusioned Hungarian who had served in 

the moderate postwar government overthrown by Bela Kun. 

"Bolshevism is simply the revival of the doctrine of the Com

munis/ Manifesto in an environment in which all the conditions of 

the Marxist prognosis are combined, not as Marx expected. 
through the free development of economic forces, but by an 
external factor, the war."l 

The spectre which had haunted Europe seemed finally to be 

conquering her. Bolshevik-backed governments had brief tri

umphs in Germany, the German state of Bavaria, and Hungary. 
More moderate social-democratic or peasant socialist parties 
took over briefly in Finland, Poland, AuS!ria, Bulgaria, and the 
Ukraine. Even in England, Lloyd George noticed that "the shock. 
that came from Petrograd passed through every workshop and 
mine and produced a disquiet which made things difficult in 
recruitment and munitionment [of the army].") By 1919, the 
British Socialists had already held a convention at Leeds which 
announced their intention to "do for Britain what the Russian 
Revolution has accomplished in Russia" and which passed a 

resolution calling for the establishment of worker and soldier 
soviets.· 

43 
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This action was typical of the revolutionary fervor which 
gripped European socialism during the two years after the 
armistice that Italians dubbed the biennio rosso. Even in 1917, 

however, leftist journals in France and Italy spoke incessantly 
about the Russian events. Certainly no one growing up socialist 
then in those two countries could have avoided being affected 
by them (although, as we shall see, they were perceived rather 
differently than in later historical accounts). Gramsci was no 
exception; indeed, the Russian Revolution was the decisive 
experience of his early years. With dramatic suddenness it 
brought vitality and concrete meaning to his political activity. 
Against the Italian horizon, the revolution appeared as a spark
ling mythic image of a possible future, one that would inspire him 
long after he was forced to abandon the immediate methods and 
strategies that he thought he had adapted from it. 

Gramsci's Russia and the Road to Marx 

In Gramsci's earliest writing on Russia, the events of March 

1917 served as a kind of prism through which he could refilter and 
reassess his acquired philosophical conceptions and ideals. The 
test was not very fair, for he knew hardly anything reliable about 
Russia until July, when a delegation of Bolsheviks led by Joseph 
Goldenberg arrived in Turin) Even several months after that, his 
information was still so sparse. and the distortion in the Italian 
press so great, that he would mistakenly take Chernov as the great 
world-historical figure in command.6 Nonetheless, he was sure 
that the Russian events reaffirmed his overalJ political outlook. 
Thus, on April 29, 1917. he wrote an acid polemic against the 
"bourgeois press" for suggesting that the revolution could be 
adequately understood as a power play by the rising bourgeoisie 
to wrest the state from a crumbling autocracy.7 To Gramsci this 
was an inapt attempt to locate the historical meaning of the 
Russian events through an analogy to the French Revolution of a 
century before. The Russians were not .. Jacobins" bent on 
conquering a political majority through violence. Bourgeois 
revolutions were necessarily elitist because they represented only 
the interests of a class and lacked a universal program. The 
Russian revolutionaries. in contrast. "pursue an ideal which 
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cannot be only for the few." They propose a fundamentally new 

society, one from which a whole new man can be born: 

As a result of the Russian revolution the man who was a common 
criminal has turned into the sort of man whom Immanuel Kant. the 
theoretician of absolute ethical conduct. had called for-the sort of man 
who says: the immensity of the heavens above me. the imperative of my 
conscience within me. What these brief news items reveal to us is a 
liberation of spirit. the establishment of a new moral awareness. It is the 
ad .... ent of a new order, one that coincides with everything our masters 
taught us.! 

Through such idealist and romanticized language, Gramsci was 
able to forge a powerful myth which reinforced his own prior view 
of proletarian revolution as the steady ascension of a mass-based, 
educated, and organized collective will in which the final seizure 
of power is merely the climactic act of a broader process. In this 
process, proletarian power was revealed as something more than 
high wages and worker rights: it was a new society and a new 
man. Moreover, as he put it in a celebrated article, this was a 

"revolution against Capital," a concrete demonstration of the 
importance of "will" in history." "The Bolsheviks repudiate Karl 

Marx, and their explicit actions and conquests bear witness that 
the canons of historical materialism are not as rigid as might have 
been and has been thought." 

Of course, Gramsci's real enemy was not Karl Marx, not even 
the Karl Marx of Capital. His real enemy was the vulgarized 
Marxism which had become prominent in the Second Interna
tionaL Writers like Kautsky in Germany or Achille Loria in Italy 
had made a mockery of Capital by treating it almost as a 
mathematical equation for revolution. In an article written several 
weeks after "The Revolution against Capital," Gramsci argued 
that "the new generation" of Italian socialists "wants to return to 
the genuine doctrine of Marx . . . . "HI Here he suggested implicitly 
that Marx himself would not have accepted the dogma which his 
celebrated treatise had become in the hands of its inheritors. The 
Bolsheviks had escaped the fate of being "Marxists" (just as 
Marx had declared he was not a "Marxist") because "they live the 
thought of Marx." Theirs was not an "external doctrine of 
dogmatic. indisputable statements" but a "continuation of Italian 
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and German idealistic thought which in Marx was contaminated 

with positivist and naturalist encrustations." In this Marxism the 
central figures of history are not inanimate economic facts but 
flesh and blood men "who have together developed a collective. 
social will, who comprehend economic facts. evaluate them and 

adapt them to their will . . . .  " 1 1  Marx could not be faulted for 
failing to predict the unpredictable. No one had foreseen a war of 
a length and intensity sufficient to create popular revolution in 
Russia. The Bolsheviks had simply been flexible enough to take 
advantage of an unforeseeable opportunity. The result was a full
scale proletarian revolution while socialists in the developed 

nations of Europe merely looked on. 

Later articles added many details to this argument. but the 
basic cOnlenlion that the revolution vindicated a politics of 
organized collective will was repeated again and again. The 
revolution was a world-historical pageant which had shown how 
the energy and imagination common to syndicalism, La Voce, 
Salveminian pedagogical politics, and Rolland's "optimism of the 

will" could be organized and disciplined. By 1918.  Gramsci 
was picturing the Bolsheviks as revolutionary "historicists" who 
grasped politics in the proper context of its "historical develop
ment."12 And he credited Lenin with having proved the historical 
decisiveness of political as opposed to economic factors in crisis 
periods. a cOnlention he turned against Loria's crude positivism. I) 

But the truly decisive influence of the revolution on his own 
political practice began to dawn only as the new shape of the 
Russian socioeconomic structure came to be somewhat more fully 
described in the Western press of 1918.14 

The Bolsheviks, he then saw, had not simply conquered state 
power, they had substituted for it. "The essential fact of the 
Russian Revolution is the installation of a new type of state: the 
state of the councils [soviets]."ls The Bolsheviks had used the 

"soviet" as an organizational base during their rise to power and 
then as the central organ controlling state power through direct 
producer representation.16 Representation in the soviet was direct 
because it grew out of the institutions where people worked 
(factories, army regiments); it was democratic because soviet 
members were freely elected and could be recalled immediately 
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for misconduct in office.17 As this latter feature suggests, the 

historical model for the soviet was the Paris Commune, which 

Marx had eulogized and which Lenin's recent State and Revolu

tion had made the model for socialist politics. Unlike the bour
geois state which Machiavelli theorized, the soviet was founded 
on the spontaneous expression of the masses, not on "the dictates 
of a 'hero' who imposes himself through violenee."11 The soviet 
was the concrete utopia which had eluded the liberals because of 
their alliance with capitalism. It expressed well how an essentially 
economic institution could go beyond its formal purpose to serve 
as the foundation for a reconstruction of the political process in 
proletarian terms. This fusion of economics and politics also 

provided ideal terrain for a proletarian education in which 
"criticism" might become "culture." 

However, Gramsci was nOI immediately able to translate the 
theoretical advance represented by the Russian

' 
soviet into Turin

ese practice. He filled the 1918 issues of II Grido del popolo with 

his first sustained discussions of socio-economic policy and 
organization before settling on the formulation we will come to 

shonly. What he did see immediately, however, was that Italy and 
Russia shared class structures and socioeconomic backgrounds 
similar enough to allow their revolutions to be waged in the same 
terms. Both countries had large peasant masses preserved from 
the feudal era for lack of commercial development linking town 
and country. Moreover, both peasantries had been profoundly 

radicalized by the war and were ready for a tactical alliance with 
the proletariat. And in a striking anticipation of his later emphasis 
on the imponance of "organic intellectuals" in the development of 

an insurgent class, Gramsci argued that while both these pro
letariats were rc:lativc:ly small, each had pr04uced or attracted 

intellectual classes which were potentially revolutionary since, 
unlike the developed states of Western Europe, neither Russia nor 
Italy had a bureaucracy strong enough to co-opt them.J9 

Armed with faith in this parallel, Gramsci set out to construct 
an Italian equivalent of the "soviet" in 1919. But before turning to 
that project, let us review Gramsci's road to Marx and comment 
briefly on his understanding of Lenin in this period. We have seen 
that Gramsci turned to socialism in 1913, though rar more for its 
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efficacy in dealing with the Southern Question than for any 
"proletarian" or Marxist commitment. We have also seen that he 

studied Marxism at the University in 1 9 1 5  and lectured on the 
topic in 1 9 1 6. But his early writing reveals a predominantly 
Crocean orientation, even if it is an increasingly critical and 
"militant" Croceanism which he may have been trying to reconcile 
with a Marxist perspective. This is suggested, for instance, by his 
reading of Marx and Labriola in 1 9 1 7  as well as by his reading of 
Gentile, whose Philosophy of Spiril as a Pure ACI (19 16) could 
well lead to a Marxism conceived as a philosophy of the "impure 

act."20 
Yet what I want to suggest is that it is only with the arrival of 

the Russian Revolution that Gramsci turned squarely toward 

Marx. Even then he was careful to qualify his commitment in a 
generational sense: his was the "genuine Marx" of the new 
generation, not the hobbled and bifocaled positivism of Turati, 
Treves, and their reformist fellows. His Marx, like his Croce, was a 
�master of spiritual and moral life,"21 not of pOlitical economy. 
Much of Gramsci's writing on Bolshevism, as we have seen, was 
an attempt to identify them with "German and Italian idealist 
thought." The question, then, is not one of relinquishing idealism 
but of transcending it in a dialectical Aufhebung (a canceling, 
preserving, and overcoming, all at once). Marx himself must be 
purged of his "positivist and naturalist encrustations"-perhaps 
one source of Gramsci's long hesitation in embracing Marx-in 
order to bring fully into view what is truly important and 
distinctive about his philosophy: 

Marx did not write a nice little doctrine, he is not a messiah who left a file 
of parables pregnant with categorical imperatives, of absolute indis
putable norms independent of time and space. His only categorical 
imperative, his only norm is ·'Workers of the world unite!" The dUlY of 
organization, the propaganda for the need to organize and align should 
be the factors used 10 separate Marxists from non-Marxists.lZ 

As a master of spiritual and moral life, Marx had insisted on the 
imperative to organize as his fundamental teaching. The Bolshe
viks had learned this lesson, built soviets, and waged a revolu
tionary war which reconciled the idealist emphasis on will and 
historical creativity with socialist politics. 
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There is, however, some room for misinterpretation here, since 
this is not to suggest that Gramsci came to Marx through Lenin, 

or that he was "Leninist" and therefore "Marxist." No one doubts 
that Gramsci's friend and fellow activist, Piero Gobetti, was right 
when he wrote that "the figure of Lenin appeared to him 

[Gramsei] as a heroic will of liberation."2J But the Lenin whom 
Gramsci knew in 1917-20 was hardly the purveyor of orthodox 

"Marxism-Leninism" admired by Stalin and Mao. As the articles 
by Lenin that Gramsci reprinted in Ordfne Nuovo make abun
dantly clear,24 Gramsci's was a most libertarian Lenin, a demo
crat, an organizer of soviets, and a leader of a mass-based party 

conscious of the need for the political education and . cultural 

autonomy of the proletariat. IS To be sure, Gramsci knew of Whaf 

Is fO Be Done? at least by late 1919, but he passed it off as an "old 
thesis of Lenin's on the 'qualified' revolutionary."16 Lenin's 

important works were his contemporary ones like Stale and 

Revolution. which Gramsci characterized as "indispensable to an 
understanding of the Bolshevik revolution. "17 

This impression of Lenin was widespread in Europe at this time 

and seems to have been fostered by Lenin himself. Whether owing 
to a newfound "anarcho-syndicalism"z8 or to a shrewd sense for 
socialist diplomacy (or both), Lenin's writings in the two years 
after his speech at the Finland Station were very different in style 
and argument from those which had accompanied his rise to 
power. Now he exalted the soviet as a replacement for the 
bourgeois state, even though his earlier writings show that he had 

not expected the soviets to arise either in 1905 or 1917 and that 

their "anarcho-syndicalist tendencies" were to be deplored.29 
Apparently, he had private misgivings about them even in 1917. 

In July he told his fellow Bolsheviks: "Soviets may appear in this 
new revolution, and indeed are bound to, but nOI the present 
soviets. . . . The present soviets have failed, have suffered 
complete defeat, because they are dominated by the Socialist

Revolutionary and Menshevik parties.")O But in his articles 
wriuen for foreign consumption, such as those printed in Ordine 
Nuovo or his "Letter to American Workingmen," which Gramsci 

very likely read as well, Lenin underscored both the importance of 
the soviets and their highly democratic character. Apparently, 
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what was domestically suspect was imernationally useful; but 
whatever the source of the discrepancy. the point is that Gramsci 
could not have been aware of it. 

n,e .. New Order" in Turin 

When the Bolsheviks proclaimed the triumph of the revolution 
from Red Square, workers in Finland, Germany, Bavaria, Hol
land, Poland, Austria, Hungary, and England responded with the 
spomaneous generation of local "soviets." Mirroring the political 
systems in which they were situated, these soviets varied widely 
both within and between nations. Though not generally insurrec
tionary in England, they played a major role in organizing the 
abortive Spartacist Revolt in Germany.)1 But in every case they 
expressed a generic opposition to the conventional wisdom of the 
European socialist parties that one creates the new society only 
after the seizure of political power. Thus, in organizing soviets or 
worker councils in Turin, "the Italian Petrograd," Gramsci was 
not only participating in a Europe-wide phenomenon, but he was 
also attaching himself to a particular ideological oriemation 
which grew logically from his earlier theoretical and practical 
outlook and which received an unusually full, as well as a 
distinctive and imaginative, formulation in his writings. Our 
concern here, however, will not be to explore these historical 
interrelationships or even the history of the councils in the 
biennia rassa itself, which is well treated elsewbere.J2 Nor am I 
particularly concerned with a critical estimate of the historical 
efficacy of Gramsci's council mategy. It may well be that he 
treated the councils in a transhistorical manner when they were in 
fact rooted in a particular and very transitory "productivisC' 
moment in the history of European labor.·B Even within that 
moment they shared the sad fate of the rest of their genus. 
Whether they would have been able to buck this fate had party
council relations been carried out according to Gramsci's design 
remains as unanswerable a question as it was in 1920.34 

What we are concerned with here is a careful reconstruction of 
Gramsci's Ordine Nuovo vision in its totality as a theory of 
political and economic organization. We will then be in a position 
to understand it as an emerging stage in his political and cultural 
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theory, one which already incorporated many of the key ideas 

that will appear later in the Notebooks. For as the last part of the 

chapter will show, Gramsci did not abandon this Ordine Nuovo 

vision when he helped to found the new PCI at Livorno in 

January 1921. On the contrary, he accepted the new party as the 

necessary complement to the councils which the Ordine Nuovo 

vision had always entailed but which the PSI had never fulfilled. 

What, then, was this "new order" proclaimed by Gramsci and 

his Turin comrades? Perhaps the best place to begin is with the 

journal itself. Ordine Nuovo was established in May 1919 just as 

Italy's postwar political crisis was intensifying amid strikes, food 

riots, and strident demands for a new constituent assembly. The 

four former Turin University students who founded it conceived it 

as a "weekly review of socialist culture." Now twenty-eight, 

Gramsci was their natural leader, Unlike the others�Ange[o 

Tasca (twenty-seven), Umberto Terracini (twenty-four), and Pal

mira Togliatti (twenty-six)-he had been disqualified from mili

tary service and had been active as a journalist throughout the 

war, Long infatuated with the idea of a proletarian La Voce, he 

had tried two years earlier to turn II Grido del popolo into a 

"journal of culture" and had written most of the short-lived Lo 
Citta FUfura,l' Tasca, however, had been the one to raise the 
6,000 lire necessary to start publication; and though Gramsci was 

always formally listed as editor, he claimed that Tasca's views had 

prevailed at the beginning, As a socialist with long-standing ties to 

the trade union movement, Tasca was suspicious of promoting 

Italian worker councils, and Gramsci said later that the first six 

issues of the review expressed nothing but a "vague passion 

for a vague proletarian culture,"36 Early in June, Gramsci and 

Toglialli, backed by Terracini, " plotted an editorial coup d'etat." 
Gramsci took full comrol of the scvemh issue and used it to 

analyze "the problem of the factory committees,"37 From then on 

his editorial model was the Frenchjournal Clone, edited by Henri 

Barbusse,l8 Like Lunacharski's Proletkuil in Russia, Gramscl 

thought Clane had tried "to find a gathering point between the 

working class and the intellectuals," a literary marriage of theory 

and practice,39 With this as a guiding precept, Gramscl achieved 

considerable notice. Circulation rcmained largely restricted to Tur-
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in itself, but it reached 3,000 in the first year and almost 6,000 in 

the second.40 Online Nuovo published articles by numerous well� 

known foreign writers such as Lenin, Romain Rolland, Anatole 

France, Sylvia Pankhurst, and even Walt Whitman. Moreover, it 

earned Lenin's commendation as "fully in keeping with the 

fundamental principles of the Third International."4J 

Gramsci's criticism of Tasca was the familiar one that he had 

leveled at Salvemini and the Universila popo/are. Tasca had 

divided culture and education from the worker's political and 

economic experiences. He had made Ordine Nuovo "a journal of 

abstract culture and abstract information" which could just as 

easily "have come out of Naples, Caltanisetta or Brindisi."42 

Gramsci's object was to make it a journal in which workers 

found somelhing of themselves, their own better selves . . . .  The articles in 
Ordine NuOI'o were not of cold intellectual conslruction but flowed out 
of our own discussions with the best workers and set forth the feelings, 
wishes, real passions of the Turin working class of which we had 
paTtaken and which we had stimulated.OJ 

This was only possible because of the activity shared by the 

workers and the young intellectual editorship: the formation and 

management of the workers' councils. In rejecting the councils, 

Tasca had failed to appreciate the meaning of political education. 

We have said that the major inspiration for the new worker 

councils came from Lenin and the Russian experience. One might 

also cite the influence of Daniel Deleon, Max Eastman's Lib

eralOr. and the English shop-steward committees whose structure 

Gramsci studied in 1918.44 And given the existence of the Italian 

�internal commissions," established in 1906 under French syn

dicalist inspiration, Gramsci's problem was not creation ex nihilo. 

Nonetheless, what he proposed in his June 1919 article, "Workers' 

Democracy," was dramatically original.4!i Given his intense con� 

cern that the new councils be a direct outgrowth and active 

expression of proletarian life. he suggested an organizational 

structure based in pan on the factory and in part on geography. 

Ward committees within Turin would establish themselves, first 

by surveying the worker population of their zone and then by 
ensuring that each production unit of each factory within the zone 

elected a ward delegate. While these elections would vary accord� 
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ing to ward size, the aim would be one delegate per fifteen 

workers. These delegates would then elect from among themselves 

an overall factory council in such a way that each craft within the 
factory would be represented. The final ward council would be 

made up of one member from each factory council and one 

member from each distinct group of unorganized. non-factory 

workers (e.g., waiters, railway workers. clerks, etc.) within the 

district. 

Once the ward committees were operating smoothly, Gramsci 

hoped it would be possible to create Turin-wide "urban commis

sariats."46 One can thus begin to see how the council network, 

when brought into rapport with party and trade union structures 

in ways we will soon specify, could appear to Gramsci as the 

"potential state" that he had spoken of in 1914. However, though 

the emphasis here is on large-scale and encompassing structures, 

later articles would increasingly emphasize local factory councils 

as the real basis for worker democracy. Such councils were 

conceived as public, not private, institutions; the worker parti

cipates in them "as a producer, i.e. as a consequence of his 

universal character . . and in the same way that the citizen 

participates in the democratic parliamentary state."47 

Since the network of councils is a "model of the proletarian 

state."48 growing beside the present state and challenging it, 

Gramsci from the beginning insisted on the importance of its 

educational function. Within each factory, elected "commissars"4'1 

ran "labor schools" aimed at discovering the full meaning of being 

a producer as opposed to a mere wage-earner. On one level these 

schools were concerned with increasing worker skills within each 

craft area. Even here the pervading spirit was highly idealistic: 

workers were encouraged to think of new ways to increase 
productivity and skill in workmanship, even if short-run profits 

did accrue to the capitalist owners. The "School of Culture and 

Socialist Propaganda" operated at a second level. Through 

lectures and discussions, usually held at night, the worker was 

introduced to the idea of councils as an emerging proletarian state 

which would obliterate the distinction between "bourgeois" and 

"citizen" that had preoccupied progressive political theory from 

Rousseau onward.sCI Through his activity in the factory, the 
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worker could become both a producer of public welfare and a 

self-governing person. 

Did this system of political education also have a more 

immediate goal? There is no doubt that Gramsci hoped to use the 

"School of Culture and Socialist Propaganda" along with Ordine 

Nuovo itself as a means of shoring up the working class's self

confidence in its own ability to direct society. Yet, beyond this the 

intention is less clear. Some commentators have argued that 

Gramsci perceived a deeply "alienated" condition within the 

working classes.'! As a commodity in the labor market, "every 

citizen is a gladiator who sees in others enemies to be destroyed or 

to be subjugated to his will; aU the higher links of solidarity and 

love are dissolved, from the artisans' corporations and classes to 

religion and the family,';'2 Education toward a socialist culture 

serves, in this view, the essentially restorative purpose of resolder

ing the collective linkages which capitalist society has torn 

asunder, Others have suggested that, far from championing the 
need to overcome worker "alienation," Gramsci was an advocate 

of Taylorism, the "scientific organization of labor."n Taylorism 

was not concerned with the worker-as-exploited but with the 

worker-as-producer, one who must learn to be still more efficient 

and, in this sense, still more competitive. Taylorism sought ·'to 

produce a new type of worker, sober, disciplined, industriollS. and 

monogamous," a person capable of revolution but also of indus

trial managemenl.S4 

If Gramsci, as a Marxist, necessarily had a keen sense for the 

deprivations of the working class under capitalism, it is also true 

that he never developed a systematic analysis of "reification" as a 

total cultural system, as the young Lukacs would do in 1923.ss 

Gramsci's instincts were always more puritanical than culturally 

liberating in an expansive and nonrepressive way, Though he 

himself never declared openly for Taylorism (or "productivism") 

in the early writings, he gave it tacit support by publishing a series 

of articles praising it in Ordine NUOVO.'6 Certainly he had no 

illusions about the degree of diligence and instinctual sacrifice 

that would be necessary if workers were to run the state, as is 

indicated, for instance, by his later support for American Pro

hibitionY Yet it is equally a mistake to assimilate Gramsci's 
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"productivism" to the theories of industrial management so 

popular with the PCI in the post-World War II era.'s For while 

productivism in the latter context has become essentially an end 

in itself, Gramsci's version was always a means to the higher end 

of a new proletarian culture. The education of the worker councils 

as we have outlined it involved both the inculcation of "skills" and 

an emancipatory thrust aimed at fostering genuine "creativity." 
For the councils were not merely the pulsating nodes in a cost
efficient bureaucracy; they were the crucial ethico-political media

tions of an emerging proletarian stale and a new, integrated 

cultural totality. 

What, then, of the relations between the councils and the other 

parts of the state such as the party and the trade unions? In his 
article on "Workers' Democracy," Gramsci had suggested that the 

"urban commissariats" might be "controlled and disciplined by 

the PSI and the craft federations."s9 It is difficult to tell precisely 

what he meant by this, and the article, which is only exploratory, 
does not clarify it elsewhere. Perhaps it was only a diplomatic 

concession or reassurance 10 the more traditional working-class 

leaders. This seems likely with respect to the craft federations, 

since Tasca's objections must have been in the forefront of his 
mind in this, the very first issue after the "editorial coup d'etat." 
Moreover, Gramsci reversed himself on this poin! once the 
councils were established.60 In the case of party control and 

discipline, however, it seems more likely that he was seeking to 

theorize the mutual dependence of mass win and socialist con

sciousness, of workers and intellectuals. Prior to 1919, Gramsci 

h,ad envisioned the organization of a collective will within the 

mass democratic selling of the PSI. Now that the primary mass 
organization would function outside the party and include many 
non-socialists, he . saw that the PSI should take on a new 
dialectical role as the embodiment of "vigilant revolutionary con

sciousness."61 This is why he argued in the same article that 
"precisely because the party must carry out this task [of Com

munist education], it cannot throw open its doors to an invasion 
of new members who are not accustomed to the exercise of 

responsibility and discipline."62 Only a disciplined party could 
provide a successful counterpoint to the broadly based organi-
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zational hierarchy of the councils. Without it the mass will 

created by the councils might never seize on a single purpose and 

might dissipate instead into factionalism. 

However, Gramsci was not very precise at this point about the 

organizational arrangements that he advocated for the party. One 

must therefore be careful in labeling his view. Certainly it 

represented more of a "vanguard" organization than he would 

previously have accepted, yet this is the very opposite of a 

"Leninist vanguard" as the phrase is conventionally understood. 

For Gramsci, both the council-party as well as the council-union 
relationships must, in essence, be based on council dominance. 

Parties and trade unions, having arisen "in the sphere of bour

geois democracy and political liberty,"63 can never be the central 

organizational components of a revolutionary process. In con

trast to the public character of the councils, they are private, 

voluntary organizations and can only play a secondary role as 

"the direct and responsible agents of the successive acts of 
liberation. "601 Ultimately their significance will fade entirely, since 
the revolution is to produce "a world organized on the model of a 

large engineering works, a Communist International in which 

every people, every part of humanity acquires a characteristic 

personality by its performance of a particular form of production 
and no longer by its organization as a state with particular 

frontiers."6s The factory council is described as the "first cell" of 

this process; union and party have no place in it. 

How, then, did Gramsci characterize the organization and 

activities proper to party and union as revolutionary "agents''? 

With respect to the party, the answer is essentially this: the party 

is to "guide" the revolution by educating the proletariat in a 

passive, representational sense. It is also to guide it militarily 

toward the seizure of power. But it is not to "make" the revolution 

even by playing an active role in the formation of councils.66 

Gramsci was heavily critical of the German Social Democrats for 

having intervened so directly in the formation of the German 
council movement.67 Their policy had been based on a major 

theoretical mistake. Thinking they needed to be both democratic 

internally and capable of "dominating history," they "forced the 
process of the German proletarian revolution violently into their 
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own organizational forms." The artificiality of this solution 
compromised both goals. The solution was nOI democratic be

cause when they did create councils, they created them by fiat in 

order to have "a secure majority of their own men in them." But it 
was also incompatible with revolutionary efficiency. since in 
casting their own organizational net so wide, they could not help 
but "shackle the revolution and domesticate it."b!I What Gramsci 
now saw was that if the relationship between council and party 
were correctly construed as highly interdependent, both prole
tarian democracy and revolutionary efficiency could be achieved 
at higher levels than in the traditional democratic party approach 
to revolution. Democracy would be much increased b�cause by 

basing it in the councils it would include all workers, would be 

much more participatory, and would be directly linked to every

day life. Revolutionary control would also be enhanced because 
the party would include only dedicated socialist militants, would 
give up its impossible task of trying to coordinate the activities of 
all proletarian organizations, and would therefore inspire and 

guide proletarian consciousness with a singular purpose. 
Of course. even in theorizing such a dialectical view of organi

zation, Gramsci did not deny the advantages in gaining a majority 
of communists within local councils. He simply thought it would 
be in the party's best interest to seek this only through indirect 
acitivity.69 A good first step would be to get its own house in 

order. Where Gramsci thought the "intransigents" were right was 
in insisting upon the creation of a revolutionary program which 
by its very existence would "deny the bourgeois state apparatus its 

democratic basis in the consent of the governed."7o The intran

sigent program, with its stress on proletarian autonomy, had 
created the possibility of undercutting what Gramsci would later 
call the "hegemony" of the bourgeoisie. i.e., its social, political. 
and cultural legitimacy. Such a program was extremely important 
in creating the political climate in which a system of councils 
could be seen as an alternative state. 

But in terms of its organization, Gramsci's conception of the 
party was not "Bordighist" any more than it was "leninist." As 
the leader of the intransigents. Bordiga had become obsessed with 
the formation of an all-powerful vanguard steeling itself for the 
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task of carrying ou( what was essentially a revolution from above. 

Gramsci ridiculed such a party as "a collection of dogmatists or 

little Machiavellis . . .  which makes use of the masses for its own 

heroic attempts to imitate the French Jacohins."7! In contrast, his 

conception is poised delicately between popularism and elitism. 

The party does not "make" the revolution, yet it is composed 
exclusively of dedicated militants and is, in this broad sense, an 

elite. Gramsci's new inlegrated theory of political organization 
must be grasped as a dialectical relation between the formation of 

critical consciousness in the councils and the symbolic and 
military guidance entrusted to the party. 

What about the trade unions? Could they also exercise a 

revolutionary function? To a surprising degree, Gramsci answered 

this in the affirmative despite his generally contemptuous atti
tudes toward the legalism and reformism of existing unions. In 

part Ihis was because many Italian workers, even in Turin, were 

not yet organized in any form; joining a trade union was a helpful, 
if only a first step in the development of a socialist consciousness. 
More importantly, Gramsci recognized that unions were instru
mental in the inlellectual and technical formation of what he 

would later call "organic inlellectuals," i.e . •  intellectual products 

of class-specific, in this case proletarian, activities.n And, most 

important of all. the " centralized and absolutist character" of the 
union structures meant that they could play the same role vis-a-vis 

capitalist industry that the party was to play vis-a-vis the capitalist 
state. Just as the party was to symbolize the political embodiment 

of socialist consciousness, unions could symbolize its industrial 

embodiment by presiding over the new socialization of industry.73 
The Russian experience, Gramsci believed, had shown how 
important unions could be in directing the work forces of a 
communist society.74 

However. prior to revolution, Gramsci recognized a very strong 
tendency in trade unions to function as "an integral part of 

capitalist society."75 Unions represent workers yet live in the 
compromise status of"industrial legality."76 They necessarily treat 

workers as wage-earners, not as producers, and are thus "com

petitive not communist."n In each of these ways they contrast 

directly and unfavorably with worker councils. Councils are ''the 
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negation of industrial legality";78 they organize producers, not 
wage�arners; and they are "based on the organic and concrete 
unity of the craft as it is realized in the discipline of the industrial 
process," rather than simply on the "individual" members of the 
craft.79 As creators of the "producer mentality," councils allow a 
self-realization which overcomes the false dichotomy of bourgeois 
and citizen.so Yet their ability to do this is predicated upon their 
autonomy from all institutional collaboration with capitalism. 
Both unions and councils have a role to play in organizing the 
new society, but these roles must be exercised autonomously. In 
the end, the only olive branch that Gramsci was willing to hold 
out from the councils to the Tascas of Turin was his hope that 
"the majority or a substantial number of the electors to the 
council would be organized in unions."BI 

Gramsci's insistence on the subordination of party and union to 
council in his "new order" was hardly designed to promote its 
popularity. Certainly there is room to argue that his political 
strategy was unduly divisive as well as somewhat vague in its 
formulation. Yet there is also a tension in it which no amount of 
diplomacy or specification of details could have alleviated. One 
sees this tension in the party itself. As Gwyn Williams has written: 
"The operation called for, however-a toughly centralized and 
communist party, operating in a completely libertarian manner in 
the heart of the whole mass of the working population-was to 
say the least, dialectically delicate!"S2 Yet this tension between 
educational and military functions characterizes not only Gram
sci's conception of the party but his vision as a whole. Gramsci's 
metaphors for the proletariat's path continually alternate between 
the educational and the military. The factory councils would be"a 
magnificent school of political and administrative experience" 
that could "effect a radical transformation of the worker's 
mentality." As such they are the key to organizing what he would 
later call the alternative "hegemony" of the working class. But the 
workers are also an army. "Each factory would make up one or 
more regiments of this army, which would have to have its own 
N.C.O.'s. its own liaison services, officer corps and general staff, 
with all powers being delegated by free election and not imposed 
in an authoritarian manner."8J Clearly, Gramsci was seeking to 
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reconcile the principles of education and democracy with those of 

efficiency and control. That he never achieved a successful blend 

became tragically apparent to all in the spring and fall of 1920. 

The tension was reflected in a still deeper ambiguity in the way 

Gramsci theorized the nature of revolution itself. We have seen 

that he had always conceived of revolution not as some specific 

event or set of events but as a "dialectical process of historical 

development."84 Revolution was the building of an alternative 
system of economic and political institutions which could substi

tute for the existing bourgeois state. Indeed, a successful seizure 

of power prior to the proper institutionalization of an alternative 

would leave the new regime paralyzed and "incapable of anything 

except repeated and desperate attempts to create by fiat the 

economic conditions it needs to survive and grow stronger."8� Yet, 

in drawing the parallel between the socioeconomic conditions of 

Italy and those of Russia. Gramsci had also suggested that the 

possibility of a proletarian seizure of power was close at hand. 
The devastation wreaked by the war. he believed, had substituted 
in haly. as it had in Russia. for the full development of capitalist 
contradictions as the "objective conditions" for revolution.86 Once 

the council movement was flourishing in 1920, he became ob

sessed not with the institutional but with the military aspects of 

revolution. During the September occupation of the factories, 

when the PSI seemed incapable of taking the initiative to become 

revolutionary and seize power, Gramsci was outraged. "Revolu

tion is like war," he wrote in a blistering reprimand to Serrati and 

others in the PSI leadership . .. It must be minutely prepared by a 

working class general staff, just as a war is by the Army's general 

staff . . .  ," and it "must be led without prior consultation. without 
the apparatus of representative assemblies."R7 

Four years later. Gramsci would isolate the source of this 

ambiguity in his overestimation of the parallels between the 

Russian and Italian situations.88 And though he would continue 

to explain the Italian proletariat's defeat largely in terms of the 

political incapacity of the PSI, he woy.ld also note the isolation of 

the insurgents in Turin. Certainly, Turin was distinctive in its 

proletarian zeal, and the revolutionary aspirations of the worker 

movements even in other Northern Italian cities paled in com pari-
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son. Yet if in his enthusiasm for worker councils and for Turin he 

had held the Southern Question in abeyance, Gramsci had not 

entirely forgotten the SOUlh and the peasantry even in 1920. 
Several articles in Ordine Nuovo show his preoccupation with it, 
and he even suggested the formation of peasant councils.89 

Largely through his influence, the Turin worker councils had 
actually set up study committees in 1920 to investigate the pos· 

sibility of better relations with the peasants.� Yet the failure of 
the " new order" to spread across Italy was symptomatic of the still 
more serious problem of its failure to gain the adherence of either 

of the major lefHeaning factions in the PSI. 
Both Bordiga and Serrati viewed the activities of Gramsci's 

Ordine Nuovo group (the ordinovislJ) with a measure of circum

spection and distrust which sometimes lapsed into open hostility. 
Though they may privately have approved of the revolutionary 

passions that the councils were exciting in Turin, neither of them 

would offer Ordine Nuovo any public suppon. Bordiga argued 

that the factory councils embodied an old reformist mistake in 

new dress-namely, "that the proletariat can emancipate itself by 
winning territory within economic relations while capitalism still 

holds political power through the state.'''91 This was quite ironic in 

view of Gramsci's efforts to distance the councils from trade 
unionism and the sharp attacks that his stance provoked from 
reformist leaders like Turati.92 But from his vantage point in 

Naples, Bordiga thought that the advanced industrial conditions 
prevalent in Turin had led to a placing of the cart before the 

horse. Even if ordillovismo worked there, it would never be 

realistic as a national formula for revolution. 

Serrati's objections were more confined to a defense of the 

party mainstream against what he regarded as an unwelcome 
rival. On the one hand, he was anxious to subordinate the 
councils to the PSI: ''The only possible dictatorship of the 

proletariat is a conscious dictatorship by the PSI."9l Careful not 

to cross swords with Lenin, he insisted on the absolute difference 

between the political leadership of "soviets, the political organs 
and governing powers of a victorious revolution" and the "syndi

calism" of councils, "technical organs of production and indus

trial organization.'''9-t On the other hand, he was unyielding in his 
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opposition to any transformation of the party (such as the 
expulsion of the reformists) which might increase the potency of 
its revolutionary leadership. 

The three�sided controversies between Gramsci, Bordiga, and 
Serrati are extremely involved and wiU be touched on below only 

insofar as they illuminate the nature of Gramsd's response to the 
events of 1920.95 Yet, before turning to this question, it will be 
helpful to reflect on the charges of reformism and syndicalism 
made against Gramsci in light of what we have already seen of his 
new order. 

Bordiga's contention that the worker councils were nothing but 
"reformist experiments''96 reveals at least as much about Bordiga 
as about Gramsci and the councils. From his formation of the 
"intransigents" in 1917, to his insistence on "electoral absten� 
tionism" in 1919, to his call for a purely Communist Party in 
1920, Bordiga had been fixated on the single goal of forming a 
tight�knit revolutionary elite which would stand in stark oppo� 
sition to bourgeois politics. Any socialist tactic which failed to 
place prime emphasis on this goal struck him as "reformist" 
because in one way or another it was cooperating with. or at least 
recognizing, the existing political system. This prejudice pre� 
vented Bordiga from ever really understanding Gramsci, even 
though there was a germ of truth in what he said. Gramsci, by his 
own admission, had been influenced by the reformist emphasis on 
political education, particularly as articulated by the French 

journalist and essayist Charles peguy.97 And if one compares 
Gramsci's writings with those of Eduard Bernstein on this point, 
one can easily perceive a superficial resemblance. Both seemed to 
be arguing that a properly socialist manipulation of institutions in 
bourgeois society could generate what Bernstein had called 
"levers for the socialist emancipation.''98 Yet the "levers" that 
Bernstein had in mind were institutions that he himself conceded 
were "bourgeois": parliaments, cooperatives, trade unions, and so 
forth.99 The point was simply to get workers involved in parti
cipatory activities so that they would want to play a more active 
role in bourgeois political affairs and thus become capable of 
reshaping these affairs to correspond more with their own class 
interests. Gramsci's worker council vision. as we have seen, was 
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designed to overcome bourgeois political processes at the same 
time as it prepared workers for revolution. Only someone un

willing to see such a vast difference could possibly have ignored it. 
Serrati's claim that Gramsci was "more inspired by the English 

syndicalism of the shop-steward movement than by the Russian 
example [of soviets)

,,
'oo is more penetrating, for Gramsci himself 

acknowledged such an influence along with those of Deleon and 
Sorel. Apparently, the respect was mutual. Though Deleon died 

in 1914 and thus could never have heard of an Italian soviet, Sorel 

once told an interviewer that: 

Rather than asking Kautsky and his emulators for the design of the city 
of the future. let [the workers] carry out their education by conquering 
more extensive powers in the factories. This should be the work of the 
Communists! The experience they are undergoing in the Fiat plants is 
more important than all the writings published by Neue leit. 

To thwart some of his critics, Gramsci proudly quoted this 
remark in Ordine NIIOVO. 101 Clearly he was influenced by Sorel's 
view that the proper task of the workers was to organize the 
factory and then to use it as a base for organizing the whole of 
social life. Yet he left no doubt that he lacked the stomach for the 

often mindless and undialectical fixation of syndicalists on vio
lence and direct action, as well as for their tendency to conceive of 
the self-governing factory severed from all interaction with cen
tralized, guiding institutions. "We do not accept the syndicalist 
theory," he wrote. "We have no sympathy for those unbridled 
habits and glittering mental vanity which syndicalist theory has 
introduced into our country."102 Reflecting back on syndicalism 
in' 1926, however, Gramsci explained its historical experience in 
Italy rather sympathetically. Syndicalism was the "instinctive, 
elementary, primitive but healthy expression of the working-class 
reaction against the bloc with the bourgeoisie and in favor of a 
bloc with the peasants, and especially with Ihe peasanlS of the 
South."lo3 Given Gramsci's own early enthusiasm for fA Voce 
and his advocacy ofthe South, he may well have been recalling an 
early attachment to syndicalism as well. Yet these reflections also 
make clear why he eventually had to separate from syndicalism. 
What it lacked was a political theory, and specifically a theory of 
political organization, which could have led beyond the "new 
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liberalism"-"more energetic, more aggressive, more pugnacious 

than traditional liberalism" but no more imaginative in its choice 

of institutions-which it necessarily adopted by default.I04 While 

Gramsci struggled for several years before evenlUally locating an 

acceptable alternative through Marx and the Russian Revolution, 

the more impulsive syndicalists had "passed over to nationalism; 

in fact the Nationalist Party was originally constituted by ex· 

syndicalist intellectuals."I05 This was a tragic failure for which the 
only compensation was that it was one of imagination and not of 

the will. 

Revolt in the PSI 

Unfortunately for Gramsci, the existing PSI was not playing the 

role his Ordine Nuovo designs required, nor did it show much 

sympathy for them. Though Gramsci had neversupported Serrati's 

leadership. he had in 1919 been entirely preoccupied with the 

councils. and his criticisms of the party were left largely unvoiced. 
The silence ended in December 1919, as the political consequences 

of the PSI's surprisingly strong showing in the November national 

elections were becoming manifest.106 He now openly attacked the 

PSI both for its increasingly collaborationist attitude and for its 

arrogant new sense of self·sufficiency, which it dressed up with the 

"revolutionary myth that equates proletarian power with the 

dictatorship of the system of Socialist Party sections."I07 Had 
these last words been written two months earlier, they might 

plausibly have been read as a criticism of Bordiga's program of 

electoral abstentionism, elite revolution, and party dictatorship, 

from which Gramsci had carefully distanced himself in 1919. 

Then, Bordiga had symbolized the very real danger of a narrow, 

sectarian PSI, isolated from creative contact with the working 

masses. But this danger was put to rest by the elections, and, as 

Gramsci's references to German Social Democracy made clear, he 

was now retargeting his principal attack on the amorphous 

ensemble which Serrati, the Italian Kautsky, was already com· 

manding. This PSI was "utopian" and "disastrous" because it 

refused to perceive that "the revolutionary process can only be 

identified with a spontaneous movement of the working masses 

brought about by the clash of contradictions inherent in the social 
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system . . .  of capitalist property."IOS Presciently. in view of the 

events of 1920, he complained that any party which attempted to 

organize revolution entirely on its own, without links to workers 

organized in the factory, " would unconsciously become an organ 

of conservatism,"!09 

During the postal-telegraph and railway strikes of January 

1920, to which the PSI had given little visible support, Gramsci 

lashed out at Serrati in no uncertain terms: 

The country is racked by feverish spasms, the forces eroding bourgeois 
democracy, and the capitalist regime continue to operate implacably and 
ruthlessly, and yet the Party does not intervene. does not illuminate the 
broad masses of workers and peasants, docs not justify its activity or its 
non-activity, docs not launch slogans to calm impatience. check demor
alization, and maintain dosed [�serraln ranks and strong links between 
worker and peasant armies, The Party, which had become the greatest 
historical force in the Italian nation. has fallen prey to a crisis of political 
infantilism and is today the most crippling of the social weaknesses of the 
Italian nation, I t O  

Yet, serious as this diagnosis is. Gramsci's prescription at this 
point was only that communist workers should increase their 

militance within the Party to "prevent the pelly-bourgeois op
portunists from reducing it to the level of so many other parties in 
this land of Pulcinella,"1 1 1  

By May, his taste for such sardonic prodding had been worn 

thin by the PSI's refusal to support the April General Strike in 

Piedmont, which had consequently been lost. In "Towards a 

Renewal of the Socialist Party," which appeared in Ordine Nuovo 

on May 8, Gramsci offered much the same analysis as in January, 

but he now linked it to a new threat and a somewhat refurbished 
prescription for "renewa1.� If the Party could not "impress upon 
the masses the conviction that there is an ordcr within the terrible 
disorder of the present," if it could not "counterpose a de faCIO 

revolutionary power to the legal power of the bourgeois state,� 
then "another party" would have to be constructed to replace iLI 12 

Yet his proposals for immediate action left no doubt that the 
present aim was still conceived of as a "renewal": from below as 
always through the councils, but now also from above by elimi

nating non-communists from the Party,l Il 

However, while essentially a challenge [0 Serrati, the article 
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also made clear Gramsci's continued opposition to Bordiga. 

Gramsci argued. for instance, that the Party leadership should 
reorganize itself on a dialectical basis in which, on the one hand, it 

would "become the motor center of proletarian action in all its 

manifestations." while on the other, it would keep "constantly in 

touch" with its local sections. These sections would in turn 
become involved in an interactive education with "factories, 

unions, cooperatives, and barracks."ll� He also proposed the 
issuing of a Party manifesto which would reaffirm its commit
ment to mass-based revolution. Clearly. Gramsci had become 
involved in a delicate and subtle three-way contest. The problem 

was how to create a more potent revolutionary leadership, a party 

of communists, while still holding fast to an image of mass-based 
revolution. Serratian maximalism might debilitate the movement 

through its theoretically rationalized passivity, but control by 
Bordiga might weaken it fatally by splitting it in two. 

Early in July, on the eve of the Second Comintern Congress, 
Gramsci made his two-front war still more explicit. I I}  He de
nounced Bordiga and his fellow "abstentionists" as a "collection 

of dogmatists or little Machiavellis" who impede what the 

revolution needs most-proletarian institutions which can sub

stitute for bourgeois state power-and who cling to a conception 

of an autonomous Communist Party which is nothing but an 
"hallucination."1 1 6  Such extreme language, even for Gramsci, was 
very likely a product of his failure to win the Bordigans away 
from their "abstentionism" at their Florence Conference in May. 

While he had always been sympathetic to the " intransigence" 
within Bordiga's program because of his own commitment to a 

proletarian "potential state," he now seemed to suggest that 

Bordiga's abstentionism, far from being the logical outgrowth of 
intransigence, was in fact at odds with it: 

Can the Party abstain from participation in electoral struggles for the 
representative institutions of bourgeois democracy. if one of its tasks is 
the political organization of all the oppressed classes about the com
munist proletariat. and if to obtain this it must become the governmental 
party for those classes in a democratic sense, given that it can only be the 
party of the communist proletariat in a revolutionary sense?117 

To fail to  be intransigent in this way was to deny that the 
revolution was a "single dialectical process of development" and 
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therefore to divide it artificially into two stages, one before 

attaining power, one after. And, he hastened to add, "since 

Russia, all other two·stage revolutions have failed."1 18 

When the Second Congress convened, almost everyone in the 
PSI was surprised to discover that Lenin concurred with Gramsci 
rather than with Serrati or Bordiga. Gramsci, who did not attend 
the congress, publicized this fact widely once he learned of it. 1 19 

Yet what is interesting about Lenin's support is that, in the Italian 
context at least. Gramsci was not so much a Leninist as Lenin was 
a Gramscist.lw The May 8 proposals for "renewal" had grown out 

of a fight internal to the PSI and without foreign influence. Even 
Lenin's vituperative criticisms of Bordiga's "abstentionism" in 
LeJr· Wing Communism-An Infantile Disorder reached Italians 

only after the Second Congress had begun. 121 Bordiga, who did 
attend, backed away from his "abstentionism" as gracefully as he 
could, but he took the "21 Points" to heart and left with a renewed 

determination to form an Italian Communist Party without the 
Serratian center. 122 For his part, Serrati pledged to support the 2 1  
Points and promised to call a special congress of the PSI to have 
them approved, a move that would have required expelling Turati 
and the reformists. The congress was never convened. 

Now that the prestige of the International was solidly behind 
the formation of a communist PSI, Gramsci endorsed the idea 
without hesitation. " The communist faction of the PSI," he 
declared, " . . .  must become in name and in deed the Communist 
Party of ltaly."121 And with the "abstentionism" issue now cast 

aside, he proceeded to make definite conciliatory gestures toward 
Bordiga in the hopes of uniting the PSI left. In August he 
launched a "Communist Education Group" explicitly designed to 
improve relations between the two factions. 124 However, unfor
tunately for Gramsci, the move was not very popular among his 

fellow ordiflovisti. Before the Second Congress. in the tension
filled atmosphere of the abortive April strike, he had refused to 
side with Togliatti and Terracini in what he regarded as a petty 

organizational dispute within the Turin section .m His relations 
with Tasca had been strained ever since the "coup d'etat" the 
previous spring. but they also worsened in this new dispute and 
reached the boiling point even before Gramsci published his 
scathing attack that August on Tasca's whole conception of 
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O,dine Nuovo.126 By this time he had also effectively split with 

Toglialti and Terracini, who would not follow him in his court
ship of the Bordigans and who even persisted in using the Turin 

section to carry on an anti-Bordiga crusade. In describing their 

behavior later, Gramsci wrote that they had "rejoined Tasca" in 
this period. 127 

Given this disunity, Gramsci atlracted only seventeen members 
to the Communist Education Group; and if we judge by this 
factor alone, his rapprochement with Bordiga must be deemed a 
disaster. Yet even had this rapprochement succeeded, Gramsci's 
continued efforts at PSI "renewal" might have gone awry, since 
they were predicated on the additional gamble that the Serratians 
would accept an openly Communist Party at the PSI Livorno 
Congress in January. This was a gamble that he was prepared to 
take (his only other choice was to desert the PSI in favor of 
Bordiga's minoritarianism). since it was his last hope that a " new 
order" might be brought to fruition. But the dramatic events of 
the early autumn did not cooperate with this design. Early in 

September, councils in the Turin metallurgical industry began to 
occupy their factories, and the movement quickly spread through 
the city and thence to much of the rest of Italy. Given the scale of 
the insurrection, the PSI leadership paid it some lip service, but in 
Gramsci's estimation. which was widely shared. they avoided 
every opportunity they had to take control of events. Giolini, who 
had once again become premier the previous June, played a cool 
waiting game which ultimately succeeded. 128 Indeed, he was 

doubly successful: the occupation ended and the left became 
irreparably divided. In this climate, a reconciliation with Serrati 
was all but impossible, and when Serrati did refuse to back a 
Communist PSI at Livorno, Gramsci had no choice but to accept 
a new PCI. For it followed logically from his original Ordine 
Nuovo design that some disciplined working-class party was 
necessary, and if the PSI could not be revitalized to fulfill this role, 

then the torch had to pass to some other party that could. 
Two mistaken conclusions are commonly drawn in assessing 

these changing Party commitments. One, drawn notably by John 
Cammelt, is that Gramsci abandoned the renewal image by late 
July and had become a "Leninist" by September. I]') While it is 
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true, as just suggested, that he assumed the risk of a PSII PCI split 

in his decision to court the Bordigans, the evidence indicates that 
he was continuing to pin his hopes on renewal as late as October 
24,llO and that he did not openly relinquish these hopes until 
December 18. 1l1  The passage Cammett cites to deny Ihis, which 

pictures a new party "rising from the ashes" of the PSI, seems 

rather to suggest a phoenix-like rebirth.112 Moreover, Cammett's 
attribution of "Leninism" is left completely undeveloped, and the 
evidence cited is limited to one quotation. which does not mention 
Lenin and which was delivered in the heat of the September 

factory occupation. What is historically certain is that from early 
1921 to late 1922 Gramsci publicly supported Bordiga, and thus 
opposed Lenin, in each of their many disputes over PCI policy. 

It is this fact, apparently, that has prompted the rival and more 

formidable interpretation that Gramsci had become a Bordigan 
by mid-1920 or, at the very latest, 1921.IJJ The problem is 
complex. Certainly he had been pushed into a corner by the 
political maneuverings of 1920 in which the choice he was forced 
to make between Serrati and Bordiga was made in favor of 
Bordiga. Moreover, once committed to a pel led by Bordiga, he 
had stood by this decision with characteristic resolve. His beloved 

Ordine Nuovo now became the Party daily, and many of the 
themes for which it had become famous were partially eclipsed. 
Moreover, as we will sec in the next chapter; he rarely used it to 
express a view that Bordiga opposed and he never openly 
criticized Bordiga's leadership. Nevertheless, Gramsci's practice 
must be understood in the context of his own intellectual 
development; it docs not justify the assumption that his II/eor}, 

was also Bordigan. 

What prevented his theory of political organization from being 
realized in the Italy of 1920 was, he believed, the aloofness and 
lassitude of the PSI. As his every effort ended in failure and as the 
Turin workers met defeat after defeat, he could not help becoming 
embittered toward the PSI. This appears to have led him by the 
fall of 1920 to an obsession with the need for a properly 
constituted revolutionary party. But this is not to say that he 
became a Bordigan. For while Bordiga had long held a new 
Communist Party to be a self-evident necessity, Gramsci viewed it 
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as a likely source of division but as his only choice given the PSI 

failure, Moreover, while Bordiga viewed the new party as self
sufficient in carrying out its revolutionary task, Gramsci con
tinued to treat it as just one, if a very important, element in his 
organizational program, Though the councils had been thor
oughly defeated in 1920 and completely destroyed by April 1921, 
he continued to emphasize their importance well after that, and 
there is no evidence to suggest that his theory of organization 

changed in this period, 134 He simply worked to perfect the 

institution that in his view would have led the councils to success 
in 1920 and which was now the only viable institution left, 

One other factor contributed to Gramsci's analysis of the 
"revolution that failed," The councils, though extensive and 
effective in Turin, had not spread in significant numbers to other 
cities or to the Italian countryside, As Gramsci confided to 
Leonetti in 1924: "We did not create a fraction nor try to organize 
it throughout Italy for fear of being called arrivistes and career
istS."lH In truth, as we noted earlier, he had proposed peasant 

councils for both North and South in 1920, but he had not pressed 
the matter. Now the importance of such action was driven home 
by the new political phenomenon that began to appear late in the 
year: the squads of fascisti who soon roamed almost at will across 
the Northern countryside. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Fascism and Revolution 
in the West 

Our pessimism is increasing, but our will is undiminished. 
(March 1921) 

The determination. which in Russia was direct and drove 
the masses into the streets fOf a revolutionary uprising. is 
complicated in Central and Western Europe. by all those 
political superstructures created by the greater development 
of capitalism. 

(February 1924) 

If \>"e succeed in organizing the Southern peasants. we will 
have won the revolution. 

(November 1925) 

As EARLY AS May 1920, Gramsci had written ominously 
that "the present phase of the class struggle in Italy is the phase 
that precedes either the conquest of power on the part of the 
revolutionary proletariat . . .  or a tremendous reaction on the part 

of the propertied classes and governing caste."1 This sense of 

being at a major historical watershed, and of the promise and 
dangers inherent in it, was to prove profoundly accurate in the 
wale of the defeated factory occupation. Two years after that, it 

would be apparent to all that the late fall and early winter of 1920-
2 1  had witncsscd OJ tran�fcr of political lcgitimacy and vitality 

from the socialist left, now deeply embittered and divided, to the 
black-shirted squadrisli, whose violence and populist bravado 
pushed them suddenly into the national spotlight. 

Gramsci was among the first political observers and activists in 

Italy to sense the potential and the danger in fascism, but he was 
less quick to recognize the tremendous, perhaps irreversible, 
damage that the Italian left had inflicted upon ilself at Livorno. 
His journalism of the next year and a half remained obsessed with 

71 
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the desire to complete the Ordine Nuovo design by building a new 

Communist Party capable of leading a mass revolution organized 
in the factories. When the worker councils died in the spring of 
1921, his reaction was not to question the efficacy of the design in 

which they were grounded but rather to mount an increasingly 
rancorous campaign against the "Barnum's Circus" that the PSI 
had become.2 Yet the objective circumstances in which his politics 
were now situated could not help having a profound impact on 
him. For the first and only time in his public life, he found himself 
working predominantly within an institution which he was not 
leading and which was pursuing an overall policy direction not 
always consistent with his own aims and judgments. His old 

institutional attachments were either gone, as with the councils, or 
changing, as with Ordine Nuovo. Though he remained the paper's 

editor, its new function as a daily and a party mouthpiece made 
his position far more administrative and far less creative than it 
had been. 

In these threatening and unfamiliar circumstances, Gramsci 
looked to the new PCI for all his emotional and spiritual sus� 
tenance, and the degree of his loyalty to Bordiga's leadership, 
as evidenced by the public display of ideological unity that they 
were able to sustain, is quite remarkable, especially given the 
intense Com intern opposition to the PCI, which cast them both in 
the role of left deviationists at the end of 1921 and in 1922. What 
Gramsci and Bordiga shared above all was an implacable hatred 
for the PSI, which they each blamed for the demise of their very 
different revolutionary designs in 1920. Yet, from the beginning of 
their collaboration, differences between the two were continually 
apparent, if almost never openly acknowledged. As the national 
elections of May 1921 approached. Bordiga, despite the formal 
retraction of his "abstentionism" at the second Comintern Con� 
gress, assumed his customary coolness toward them,} and it was 
mostly through Gramsci's efforts that the PCI participated in the 
campaign. Through editorials in Ordine Nuovo, he spearheaded a 
propaganda drive aimed not so much at the government as at the 
PSI, which he accused of being "essentially a petty�bourgeois 

party," allied to "counter-revolutionary" trade unions,' and prop� 
agators of a socialist culture filled with "ideology, sentiment, 
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aspirations, and incoherent dreams.n� Unfortunately for Gramsci, 
the PSI was able to overcome these limitations and to out poll the 
PCI by a stunning margin of 1,600.000 to 290,000. 

These results served as a painful reminder of the need for the 
Party to take the construction of its mass base more seriously. 

Though Gramsci himse(f had not been particularly remiss on this 
point, few others in positions of leadership could be counted 
along with him. Just prior to Livorno, he had pleaded for "an 
alliance between the industrial workers of the North and the poor 
peasants of the South."6 In the ensuing months, he had called for 
closer links to the socialist youth movement, a PCI initiative on 
daily-life issues like the price of bread, and PCI support for the 
interparty arditi del popolo in the resistance against fascist 
aggression.7 In April he even made an effort to confer secretly 
with O'Annunzio, apparently in hopes of gaining his cooperation 
in an anti-fascist campaign, or at least of wooing his legionnaires 
away from Mussolini,8 The attitude which all this activity re
flected was well summed up by Gramsci himself when he re
marked, paraphrasing Rolland: "Our pessimism is increasing, but 

our will is undiminished."9 
Yet, as the International opened its Third Congress in June, 

Gramsci had little but disappointments to show for these efforts,IO 
and it was clear to the Russians that the PCI was riding the 
downward crest of Europe's postwar revolutionary wave. Their 
response was to formulate a "united front" policy for Italy. which 
in essence would have committed the PCI to tactical alliances 
with all other "parties of the proletariat," i.e., at the very least the 
PSI, and perhaps even the Italian Populists (PPI). In his resolute 
opposition to this, Gramsci stood solidly behind Bordiga. Though 
he could court D'Annunotio. he could not bring himself to a 

reconciliation with the PSI. In large part this was due to his 
emotional revulsion at such a prospect; yet this was not all that 
was involved, and a closer look at Gramsci's thinking on this issue 
is essential to understanding his politics of 1921-22. 

United Front and Fusion 

To the Italian Communists who had lived through the political 
paroxysms of 1920 which culminated at livorno, the proposal of 
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a united front with the PSI must have appeared incredible, if not 
insane. How could the Comintern even contemplate an alliance 
with a group that dedicated Communists like themselves had 

fought continuously for over a year. a fight that had ended in a 

bitter divorce now only six months old? Lenin appears to have 
appreciated the irony, but nonetheless scolded Bordiga for his 
short-sighted recalcitrance.]]  Much later, Gramsci saw the logic in 
the Com intern position and formulated it brilliantly: 

Comrade Lenin summed up what should have been the meaning of the 
split when he said to Comrade Serrati: "Separate },oursril'esfrom Turali. 
alld Ihell form an alliance with him." We should have adapted Ihis 
formula to the split. which took place in a form different from the one 
foreseen by Lenin. That is. we should certainly have separated ourselves 
from reformism. and from maximalism (which represented, and still 
represents, no more than typical Italian opportunism in the working class 
movement). It was indispensable and historically necessary to do so. But 
afterwards, and without giving up our ideological and organizational 
struggle against them, we should have attempted to build an alliance 
against reaction. To the leadership of our Party, however, every attempt 
by the International to make us adopt this line appeared as an implicit 
disavowal of the Livorno split. 11 

Even in 1921, however, Gramsci himself was not oblivious to 

such logic. Indeed, Togliatti recalls that Gramsci had frequently 
questioned Bordiga's blind rejection of a united front in private 
conversation.!) Yet Gramsci's public posture, like Bordiga's, was 

to maintain that "talk of an abstract united front is a manifesta
tion of verbalism."14 When the issue came to a head at the Party's 
Rome Congress in March 1922, he made a strong statement in 
support of Bordiga's position. I S  This statement made it clear that 
his opposition was based on a contempt for the PSI and, to a 
lesser extent, on his fear that the Party might lose its proletarian 
identity by being drawn into defensive alliances with essentially 
peasant parties like Ihe PPL 

However, he also joined Tasca in drafting theses which advo
cated a united front at the trade union leveL At Gramsci's insis
tence, they even included a strong endorsement of factory councils 
as the essential core of a revolutionary movement: 

To achieve autonomy in (he industrial field the working class ought to go 
beyond the limits of union organization and creale a new type of 
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organization. representatively based and not too bureaucratic, which 
embraces the whole working class . . . .  The system of factory councils is 
the concrete historical expression of the proletariat's aspirations for its 
own autonomy.16 

Despite this statement. and despite Bordiga's much cooler atti

tude on the whole question of a united front "from below," the 
trade union theses passed at the CongressY Tasca then went on to 

propose a more moderate position on united front generally, one 
designed to reconcile the Party with the Comintern. In refusing to 

take this step, Gramsci thus appears to have planted himself 
between the Party's left and right wings, though somewhat closer 

to Bordiga than to Tasca. 

This interpretation is strengthened by Gramsci's own later 
reconstruction of the Congress. in which he claimed to have 

"accepted the theses on tactics only for the contingent reason of 

party organization."'8 This "contingent reason," according to 
Togliatti, was the threat from the Party's right wing, particularly 

Tasca.19 Unwittingly, the Comintern had played right into Tasca's 

hands. By virtue of his own power base in the unions and his close 

relations with the PSI left, Tasca was much more favorably 

disposed to any form of united front than were the other PCI 
leaders. Gramsci was thus pushed into a situation not unlike the 

one in which he had found himself during the summer of 1920. 
Then he had tried to hold together the center and left of the PSI; 

now he was trying to reconcile the various ideological tendencies 

of the PCI. In both cases he had recognized the absolute indis
pensability of Bordiga's group (the only Communist faction 

with a national following) for a strong Communist Party. In 
neither case did he have any significant power base of his own; 
and i n  1922, being in particularly bad health, he was in no 

position to organize onc. 

After the Congress, Gramsci was appointed PCI representative 
to the Comintern, and he left for Moscow in June. Shortly after 

his arrival. he collapsed from nervous exhaustion, and a rest cure 
was arranged for him at a Russian sanitorium. He spent four 

months there and was released just as news was reaching Moscow 

of the fascist March on Rome and of the PSI's October Congress, 
at which the reformists had been expelled.20 Gramsci traveled 
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quickly to Moscow, where the Fourth Congress of the Interna

tional was about to convene. The Russian Party (CPSU) was 
already making it clear that a "fusion" of PCI and PSI in a 

"workers' government" should take place now that the PSI had 
put itself fundamentally in accord with the 21  Points. When 
Bordiga and Tasca heard of this upon arriving from Italy a few 
days later, their breach widened into an open dispute. Apparently, 
Gramsci's intermediate position was widely perceived; one Com
intern agent actually suggested that he overthrow Bordiga as 

chairman, since he could undoubtedly do so with the Interna
tional's backing.21 Yet throughout the pre-Congress discussions, 
Gramsci sided entirely with Bordiga and was condemned for this 
by Zinoviev and Trotsky. This was followed by a stern letter from 
the CPSU Central Committee which warned the PCI leaders nol 
to express their dissenting views at the Congress itself.22 Bordiga's 
reaction was defiant: he declared that he would remain silent at 
the Congress and thus took a big step toward the international 
Trotskyist opposition that he would openly embrace just two 
years later. Gramsci's reaction was less extreme. At first he 
advocated a limited fusion not with the PSI as a whole but only 
with the so-called terzini faction, Serrati's left-wing group which 
had now declared itself in complete support of the Third Inter
national. When this was rejected by the CPSU, Gramsci was 
persuaded to participate on the fusion implementation committee 
in place of Bordiga, who refused. However, according to the 
Comintern secretary overseeing the committee, Gramsci remained 
deeply skeptical and made a series of demands designed to 
obstruct the merger.21 Though these were accepted by the PSI 
representatives on the committee, the PSI rejected the fusion 
proposal at its Milan Congress in April 1923. 

Thus, when understood in terms of the united fronl con
troversy, Gramsci's political behavior in this period bears striking 
resemblances to Bordiga's while also camouflaging important 
differences. With the objective collapse of the "new order" in 
Turin, Gramsci needed Bordiga; and in their hatred of the PSI and 
their fear of Tasca, they shared sympathies which led them both 
to a resolute opposition to the idea of a united front. Yet if, for 
Bordiga, an anti-front policy was in keeping with his minoritarian 
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image of revolution, for Gramsci it was a continuation of his 

Ordine Nuova design. His concern with organizing a mass base 

for revolution is evident throughout the period, and, as the trade 
union theses presented at Rome make clear, he was still com
mitted in principle to building this base in the factories. He was 
therefore able to accept the idea of a united front at the trade 

union level, or at the level of civil defense (the ardili del papa/a), 

or among youth organizations. But, in keeping with the Ordinf' 

Nuovo principle of a disciplined party symbolizing the critical 
consciousness of the proletariat and leading it militarily, he 
simply could not embrace a united from with the PSI or PPJ. 
This is why his behavior could be all but identical with Bordiga's 
while not in any sense expressing "Bordiganism." 

However, to describe Gramsci's political behavior in this way is 
still to overstate somewhat his overall similarity with Bordiga in 
this period, for not all of this behavior had to do with party 
congresses and united fronts. Indeed, perhaps his most interesting 
efforts in this period concern the analysis of fascism that he was 
developing in the pages of 

'
Ordine Nuovo. Here he was miles 

beyond Bordiga in the sophistication and direction of his think

ing. And, as we shall see, this analysis played a very significant 
role in leading him toward the Comimern and away from Bordiga 

in 1923. Ultimately, this shift in loyalty can be seen as part of a 
larger reassessment of the revolutionary process, one which 

grounded his political designs of 1924-26 and the political and 
cultural theory of the Prison Notebooks. 

The Meaning of Fascism 

Bordiga's official conception of fascism in the two years before 
the March on Rome was that of a simple "class reaction" of the 
bourgeoisie which, however, had no interest in destroying the 
appearance of formal democracy. The real danger was the 
formation of a social democratic government posing as an anti
fascist united front.24 In comrast. Gramsci had taken the fascists 
much more seriously; as Trotsky would note in 1931. he had been 

the only Italian Communist to foresee a possible fascist dictator
ship.25 When he began to write about it late in 1920, however, he 
saw only "the latest 'performance' offered by the urban petty 
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bourgeoisie," silently directed by the capitalist class and Gioliui's 
government. Like O'Annunzio's "pathetic" Fiume adventure, 
fascism was only a kind of last gasp: "the most important episode 
of inner dissolution being experienced by this class of the Italian 
people."26 But the full complexity of fascism did begin to dawn for 
Gramsci shortly after the new year as a wave of fascist violence of 
unprecedented intensity swept across the Italian Nonh. 

Fascism, he was recognizing by February 1921, had not one but 

two faces: a radical one represented by the unemployed veterans, 

nationalists, and legionnaires who supported O'Annunzio's inva
sion of Fiume; and a more conservative one represented by 
Mussolini's diverse but more middle-class and more organization
minded urban constituency.27 Six months later, Gramsci was 
drawing the consequence that, since fascism was not a unified 
bloc, the proletariat should seek to locate its fissures precisely and 
split them open still funher.28 Even by April, he had taken the 
extraordinary step of trying to confer with O'Annunzio. A few 
days later, he had penned "Forze elementari," a startlingly 
sophisticated examination of fascism and one of the most pro
vocative single articles on it that he ever wrote.29 Consider the 
following: 

It has by now become evident that fascism can only partly be assumed to 
be a class phenomenon, a movement of political forces conscious of a real 
goal; it has overflowed. it has broken loose from every organizational 
framework, it is superior to the will and intention of every regional or 
central committee, it has become an unleashing ofelemenlal forces which 
cannot be restrained within the bourgeois system of economic and 
political governance. Fascism is the name for the profound decompo
sition of Italian society which could not but accompany the profound de
composition of the state and which can today be explained only with ref
erence 10 the low level of civilization which the Italian nation has reached 
in sixty years of unitary administration.lO 

Here in two long sentences, written a year and a half prior to 
the March on Rome, lie many of the features that would come to 
distinguish Gramsci's analysis from Bordiga's and from the 
Comintern cliches of later years. Fascism is based on a cross-class 
appeal and cannot be explained merely in class terms; it is bound 
up with a profound decomposition of civil society and parliamen
tary government in Italy. Fascism also appeals, as the article's 
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later reference lO a "barbaric and anti-social psychology" makes 
clear, to irrational elements in the human psyche. Yet-and this is 

a crucial point for grasping Gramsci's entire intellectual outlook 
-he was unable now or later to explain this irrationalism in 
anything but the most rationalistic of terms. Here the resort was 

to a national character argument about the "human immaturity" 
of the Italian people, an affliction, apparently, to which the 
working class was entirely immune.l! 

Ultimately, "Fone elementari" is perhaps best understood as 
an effort to grasp the full meaning of Italy's still unresolved 

national crisis, in order to fathom the means by which the 

proletariat might still play the role of a national savior. Gramsci 
hardly wavered in his view that this remained the overwhelmingly 
likely outcome of the crisis. In June and July his articles did turn 
repeatedly to an image of a fascist co/po di stata (a possibility to 
which the socialists were blind because of their "pseudo-Marx

ism").12 Yet this image was abandoned when the "Pact of 
Pacification," signed August 2. 1921, by Mussolini and represen
tatives of the PSI, quickly backfired and opened still wider the 
breaches within the fascist ranks. While careful not to under

estimate the fascists. Gramsci's response was his most sustained 
probe to date into the historical sources of the "two fascisms."n 

The early, war-generated Jasci di combauimenlO, he recalled, 
were essentially of petty bourgeois orientation, given their sup
port base in the various associations of ex-servicemen. This made 
them hostile to the PSI, which was, of course, working-class in 

orientation and which had opposed the Italian intervention in the 
war. This anti-socialism gained the Jasci some support among 
"the capitalists and the authorities" but also, and primarily, 
among the "agrarians," i.e ..  the small and medium farmers and 
large latifundists-everyone in the countryside, in fact, except the 
landless peasants.

' 
Fascism's problem was that Ihis origin ulti

mately contradicted the direction of its expanding strength, which 
was predominantly in the Northern cities, where those attracted 
to it ("the ceti medi [middle strata], employees, and small busi
nessmen and industrialists") were more parliamentary and col
laborationist in orientation. Discomfort with the political style 
of fascism's rural wing was also evident among the capitalists who 
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gave the movement financial backing and even among the local 

authorities who looked the other way during outbursts of fascist 

violence. 

To guarantee his political future, the always alert Mussolini 

had recognized early the necessity of building ties with at least 

some industrial capitalists. "The reality of the world," he was fond 

of saying, "is capitalist.":U Yet, as Gramsci clearly perceived, 

Mussolini could not take such ties for granted.lS If the industrial

ists feared fascism's instability, Mussolini and his cohorts were 

uneasy among the industrialists and, or so it appeared to Gramsci, 

incapable even of understanding the nature of their new indus

trialism. Mussolini's economic conceptions remained mired in the 

"pre-war years, the period before the 'trusts' and the concen

tration of industrial capital in banks."36 

Yet despite all these weaknesses, Gramsci's proletariat-to-the

rescue scenario became steadily less plausible over the fall and 
winter of 1921-22. Gradually, Mussolini managed to patch over 
the schisms within the movement and to restore its vitality, while 

at the same time the fortunes of the PCI continued to wane amidst 

incessant bickering with the PSI and a prevailing disillusion 

among the urban working classes. By spring, Gramsci had come 

to recognize that a fascist victory was all but a matter of time. His 

last article before leaving for Russia spoke darkly of those who 

will "pay in person for having disgraced themselves with crimes" 

of "opposition to proletarian unity'" and "vain compromise."J7 

In his article on fascism for the Fourth Comintern Congress of 
November 1922, Gramsci was led back to a still deeper search for 

the origins of this now victorious movement.18 As in his later, 

more extended discussion of these origins in the Lyons Theses, the 

essay on the "Southern Question," and his prison discussions of 

1930,19 he found his starting point in the character of the Italian 

Risorgimento. Unlike France and Britain, Italy had never really 

experienced a bourgeois, democratic revolution. The Risorgi

mento was a revolution from above, successful largely because of 

Cavour's skillful diplomacy; and the resulting political system, 

though parliamentary in form, was in practice based on a system 

of inter-elite collaboration known as rrasformismo. While they 

had some input into this coJlaboration, bourgeois elements were 
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in no position to "defend the unity and integrity of the state 
against the repeated attacks of the reactionary forces, represented 

above all by the alliance of the great landowners with the 
Vatican."4(1 

Prewar liberal leaders like Giolitti had coped with their situa
tion by forging an alliance between some of the Southern 
landowners and the Northern industrial bourgeoisie, and by co

opting the working class with political and economic concessions 
while altogether neglecting the politically impotent rural masses. 
But this was an inherently weak solution which broke apart under 

the strains of the war. Though a strengthened, left-wing, populist 
opposition, led by the PSI, and in 1919 by the PPI, did emerge 

from the war crisis, its leadership was never properly consoli
dated. Thus the revolutionary moment which existed in Italy 
above all in 1919 was missed, and the groundwork was laid for a 
powerful right-wing reaction. The following year saw the forma
tion of a centralized organization of industrialists, the Confin
duslria, which crushed the Turin labor movement in every en
counter, and the rapid expansion of the [asci di comballimento, 

Given the disarray on the left and the loss of all confidence in 
pariiamentarism, the fascists, Gramsci now seemed to suggest, 
were the only political force capable of filling the vacuum. 

One upshot of this account is that Gramsci already explicitly 
rejected any identification of fascism as the "agent" of the 
bourgeoisie, Moreover, the thesis that fascism is a form of 
"Bonapartism" was rejected as well, at least as it was propounded 
by August Thalheimer and others a decade later in Germany.41 

Fascism is not the product of a standoff between the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat, but of the proletariat's outright defeat in a 
political setting where the bourgeoisie is dominant despite the 
intrinsic weak.nesses of its political institutions. In prison, Gram
sci would use the concept of hegemony to develop this insight into 
a highly original theory of fascism as a form of "Caesarism," 

From the perspective of politics in 1922, however, what is 
noteworthy in the account is that it made no allusion to the 
relatively optimistic analyses of fascism's weaknesses that he had 
made in 1921. Nor did it draw out the new strategic implications 
of fascist victory for the PCI. In his strategic assessments of 1921, 
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Gramsci had usually focused on the divisions in the fascist 

movement upon which the proletariat might capitalize, and he 
had assumed that Italy remained in a revolutionary situation 
roughly parallel to Russia's in 1917.42 Hence the basic premise of 

his Ordine Nuovo design did not have to be questioned. More
over, reflection on Giolitti's prewar politics seems to have magni
fied his prevailing skepticism about the wisdom of a united front 
with the PSI. For any alliance that might be perceived as 
strengthening the working class and the left wing of the industrial 
bourgeoisie at the expense of rural workers and peasants would 
very likely backfire in the way that liberalism's alliances had. 

Thus, while Bordiga had feared a united front because it might 
take over, Gramsci seems to have rejected it, in addition to the 

other reasons which have been pointed out, because it would 
"accelerate the fascist coup."·) 

However, one might have expected Gramsci to alter, or at least 
to question, this strategic assessment as fascism moved toward 
power in 1922. He does seem 10 have recognized an increasingly 

counterrevolutionary situation at least by spring; and if his 
rationalist psychology prevented him from fully grasping fascism's 
public appeaJ,44 he had long recognized it as a cross-class 
movement commanding a powerful set of social and cultural 
forces. These forces might not be able to solve the crisis of post
Risorgimento politics and postwar capitalism in italy, but they 
were certainly demonstrating Ihe capacity to undercut Ihe crisis's 
revolutionary tendencies and thus to draw it out to very great 

lengths. Now at the Fourth Congress, Gramsci was acknowledg
ing how decisively the fascists had been favored by postwar 

circumstances. The implicit corollary to this was that the past few 
years had nol been a revolutionary situation after all. Though he 
did not yet question his "new order" or fundamentally shift his 
views on the united from, events in Italy would soon shock 
him into a complete reassessment of his political outlook and 
commitments. 

A Revolutionary Reassessmenl 

On February 3, 1923, only weeks after their return from 
Moscow, Bordiga and several of his closest associates were 
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arrested by the fascist police. As Terracini concluded in a letter 

written ten days later, the fascists had apparently 

unleashed the long announced anti-communist round-up. In a week the 
police have arrested more than 5000 comrades. including all our area 
secretaries, all the communist trade union organizers, and all our local 
councillors. Moreover, they have succeeded in seizing all our party funds, 
and thus in delivering what is perhaps a mortal blow to our press. ..S 

When Gramsci received the news in Moscow a month and a half 

later, he was, in his own words, "badly shaken." As he reflected on 

what had transpired, he found himself "compelled to admit" that 

the Party would have to be reorganized "with cadres nominated 
by the International itself."46 

That this was the catalytic event which transformed his No

vember analysis of fascism into a more general political reassess
ment became clear in April. In a speech to the Central Committee 
of the Comintern (EKKI), Gramsci argued that fascism had 
blunted the revolutionary crisis at least for the moment, and he 

grudgingly conceded that the Party needed to adopt a defensive 
tactic that could cement an anti-fascist unity of the progressive 
classes.47 Meanwhile in Italy, Bordiga, undaunted by the arrest, 
issued a manifesto from prison attacking the Comintern and 
defiantly reaffirming the essential correctness of his anti-united 
front and anti-fusion positions.48 When Togliatti wrote to Gramsci 
in May asking him to sign the manifesto, Gramsci refused and 
thus broke publicly with Bordiga for the first time since 1920.49 1n 
June, when the enlarged EKK1 adopted the slogan of a "worker 

and peasant government" for italy, Gramsci endorsed it without 
hesitation.w 

These events prompted a full year of intense debate within the 
pel. Through this debate Gramsci was able to articulate his new 

political outlook for himself as well as for others. In September, 
he called for the establishment of a new working class daily, to be 
devoted to "a special stress on the Southern Question" and on a 
"federal republic of workers and peasants," to be run jointly with 
the lerzini, and thus to be called L'Unita, a name which also 
recalled Salvemini"s prewar publication.�1 Several months later, 
after Bordiga had been released from prison and had issued still 
another "manifesto," Gramsci again separated himself shllrnh. 
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from the Neapolitan, this time declaring: "I have another concept 

of the party, its functions, and the relations it ought to establish 
with the non-party masses, i.e., with the population in general. "31 

In February, the first issues of L'Unila appeared, and this was 
followed in March by another non-party journal, a resurrected 
Ordine Nuovo, now planned as a biweekly. In May, at a 
clandestine conference in Como, Gramsci engaged in some sharp 
exchanges with Bordiga; and though the latter's faction remained 
visibly larger, Gramsci won many important converts, including 
Togliatti and Mauro Scoccimarro. His "centrist" faction gained 
the Comintern's endorsement at the Fifth Congress in June, and 

Gramsci was officially installed as Secretary-General of the PCI 
by the end of the summer. 

This, in bare outline, is the political behavior through which 
Gramsci's new political orientation was disclosed to his comrades. 

Taken as a whole, his various communications can be seen as a 

new vision of the mass organization of workers and peasants 
required to confront and counter the fascist state. What this new 
vision entailed will be described shortly. But we must first attempt 
to reconstruct the larger theoretical shifts which Gramsci made 
during the second half of his sojourn in Russia. While the 
documentation we have for Gramsci's thinking in Russia is 
weaker than for any comparable period in his adult life, it seems 
clear that his analysis of fascism eventually led him to address two 
fundamental issues: relations between the PCI and the Comin
tern, and the nature of a "Western" as opposed to an "Eastern" 
revolution. 

Much of Gramsci's first nine mOOlhs as permanent PCI 
representative to the Comintern were spent in resisting it. yet he 
was at least developing a firsthand feeling for its inner workings. 
The boy from Sardinia who had yearned to become an Italian had 

now achieved a truly international horizon. But in the latter half 

of his tenure, after the fascist purge of the PCI, he seems to have 
recognized the full importance of the principle of proletarian 
internationalism which the Comintern symbolized. What his 
politics of 1921-22 had lacked. it now appeared, was an adequate 
sense for the international dimension of proletarian struggle; he 
had become parochial in his single-minded effort to build up the 
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PCI. The victory of fascism showed that the narrowness of this 
project, though designed to overcome the problems of 1920, had, 

if anything, contributed to further defeats. 

Thus, by the spring of 1923, Gramsci was criticizing Bordiga 

centrally on the grounds that his politics were not sufficiently 
internationalist. As he wrote of Bordiga's manifesto: 

In practice, given the conditions prevailing, 10 follow Amadeo would 
mean engaging in open slruggle with the Comintern; and to be outside it 
would mean losing its vcry powerful material and moral support, while 
we ourselves would be reduced to a very small group held together almost 
entirely by personal ties, We would very soon lose all real influence on 
the course of the political struggle in Italy, and might be completely 
annihilated,H 

And in notes written in June, he criticized his Party for its 
"equivocal attitudes towards the Comintern: while the value of 
maximizing formal discipline is affirmed verbally . , , , [the 

Party's] actions leave the impression of trying 10 do everything 
possible to evade the orders laid down by the Executive and the 
congresses, "5. 

Quite possibly this new sense of commitment to the Comintern 
was intensified by Gramsci's strong emotional identification with 
the Soviet Union, which. as a 1924 letter to Zino Zini revealingly 
suggests, had become his only source of optimism "about our 

country and its fUlure,"�� Yet it would be a mistake to portray him 
one-sidedly as the "leftist turned dedicated Comintern man," His 
study of fascism had given him good independent reasons for 

closing ranks with the International and against Bordiga, as he 

reassessed the peculiar nature of the obstacles to revolution in the 
West. 

So long as Gramsci compared nations exclusively in terms of 

their relation to the system of international capitalism. Russia and 
Italy could be considered similar in revolutionary potential, The 
parallel guided him in 1919-20. and he persisted after 1923 in 
stressing Italy's "relative backwardness,"�6 But this was no longer 

the whole story nor even the crucial pan of the story, What 
fascism had demonstrated, Gramsci now perceived. was that 
states also had to be compared in the light of relations between 
state and civil society. In 1919-20, he had foreseen a Russian-style 
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revolution in which a preparatory "'revolutionary process" would, 
at some acutely contradictory point. explode in a "'revolutionary 

act," which would then be subsumed within the processY The 

series of "moments" could be envisaged as continuous,S8 yet 
Gramsci clearly expected that the preparatory moment for Italy 
would be short and the moment of seizure dominant.SY Giolitti's 
government was "exhausted and worn out. . . .  Only the prole
tariat is capable of creating a strong and respected state."6Q Now, 
in 1924, he was forced to conclude that this image had been 
misconceived. Fascism had demonstrated that the bourgeois state 
in Western Europe had far greater adaptive capacities than he had 
previously been willing to concede. 

This had far-reaching implications for a political theory of state 

and revolution that would only be fully confronted in the Prison 

NOlebooks, and not finally worked out even there. Though it is 
doubtful that Gramsci ever accepted the vulgar Marxist view of 
the state as the mcre dictatorial instrument of the ruling class, he 
had believed that under proletarian guidance the state could 
wither away into a society modeled on "a large engineering 
works."ol Now he began to see that the state had instruments of 
control far more subtle and effective than dictatorial force, that 
the threat of such force was only one of a number of state 
functions. and that variations in the legal-political forms of the 
state were highly significant.o1 As he wrote to Togliatti in 
February 1924: 

The determination. which in Russia was direct and drove the masses into 
the streets for a revolUlionary uprising. is complicated in Central and 
Western Europe by all those political superstructures created by the 
greater development of capitalism. This makes the action of the masses 
slower and more prudent. and therefore requires of the revolutionary 
party a strategy and tactics altogether more complex and long-term than 
those which were necessary for the Bolsheviks in the period between 
March and November, 1917.63 

In this passage, Gramsci for the first time drew a clear 
connection between the nature of Western revolution and the 
character of the Western state as revealed to him by fascism. He 
had long recognized that revolution is a single, unified process of 
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historical development, but now he abandoned any notion of a 

culminating "revolutionary act" or "simple assault" on the state, 

at least in the West.64 Communists here were faced with a 

defensive silUation; though revolution did not have to be aban

doned, it would have to be retailored for these circumstances. 
Western revolution would be a "slow and prudent" construction 

of alternative "superstructures," i.e., an alternative "hegemony" in 

civil society, which would come finally to encompass the state 
only in the very long term. This image too, as we have seen, was 

anticipated in earlier writings, but now the concept of hegemony 
as the consensual and institutional basis of proletarian power is 
explicitly introduced.6S And while Gramsci offered here no theo

retical elaboration on this conception of revolution. it is clear that 

this is the "war of position" that he would propose in the 
Norebooks.66 

But if revolution is to be conducted as the construction of an 
alternative hegemony. then what will be its institutions and who 

will be the proletariat's allies in this process? This was the 
question that preoccupied Gramsci in 1924. On this question he 
would make a genuine theoretical advance in this period. one that 
depended on his conception of Italy as a Western "peripheral 
state" with "intermediate strata." Again the insight would grow 

from his analysis of fascism, and this time specifically from the 

MatteoUi Crisis of 1924. 
In June of that year, Italians were stunned by the assassination 

of Giacomo Matteotti, a particularly vocal opposition deputy in 
the Italian parliament. Immediately. fascism was plunged into its 
deepest crisis since gaining power. Gramsci leaped to the offen
sive, arguing in L'Unitii that the regime's legalistic facade was 
crumbling. that its inner essence as an "armed dictatorship" was 

being exposed, and that it was in danger of collapse. What 
interested him most was how quickly fascism's support seemed to 
be evaporating among the urban petty bourgeoisie and middle 
c1asses.67 Many of their parliamentary representatives had walked 
out and formed the alternative "Aventine Parliament." Calls for a 
new, broadly based "constituent assembly" were widely voiced. 
Gramsci himself was suspicious of this movement at the time, and 
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when he recognized in November that another revolutionary 

moment had passed, he sought to blame "the influence of 
democrats and social democrats."68 Only much later would he 
come to embrace the idea of an anti-fascist constituent assem
bly.6'J Yet the very important lesson that he had already learned 
from the crisis was that fascism's appeal was unstable and that the 
level of popular support for it could be expected to fluctuate 
widely. 

In 1926, he would expand the point into a more general 

historical analysis of the fascist appeal. In the two years prior to 

the March on Rome, he argued, fears of the proletariat among the 

urban petty bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie had led them in a 
reactionary direction. But beginning in 1923, "the most active 
elements of the middle classes" had shifted toward the left, 
eventually providing the backbone of the Aventine opposition. 

New fears of proletarian extremism, however, soon drove them 
back toward the regime, and they tended to support Mussolini's 
assumption of dictatorial power in January 1925. Uncomfortable 
with this by 1926, the middle classes seemed to be swinging back 
toward liberalism, or so at least Gramsci perceived, and he held 
out great hope that they might now become allied with a more 
disciplined and pragmatic proletarian left into a viable counter
fascist bloc.71) 

How was this shifting to be explained? The closest that Gramsci 
could come to a direct answer based on fascism's appeal was to 
point to " fears of the proletariat." Yet he managed to develop 

another more interesting, though still partial, answer by formu
lating a comparative analysis of European regimes.71 A tendency 
toward middle-class fluctuations roughly similar to those in Italy 
could also be discerned, he suggested, in the politics of Spain, 
Portugal, Poland, and the Balkans. What might explain this 
commonality was that all these states had "peripheral" status 
within the structure of international capitalism. Since in more 
advanced states like Czechoslovakia and France one found 
instead a relative continuity of the left bloc, it seemed to follow 
that Italy's peripheral status and the vacillating political alle
giances of its middle classes were somehow related. 
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Gramsci nowhere pursued the inner logic of this connection, 

but he seems to have been operating with the following typology 

of European states: 

Advanced Capitalist 
Transitional 
Peripheral 

Western 
Great Britain 
France 
Italy, Spain 

Non-Western 

Czechoslovakia? 
Russia?, Poland 

What Western states shared were the complex superstructures 
which required that revolution be waged as alternative hegemony, 
What peripheral states sha�ed in terms of their social structures 
was "a large stratum of intermediate classes" poised "between the 

proletariat and capitalism."n While Gramsci referred to them 
loosely as "middle classes," the particular stratum he had in mind 
was mostly of the older petty bourgeois type that had been 

conserved or even expanded because of what would now be called 

the uneven development of the peripheral state. In politics these 

classes tended to conduct themselves as an independent bloc "with 
ideologies that often influence large sections of the proletariat but 
which are particularly suggestive to the peasant masses."n 

Here, then, were the allies which Gramsci was seeking and 
which, according to this analysis, were also seeking him. The 
problem was to institutionalize the basis for a consolidation of 

what had so far only been a series of ephemeral leftward 
movements. From this perspective, the Southern Question gained 
new and still greater significance for the pursuit of proletarian 
politics. Prior to 1923, Gramsci had tended to conflate the 
Southern Question with the call for worker-peasant alliances, 
even though, given fascism's relative lack of appeal among the 
Southern masses, the need for the latter was more directly a 
Northern matter. Now he couid see the importance of the South 
in terms of its "intermediate classes," proletarian support for 
which could help to awaken the Southern masses and to catalyze 
a significant counter-fascist bloc of workers and peasants. Here 
are the "democratic intellectuals" of Gramsci's 1926 essay on the 
Southern Question and the source of his concern with this theme 
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in the NOlebooks. Other strategic implications of this analysis had 
already been anticipated in 1924-25. as will soon become apparent. 

Chairman Gramsci and the Southern Question 

It followed from Gramsci's analysis of fascism and his corre

sponding reassessment of Western revolution in 1924 that three 
new elements had to be incorporated into PCI strategy: (I) strong 
lies to the Comintern (embracing its policy of "Bolshevization" 

adopted at the Fifth Congress); (2) a cuhural and educational 
effort aimed at rechanneling the consensual support for fascism 
into an alternative hegemony; and (3) a careful reassessment of 
the advantages thai the proletariat could draw from Italy's status 

as a peripheral state. These elements were difficult to mesh 
smoothly, and the first two especially were contradictory in some 
important ways. For while the first required very tight control 
from the leadership downward. the second implied the mass
based, boltom-up (and in this sense democratic) "organization of 
a collective will" through "political education" that had so 
typified Gramsci's thinking in the Ordine Nuovo period. As he 
wrote in April 1924: "Our present program ought to reproduce, 
within the situation existing in Italy today. the position we had 
reached in 1 9 1 9_1 920."74 

In practice, however. Gramsci used the "new order" parallel 
only as a rough guide. For while he did not deny himself a certain 
nostalgia, he also did not confuse nostalgia with reality, nor 
model with program. He knew that a spirit of self-creation was 

necessarily the driving force behind any worker council move
ment and that one could not revive such a spirit from above. 

Gramsci's strategy for the defensive revolution he proposed was 
essentially this: At its center was to be a mass partY,n flexible in 
tactics76 but "centralized" and firm in internal discipline.77 Its 
roots in everyday life were to be secured through cell organization 
at the level of the workplace (not territorially, as Bordiga advo

cated)18 and through a cross-class membership of workers and 
peasants.7') Its major function was to institutionalize "a dialectical 
process in which the spontaneous movement of the revolutionary 
masses and the organizing and directing will of the center 
converge." The new dialectic of political education, in other 
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words, would have to operate primarily within the party rather 
than between party and council.so This was a defensive measure 
required by fascism, yet difficult to implement given Bordiga's 

influence on the local section level, which remained strong until 
1926.81 

At the same time, three complementary policies were to be 
pursued . First, Gramsci again called for the establishment of 
"worker and peasant committees" which, as "elective, represen· 

talive organizations," would serve as the basis for the creation of 
the worker councils in the future, and presently as a united front 
of "communists, maximalists, unitarians, populists, republicans, 

and all other parties in the fight against the fascist regime."82 In 
addition, he proposed a MNational Association for the Defense of 
Poor Peasants."S3 Neither of these efforts was implemented very 
successfully, but Gramsci initially held out high hopes, especially 
for the latter.1\.4 

Secondly, he proposed a class alliance with the peasants and 
other oppressed groups, which would grow out of the "worker 
and peasant committees" and culminate, hopefully, in a nation· 
wide "anti·parliament" cementing a mass base for revolution and 
exposing the "nullism" of the Aventine.8' Given Gramsci's un· 
willingness in this period to move from an anti·parliament of the 
working classes to a constituent assembly of the entire anti·fascist 
opposition, one may doubt the depth of this commitment, and he 

certainly seems to have demanded any such alliance on terms 
most favorable to the PCI. Yet, as his efforts on behalf of the 

National Association for the Defense of Poor Peasants once again 

showed, his concern for the Italian peasantry was genuine and 
deeply felt. 

Finally, Gramsci suggested that �hcsc politics ofa united front 

be actualized on the journalistic front in L'Uniro and 1/ Seme, the 
latter to be devoted entirely to the peasants, and on the educa· 

tional front as a new "party school" with correspondence courses 
for workers and peasants.86 Again the attention 10 the peasantry 
indicated that his concern for the Southern Question, which he 
had identified in 1921 as "the central problem of Italian national 
life,"87 had, if anything, intensified. In February 1924, Gramsci 
confided to Togliatti and Terraeini: "I have always been per-
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suaded that the Mezzogiorno [South] could be fascism's grave, 
but I also believe that it will be the major reservoir and marshal

ling-ground of the national and international reaction if we do not 
study the question adequately and prepare ourselves for every
thing before the revolution."88 By late 1925. he had formulated 
this ambivalence much more precisely: 

In Italy the situation is revolutionary when the proletariat in the North is 
strong: if the proletariat in the North is weak. the peasants fall in behind 
the petit-bourgeoisie. And reciprocally. the Southern peasants represent 
an element of force and revolutionary impetus for the Northern workers. 
The Northern workers and the Southern peasants are therefore the two 
immediately revolutionary forces . . . .  Hence if we succeed in organizing 
the Southern peasants. we will have won the revolution.s<! 

If. however, this imperative is ignored or faced without success, 
the consequences for the revolution are apt to be grim indeed. 

These were some of the hopes and fears behind the Lyons 
Theses, a major statement of program that Gramsci wrote with 
Togliatti in the fall of 1 925.90 The Lyons Theses were Gramsci's 
first and last attempt at a document which could match the 
stature of, and therefore replace, Bardiga's Rome Theses of 1922. 
They contained some of Gramsci's clearest statements on the 
organizational design that he had in this period, and they offered 
one of his earliest discussions of the need to undercut reactionary 

intellectual influences in the rural areas. As he argued verbally 
during one of the sessions: "The realization of the worker-peasant 
alliance in the struggle against capitalism presupposes the de

struction of Vatican influence over the peasants particularly in 
Central and Northern Italy."91 Yet not until his essay on the 
Southern Question did he nurture this idea into full bloom. 

By late 1926. when this essay was written, Gramsci realized that 
only a major cultural revolution led by intellectuals could hope to 
disaggregate the existing tie between old customs and new 
political forces in the South. As he observed toward the essay's 
close: 

The proletariat will destroy the Southern agrarian bloc to the extent to 
which. through its party. it succeeds 'in organizing ever larger masses of 
peasants in autonomous and independent formations; but it will succeed 
to a more or less large extent in this obligatory task according 10 its 
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capacity to break up the intellectual bloc which forms the flexible but 
very resistant annor of the agrarian bloc.92 

The essay pictured the Mezzogiorno as "an area of extreme 
social disintegration. ''9) Though in "perpetual ferment," the peas
ants had no inner cohesion as a class and were therefore easily 
manipulated. By and large, this manipulation was exercised by 
what Gramsci called "the big property owners and top intellec
tuals." The manipulation was easiest in the "ideological field," 
which was why "Giustino Fortunato and Benedetto Croce . 
represent the keystones of the Southern system and, in a certain 
sense, are the two greatest figures of Italian reaction.''94 Their 
power had been enhanced by the absence in the South of an 
organized tradition of what Gramsci loosely called "democratic 
intellectuals" of the peasantry or petty rural bourgeoisie.9s South
ern intellectuals were generally of the "old type" associated with 
"a society based on peasant and artisan."9b They were aloof, 
affiliated entirely with the rural bourgeoisie rather than the 
peasantry, and disposed toward 

a strong aversion for the peasant laborer whom they look on as a living 
machine that must be worked to the bone and can easily be replaced in 
view of overpopulation. They also develop an atavistic and instinctive 
feeling of crazy fear of the peasant and his destructive violence, and hence 
a habit of refined hypocrisy and a most refined skill in deceiving and 
breaking in the peasant masses.97 

Two separate problems emerged from this analysis. One was to 
find a way to attack the hegemony of the top intellectuals directly. 
This became one of Gramsci's major preoccupations in the 
NOlebooks, but he did not explore it in this essay. The second 
problem was to find an effective way of organizing " democratic 
intellectuals" in rural areas. Although Gramsci advanced no 
overarching formula for accomplishing this, he left a number of 
hints throughout the essay. In the North he seemed to suggest the 
creation of a Socialist-Christian dialogue, since the Northern 
priest was usually the son of an artisan or peasant and had good 
rapport with the rural population.98 This would not be possible in 
the South, however. since the Southern priest was corrupt and 
totally lacking in popular respect. Two other possibilities would 
have to be explored there. One would be to offer encouragement 
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and support to those few "democratic intellectuals" who had 

already organized. A recent example of such a group was the 

postwar "ex.-servicemen's movement, in which peasant-soldiers 

and intellectual-officers formed themselves into a more united 

bloc which was to some extent antagonistic to the big landown

ers.''99 A second possibility might be to support "small and 

medium reviews" and "publishing houses around which average 

groups of intellectuals gather."'oo At the time, these were almost 

nonexistent, since potential "democratic intellectuals" had been 

forced to go North to seek work. 

In this sense Benedetto Croce has fulfilled a supreme Mnational" function: 
he has detached the radical intellectuals of the South from the peasant 
masses. making them share in national and European culture, and by 
means of this culture he has caused them to be absorbed by the national 
bourgeoisie and so by the agrarian bloc.l�1 

Now that they had recognized this fact, the socialists were ob

ligated to reverse it. 
In all this attention to cultivating a mass base, one senses the 

Ordine Nuovo mind at work, even if ordinovismo itself was only 

remotely translatable into the new circumstances. What was 

always constant in Gramsci's approach to politics was the notion 

that the "subjective factor" must be just as developed ,as the 

"objective conditions" if revolution is to take place. A "collective 

will" or mass base must therefore be "organized" through ap

propriately institutionalized forms of political education. In both 

the 1919-20 and 1924-26 periods, Gramsci conceived this organi

zation as a relationship of three interconnected parts. At the apex 

stood the institution charged with overall tactical coordination, 

the initiation of revolutionary action, and the exemplification of 

proletarian consciousness, though not with political education 

directly. In the Ordine Nuovo scheme this was the disciplined 

party; now it was to be the central committee within a mass party. 

Political education was the responsibility of "democratic" or 

"organic" intellectuals and workers linked, in the earlier period, in 

worker councils, and in the later period, primarily at the lower 

levels of the party. Whenever possible, educational activity in the 

latter case was to be infused into worker and peasant committees 

and the various institutions of class alliance. But Gramsci knew 
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that such activity was necessarily limited in a defensive situation, 
and his elaborations of this organization in the Notebooksl02 were 
entirely concerned with the relationship of "middle-level cadres" 
and masses within the party. 

One must be careful, however, not to press this organizational 
parallel too far. "Ordinovismo in a defensive situation" is in some 
important respects no longer ordinovismo. For in recognizing the 
necessity of crowding nearly all his organizational design under 
the common roof of the party, Gramsci paradoxically took a large 
step toward abandoning the "new order" even as he was seeking 
to revive it. The new order was a genuinely popular expression 
because of its grounding in worker councils and because these 
councils were expressly designated as the dominant institutions in 
the overall design. Political education remained a central com
mitment of the party under Gramsci's leadership; indeed, given 
his insight into Western civil societies, it took on still greater 
importance than in the earlier period. But its incorporation into 
the bureaucratic struclUres of the party could hardly avoid 
choking off much of the participatory style and spontaneous self
activity that had characterized the councils. Moreover, the prob
lem was exacerbated by the particular kind of party which the 
PCI had of necessity become. For the ·new party was not only a 
mass educator, it was a "Bolshevized" organ of the Comintern, a 
"party centralized nationally and imernationally."IOJ Gramsci 
could sometimes bend Com intern directives to local conditions 
and to his own principles and purposes.11>4 In general, however, 
his commitment to the Comintern, which he recognized as crucial 
io PCI survival, left him no choice but to exercise considerable 
control over public discussion in the Party-a policy which. by his 
own later account, was inimical to any genuine program of 
political education. 10' 

Already in the spring of 1923, when PCI survival was very 
much in doubt. Gramsci was writing that 

from the whole eltperience of the Russian Revolution it appears that the 
absence of unanimity on important public votes creates special attitudes 
in the midst of the great masses. The political opposition coalesces into a 
minority. It eltpands and generalizes its position, conspires to publish 
manifestoes, programs, etc., and carries on an all-out effort of 
agitation which can become extremely dangerous at a certain moment. 106 
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The point was clarified in the Lyons Theses: 

Complete ideological unity is necessary for a communist pany to be able 
to carry out continually its function as a guide for the working class. 
Ideological unity is an element of pany strength and of its political 
capacity, and it is indispensable in making it a Bolshevik pany.I07 

And in keeping with this defense of a Bolshevized party, Gramsci 

bent over backwards to defend the CPSU in all its activities until 

the fall of 1926. What finally caused him to question the 

commitment to ideological unity had nothing to do with any 

sacrifices he was making in its name, but rather with the 

accumulating evidence that the CPSU itself was no longer living 

by any such "Bolshevik." spirit. 

In a letter addressed to the Central Committee of the CPSU in 

October 1926, Gramsci criticized their recent activity on precisely 

the same grounds that he had defended them over the previous 

four years. lOS The CPSU and the Comintern, he had argued in this 

period. were important for Western revolution, above all because 

they symbolized proletarian solidarity and thus gave concrete 

focus to the idea of an alternative proletarian hegemony. But this 

function was now being negated by the "sharpness of [recent] 

polemics within the CPSU." These polemics might well have 

dangerous "international repercussions," especially in a society 

like Italy "where fascist state and party organization succeed in 

suffocating every notable manifestation of the autonomous life of 

the large work.er and peasant masses."l09 Thus, while Gramsci did 

not stray from the principle of proletarian unity but rather posed 

as its great defender, he was also, paradoxically, expressing a 

dissenting viewpoint for the first time in nearly four years. 

Four years later, in 1930, this incident would appear as the first 

episode in an evolving political self-criticism. For as Stalin 

consolidated his leadership in a highly authoritarian manner and. 

after 1928, moved international communism away from the 

defensive tactics that Lenin had advocated in his last years, 

Gramsci became increasingly critical of his leadership.llo While 

we cannot pursue here an analysis of Com intern and PCI politics 

in the 1926-30 period, 1 1 1  it is clear that Gramsci's reaction to these 

politics stimulated a self-critical elaboration of his program as 

chairman that involved at least the following three points. 
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First, he appears to have recognized that the ideological unity 
he had demanded was excessive. In a prison conversation, he 
characterized the com of inadequate internal discussion in these 
terms: 

Too often in our Party ... there is fear of all those ideas not sanctified by 
inclusion in the old maxima list dictionary of cliches .. .. Any tactic which 
does not correspond well with the subjectivism of these dreamers is 
considered a deviation from proper revolutionary strategy and tactics. 

Then one ends up discussing revolution without having any very precise 
notion of what is to be done to realize it. .111 

Later, in the Prison NOlebooks. he would explicitly advocate 
open discussion within the Party.113 

Secondly, he seems to have reacted to the Comintern left turn 
not simply by upholding his political position of 1924-26 but by 
deepening his commitment to a defensive alliance against fascism. 
Thus, as Paolo Spriano has argued, Gramsci's greater openness to 
a "constituent" in 1930 was almost certainly a self-critical reflec
tion on the 1924-26 period.114 

Finally, after 1926, he turned decisively toward a critique of 
authoritarian leadership in both the Party and the Comintern
indeed, wherever it appeared. In the Notebooks, he referred to 
authoritarianism as "Cadornism" (after the general who had been 
blamed for the Italian defeat at Caporetto in 1917), but he may 
well have been thinking of Stalin. For a "Cadornist" is one who 
fails to win the consent of those he is leading and who believes 
"that a thing will be done [merely] because the leader considers it 
just and reasonable that it should be done. "TTs 

None of this, however, should lead us to think that, in opposing 
Stalin privately, Gramsci would have been forced out of the Party 
had he not been in jail o r  that he wa s  moving toward the 

Trotskyist opposition. In his 1965 biography of Gramsci. Giu
seppe Fiori claimed. on the basis of an interview with Gramsci's 
brother Gennaro. who served as an intermediary between Gram
sci and Togliatti in 1930, that Gramsci would almost certainly 
have been expelled or harshly condemned for his dissent on the 
"left turn."116 But, as Spriano has recently shown, there is 
conflicting testimony which casts considerable doubt on Gen
naro's account.117 Moreover, while Gramsci did oppose the "left 
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turn" in no uncertain terms, he was just as staunchly opposed to 

"fractionalism." Thus, it is by no means clear how far he would 

have carried his "dissent," and, given his long-standing practice of 

serving as a mediator between political extremes in the Party, it is 

doubtful that he would have seen any useful purpose in declaring 

his differences publicly. 

As to Gramsci's relations with the Trotskyist opposition, one 

must begin by recognizing that he never held Trotsky in very high 

regard either as a political theorist or as a tactician. In 1924, he 

had criticized Trotsky for an "attitude of passive opposition, 

similar to Bordiga's," which has created a "crisis" that "puts 

in danger the very conquests of the revolution."1 1 8  And he 

certainly did not agree with the analysis of Trotsky and Bordiga 

that the post-Fifth Congress Comintern had deviated from the 

principles of Leninism and the Russian Revolution. 119 When the 

third volume of Trotsky's History of the Russian Revolution 
appeared in 1924, Gramsci dismissed it as "revisionist" and wrote 

approvingly or its censorship by the Soviet government.11O 

Yet clearly it was the Trotsky issue which stood behind his 1926 
leiter to the CPSU. There he separated himself sharply from the 

view that Trotsky should be ousted because of his differences with 

Stalin. Indeed, he explicitly defended Trotsky, along with Zino

viev and Kamenev, as having "contributed powerfully to our 

education in revolution. "121 And after the Com intern Sixth 

Congress, when Gramsci retreated from the uncompromising 

internationalism of his politics as PCI chairman,m he may not 

have sided with Trotsky, but neither were their respective cri

tiques entirely dissimilar.123 

Apparently aware of this, Gramsci sought permission to read 

Trotsky's works in prison but was granted access only to My Life. 
From this work, and from citations he found elsewhere, he seems 

to have concluded that his earlier assessments of Trotsky's 

abstract and mechanical tendencies were essentially correct. In 

what is clearly a reference to Trotsky's theory of "permanent 

revolution," he cautioned in 1933 that "the line of development is, 

to be sure, towards internationalism. but the point of departure is 

'national'-and it is from this point of departure that one must 

begin."124 Trotsky was not sufficiently attuned to contemporary 
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history; his political ideas branded him "in one way or another 

.. . a political theorist of frontal attack in a period in which it only 

leads to defeats."125 Trotsky had failed to appreciate what Gram

sci believed Lenin had seen late in life: that revolution in the West 
would have to be waged in a fundamentally different fashion than 
the frontal attack strategy which had been applied victoriously in 

the East.126 Thus, Leonetti seems justified in concluding that 

Gramsci's post-1926 opposition, if it must be labeled, was not 

Trotskyist but "Bolshevik-Leninist,"J27 in the sense that it re

mained wedded to the pre-turn strategy of mass politics and anti

fascist class alliance. Gramsci's many admiring references to 
Lenin in the Notebooks are best understood in this context. 

Before turning to the political theory of the Prison Notebooks, 
then, we need to make a summary assessment of Gramsci's 

relation to Lenin over the entire course of Gramsci's active 

political life. It was suggested in the last chapter that, prior to 

1921, Gramsci admired the Lenin who had organized and won the 

Russian Revolution, who had written of soviets and democracy in 

State and Revolution and other shorter pieces since 1917, and 

who had come to symbolize for a whole generation the kind of 
dedication and will necessary to lead the international proletariat. 

Except in the case of the worker councils, however. Gramsci did 

not model his ideas and projects after Lenin's but rather used him 

as the crucial ally for sustaining conclusions that he had arrived at 

quite independently of Lenin's influence. Thus, Lenin's practical 
commitment to the role of human will in history served to buttress 

Gramsci's fight not only against scientistic Marxism but against 

all forms of positivism which he had been taught to suspect by 

Croce. Gentile, Labriola, Papini, and Sorel. Likewise, Lenin 

served Gramsci in the summer of 19'20 as an imponant ally in his 
fight to free the PSI from the passive and mechanicist extreme 

represented by Serrati on the one hand, and the sectarianism and 

elitism represented by Bordiga on the other. Even in the case of 

the worker councils, Gramsci was indebted to Lenin less for any 

organizational design than for the flash of inspiration which 

alerted him to the need for building the political-economie 

structures that prefigure a new socialist society. 

What I would argue about the 1921-26 period is that, even as 
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Gramsci gained far greater knowledge of Lenin's work, he 

continued to use him as an ally in much the same way as before. 

Thus, in 1921-22, when Lenin was of little use to Gramsci because 

of their quite fundamental disagreements, Gramsci had no qualms 

about expressing what these disagreements were. Though he had 

never been anyone's loyal disciple and had never adopted anyone 

else's notions without giving them his own personal stamp, these 

years offer a particularly dramatic example of Gramsci's inde

pendence of mind. Yet, in 1924, when Gramsci came to logger

heads with Bordiga over the nature of fascism and Western 

revolution. Lenin once again became important for Gramsci as an 

ally and, eventually, as the legitimation for the direction of his 
new leadership. 

We see this alliance manifested in at least two ways. On the 

theoretical level, Gramsci now turned to Lenin's concept of 

"hegemony."128 Though Lenin had distinguished himself at "East

ern" revolution, the concept of hegemony WJlS well suited to 
conceptualizing the present need in the West for a patient 

nurturing of class alliances into alternative states. As we will see 

more fully in Chapter 6, Gramsci went far beyond Lenin in 

developing this concept, and yet continued to insist on Lenin's 

essential authorship of it. As in the case of his advocacy of worker 
councils, Gramsci's "Leninism" here served to legitimize a the

oretical position which later orthodox "Marxist-Leninisls" would 

probably regard as "idealist." 

On the practical level of organization, Lenin's canonical war

rant aided in promoting a centralized yet mass-based party which 

could serve as the vehicle for the class alliances and popular 

political education that the coming Western revolution presup

posed. At the same time, Gramsci's politics remained largely free 

of the sort of "Leninism" which had actually brought the Bolshe

viks into power or which was later enshrined by Stalin and Mao. 

As we will see more fully in Chapter 7, Gramsci's concept of 

revolution was very different from Lenin's. In line with this 

conception, he believed to the end in the capacity of and need for 

workers to define their socialist consciousness through produc

tion-based institutions of their own creation. His writings re

vealed no obsession with the party for its own sake, no interest in 
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creating a professional elite to manipulate the masses, no limiting 
of political education merely to an instrumental role in revolu
tion, and certainly no passive and undialectical "copy theory of 
perception" as the philosophical grounding for his pedagogy,l:!<! 
When at one point he defined "Leninism" for himself, he stressed 
only its general commitments to Marxism, proletarian activism, 
political realism, party discipline, and internationalism,lJO 

On the evening of November 8. 1926. Gramsci was summarily 
arrested and thrown in jail despite the immunity guaranteed him 
as an elected parliamentary deputy. After this he would be 
shuffled from prison to prison, brought to trial finally in May 
1928, and then sentenced to jail for twenty years, four months, 
and five days. "We must prevent this brain from functioning . 
the prosecutor had declared at his trial,lll and it was a remark 
that would prove both ironic and tragic. Eight months later, in the 
isolation of a prison cell at Turi, Gramsci began the notebooks 
that would gain him considerable posthumous acclaim. But while 
he continued to express his political opinions to the few who 
could hear him. he would never again enjoy a public audience or 
participate actively in public affairs. 



Part Two 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Philosophy as Political Education 

A man of politics writes about philosophy: it could be that 
his �troe" philosophy should be looked for rather in his writings 
on politics. 

(1932-33) 

THE ENFORCED isolation of prison, though never entirely 
removing Gramsci from the world of concrete politics, did force 

him to think out its issues as part of a larger historical panorama. 

He was himself fully conscious of this when he wrote to his sister

in-law in 1927 that he wanted now to accomplish something "for 

ewig."1 The reality of Stalin's left turn after 1928 could only have 

reinforced Gramsci's sense of isolation. While we have seen that 

he did not flinch from confronting this development, his most 
sustained and thoroughgoing critiques of it were philosophical 
rather than programmatic. If the Comintern was taking a "mech

anistic" and "economistic" route like the one which led the 
Second International to a shipwreck on the shores of World War 

I. then surely nothing less than a full-scale philosophical recon

struction of Marxism as a "philosophy of praxis" would suffice to 

set it back on course, 

Our purpose in this chapter will be to explore the epistemo

l.ogical underpinnings of Gramsci's "philosophy of praxis" as it is 
articulated in the Prison NOlebooks. It must be kept continually 

in mind. however, that for Gramsci a true "philosophy" is never 

an isolated bra ncb of study but rather "contains in itself all the 

fundamental elements needed to construct a total and integral 
conception of the world . . .  and everything that is needed to gi ve 
life to an integral political organization of society."2 This point is 
reflected in his very definition of Marxist orthodoxy: the view 

that the "philosophy of praxis" is "general" and "sufficient unto 
itself."J Thus, just as Gramsci's politics led him to philosophy, so 
his philosophy was thoroughly political,· This is true not only of 

105 
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its practical intention (it is no accident that his critique of 

Bukharin was initiated at the same time that he led prison 

discussions about Comintem politics and theorized the concept of 
a "war of position"}5 but also of its internal character. The key to 

grasping the full import of Gramsci's epistemology is to recognize 

how fully entwined it is with considerations on political educa

tion. This connection is affirmed very early in the Notebooks and 

repeated many times thereafter.6 

In positing this connection, however, Gramsci inherited a 
whole range of problems within the Marxist tradition. We saw 

initially that his early intellectual horizons were largely confined 

to Italy and France. His critical appropriation of Marx was 

partial, came relatively late, and was heavily mediated by the 

discussions of Labriola, Croce, Gentile, and Sorel. This mediation 

remains continually evident in the Notebooks; but given the 

breadth of his reflection, a fuller and more direct confrontation 
with Marx and Marxism was also necessary. Before turning 
directly to Gramsci, then, we must look morc closely at the 

connections between Marx's philosophy and his conception of 

political education. Indeed, we will need to begin by situating 
both Marx and Gramsci in a larger tradition of philosophical 

discourse. 

Plalo, Hegel. and Marx 

Among the most fundamental assumptions in Marx's theoreti

cal enterprise is the idea that human reason could become a 
"material" or life-transforming force able to shape human charac

ter and direct it (or reveal its movement) toward the "good life." 

Stated in this way, it is obvious that Marx participated in a 

Socratic tradition of political philosophy. even if he also believed 

that his "unity of theory and praxis" could dialectically transcend 
this tradition. In Plato's classic expression, politics and philos
ophy were conceived in the same terms; the goal was to rationalize 

the political order according to the results of philosophical re

flection and to institute the search for philosophical knowledge as 

the major principle of political order. Yet this is hardly the only 

way that philosophy has been conceived, and, on the whole, it is 

distinctly out of favor in the modern world. Already in Aristotle 

we find a denial that there exists any rheoria about politics; 
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though the characteristically Greek insistence on the "good life" 

as the end of the state is retained, politics is conceived entirely as 

praxis, which depends as much on good habits as clear thinking.1 

With Descartes and Hobbes, even the political ideal of the "good 

life" or "ethical state" is denied. and philosophy becomes entirely 

the private province of the individual inquirer. 

The Platonic tradition remained the subject of creative trans

formation by some philosophers. The Renaissance utopians 

(More and Campanella), Rousseau, Kant, Fichte, and Hegel are 

certainly among this company; and I would argue that Marx and 

Hegelian Marxists are in it as well. Yet even in this tradition, the 

critique of the classical conception of philosophy remains funda

mentaL A central section of Hegel's Phenomenology,8 for in

stance, is concerned with a critique of the view that politics can be 

entrusted to the heroic leadership of philosopher-kings. Such a 
conception is part of an aristocratic ideal of service which Hegel 

found not just out of date but out of tune with human nature.9 In 

setting himself apart from the pursuit of wealth that material 

labor makes possible, the philosopher qua noble public servant 

denies his own creative needs, assumes an artificial posture 

toward the world, and risks inner spiritual discord. Hegel thought 

that the final bankruptcy of this "heroism of dumb service" 

revealed itself historically when it devolved into the "heroism of 

flattery" and eventually into the "base consciousness" which it 

had originally sought to educate.1O 

Apart from its direct political implications, the significance of 

this critique lies in its recourse to historical reflection. Hegel's 

point was both the shameful smallness of individual rationaliza

tion, given the larger pattern of historical development, and the 

educative value of history when reappropriated through critical 
reflection. Indeed, his overall view of history led him even further: 

history, not "philosophy," is the great cosmic tutor of mankind. 

The philosopher's role is not to bring the ideal state into being, 

but as we learn in the Philosophy of Right, to strive for a 

comprehension of how men acting in history have brought it into 

being.ll The entire thrust of Hegel's philosophical effort was to 

show how the real and the rational have become wedded in the 

historical present. 

Marx's conception of philosophy may be understood as a 
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simultaneous critique of both Plato and Hegel. His early writings 

implicitly reject "philosophy" both as an elite activity dispensed to 

and shaping an acquiescent polity and as a merely mental 
appropriation of the historical totality.11 For Marx, all true 

philosophy is autodidactic: laboring. producing, and thinking 
men are their own educators through their own praxis. This is 

foreshadowed in Fichte's notion of self-activity and in Hegel's 

notions of self-activity and immanent critique. Even the linkage 

between the self-activity of human labor and the formulation of 

immanent critiques is foreshadowed in Hegel's early discussion of 

"tools" and in his depiction of the slave's self-tutelage in the 

famous dialectic of "lordship and bondage."1J But Marx devel

oped a much more concrete and thorough description of this 
process and added the notion that the rational self-awareness of 
Hegel's slave is tantamount to a revolutionary consciousness. 

At the same time, Marx shared with Hegel the view that 

individual praxis is in a dialectical relationship with history: 

through praxis, men collectively create their own history, which 

then limits and conditions their praxis. Marx. of course, could not 
accept Hegel's distinctive version of this dialectic. As he argued in 

the Holy Family: 

Already with Hegel, the absolUie spirit of history has its material in the 
masses, but only finds adequate expression in philosophy. But the 
philosopher appears merely as the instrument by whieh absolute spirit, 
whieh makes history, arrives at self-consciousness after the historical 
movement has been completed. The philosopher's role in history is thus 
limited to this subsequent consciousness, for the real movement is 
executed unconsciously by the absolute spirit.14 

Yet, after rejecting the "absolute spirit which makes history," 

Marx had difficulty deciding on the precise character and philo

sophical status of his own historical dialectic. As Helmut 

Fleischer has recently suggested, Marx approached the problem 

in three quite different ways at various points in his intellectual 

development.15 The dialectic that he put forward in the Economic 
and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 is "anthropological," in 

the sense that history is conceived idealistically as the humaniza

tion of the species. The nature of the human "essence" or 
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Gattungswesen r'species being") can be discovered and portrayed 

as the subject in a dialectical unfolding where the emerging 

totality is invested with universal meaning. Just a year later, 

however, in the sixth Thesis on Feuerbach, Marx dismissed any 

such anthropological essence as a mystification. The resulting 

"pragmatological" dialectic found here and in the German Ideol

ogy treated human nature not as an "essence" but as the 
"ensemble of social relations" in a particular cultural-temporal 
setting. This conception remained teleological only in the weaker 

sense that collectively organized and situated individuals were 

seen as pursuing concrete aims to satisfy felt needs. In some of the 

later writings, such as the 1859 preface to the Crilique of Political 

Economy, we encounter still a third. "nomological" conception of 

history. which. in contrast to the two earlier formulations, takes 

history to be a natural process unfolding through objective laws 

without regard to human subjectivity. 

In each case, however, any conception of philosophy as a form 

of political tutelage by an elite over a passive citizenry seems to be 

rejected as firmly as it was by Hegel. Only the "nomological" 

conception can logically accommodate such a view, but it makes 

philosophy and education superfluous. In the two dialectical 

conceptions, philosophy and education are grounded in the self

activity of social labor, a move which effectively solves the riddle 
of "who shall educate the educator." 

Though these two dialectics differ in the way such self-active 
praxis is incorporated into the larger historical framework, both 

assent to an internal dynamic of power and need as portrayed in 

the following passage: 

Immediately, man is a natural being. As a living natural being he is, in 
one aspect, endowed with the natural Cll{Jllcilit."S and "jfll/ PQ ..... li'r�· of an 

active natural being. These capacities exist in him as tendencies and 
capabilities, as drives. In another aspect as a natural, living, sentient and 
objective being man is a suffering, conditioned, and limited creature like 
an animal or plant. The ohjects of his drives, that is to say, exist outside 
him as independent, yet they are objecls of his need, essential and 
indispensable to the exercise and confirmation of his essential 

capacilies. 

A being which does not have its nature outside itself is not a nalUral 

one and has no part in the system of nature.!� 
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In this view, human qualities appear to be divided into two sorts: 
"powers" (or capacities) and "needs" (or drives).J7 People act 

because they have felt certain desires demanding satisfaction 

which are expressed as needs. Through these needs they learn of 

or develop certain powers which are then utilized in transforming 

objects to satisfy the needs. There is, however, no final satisfac

tion of needs, since the satisfaction of one set only produces 

another, which in turn encourages the development of new 

powers that transform new sets of objects. The interaction of 

human powers and needs with the natural environment is a 

thoroughly historical process. As new needs arise, old ones are 
discarded. Formerly active powers atrophy, and formerly dor
mant ones bloom. The dialectical otherness of nature is con

tinually transforming in response. 

In a well-known passage in the German Ideology, Marx 

connected this dynamic interplay of powers and needs with the 

formation of ideas: 

The production of ideas. of conceptions, of consciousness is directly 
interwoven with the material activity and the material relationships of 
men; it is the language of actual life. Conceiving, thinking. and the 
intellectual relationships of men appear here as the direct result of their 
material behavior. The same applies to intellectual production as mani
fested in a people's language of politics, law. morality. religion. meta
physics. etc. Men are the producers of their conceptions, ideas. etc., but 
these are real, active men. as they are conditioned by a definite 
development of their productive forces and of the relationships cor
responding to these up to their highest forms. Consciousness can never be 
anything else except concious existence, and the existence of men is their 
actual life-process. IS 

However, when this conception is applied to the formation of 

consciousness in the capitalist mode of production. an important 

paradox emerges. For while capitalism does not stifle, indeed may 

even stimulate, the "need" for philosophical knowledge, Marx's 

descriptions of capitalist workers suggest that they lack the 
necessary "powers"-of logical inference; moral, aesthetic, and 

political judgment; even perception-necessary to satisfy that 

need. Capitalist labor "produces intelligence, but for the worker it 

produces imbecility and cretinism,"19 The paradox, however, is 
flOI that the pedagogy of what Marx once called the "hard but 
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hardening school of labor"2(1 is counterproductive simply because 

its pupils emerge from it so ill-equipped. As Hegel had suggested 

in the master/slave dialectic, the slave (worker) needs to be 

stripped of every human determination in order to achieve a 

consciousness of himself as pure humanity, and therefore a 
breakthrough to self-consciousness. The paradox is that once this 

breakthrough has been achieved, it is unclear how the worker in 

capitalist society (as opposed to the slave in Hegel's metaphysical 

and only vaguely historical account) can then build a personality 

complete with "powers" necessary for revolution in a labor 

process which continues to deprive him of embodied subjectivity. 

Marx never offered a systematic discussion aimed at over

coming this perplexity, and the omission represents a crucial 

shortcoming in his account of the nature and role of philosophy. 

Though he always remained committed to the goal of philosophy 

realized in society, he was, as the famous eleventh Thesis on 

Feuerbach suggests, too impatiently revolutionary to specify 

exactly how this integration could begin. Instead, he seems to 

have retreated to a narrowly pragmatic concern with how the 

proletariat could gain class consciousness despite its enfeebled 

condition. The problems of philosophy and education were 

sometimes reduced to instrumental questions soluble through 

technical and organizational rationality,:l and the "school of 

labor" was supplemented with conceptions of proletarian peda

gogy that relied to some degree on "outside educators," in 

defiance of the third Thesis on Feuerbach. Especially in his letters 

and his more informal and occasional writings on politics, Marx 

worked with at least two such conceptions. 

The first of these might be termed the "therapeutic image," 
since the role of the educator here. to speak somewhat anachro

nistically, is to act as a kind of nondirective therapist who, in 
wakening the world from its own dreams, only facilitates but does 

not impose a new and more correct praxis.22 Such a role is 

perhaps still reconcilable with the third Thesis on Feuerbach. But 

sometimes Marx went even further. For instance, in his "Circular 

Letter" written in 1879 to the German Social Democrats, he 
advocated a "directive image" in which bourgeois intellectuals 

would play an active, educative role in bringing the proletariat to 
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critical consciousness,2J Such educators would "join the militant 
proletariat"; yet, in supplying the proletariat with "educative 
elements," they would come painfully close to dividing the 
proletariat "into two parts-one of which towers above," 

The Second International and Its Critics 

These ambiguities did not merely undermine the philosophical 
coherence of Marx's work, they provided an indispensable pre
condition for the major ideological disputes of the Second 
International, which pitted "orthodox Marxists" like Kautsky 
and Plekhanov, who proclaimed the inevitability of proletarian 
revolution, against the very diverse tendencies-from Bernstein's 
revisionism to Lenin's radical voluntarism-that were based on 
doubts in this inevitability, These disputes have been well ana
lysed elsewhere, and we may simply highlight their main features 
here,24 

What the orthodox and their critics tended to share was a view 
of Marxism as a "science of history," Most of them had cut their 

intellectual eyeteeth on Marx's later "economic" writings such as 

the famous description of the "Historical Tendency of Capitalist 
Accumulation" in Capital, and were heavily influenced by the late 
Engels's positivistic popularizations of Marx's work, Theirs was 
the "nomological" Marx for whom "philosophy" had been tran
scended by "political economy," Consequently, as Karl Korsch 
quipped in his famous polemic against this generation, "it was not 
regarded as impossible, for example, for a leading Marxist 
theoretician to be a follower of Arthur Schopenhauer in his 
private philosophical life,"2, When philosophy was taken seri
ously, as in Lenin's Materialism and Empirio-criticism, it tended 
to fall back into pre-Marxian and even precritical positions like 
eighteenth-century materialism and its "copy theory of per
ception, "26 

In such a Marxism, the cherished "unity of theory and practice" 
either ceased to exist or became a caricature of Marx's inten
tion-a theory lor practice rather than a theory 0/ practice. 
Theory became a kind of technical instrument which anyone 
could wield, rather than a dialectical reflection of the experience 
of the working class aS,it matured toward revolution. In Lenin's 
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case the result was blatant contradiction: the radical voluntarism 
that he advocated in What Is to Be Done? was logically incom
patible with the materialist and determinist assumptions he took 
from Engels. But the great monument to the division of theory 
and practice in this period was the Erfurt Program around which 
the German Social Democrats united in 1891.27 Drafted mainly 
by Karl Kautsky, the program came in two entirely unrelated 
sections. The first was a "theoretical" section modeled on the 
Communist Manifesto, which offered an analysis of the capitalist 
crisis and its slowly approaching but inevitable demise; the second 
outlined a series of shorHun political objectives based entirely on 
the material interests of workers within the existing order. 

Where the orthodox and their critics parted company was over 
the question of whether Marx's "science" and its "predictions," as 
they understood them, remained valid. This division led in turn to 
a radically different estimation of the nature and role of political 
education. If, like Kautsky or Luxemburg, one accepted these 
"predictions" or sought to revise them within the deterministic 
framework of capitalism's inevitable demise, political education 
did not have to be theorized at all; history would simply take care 
of itself. Of course, this did not necessarily mean that political 
education was ignored in practice. Indeed, Kautsky's Social 
Democrats built such an intricate network of educational facilities 
that it was often referred to as a "state within a state." But like the 
later Universita papa/are in Italy, these facilities were more like 
shelters to protect workers from the cold winds of capitalism than 
outposts on the road to revolution and socialized humanity. This 
prompted luxemburg's argument that such institutions were 
counterproductive and that the most genuinely radical form of 
political education was to leave the worker free to be tossed about 
in the capitalist storm. IS 

But if. on the other hand, one came to doubt either the 
continuing applicability of Marx's economic analysis or the 

inevitability of revolution from economic conditions alone, tben 
political education became much more significant in precisely an 
instrumentalist sense. The first doubt led to the reformism of 
Eduard Bernstein and the need to educate the worker to take full 
advantage of the existing parliamentary system.29 The second 
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doubt led to Lenin's voluntarism, the belief that the "school of 

labor" produced only "trade union consciousness" and that true 

consciousness would have to be imposed on the worker from 

outside.30 
The major exception to this schematization of Second Interna

tional Marxism was the Italian philosopher Antonio Labriola.)! 

Though a relatively minor figure in terms of his general influ

ence, Labriola was deeply admired by Gramsci and merits some 

attention here. As a university professor rather than a party 

militant, he had turned to Marxism only in his late forties, after a 

long stint as an Hegelian.12 His major writings in the l 890s 

articulated a "philosophy of praxis"-Gramsci later borrowed the 

phrase-which was staunchly anti-positivist and which retained 

many Hegelian features. What Gramsci admired in Labriola was 

the intellectual revolution contained in "his affirmation (not 

always, admittedly, unequivocal) that the philosophy of praxis is 

an independent and original philosophy which contains in itself 
the elements of a further development, so as to become, from an 

interpretation of history, a general phiiosophy."Jl 

Labriola's principal interest was in how men make history, and 

he leaned heavily on the dynamic category of praxis and on a 

"genetic method" rather than on the rigid social statics of then

influential positivists like Achille Loria. Loria had maintained the 

crude thesis that politics, culture, and other "superstructural" 

aspects of society were determined by the economic base in a 

direct and unmediated fashion.34 For Labriola, historical predic

tion should be based not on a causal but on a dialectical (or 

"genetic") necessity, one which grasped a complexly mediated 

totality of constantly shifting structural and superstructural cleav

ages which rendered capitalism prone to crisis and incapable of 

forever deferring its collapse. History was to be studied as a 

succession of social "formations" governed in their transitions 

as much by ideology as by economic forces.H And Labriola 

grounded this view in a conception of subjective human will 

through which all knowledge, including that of the most exact 

sciences, was constituted in response to human needs.J6 

Yet, for all his dialectical dexterity, Labriola occasionally 

lapsed into a mechanicism that set him apart from the more 
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thoroughgoing Hegelian Marxism of the postwar eraY And 

despite his recognition of the historically active role of human 

subjectivity, he dismissed as "utopian" those political theories 

incorporating a "subjective pedagogy."38 Moreover, though ex

tremely critical of Loria, he failed to perceive the positivist 

incrustations already present in Marx. While he occasionally 

hinted at reservations concerning the rampant positivism in the 

later Engels, he did not press the matter in their correspondence 

and was sufficiently admiring of Engels to recommend his chapter 

on "The Negation of the Negation" as an introduction to the 

Marxist dialectic.39 Labriola then proceeded to use Engels's well

known reference to the decisiveness of the economy "in the last 

analysis"40 as the grounding for a structural determinism which, 

as Gramsci later pointed out, was sharply at odds with his 

dialectical formulations.41 

How is this tension to be explained? A close reading of the 

Essays on the Materialistic Conception of History suggests that 

Labriola was squaring off against two quite different antagonists. 

While he clearly hoped to rescue Marxism from its vulgarizers by 

stressing human activity and subjectivity,
. 

he was also acutely 

aware of the tendency of subjectively grounded philosophy to fall 

into an idealism which loses its integral connections with material 

reality. He therefore attacked those who believe that "ideas fall 

from heaven" at least as sharply as those who reduce ideas to their 

"economic determinations."42 The acid test for resolving this 

ambiguity would seem to be his position on the nature and 
function of "historical laws," yet we do not encounter any explicit 

argument on this point in the Essays. While he ridiculed Dar

winian conceptions of Marxism, he also spoke of "laws of 

movement" and "historical-social Jaws" without clarifying their 

logical and epistemological status.43 Labriola certainly under

stood the poverty of philosophy in the Second International, but 

his own transcending of its conceptual coordinates was at best 

ambiguous. 

]n later years, perhaps under Croce's influence, Labriola began 

to think more systematically about the philosophy of history, and 

he seems to have become aware of the tension in his thought 

between subjectivity and mechanicism. Thus the bold, confident 
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tone of the Essays gave way to much greater caution in Socialism 
and Philosophy, where, for example, he maintained that Marxism 
was still only at a "stage of first formation."« The decisive turn, 
however, came only in the last, posthumously published essays. 
Here he emphasized the "dangers of facile schematization" in 
historical inquiry;4� ridiculed any philosophy of history which is 
"teleological";46 claimed that his own historical understanding 
could be represented only as "fragments";41 and even went so far 
as to dismiss the very notion of a "scientific" historical narrative.48 
The phrase "historical materialism" was retained, but its defini
tion was drastically reduced to these two propositions: (I) that 
human organization is "always proportional to the relative state 
of economic articulation," and (2) that religious, mythological, 
and moral conceptions are "responses to a determinant social 
condition."49 One is reminded of nothing so much as Croce's 
conception of Marxism as a canon of historical interpretation. 
Yet there is no evidence that Labriola was abandoning Marxism 
or socialism.� What did remain unclear, because of his death in 
1904, was how he would have elaborated a new "philosophy of 
praxis" in the light of his revised, and more modest, conception of 
history. 

The conceptual coordinates of Second International Marxism 
were also not transcended by those activists at the far left of the 
social democratic parties like Rosa Luxemburg, the Hungarian 
Erwin SzabO, the Dutch "Tribunists," and syndicalists like Georges 
Sorei. However, their Marxisms, though less philosophically 
trenchant than Labriola's, were often linked more explicitly to 
political education. Of particular importance here were the Dutch 
"Tribunists," particularly Anton Pannekoek, Henriette Roland 
Holst, and Herman Gorter. The best known among them was 
probably Goner, who replied to Lenin's Left- Wing Communism 

-An Infamile Disorder immediately after it appeared in 1920. 
Gorter's point was to remind Lenin of a cause of revolution 
"which when inoperative makes the revolution fail to appear or 
misfire . . . .  This cause is the Geisl ['spiri!'] of the masses."�1 Much 
like Gramsci's, Gorter's emphasis was on the need for overcoming 
the deleterious effects of bourgeois ideology through autonomous 
organizations of proletarian education. He and the other "Tribun-
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ists" had been making this point in  polemics with Kautsky since 
1912. "Why had the working class," asked Pannekoek, "still not 
been able to seize power despite its superiority to the bourgeoisie 
both in numbers and as producers?" His answer was the "geistige 

superiority of the present ruling class. As a class which lives from 
surplus value and controls the means of production, it reigns over 
all educational development."�2 Pannekoek saw clearly how 
Kautsky was paralyzed by "actionless waiting" which tried to "let 
the great mass actions occur passively like a natural event."S3 But 

very little was done with these insights to reconstruct a revolu
tionary and philosophically viable Marxism.54 

This remained true in the 1920s even of such devastating 
critiques of Second International Marxism as Karl Korsch's 1923 
essay, Marxism and Philosophy. Yet the I 920s also saw the first 
bold step toward a full reconstitution of Marxism in Georg 
Lukacs's History and Class Consciousness, a collection of essays 
written from 1919 to 1922 and published in the same year as 
Korsch's book. With well over a decade of study of the greatest 
exemplars of "bourgeois" philosophy and literature behind him, 
Lukacs struck out on a brilliantly charted and highly original path 
which nonetheless can be seen as a kind of thematic intersection 
of Labriola. Luxemburg, and Lenin.55 Like Labriola, whose work 
he did not actually know, Lukacs conceived of Marxist ortho
doxy not in terms of an adherence to "this or that thesis" but to 
the dialectical method and "the point of view of totality."s6 But 
Lukacs also went well beyond Labriola in the clarity and rigor 
with which he portrayed this totality. Without benefit from 
Marx's 1844 Manuscripts, which were not published in Germany 
for another decade, Lukacs conceived totality not merely as the 
determining domination of the whole over the parts-a concep
tion which could as easily lead to a romanticism or vitalist 
irrationalism as to Marxism-but as a "concrete" unity of 
hislOrically interacting contradictions linked together by the all
important category of "mediation." 

Against "bourgeois" empiricism, Lukacs argued that in order to 
define some specific "thing" concretely, one had to grasp all the 
"mediations" between its "immediate" givenness and the wholeY 
Such mediations were "concrete" when conceived in terms of 
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practico-critical activity rather than in terms of Hegelian cate
gories, which, according to Lukacs, floated above the historical 
process and so became frozen into new immediacies. But like 
Hegel and like the "anthropological dialectic" of the young Marx, 
Lukacs stressed the dialectical necessity of the historical move
ment toward totality. History was the immanent realization of the 
human "essence";S8 and it was in this sense fated to have a happy 
ending.s') Thus, Lukacs could go very far with Luxemburg's 
economistic conception of ideas flowing directly from objective 
historical development even as he sought to comprehend the 
historically creative role of a self-conscious praxis. 

Again like Luxemburg before him, Lukacs viewed the revolu
tionary crisis situation itself as the key historical moment in which 
subjectivity and objectivity flowed together. To explain the mode 
of this fusion, however, Lukacs formulated a novel conception of 
"class consciousness" grounded in the "identical subject-object" of 

history.60 In stripping the worker of objectifications, capitalism 
deprives him of every human power except that of perceiving 
subjectivity itself. But the worker achieves a self-recognition of his 
pure humanity, Lukacs argued, precisely because of this depriva
tion. "While the man reified in the bureaucracy, for instance, is 
turned into a commodity, mechanized and reified in the only 
faculties that might enable him to rebel against reification," the 
worker is able "to objectify himself completely against his exis
lence."61 Such a pure self-recognition is fertile soil for the 
nunuring of those powers of concentration, perception, and 
understanding necessary for revolutionary praxis. Though latent 
because inactive. these powers may become manifest during an 
economic crisis or even simply when the worker qua objective 
commodity is reunited on the market with his embodied subjec
tivity. In this sense, "the rise and evolution of its [the proletariafs] 
knowledge and its actual rise and evolution in the course of 
history are just two different sides of the same real process."62 

Precisely how such a "school of labor" will be experienced 
concretely, however, is never convincingly elaborated. In this 
respect, Lukacs's later self-criticism of his 1923 position seems 
justified: 
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But is the identical subject-object here anything more in truth than a 
purely metaphysical construct? Can a genuinely identical subject-objttt 
be created by self-knowledge, however adequate, and however truly 
based on an adequate knowledge of society, i.e., however perfect that 
self-knowledge is? We need only formulate the question precisely to see 
that it must be answered in the negative.6l 

At the time, the most obvious problem for Lukacs arising from 
such a formulation was how to explain the proletariat's failure to 
achieve class consciousness sufficient for attaining political power 
during the European crisis of 1914-21. It is interesting that he 
developed the concept of reification only in 1922, after the waning 
of revolutionary prospects in Europe was widely perceived. By 
reification Lukacs meant the power of capitalism to mystify the 
social totality and thus to prevent recognition of "things" as the 
human products of social labor rather than as given phenomena 
controlling social relations. Deficiencies in work.ing-dass con
sciousness might seem explicable in terms of an interference by 
reification in the transition from "pure humanity" to "revolu
tionary praxis"; but as we have just seen, the worker's complete 
objectification is precisely what is supposed to prevent such an 
interference. We can only conclude that Lukacs's dialectic-while 
incorporating German Idealism's key insight of a subject, not yet 
fully extant, which knows its object only because it creates it-has 
been stated only formally and abstractly, which is to say that it 
does not transcend its idealistic origins. 

Two further considerations reinforce this conclusion. In the 
final essay in History and Class Consciousness, Lukacs tackled 
the problem of political organization. Though here he explicitly 
committed himself to the view that "organization is the form of 
mediation between theory and practice," he made no detailed 
account of this mediation as connected to his dialectic.boI Instead, 
he simply adopted the external and therefore abstract solution 
available to him as the Leninist party.63 As previous students of 
Lukacs have noticed, he wound up with a philosophical construct 
deprived of organizational mediations and a theory of political 
organization without a philosophical grounding.66 

Perhaps even a more serious problem for Lukacs, however, was 
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his failure to embed his dialectic within the natural world. In 
attacking Engels's claim for a "dialectic of nature,� conceived as a 
set of natural laws which human beings can only contemplate, 
Lukacs had been driven to the opposite extreme of a dialectic 
connected only to the "second nature" of human history. As 
Gramsci remarked: 

If his [Lukacs's] assertion presupposes a dualism between nature and man 
he is wrong because he is falling into a conception of nature proper to 
religion and to Graeco-Christian philosophy and also to idealism which 
does not in reality succeed in unifying and relating man and nature to 
each other except verbally. BUI if human history should be conceived also 
as the history of nature (also by means of the history of science) how can 
the dialectic be separated from nature? Perhaps Lukacs, in reaction to the 
baroque theories of the Popular Manual. has fallen into the opposite 
error, into a fonn of idealism.61 

To Gramsci, Lukacs was certainly right as against Engels or 
Bukharin. What Lukacs failed to see, however, was that nature is 
also "dialectical," for it too is a human creation. Since the history 
of nature is a part of human history-and not the other way 
around, as Engels would have it-there is every reason to study 
both history and nalUre dialectically. 

Bukharin. Croce, and Gramsci 

Though acute, Gramsci's criticism of Lukacs was stated tenta
tively, for he knew very little of his work.�8 Apparently, he knew 
even less of Korsch.1t9 But he shared with both of them a driving 
desire to rediscover the "genuine Marx," the Marx whose work 
represented an Aufhebung of the bourgeoisie in its highest 
achievements: the French Revolution and German Idealism.70 
Indeed, of the three men, Gramsci was probably the first to take 
up the project. Well before he knew much concretely about the 
Russian Revolution, he had recognized its significance as a 
"metaphysical event" and a "revolution against Capitol," i.e., 
against the sterile economism of the Second International." By 
the time he was helping to draft the Lyons Theses late in 1925, he 
had developed a sociological explanation for the "degeneration" 
of Marxism during the Second International.72 Marxism, he 
thought. had won control of the European labn:r movement with 
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the expulsion of the Bakuninists from the First International. But 

the rapid pace of capitalist expansion in the following decades 

had compromised that victory and prepared fertile ground for the 

growth of economism and reformism. In their zest for higher 

wages and benefits, workers turned their anention away from 

politics and the state. In Germany, where the new "labor aristoc

racy" was particularly strong, forms of "democratic utopianismH 
became plausible among erstwhile Marxists for the first time. 

Moreover, as the industrial sector of production grew, increasing 

numbers of the petty bourgeoisie and the peasantry were driven 

into the proletarian ranks, causing "a new diffusion . . of 

national ideological currents as opposed to Marxist ones."7J 

This explanation for the Second International was character
istically Gramscian in the way it linked concrete economic 

developments and ideological trends into a practical political 

assessment. As Gramsci's interest in ideology became more 

concretely focused on the formation of intellectuals, this explana

tory pattern was deepened. In the Notebooks, he drew an 

historical parallel between the formation and leadership of Sec

ond International intelieclUals and those of the Protestant Refor

mation.74 He argued that the Renaissance, for all its profound 

innovations in the arts and sciences. had been a reactionary 

movement that had ignored the plight of the popular classes. By 
addressing some of  their concerns. the Reformation had swung 

the pendulum of counter-medievalism back in a more progressive 

direction. Unfortunately, this movement was flawed in its leader

ship. Reformation intellectuals were generally drawn from the 

traditional cultural elite. who, even in their most idealistic 

moments, could not make a full commitment to a popular cause. 

Gramsci thought that Erasmus symbolized the resulting "deser

tion of the intellectual . . in the face of persecution and the 

stake."75 

Something similar had happened to Marxism during the years 

of the Second International. While dynamics inherent in capitalist 

expansion were producing some proletarian intellectuals, the 

leadership of the European labor movement had still fallen to the 

"great intellectuals" of the "traditional intermediary classes." 

Perhaps unwillingly. these intellectuals had tended to subjeet the 
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original Marxist "philosophy of praxis" to a "systematic revision 
rather than to advance its autonomous development."76 The 
resulting practical failure only reinforced their attraction toward 
"economic determinism" or "fatalism" and away from an activist 
philosophy conceived of as political education. Second Interna
tional theorists had donned "the clothing of the real and active 
will when in a weak position." The "mechanicist conception," 
Gramsci thought, had always been the natural "religion of the 
subaltern."7? 

In the decade before World War I, Gramsci found some 
evidence of a new proletarian activism reacting against the 
dominant orthodoxy.'s In many cases, however, this was led by 
theorists like Sorel whose commitments to Marxism were tenuous 
at best. Moreover, no thinker of the period possessed the 
imagination to make a full reformulation of Marxism either 
theoretically or in practice.19 Instead, the tendency was to restrict 
political vision to the search for a new proletarian institution 
upon which to fix one's attention. The syndicates represented 
such a fixation for Sorel, just as the tight-knit, elitist political 
party later did for Bordiga. 

This was the condition of Marxism which Gramsci believed he 
had inherited. His philosophical response in the Notebooks was 
the Hegelian Marxism portrayed briefly in the Introduction and 
to be elaborated below. Yet this philosophy is not merely 
expounded. It rests on a double polemic: against Bukharin's 
Popular Manual,so the latest and most advanced successor to 
Second International mechanicism. which Gramsci took as repre
sentative of post-Leninist stagnation and deviation; and against 
Croce, whose specUlative philosophy of "immanentism" and the 
"ethical-political moment" was to be dialectically surpassed just 
as Marx had surpassed Hegel.SI 

The critique of Bukharin goes back at least to 1925. In the 
climate of Bolshevization then prevailing, Gramsci chose to 
publish two chapters of the Manual as a didactic device for the 
party school. Yet this was far from being a mere parroting of 
orthodoxy. As Leonardo Paggi has recently shown. Gramsci 
made several highly significant interpolations in the text which 
undercut Bukharin's view of Marxism as a sociology in favor of 
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viewing it as a "general philosophy."82 In the Notebooks, this seed 
would sprout into a sustained elaboration of the connections 
between "sociology," "vulgar evolutionism," and political passiv· 
ity on the one hand, and "philosophy," dialectics, and political 
activism on Ihe other.S) Though almost completely unknown 
oulside Italy at the time, Gramsci can be seen in retrospect as a 
major participam in the Europe-wide debate on these issues 
involving Bukharin, Deborin, Zinoviev, lukacs, Korsch, and 
Marcuse.84 

Bukharin's evolutionist misimerpretation of Marxism was mir
rored in the logical order of his exposition. Since evolutionism 
ignored the active role that men take in creating history, it was 

only natural that Bukharin's starting point should be Marxism's 

relation "to the great systems of traditional philosophy and the 

religion of the leaders of the clergy, i.e., the conception of the 
world of the intellectuals and of high culture. "8S A dialectical 
approach, on the other hand, would have recognized that 

A work like the Popular Manual, which is essentially destined for a 
community of readers who are not professional intellectuals, should have 
taken as its staning point a crilical analysis of the philosophy of common 
sense, which is the "philosophy of non-philosopher." or in olher words 
the conceplion of the world which is uncritically absorbed by the various 
social and cultural environments in which the moral individuality of the 
average man is developed. Common sense is not a single unique 
conception, identical in time and space. It is the "folklore" of philosophy.56 

Having begun with common sense, the author could then have 
invited the reader to join in a journey toward reason through 
which a critical awareness of his presuppositions and their 
relatedness to those of his language, class, and epoch could 

perhaps be realized.8 7 Only as a medium of political education can 
philosophy become a material force. 

Yet, Bukharin's error was not only to have forgotten that 

philosophy is a "cultural bailie to transform the popular 'men
tality''';88 it was also to have failed to understand that philosophy 
itself is a form of collective activity. Gramsci never denied the 
existence of the "professional or technical philosopher,"s9 but he 
did argue that philosophy's practitioners are " much more similar 
to the rest of mankind than are other specialists." While "there 
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can be specialists in entomology without everybody else having to 
be an empirical entomologist. . .  , it is not possible to conceive of 
any man who is not also a philosopher, who does not think. 
because thought is proper to man as such, or at least to any man 
who is not a pathological cretin."90 Philosophy is intrinsically a 
social activity because it is carried on by all people in everyday 
life. We think, we decide. we act, our actions affect others, we are 
affected by the results, and we think again. I n  this circularity. it is 
the social interaction that is important. Even the most traditional 
philosopher, who believed himself to be engaged in a pure and 
solitary contemplation, was intimately bound to the social order 
in his use of language, a totality of culturally produced notions, 
and in his practical intention, whether consciously or uncon
sciouslY expressed.91 At bottom, philosophical claims about men 
and the world have always represented attempts "by a specific 
class of people to change, correct or perfect the conceptions of the 
world that exist in any particular age and thus to change the 
norms of conduct that go with them-in other words, lo change 

practical activity as a whole."91 

From this perspective Marxism could be understood as a 
becoming conscious of the full implications of philosophical ac
tivity and as a commitment by the new organic intellectuals of 
the proletariat to philosophy's full realization.93 Such a commit
ment, however, would be subverted from the start so long as 
Marxism is conceived "objectively" as a positive science seeking 
the "laws" of historical development. Bukharin's concept of 
science presupposed "an extra-historical and extra-human objec
tivity" which entirely overlooked "the concepts of historical 
movement, of becoming and, therefore, of the dialectic itself. "94 
This objectivity is "a hangover of the concept of God" trans
formed into a fetishism of science. An immanent alternative, 
however, is not a naive subjectivism; rather it entails recognizing 
that "objective always means 'humanly objective' which can be 
held to correspond exactly to 'historically subjective'; in other 
words, objective would mean 'universal subjective."'95 Of course, 
any particular historical actor confronts a set of previously 
constituted social and political conditions which may thus be 
thought of as objective in an external way. In part for this reason, 
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Gramsci constantly quoted the passage from the preface to the 

Critique of Political Economy to the effect that "society does not 
pose for itself tasks the conditions for whose resolution do not 
already exist,"% Yet, from the point of view of totality, the 
"objective" world is constantly created, 97 History records a "strug
gle for objectivity , , , and this struggle is the same as the struggle 
for the cultural unification of the human race, What the idealists 
call 'spirit' is not a point of departure but a point of arrival, it is 
the ensemble of the superstructures moving towards concrete 

and objectively universal unification and it is not a unitary 
presupposition,"98 

Contrary to Bukharin, then, history is lawlike only in a highly 

restricted sense, There can be no "question of 'discovering' a 

metaphysical law of 'determinism; or even of establishing a 

'general' law of causality," The most that can be hoped for is that 
the study of history will depict how "relatively permanent forces 
are constituted which operate with a certain regularity and 

automatism,'''99 Conceivably, certain general statistical lawsC'laws 
of tendency") might be developed from close empirical observa

tions of society, and Gramsci conceded that such laws have some 
';practical utility," indeed that they may even represent one 
component in the process of "creating a collective will."IOO As 
practical instruments their truth value lies in their efficacy, which, 
however, is unlikely ever to be absolute, Paradoxically, such laws 
are absolutely accurate only to the extent that "the great masses of 
the popUlation remain. essentially passive."'o, Because history 
records the unfolding of human activity and creativity, the most 

that one can "foresee" in future history is its general character 
as a struggle for objectivity, "not the concrete moments of the 

struggle."I02 
One senses the proximity of Hegel's owl of Minerva to these 

formulations, and a strong case can also be made for Sorel's 
influence, especially in the notion of history as a struggle for 
objectivity. l0J Yet the figure who casts the longest shadow over 
this discussion is surely Croce, even if his influence is rather 

convoluted. When Gramsci wrote that "just as Hegelianism was 
the premise of the philosophy of praxis in the nineteenth cen
tury " so Crocean philosophy ought to be the premise of a 
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revival of the philosophy of praxis in our own day," he was 

brandishing his major weapon in the struggle against the degen

eration of Marxism that Bukharin represented.104 Unconsciously 

and from a bourgeois perspective, Croce had taken over the 

development of the philosophy of praxis, and consequently he 

was indispensable to anyone who would further this reconstitu

tion. At the same time, he was the pOlitical incarnation of a 
bourgeois anti-Marxism which, like Dtihring, had to be openly 

confronted and repudiated. 

The discussion of "laws of tendency" and prediction illustrates 

this nicely. As a staunch anti-positivist, Croce could be enlisted in 

the battle against Bukharin-style Marxism; yet he had gone to the 

opposite extreme of denying the possibility of historical predic

tion in any sense. We have seen that Gramsci had critically 

confronted this position already in 1919, and the point is reargued 

in the Notebooks.lO� Gramsci's pragmatological approach to 

prediction was an effort to mediate between the stark alternatives 
of Bukharin and Croce. Croce was right to deny the viability of 

prediction as a maner of pure theory, but he overlooked the 

possibility that prediction could be forged in the crucible of 

theory and practice, that it could acquire its only true objectivity 

when linked to a program whose realization would offer the 

verifying teSl.106 Without a concept of prediction, Croce found 

direction in history only by smuggling in a concept of providence 

beneath the cover of a speCUlative retranslation of Vico.107 In 

Gramsci's framework, "necessity" would be understood not as a 

logical or scientific category but as "an efficient and active 

premise, consciousness of which in people's mind has become 

operative, proposing concrete goals to the collective conscious

ness and constituting a complex of convictions and beliefs which 

acts powerfully in the form of 'popular beliefs."'w8 When this 

relatively weak sense of necessity is applied to historical praxis, 

Croce's reduction of political practice to arbitrariness can be 

overcome while at the same time avoiding all transcendental 

incrustations. 

Croce's object, as Gramsci had recognized since his university 

days, was to locate some common ground underlying mind and 

matter that would unite them as separate functions of a single 
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process.109 Croce believed that he had found such a grounding in 

the concept of history; for Croce, as for Hegel, history was an 

unfolding totality whose meaning was both the sum of our 
knowledge and the methodological premise of every partial 

science. Yet Croce, like Marx, repudiated Hegel's "world spirit" 

as a metaphysical construction: the only real history was human 

history; the only real spirit was the spirit of man. History was a 

stage constructed by men upon which they played out a drama 

which could be grasped as the reciprocal action of four moments: 
the aesthetic, the ethical, the true, and the useful. For Croce, 

however, these moments were not higher forces but heuristic aids, 

not component parts of a pan-Iogism but fully concrete repre

sentation of all of reality under each of its aspects. Not only 

Hegel's but all grand doctrines of philosophical history were 

discarded by Croce in favor of an "absolute historicism" which 

identified philosophy with history but which saw history as 

nothing more than the sum of human actions. Like the phil

osophies of the French Enlightenment, Croce's was not an "esprit 

de systeme" but an "esprit systematique." 

For Gramsci this posture was wholly admirable; Croce's "great
est quality," he thought, "has always been the ability to dissemi

nate his ideas about the world in a series of brief, unpedantic 

writings, which the public reality absorbs as 'good sense' and 

'common sense."'lto Gramsci also admired Croce's "unshakeable 
belief . . .  that history is rational."'l ! !  Yet, for all his pretenses to 
having abandoned every trace of transcendentalism, Croce was no 
more able than the classical idealists to go beyond the concept of 

an abstract human essence (Croce's "spirit of man") and to 

conceive of man in the terms of the sixth Thesis on Feuerbach: as 
the "ensemble of social relations. " 1 1 2  Indeed, in some ways C roce's 

dialectic was even more abstract than that of his classical 

precursors.l lJ  Not only did his "dialectic of distincts" suppress 

entirely the moment of antithesis. but it was conceived as a "pure 

conceptual dialectic," a mere tool of thought serenely uncon
nected with any concrete historical unfolding.1I4 The category of 
"becoming" in Crocean philosophy is therefore nothing but the 

"concept of becoming," and his "history as the story of libeny" 

can rest only on some "utopistic basis" or upon the implicit 
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determinism of a "hidden god. "II' The "philosophy of praxis" can 

resolve these contradictions, Gramsci argued, because it "con� 

tinues the philosophy of immanence but purifies it of all its 

metaphysical apparatus and brings it onto the concrete terrain of 

history."ll!> 

Croce's inadequate understanding even of the idealist dialectic 

was reflected for Gramsci in his mechanistic interpretation of 

Marxism which reduced it ultimately to a mere "canon of 

interpretation."ll7 Yet Croce's subsequent philosophizing had 

produced several formulations of decisive importance for a 

recomposition of the dialectical foundations of historical materi

alism. First among these. perhaps. was his theorization of the 

"ethical-political moment," which Gramsci credited, along with 

Lenin's concept of hegemony. as the chief insp;iration for his own 

concept of hegemony. We will put off discussing this connection, 

however, until Chapter 6. Among the most important of Croce's 

other formulations were "absolute historicism," "the contempo
raneity of history," and "immanentism." 

Croce's affirmation of an "absolute historicism" identified 

history with human creation and philosophical truth, but this 

history was not a string of events wending its way forward from 

the infinite recesses of the past. All history was contemporary not 

merely because we inevitably introduce our presumptions and 

sensibilities as we relate it, but in the sense that we actively 

construct it. There exist no events "out there" to be related; there 

are only documents and monuments of a past which for us are 

present realities. just as our own memories of a personal past are 

encompassed by and not separated from the present.118 Gramsci 

did not abandon this notion of a contemporaneous history; he 

radicalized its double identity of history and philosophy into a 

triple identity of history, philosophy, and politics. "In the jnves� 

tigation of past deficiencies and errors (of certain parties or 

currents), the interpretations of that past are not 'history' but 

actual politics in the making."119 The active construction of 

history necessarily entails filtering it through present political 

needs; any effort to avoid this confrontation will only reduce 

history to the "external and mechanical."l20 Croce could nOI 

concede this point, since for him it would be tantamount to saying 
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that history is only ideology. Philosophy was a universal or "high" 
value in Croce's view, politics was not. For Gramsci the distinc
tion was artificial; "a man of politics writes about philosophy: it 
could be that his 'true' philosophy should be looked for rather in 
his writings on polilics."12l Likewise any historical judgment must 
always be understood in terms of the political source for which it 
serves as a mediation. 

Several consequences that follow from this triple identity arc 
crucial in grasping Gramsci's effort to theorize a radically open 
dialectic. Since history is an as yet uncompleted totality, all 
philosophy, including the philosophy of praxis. is necessarily 
"non-definitive. "122 

If the philosophy of praxis affirms theoretically that evcry "truth" 
believed to be eternal and absolute has had practical origins and has 
represented a "provisional" value (historicity of every conception of the 
world and life), it is still very difficult to makc pcople grasp "practically" 
that such an interpretation is valid also for the philosophy of praxis itself, 
without in so doing shaking the convictions that are necessary for 
action. III 

Most Marxist-inspired political movements have therefore chosen 
to absolutize their principles into dogmatic ideologies which 
pretend to unlock history's secrets. In seeking to overcome this 
tendency, Gramsci revealed what was most revolutionary in his 
"absolute historicism" or "absolute secularization and earthliness 
of thought,"124 namely, that whatever political innovations may 
occur in future history will be entirely the products of nesh and 
blood individuals joined together as a collective will engaged in 
collective action. 

In reducing Marxist philosophy to ideological dogma, prole
tarian movemCIllS have tended to identify "historical matcrialism" 
with ''traditional metaphysical materialism" in order to gain "an 
achieved and perfected systcm."12} Though the opposition of 
metaphysical idealism and materialism had already been fully 
overcome in Hegel. "Hegel's successors destroyed this unity and 
there was a return to materialist systems on the one side and 
spiritualist on the other."126 The philosophical enemy of the 
proletariat is not "idealism" but "metaphysics" in all its "recipro
cally one-sided" forms. III Croce's concept of immanentism con-
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fronts this enemy directly and thus is far more valuable to the 

proletariat than theorizations of materialism,m The chief prob

lem with immanentist philosophies is practical: though they have 

been readily absorbed as common sense and even good sense, 

"they have not been able to create an ideological unity between 

the bottom and the top, between the 'simple' and the intellec

tualS,"I29 Thus, though privately committed to atheism, imma

nentism allows "the teaching of religion on the grounds that 

religion is the philosophy of the infancy of mankind renewed in 

every non-metaphysical infancy."110 Nonetheless, the philosophy 

of praxis is best thought of as a form of "immanent ism," indeed 

"the only consistent 'immanentist' conception,"131 

The PragmalOlogical Dialectic 

If Gramsci unabashedly accepted "immanent ism" rather than 

" materialism" as his staning point, t�e full shape of his dialectic 

and its implicit tensions can only be appreciatcd after wc have 
seen how he reappropriated Marx. Attentive readers of Gramsci 

have always recognized how highly selective he was in this 

reappropriation, In part this was inevitable: he never knew of 

important early Marx texts like The German Ideology and the 

Paris Manuscripts, which were published in the West o,nly in 
1932, Though he certainly read a large number of Marx's other 

works, including CapilOl, his references nonetheless concentrate 

heavily on the Theses 011 Feuerbach and the 1859 preface to the 

Critique of Political Economy-a dozen or so pages from a 
lifetime of Marx's writing, Marx's "basic innovation" is thus 

presented as "the demonstration that there is no abstract 'human 

nature,' fixed and immUiable (a concept which certainly derives 

from religious and transcendentalist thought), but that human 
nature is the totality of historically determined social relations, "132 

a proposition certainly derived from the sixth Thesis on Feuer
bach. And the 1859 preface is referred to as the "most impor

tant authentic source for a reconstruction of the philosophy 

of praxis,"llJ 

This latter assessment is perhaps surprising in view of the wide 

currency given to the "Preface" in positivist accounts of Marxism, 

Yet in Gramsci's reading no special attention is given to the 
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famous remark that "It is not the consciousness of men that 
determines their existence, but, on the contrary, their social 
existence determines their consciousness."134 He concentrated 
instead on two other passages, one portraying the "period of 
social revolution," the other the material limits of human crea
tivity: 

[a.] With the change of the economic foundation the entire immense 
superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed. In considering such 
transformations the distinction should always be made between the 
material transformations of the economic conditions of production, 
which can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the 
legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic-in short, ideologi
cal-forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it 
out. 

[b.] No social order ever perishes before all the productive forces for 
which there is room in it have been developed: and new, higher relations 
of production never appear before the material conditions of their 
existence have matured in the womb of the old society itself. Therefore 
mankind always sets itself only such tasks as it can solve; since, looking at 
the matter more closely, it will always be found that the task itself arises 
only when the material conditions for its solution already exist or are at 
least in the process of formation. lls 

The first passage offers a clear rationale for a subjectivist starting 
point: Marx is shown to have recognized the significance of 
consciousness and ideology in revolutionary struggle and, even 
more importantly, to have identified these factors with social 
relations generally and not merely with the economic structure. 
The second passage, however, seems to set limits to human 
creativity in history, not through a one-sided determinism but 
rather by suggesting how previous human objectifications struc
ture collective choices and how real concrete choices are neces
sarily grounded in material preconditions. Taken together, the two 
passages represent a dialectical view of history and freedom which 
not only does not clash with, but even reinforces, the philosoph
ical outlook of the Theses on Feuerbach. 

Has Gramsci, then, rejected a positivist Marxism in favor of the 
"pragmatological" dialectic that Marx began to develop in 1845? 

Such a conclusion seems to follow from the Marxian texts to 
which he most often referred, and it is further suggested by his 
reference to Marxism as a "philosophy of the act (praxis, 
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development), but not of the 'pure' acl, but rather of the real 
'impure' act, in the most profane and worldly sense of the 
word."136 The alternative is that Gramsci embraced some form 
of Marx's earlier "anthropological" dialectic. Yet, not only did 
Gramsci never use the language of "alienation," "species being," 
"human essence," etc., but he almost entirely lacked the reifica
tion problematic that Marx developed on the basis of these 
concepts. It is striking that in the "Americanism and Fordism" 
sections of the Notebooks, where Gramsci discussed the increas
ing rationalization of the worker in contemporary capitalism. he 
did not oppose this rationalization itself but only some aspects of 
its capitalist form. Americanism and Fordism "derive from an 
inherent necessity to achieve the organization of a planned 
economy";1l7 Italian workers have championed rationalization, 
and their American counterparts have accepted even Prohibition 
in its name; ll! regulation of the sex habits of workers to improve 
output is "necessary";1J9 and if Fordism "smashes" the "human
ity" and "spirit" of the worker, this is only a repudiation of a 
particular form of rationalization, which nonetheless remains a 
revolutionary force. l40 We need not question the depth of 
Gramsci's insight into the nature of capitalism or the degree of 
proletarian oppression it involves; he had his own way of 
theorizing the overcoming of proletarian oppression, which we 
will come to shortly. But as it is posed in the anthropological 
dialectic. the problematic of reification simply does not lie within 
the purview of Gramsci's Marxism. Were it not for Lukacs's 
brilliant reconstruction of a theory of capitalist reification upon 
such slender reeds as Capital's discussion of the "fetishism of 
commodities," one might be tempted to say that Gramsci could 
flot have had such a problematic. 

What exactly was entailed for him. then. in the pragmatological 
dialectic that he took over from Marx? We have already alluded 
to many of its elements: the grounding in SUbjectivity and 
intersubjectivity; the pragmatic conception of prediction; the 
concept of necessity as need made conscious; the repudiation of 
all transcendental and speculative notions, including traditional 
metaphysical materialism; and the concepts of history's contem
poraneity, of the non-definitiveness of philosophy, and of phi-
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losophy as a collective activity pursued for practical, historical 

ends. Gramsci's philosophical outlook resulted from his taking 

the radical assertions of the Theses on Feuerbach with the utmost 
seriousness: circumstances are changed by men; men are the 
ensemble of their social relationships; truth is neither abstract nor 
timeless and must be proved in practice. His position entailed a 
categorical denial of the separation of subject and object, of being 
and thought; one cannOI know reality independently of man. 
Gramsci would have agreed wholeheartedly wilh Sartre Ihal whal 

is needed "is a theory which situafes knowing in fhe lVorld . .  

and which determines it in its negativiry . . . .  Only then will it be 
understood that knowing is not a knowing of ideas but a practical 

knowing of fhings."141 

The three key concepts here are man, knowing, and the world; 

let us begin with the first. To say that "man" is "the ensemble of 

social relations" is not to suppress the category of the concrete 

subjeci or individual person. The point is to conceive of the 
concrete subject who "knows, wishes, admires. creates" through 
"active relationships" with other concrete subjects and the 
world.142 And Gramsci insisted that, among these relationships, 
individuality is "perhaps the most important."'4J This provided 

him with the ontological basis for a view of human freedom as 

dependent both on "individuality" and on a properly constituted 
collectivity. At the same time, the individual is always situated in 

a particular present, however much he may believe that his 
individual thoughts express "the unity of the human spirit."'44 
And his self-consciousness is necessarily intersubjective, since he 

"does not enter into relations with other men by juxtaposition, 
but organically, inasmuch, that is, as he belongs to organic 
entities which range from the simplest to the most complex."14� 
Finally: 

It is not enough to know the ensemble of relations as they exist at any 
given time as a given system. They must be known genetically. in Ihe 
movement of their formation. For each individual is the synthesis not 
only of existing relations. but of the history of these relations. He is a 
precis of all the past. l� 

Human beings also "enter into relations with the natural 
world . . .  actively. by means of work and technique."147 Yet this 
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world is not "objectively real"-a misconception of "religious 
origin"-but actively constituted by human subjects.148 At the 
same time, the category of "world" is not simply identical with 
that of human objectification; Gramsci nowhere denied the 
existence of an independent material reality, or what Marx called 
the "natural substratum."1.9 Human objectification, after all, 
presupposes a "stuff" to be worked on; it would be sheer 
nonsense, to use Gramsci's example, to suppose that one creates 
news by opening a newspaper. ISO Rather, the appropriation of the 
world in human objectification is a complexly mediated process 
guided above all by particular human needs and interests. lSI 

A person comes to know phenomena not through arbitrary 
choice or caprice but as "qualities" which he "has isolated in 
consequence of his practical interests (the construction of his 
economic life) and his scientific interests (the necessity to discover 
an order in the world and to describe and classify things, a 
necessity which is itself connected to mediated and future prac
lieal interests)."'52 This highly suggestive sentence posits two sorts 

of "interests" as underlying the search for knowledge: a "practical 
interest" (which seems to parallel what Jlirgen Habermas calls a 
"technical interest"), and a "scientific interest" (roughly Haber
mas's "practical interest").IH Interestingly. however, Gramsci 
portrayed these interests nol as the analytically separate entities 
found in Habermas but as interpenetrating aspects of the unified 
nexus of subject and world. 

Thus the general picture of human life which emerges in 
Gramsci's reappropriation of Marx is that of concrete individuals 
actively transforming the natural world in a collective process of 
social labor guided by shared practical and scientific interests. 
This praxis is not entirely open in the sense of a radical 
voluntarism; in Gramsci's dialectical view, men are both shaped 
by and shapers of their world. Yet there is an implied openness in 
the historical results of this praxis which, at the very least, seems 
to preclude any notion that history will necessarily turn out in a 
particular way. Gramsci's estimation of the philosophy of praxis 
itself-a "non-definitive philosophy" silUated in a particular 
historical epoch-is entirely consistent with this view. A dialec
tical openness is also consistent with the philosophical mode that 
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he extracted from Croce: the anti-positivism and the critique of 
scientistic fetishism which led him to deal so gingerly with the 
question of historical prediction, and the absolute historicism 
which seemed to rule out transcendental subjects altogether. 

Yet whether it was because he sought to escape the threat of 
relativism or because he could not escape certain assumptions at 
the roots of the Marxist world view, Gramsci remained commit
ted to certain teleological elements which strained and ultimately 
burst through the fetters set up by his pragmatological dialectic. 
The central such element. never critically examined in his entire 
corpus, is the view that the proletariat is a universal class whose 
inner meaning and historical mission are to achieve a break
through into the realm of "freedom� from that of "necessity." To 
be sure, Gramsci sometimes discussed this topic as if the transi
tion were merely a possibility,IS4 and he always treated it as 
something which would be produced by concrete human ac
tion.I�� Yet, in a passage we have already cited, he referred to 
Croce's "spirit" not "as a point of departure but as a point of ar
rival," one that is manifesting itself as "a concrete and objec
tively universal unification" of the human race.IS6 In other 
passages as well, this unification is depicted not as something that 
may but as something that will happen.I�; The result appears 
paradoxical. The concept of a proletariat whose praxis holds the 
promise of an emerging "realm of freedom" seems to have led 
Gramsci to assert a quasi�ssentialist image of the future he could 
not "predict." 

Gramsci was not entirely unaware of this problem; indeed, he 
was sharply critical of Bukharin for his "unconscious teleology" 
presented in its "most infantile manifestations."ls8 He argued, 
however, that an entirely immanent, Kantian form of teleology 

could be " maintained and justified by the philosophy ofpraxis."ls9 

The following is perhaps his most developed account of how this 
was possible: 

Accepting the affirmation that our knowledge of things is nothing other 
than ourselves, our needs and interests, that is, that our knowledge is 
superstructure (or non-definitive philosophy), it is difficult not to think in 
terms of something real beyond this knowledge-not in the metaphysical 
sense of a "noumenon," an "unknown God" or an "unknowable," but in 
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the concrete sense of a "relative" ignorance of reality, of something still 
unknown, which will however be known one day when the "physical" and 
intellectual instruments of mankind are more perfect, when, that is, the 
technical and social conditions of mankind have been changed in a 
progressive direction. We are then making an historieal prediction which 
consists simply in an act of thought that projects into the future a process 
of development similar to that which has taken place from the past until 
today. 160 

An historical teleology seems to be implicit in the search for 
knowledge itself. Practical and scientific interests are a ground 
upon which the collective-historical and individual-subjective 
poles of the dialectic unite. For as human beings seek beyond the 
known to the unknown, they necessarily become implicated in the 
building of ever more powerful instruments for this pursuit. This 
telos is described modestly as a prediction, and Gramsci is 
perfectly justified in doing this. The p'roblem is that he has no 
logical move from this limited prediction with its "progressive 
direction" to the grander one he wants to make: the coming of a 
realm of freedom as a "new intellectual and moral order."161 

The same problem arises in the several other ways that Gramsci 
sought to ground a telos: in human nature generally, "which 
changes continuously with the changing of social relations" and 
thus "becomes";162 or in the category of "rational will," which he 
self-consciously placed "at the base of [his] philosophy."163 Knowl
edge is founded upon a rational will "in so far as it corresponds to 
objective historical necessity," which is to say, when and if it 
should " come to be accepted by the many, and accepted perma
nently . .  by becoming a culture, a form of 'good sense; a 
conception of the world with an ethic that conforms to its 
structure. "1&4 Action ordinarily implies a multiplicity of "various 
wills with a varying degree of intensity and awareness and of 
homogeneity with the entire complex of the collective will. "16S 

Through collective action, men can learn to transcend their 
given ness as products of nature and history, to become aware of 
their knowledge-gaining capacities. and thus to act with con
sciousness and will. In this sense, the concept of "human" is not a 
"starting point" but a "point of arrival."l66 But once again, the 
leap from this to a new cultural totality is a leap offaith presented 
as a logical entailment. 
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To grasp the source of this difficulty, it may be helpful to follow 
the recent suggestions that Gramsci's critique of scient ism, his 
immanentist and intersubjective philosophical starting point, and 
his conceptual apparatus of telos and the intentionality of con
sciousness amount to an incipient phenomenology.167 For if what 
we have been calling his pragmatological dialectic can be viewed 
at bottom as a phenomenology, then a parallel between Gramsci 
and phenomenological Marxists like Merleau-Ponty would seem 
to be suggested.'68 As others have pointed out, phenomenology 
and Marxism are an explosive mixture.t69 Even one of its 
contemporary advocates concedes Ihal "the forced synthesis of 

the two mechanically juxtaposed frameworks is bound to fail 
from the very beginning; either phenomenology dissolves in the 
dialectic, in which case it ceases to be phenomenology, or the 
dialectic is frozen in the phenomenological foundation and loses 
its dynamism, thus ceasing to be dialectical."t70 In Merleau
Ponty's case, the effort to reconcile phenomenology with a 
proletarian telos toward a final resolution of history's contra
dictions resulted in what one student has called the "muddled 
little tract," Humanism and Terror. t1t Unlike Gramsci, however, 
Merleau-Ponty eventually overcame this tension by disavowing 
all essentialist attributions to the proletariat in his Advef/tures of 

the Dialectic. It seems almost gratuitous to add that Merleau
Ponty's insight was very likely promoted by Stalinism's self
presentation in the events of the Cold War, hardly an inspiring 
image for a Marxist millenarianism. 

If Gramsci's effort at a full philosophical reconstitution of 
Marxism seems in retrospect to have been doomed by the 
ingredients he selected, it nonetheless remains a powerful attempt. 
To round out our perspective on it. we will conclude this chapter 
with a brief glance back at Labriola and Lukacs. 

Unlike Labriola's, Gramsci's philosophical tormulations were 
entirely devoid of all forms of economic determinism. Though 
both men sought to use Engels as an ally against vulgar Marxism, 
Gramsci made clear, as Labriola had not. how AfIli-Duhring had 
provided the essential inspiration for Bukharin's and other ver
sions of economism.t12 Given these divergencies. some writers 
have suggested that Gramsci's Marxism owes at least as much to 
Sorci's concept of "myth" and his emphasis on subjectivity as a 
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factor in historical outcomes as to anything in Labriola, 173 In 

Chapter 6, we will see how Gramsci drew on Sorel's notion of an 

historical "bloc" in theorizing the practical political dimension of 

this problem, Yet it was Labriola, not Sorel, whom Gramsci 

referred to as "the only man who has attempted to build up the 

philosophy of praxis scientifically,"174 And an inventory of 

Gramsci's conceptual commitments reveals the persistent pres· 

ence of such Labriolaisms as the elevation of praxis to a central 

position in Marxism,17S the notion that Marxism is a "general 

phj[osophy,"17� a commitment to an absolute historicism,177 and 

an acknowledgment of the nonobjective nature of science and its 

grounding in human need ,178 Both efforts, moreover, were fraught 

with tension, If Labriola sometimes drifted toward economic 

determinism because of a desire to negate the idealist proclivities 

of the Italian philosophical tradition, Gramsci drifted toward a 

teleology of the proletariat as history's culmination because of a 

desire to sustain Marxist hope in a period of war, political crisis, 
and fascist repression, 

From this perspective, the difference between Gramsci and 

Lukacs is that while Lukacs's anthropological dialectic implied a 

sense of historical closure even as it emphasized the category of 

praxis, Gramsci's pragmatological dialectic seemed to deny the 

necessity of an historical movement toward totality but then 

reintroduced this idea subterraneously in the concept of the 

proletariat itself. Lukacs's "identity theory" may have been more 

coherent, but it was insufficiently concrete-it lacked crucial 

intersubjective and organizational mediations-while Gramsci's 

was so concrete that its broad historical contours were posited at 

the expense of logical coherence,179 Lukacs, one might say. 

suffered from a lack of patience characteristic of the armchair 

pundit, while Gramsci, whose long years as a PCI militant had 

taught him the virtues of patience and will, used theory in pan to 

reach out for the hope and inspiration denied him by practice, In 

both cases, we find that the unmitigated rejection of positivist 

determinism led-whether as an escape from relativism or as a 

search for the absolute-to the reintroduction of deterministic 

elements of a more historicist sort, which flew in the face of the 

theorists' general intentions, Yet what Gramsci never accepted 
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was the idealist supposition, ultimately shared by Lenin and 
Lukacs, that knowledge of totality could only be brought to the 

proletariat from outside. Rather, as we will now see, Gramsci 

attempted to work out the concrete mediations in the dialectical 

movement from "common sense� to full proletarian self-under
standing, mediations grounded in the "school of labor" but 
incorporating as well a political education conceived of as the 

"iniellectuaJ/ moral bloc" of workers and their "organic intel

lectuals." 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Political Education as the 
Overcoming of Common Sense 

The popular element "feels" but docs not always know or 
understand; the intellectual element "lmows" but docs not 

always understand and in particular docs nOI always fed. 
(1932-33) 

G RAM SCI was not just quibbling when he attacked 
Bukharin for the order of exposition in the Popular Manual. He 
was drawing upon his own sustained reflections concerning the 
way individuals gain consciousness of their life situations and the 
way philpsophy could influence this process were it reconceived as 

a mode of political education. In this chapter we will explore how 
he understood the phenomenological pattern intrinsic to this 

. process, how he theorized it at a collective level, and what he 
perceived to be its most general political implications. 

Gramsci approached the issues of class consciousness and 
political education from a background rich in practical experi
ence. While Marx had already suggested various means for 
stimulating class consciousness-a "school of labor," "continual 
agitation," the building of trade unions, and so forth-he had not 
done much to explain the process itself. With the workers' 
councils. Gramsci had updated and improved the conception of 
appropriate institutions while taking a decisive step toward 
understanding the process. Thai step was his insight that con
sciousness could only develop in a sClIing where the self-con
struction of the world through labor was organically combined 
with political self-governance and agitation against the existing 
state. Moreover, while Marx in the third Thesis on Feuerbach had 
raised the idea that political education prior to revolution was 
intrinsically connected to the possibility of a future society guided 
wholly through the self-activity of its citizens, Gramsci expanded 
and clarified this idea and gave it an institutional form. The 

140 
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factory council gave life t o  the belief that the present proletarian 

education, the relations of economic production, the coming 

revolution, and the future socialist society were all related aspects 

of one historical process. 

In the Notebooks these insights became parts of a larger theory 

of political education, grounded by a pragmatological dialectic 

and incorporating both individual and collective perspectives. On 

the individual level, Gramsci's starting point was the concrete 

subject situated in a particular historical environment. This 

formulation implied a complex interaction of "subjective" and 

"objective" historical factors. It was "subjective" in th·e sense that 

it conceded history's ineffability apart from a knowledge of the 

people who make it; it was "objective" in that it began from the 

concrete circumstances in which people are situated. Thus, while 

Gramsci always set out from objective conditions in analyzing 

revolutionary movements, he also placed little emphasis on 

objective conditions as sources of proletarian action. I He was 

never impressed, for instance, by the radicalizing potential of 

economic crises, even when they reached depression levels.2 The 

best that such events could do was to "creale a terrain more 

favorable to the dissemination of certain modes of thought."} 

They became critical for the ruling class only when they provoked 

a "crisis of authority" which threatened its "hegemony," that is, its 

consensual basis within civil society.� This is why it was so crucial 

to attack existing "hegemony" and to create an alternative. 

proletarian source for it within present civil society. Both these 

tasks were mailers of political education because: 

Mass ideological factors always lag behind mass economic factors and 
therefore. at cenain moments the automatic thrust due to the economic 
fActor CAn be slowed down, obstructed or even temporarily broken by 
traditional ideological elements. This means that there must be a 
conscious. planned struggle to insure that the exigencies of the economic 
position of the masses, which may connict with the traditional leader
ship's policies, are understood. An appropriate political initiative is 
always necessary to liberate the economic thrust from the dead weight of 
traditional policies.) 

This passage represents Gramsci's collective perspective on 

political education. The perspective may have been controversial, 

but it could be at least vaguely understood in conventional terms. 
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When he offered a first version of it in the Turin of the biennio 

rosso, most of his Marxist contemporaries either admired its 

implicit activism or questioned it as "reformism." No one saw the 

conceptual revolution behind the idea, since this revolution could 

not be grasped in the available "orthodox" terms. Gramsci's claim 

then and in the Notebooks was that all of society had to be 

understood as a vast "school" and acted upon from that point of 

view: 

The educational relationship should not be restricted to the field of the 
strictly "scholastic" relationships by means of which the new generation 
comes into contact with the old and "absorbs its experiences and its 
historically necessary values and " matures" and develops a personality of 
its own which is historically and culturally superior. This form of 
relationship exisl$ throughout society as a whole and for every individual 
relative 10 olher individuals. It exists between intellectual and non
intellectual sections of the population, between the rulers and the ruled, 
elites and their followers, leaders and led, the vanguard and the body of 
the army. Every relationship of "hegemony" is neces�rily an educational 
reJationship.6 

This formulation is based on a functional definition of education 

which escapes the narrow institutional context of the school and 

gives education a general sociological relevance. Schoof comes to 

mean nothing less than the manner in which intellectuals are 

"elaborated" at each level within the social structure.7 

The advantage of conceiving all societies, including existing 

bourgeois societies, as "schools" is that we become alerted to the 

multiple contexts in which legitimation processes occur and, 

conversely, in which alternative political outlooks can be pre

pared. Moreover, it allows such lofty socialist goals as an 

"autonomous and superior culture"8 or a "total integral civiliza

tion''9 to be concretely mediated by present educational programs. 

And such programs are themselves complexly mediated. Just as 

Gramsci had turned against "cultural messianism" in 1918, an 

early passage in the Notebooks critically confronts the "Enlight

enment error" of "professional intellectuals" that "a 'clear idea' 

opportunely propagated will be internalized with the same 'or

dering' effects" regardless of the social class involved. II} Genuine 

political education depends both on the "elaboration" of intel

lectuals tied to the working class to provide it with "organic" 
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leadership, and on the creation of institutional settings in which 

workers can raise themselves to a "philosophical" (as opposed to a 

mere "commonsense") view of the world.]] 
To see how Gramsci conceived the former task, we must 

introduce his concept of the intellectual and. in particular. his 

distinction between "traditional" and "organic" intellectuals. As a 
new class develops within the world of economic production, it 
tends to create "organically, one or more strata of intellectuals 

which give it homogeneity and an awareness of its own function 
not only in the economic but also in the social and political 

fields."12 These are "organic" intellectuals. It is important to 
recognize how much broader this definition of imellecrual is than 

the one in current everyday usage. For while Gramsci certainly 
meant to include the scholar, the writer. and other men of letters, 
he was referring generally to anyone whose social function is to 

serve as a transmitter of ideas within civil society and between 
government and civil society. Thus the organic intellectuals of the 
aristocracy in European feudal societies would include not only 
soldiers and other specialists in "technico-military capacity," but 
also priests in all their many functions. Under capitalism, the 
organic intellectuals are not just the specialists in management 
and industrial organization, the economists, the doctors, and the 

lawyers, but also the journalists, publishers, television personnel, 
and everyone else associated with what is now sometimes called 

the "culture industry." In the case of the proletariat under 
capitalism, one would include as organic intellectuals all those 

striving to create a new proletarian culture as well as production 
functionaries in a narrower sense, such as shop foremen, machine 
technicians, and trade union economists. 

In the case of a subaltern class like the proletariat, organic 
intellectuals seek to inspire its self-confidence as an historical 
actor and to provide it with social, cultural, and political leader

ship. Until this process reaches an advanced stage, however, 

"traditional intellectuals" are likely to fill the leadership vacuum. 
Gramsci characterized such intellectuals as a relatively "autono
mous and independent social group" which "'experiences through 
an 'esprit de corps' their uninterrupted historical continuity and 

their special qualification."!1 They have no single class or caste 
origin. Some of those serving the proletariat are likely to be 
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former "organic" bourgeois intellectuals who defected. Others 

might be survivors of decadent or vanishing estates like the 

Church or the military aristocracy. Each of the latter groups was 

an important source of traditional intellectuals in Italy, where 

they were especially numerous and influential in Gramsci's era. 

Many remained closely attached to the Church; others, like their 

modern prototype Croce, were associated with idealist philosophy 

and, more ambiguously, with the bourgeoisie and fascism. 

If this portrait of the traditional intellectual applied especially 

well to Italy, the alliance of at least some traditional intellectuals 

with a rising class is natural in any society, since such intellec

tuals already exist fully "elaborated" from the time this class 

begins to form. The problem is that, not being organically tied to 

the rising class, they tend at best to be aloof from, and at worst 

antagonistic toward, its interests. Therefore, as a class matures 

into a position where it can begin to assert its power politically, it 

becomes increasingly important to supplant traditional with 
organic intellectuals.l• 

The second task in the political education of a class is to ensure 

that this process of maturation proceeds smoothly. The develop

ment of a dedicated citizen body is never simply a function of the 

natural course of economic evolution. It depends on the active 

self-dedication of a class to its own self-education. For the 

proletariat, this means the mastery of techniques whereby "un

skilled workers become skilled," and more broadly. a self-trans

formation which allows "every citizen to govern," or at the very 

least, places him or her "in a general condition to achieve this 

[capacity]."ls As we have seen, Gramsci sought to develop 

institutions appropriate to this task throughout his practical 

political life. One new point that he made in the NOlebooks was 

that since most proletarians would never be leaders, their col

lective development needed lO be regulated according to �a well

studied and consciously established plan" that creates clear 

expectations of what any ci�izen must do to achieve public 

recognition and advancement.16 

For Gramsci these two functional processes of creating leaders 

and citizens were linked in a dialectical fashion. Proletarian 
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education depends on the active leadcrship of organic intellectuals: 

A human mass does not �distinguish" itself. does not become indepen
dent in its own right without, in the widest sense, organizing itself; and 
there is no organization without intellectuals. that is, without organizers 
and leaders, in other words. without the theoretical aspect of the theory
practice nexus being distinguished concretely by the existence of a group 
of people "specialized" in conceptual and philosophical elaboration 
of ideas.17 

But organic leadership cannot be understood apart from the self

education of the masses: 

The process of development [of organic intellectualS] is tied to a dialectic 
between the intellectuals and the masses. The intellectual stratum 
develops both quantitatively and qualitatively. but every leap forward 
towards a new breadth and complex ity of the intellectual stratum is tied to 
an analogous movement on the part of the mass of the "simple,� who 
raise themselves to higher levels of culture and at the same time extend 
their circle of influence towards the stratum of specialized intelleclUals, 
producing outstanding individuals and groups of greater or lesser 
importance. IS 

As thc dialectic unfolds over time, the distance between intellec

tuals and masses tends to narrow and the two elements can 

coalesce into what Gramsci called an "intellectual/ moral bloc."19 

This is a crucial conccpt for Gramsci, one which allowed him to 

overcome the cenlrai tensions in Marx's view of political educa
tion. As Gramsci conceived it, such a bloc always forms within a 

concrete institutional context such as a party, trade union, or 

factory council. Different organi7..ational forms will have advan
tages and disadvantages, depending on specific historical circum
stances; but regardless of which is chosen, the intellectual/ moral 

bloc will be the embryo of future socialist society and the basis of 

a "potential state." Gramsci's insistence on this linkage raised him 
above the instrumentalism at times implicit in Marx, while also 

solving the problem of a power I need imbalance and of "outside 

educators." For the education built into the bloc provides the 

proletariat with the "powers" which the capitalist order denies 
them while al the same time producing many new organic 
intellectuals to replace traditional ones and narrowing the gap 

between organic intellectuals and the rest of the class. 
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One might, of course, still question whether there is not a 
necessary implication within such a dialectic that the "organic 
intellectuals" are superior to the rank and file being educated. 
Gramsci would not have hesitated in answering yes, but he would 
have vigorously denied any elitism. Organic intellectuals do not 
"tower above" in this conception, since they are continually being 
drawn from the ranks of the proletariat being educated. More
over, the dialogue implicit in a dialectical model of education 
makes continuous self-(:orrection possible. As Habermas has 
written of his own very similar conception of political education: 
" The vindicating superiority of those who do the enlightening 
over those who are to be enlightened is theoretically unavoidable 
but at the same time it isficlive and requires self-correclion: in a 
process of enlightenment there can only be participants."20 Gram
sci would have concurred in this sentiment. but he would also 
have placed it in a phenomenological perspective notably absent 
in Habennas.21 Workers and organic intellectuals are like com
plementary parts of a living person: "the popular element 'feels' 

but does not always know or understand; the intellectual element 
'knows' but does not always understand and in particular does not 
always feel."n 

With this dialectical view of political education, Gramsci made 
his most profound advance over all forms of voluntarism,.spon
taneism. and idealism. Perhaps because of his outrage at the 
alliance he saw between Italian fascism and traditional idealist 
intellectuals, he was most vehement in emphasizing his advance 
over the lalter.2l The idealist vision was fix.ated on a static 
separation of "philosophy" and "common sense" or "faith." Like 
the Catholic Church, which Gramsci thought had always offered 
one religion for the intellectuals and another for the masses,24 the 
idealists assumed that the gap was rooted in a fixed inequality of 
human nature. Gramsci conceded that "in the masses as such, 
philosophy can only be experienced as faith."H But his peda
gogical principle was "the antithesis of the Catholic. The phil
osophy of praxis does not tend to leave the 'simple' in their 
primitive philosophy of common sense, but rather to lead them to 
a higher conception of life."26 The difficulty was to articulate the 
phenomenological movement underlying this principle in a 
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manner convincing enough to overcome idealist and Catholic 

objections. 

The Psychological Foundation 

We have referred several times to Gramsci's essential indif
ference to the new fascination with psychology which captured 
the European intellectual world after 1900. The reasons for this 
indifference are unclear. They may reflect his intellectual isolation 
until just before the war, a faith in lower-class rectilUde and 
rationality that he brought from his rural background and Turin 

experience, the peripheral blindness induced by his single-minded 
pursuit of a revolutionary praxis, or some combination of these 

factors. What is clear is that neither World War I nor the rise of 
Italian fascism shocked him out ofthe view that human beings act 

on the basis of rational calculations concerning their needs and 
interests. That he could continue to hold such a view in these 
circumstances is quite remarkable, and we need 10 reflect further 

on this point before considering what he thought about the 
phenomenological movement within genuine political education. 

Gramsci displayed his psychological rationalism in a strikingly 

cavalier fashion, almost as if he thought it faced no significant 
challengeY Unlike the later Lukacs, who aggressively defended 
his view of proletarian rationality against almost the entire 
European philosophical world,28 Gramsci did lillie to counter and 

nothing to avoid those writers who posited or sought a deeper 
understanding of the irrational forces of human life. He read at 
least one of Freud's book in prison,29 and his letters reveal a 
p'ersonal interest in "Freudianism" because of his wife Giulia's 
bouts with nervous depression. Though he once suggested that 
Freud's theory of the Oedipal complex had had an " incalculable" 
influence on German literature and represented a "new revolu
tionary etruc,"JO his usual estimate of it was very much lower. 

"Freudianism" was "an attempt to create a general philosophy on 
the basis of a few empirical observations, which is of very little 
import."J' One notebook entry suggests that Freud's value lay in 
his insistence "on studying the morbid reverberations [con/rac

ca/pi morbosl] involved i n  every construction of 'collective man,' 

in every 'social conformism; in every level of civilization . . . . ")2 
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Yet the passage goes on to imply that this limited the theory's 
explanatory power to the crisis of the "ruling classes" at "the 
conclusion of the liberal period."ll 

Though his contact with Freud was fleeting and superficial, 
there were other writers engaged in pursuing the frontiers of 
psychology into the irrational whom he knew much better. One 
was the Italian playwright Luigi Pirandello.3.4 "Did you know," 
Gramsci once wrote to his wife's sister, "that I discovered and 
helped Pirandello's theatre to success . . .  ? J wrote enough about 
Pirandello from 1915 to 1920 to make a book of 200 pages, and in 
those days what I said was really novel and original: Pirandello 
used to be either graciously tolerated or openly derided. "3' Yet his 
comments in the Notebooks reveal a deep ambivalence toward the 
Sicilia�. On the one hand, Gramsci's essentially classical literary 
taste led him to criticize Pirandello's comic nihilism, "pseudo
philosophical verbalism," and lack of real tragic personalities. On 
the other hand, he welcomed what he took to be the progressive 
political consequences of Pirandello's cultural and literary im
pact. In creating a "modern, 'critical' attitude as opposed to the 
traditional eighteenth-century 'melodramatic' attitude," Piran
dello was undermining the aristocratic and Catholic presupposi
tions of mainstream Italian thought, just as Gramsci's own work 
was undermining its idealism.l6 As with Freud, Gramsci conceded 
Pirandello's merit only insofar as Pirandello's insights and cul
tural impact remained within the confines of Gramsci's own 
rationalist premises. That the psychological underpinnings of 
Pirandello's development of character might constitute an effec
tive challenge to these premises as well as to Gramsci's rather 
traditional aesthetics was a possibility that he was unable or 
unwilling to consider. 

It is therefore not surprising that Gramsci's view of human 
nature was little more than a restatement of the argument that 
Marx had put forward almost a century earlier in the Theses on 
Feuerbach. There is no condition humaine; human nature is but 
"the totality of historically determined social relations."37 Thus, 
Gramsci argued at one point, for instance, that the apparent need 
which the masses expressed in the comforts of religion was only a 
"residue of the pre-capitalist world."38 Human needs are always 
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the self-creation of the personality through activity in specific 

circumstances. Probably Gramsci's best and fullest elaboration on 
this point is the following: 

Men create their own personality, (1) by giving a specific and concrete 
(�ralional") direction to their own vita! impulse or will: (2) by identifying 
the means which will make this will concrete and specific and not 
arbitrary; (3) by contributing to modify the ensemble of the concrete 
conditions for realising this will to the extent of one's own limits and 
capacities and in the most fruitful form. Man is to be conceived as an 
historical bloc of purely individual and subjective elements and of mass 
and objective or material elements with which the individual is in active 
relationship.J9 

Psychology is always primarily social psychology. The individual 
can never be fully understood in isolation because he becomes 
himself in his intercourse with his fellows as they collectively 
transform the natural world. Even more importantly, his person
ality develops amid concrete social, cultural, and political cir
cumstances which he not only does not choose but which embody 
assumptions about the world which he cannot initially even 
identify. 

This leads us directly into Gramsci's assumptions about the 
character of the situation from which political education must 
begin. Individuals are born into a world already shaped by 
previous class struggle. Out of that struggle some class or alliance 
of classes has emerged in a dominant and very often a "hege
monic" position. As we will see more fully in the next chapter, such 
a class will always attempt to secure a hegemonic position, i.e., to 
gain political legitimacy by weaving its own cultural outlook 
deeply into the social fabric. For this purpose it will place its own 
organic intellectuals at strategic points within the cultural and 

ideological "apparatus" and will make alliances with the most 
influential traditional intellectuals.40 Over the long run, the world 
view articulated by its philosophers in the realm of high culture 
will trickle down and solidify into "common sense," the "folklore 
of philosophy."41 

This notion of common sense is crucially important for 
Gramsci, since it represents the place from which any genuine 
political education must depart. He held that its "most funda-
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mental characteristic is that it is a conception which, even in the 
brain of one individual, is fragmentary, incoherent and incon
sequential. ."42 Despite its connotation in English, then. 
"common sense" is ordinarily very far removed from the real 
nceds and interests of the masses of ordinary people who hold it; 
thought that satisfies real needs and interests is referred to by 
Gramsci as "good sense," Yet, at the same time, common sense is 
never simply identical with ruling class ideology; this ideology at 
best only "limit[s] the original thought of the popular masses in a 
negative direction,"4l Common sense is a complex and disjointed 
amalgam influenced by all previous philosophical currents. "It 
contains Stone Age elements and principles of a more advanced 
science, prejUdices from all phases of history at the local level and 
intuitions of a future philosophy which will be that of a human 
race united the world over,"« Common sense must be understood 
as a series of "stratified deposits," an "infinity of traces without 

. an inventory,"45 And just as " every religion . . .  is in reality 
a multiplicity of distinct and often COntradictory religjon:s,� 
perceptions of these "deposits" and "traces" will vary along class 
lines,"6 Finally, common sense "is not something rigid and 
immobile, but is continually transforming itself, enriching itself 
with scientific ideas and with philosophical opinions which have 
entered ordinary Iife,",,7 

The complexity of common sense is matched only hy its 
seeming intractability. Because of its stratified character and 
because it is anchored to the interests of the present ruling class, 
common sense is more likely to incorporate philosophical chal
lenges as new sedimentations within an ever-shifting whole than it 
is to be exposed and overthrown by them, This intractability is 
compounded by the embedded ness of common sense within 
language itself. From his university studies in linguistics to his 
1918 polemic against Esperanto, to the interest in Italian folklore 
that he expressed in prison, Gramsci remained forever sensitive to 
the way in which language can be " at the same time a living thing 
and a museum of fossils of life and civilization,"48 In a striking 
anticipation of the recent linguistic turn in social theory, he 
conceived language as "a totality of determined notions and con
cepts and not just of words grammatically devoid of content."49 
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Languages are hegemonic instruments which can reinforce the 
values of common sense or potentially transmit new ones; na
tional languages can exercise hegemony over other national 
languages.so Moreover, the overcoming of the limitations of 
common sense is more likely in some languages than in others. 
Reflecting perhaps on his native Sardinia, Gramsci argued that: 

Someone who only speaks dialect, or understands the standard language 
incompletely, necessarily has an intuition of the world which is more or 
less limited and provineial. which is fossilized and anachronistic in 
relation to the major currents of thought which dominate world history. 
His interests will be limited, more or less corporate or economistic, not 
universal.�1 

Thus, in order to break away from common sense, it may be 
necessary to learn a new language, just as it is surely necessary for 
a subaltern class challenging an incumbent hegemony to attempt 
to build a new common sense by attacking the assumptions 
embedded in existing language. !! 

The nature of common sense is fun her illuminated when one 
studies it as a form of ideology. For Gramsci, an historically 
organic ideology-as opposed to the idiosyncratic ruminations of 
a particular individual-is not a naked conceptual system but a 
class Weltanschauung clothed in the language, mores, and "ways 
of life" of a particular culture)3 Like all ideologies, common sense 
may have "true" elements but is never a confirmation of truth;S4 
its relation to truth is wholly subordinate to its function as the 
cultural cement smoothing relations between state and civil 
society. Yet ideologies do vary in their social roles: some are 
merely systems of mystification, while others are also potentially 
the media through which "men become conscious of fundamental 
conflicts and fight them out," Gramsci sometimes referred to 
common sense as an ideology of the latter kind, but he more often 
pictured it as a way of thinking which would have to be tran
scended by a self-conscious and coherent philosophical outlook for 
the proletarian telos of a "regulated society" to be realized.ss 

From the point of view of political education, then, common 
sense is not only its necessary starting point but also its most 
formidable obstacle. To supersede common sense, the "man-in
the-mass " must somehow be led to a "series of negations," 
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negations which expose and repudiate the prevailing common 

sense.S!> How can this occur? From Gramsci's discussion of the 

intellectual/mass dialectic, one would expect such negations to be 

conceived of as part of a more formal and directed political 

education than the worker gains from the "school of labor� alone. 

Yet, remarkably, Gramsci discussed this problem directly only 

for the case of the worker outside such a setting: 

The active man-in-the-mass has a practical activity. but has no clear 
theoretical consciousness of his practical activity, which nonetheless 
involves understanding the world in so far as he transforms it. His 
theoretical consciousness can indeed be historically in opposition to his 
activity. One might almost !;ay that he has two theoretical conscious
nesses (or one contradictory consciousness): one which is implicit in his 
activity and which in reality unites him with all his fellow-workers in the 
practical transformation of the real world; and one, superficially explicit 
or verbal, which he has inherited from the past and uncritically 
absorbed.s7 

The man of common sense who comes under the influence of a 
coherent ideology is thus, at least for a time, a divided personality, 

a man whose conception of the world is at best an implicit "first 
glimmer" still clouded by his former outlook and manifested only 

"occasionally and in flashes" when he is able to act as part of an 

"organic totality. "58 
The most specific illustrations of this transformation of con

sciousness found in the Prison Notebooks do not involve the 

industrial worker but rather the "semi-feudal" Italian peasant.59 

For as long as the peasant has been conscious of living in a larger 

society, he has understood his own class position only as a generic 

hatred for an enemy he defines as "the signore." In this one figure, 

whom he rarely sees and thus negatively idealizes, he places a wide 
variety of fears and prejUdices: for the "town'" generally, for the 

way "they'" dress and act, and for the civil servant (the only form 

in which he perceives the state). In other words, he defines himself 

socially in opposition to a single, diffuse .. other .... This peasant can 

reconstitute his world only through organized collective action in 

which specific antagonists are identified and confronted. When he 

undertakes such action, the various parts of his social world 

become concrete and he is gradually able to understand his own 
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position with respect to the highly differentiated class struc

ture that actually exists. This understanding is his "class 

consciousness." 
Gramsci sometimes described this transition as a "catharsis"60 

which alleviates primordially understood doubts, fears, and con
tradictions. "Catharsis" alters the perception of "structure" from 
"an external force which crushes man, assimilates him to itself 

and makes him passive . . .  into a means offreedom."61 It develops 
the "power" of rationality as an ability to perceive "objective" 

class inleresls and to formulate a course of action corresponding 

to them. As political struggle becomes a way of life for a class, this 
"power" will become stronger and more habituaL But it is 

important to recognize that this catharsis by itself will not 

produce the "single and coherent conception of the world"62 that 
Gramsci thought people needed in order to create a self-govern
ing, democratic society. Political struggle differentiates the world 

and furnishes the actor with a collective identity and an "instinc
tive feeling of independence,"63 but it does not itself guarantee 

growth in the capacity for individual self-reflection. 
Though crucially important, the cathartic episode is only a 

"first stage towards a further progressive self-consciousness in 

which theory and practice will finally be one."64 The second stage, 
in which independence is grounded in a self-reflecting rationality, 
seems to involve the acquisition of two further capacities. One is 

self-autonomy, which Gramsci described in a rather Kantian way 
as "being one's own guide, refusing to accept passively and 
supinely from outside the moulding of one's own personality."65 

The other is the historical consciousness which comes from the 
experience of having comprehended the rational self-conceptions 
of other classes and other epochs. "One cannot . . .  have a critical 
and coherent conception of the world without having a con
sciousness of its historicity," without "'knowing thyself as a 

product of the hislOricai process to date which has deposited in 

you an infinity of traces, without leaving an inventory."6(, Neither 

of these capacities is held to be beyond the reach of the average 
man. Gramsci did not justify this assumption except to suggest 
that since "catharsis" can be universally experienced, the rational 
world view that it discloses should also be universally attainable, 
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"if only within narrow limits."67 As qualifying phrases such as this 
one indicate. he probably recognized the "optimism of the will" in 

his forecast. 
The real difficulty, however, is not that these transitions are 

implausible but rather that Gramsci has neither described the 
phenomenological movement underlying them very precisely nor 
linked them organically to his political education dialectic. The 
first transition is described only in a quasi-natural version despite 
the fact that it seems more likely to occur as part of an in
tellectual/moral bloc in an organized political movement. How 
might one stimulate this particular process? Apparently the 
answer lies in the creative use of political agitation, but Gramsci 
did not elaborate the point. Moreover, it is unclear whether all 

such cathartic moments will lead to class consciousness. Might 
there not be circumstances in which cathartic experiences would 
only serve to fuel an irrational mass movement? Had Gramsci 

considered such a question, he might have deepened his under
standing of the appeal of Italian fascism. As it was, he was 
powerless to explain the sudden surge in this appeal among 
workers and peasants as anything other than the failure of the 
PSI/ PCI to be sufficiently aggressive. 

The transition to philosophical reason seems necessarily con
nected to an intellectual/mass dialectic; few people, after all. can 
be expected to become genuinely self-autonomous and histori
cally self-conscious on their own. But what concrete form could 
this dialectic take? Gramsci's conception of a telos based on a 

"rational will" suggests that, if catharsis can be achieved through 
political struggle against an antagonist, a "higher" view of life 
would be supported best by collective polilical action, i.e .• action 
of a positive, constructive sort which develops new, self-governing 

institutions. Yet nowhere did he elaborate this connection. More
over, even if he had, the problem of explaining successes and 
failures would once again be acute. His formulation of the 

transition seems to imply that if the worker movement fails to 
achieve philosophical reason, this is necessarily because of inade
quate effort. This conclusion is reinforced by his prior analysis of 
the tremendous obstacles to the overturning of common sense. 
Together these positions allowed him to avoid coming to terms 
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with the sources of irrationality in mass movements and the 
problem of human irrationality in general. 

The Social and f/iSLOrical Context 

Perhaps Gramsci was simply too impatiently political to delve 

at all deeply into the psychological character of the transitions he 
portrayed. Certainly he concentrated his efforts on questions of a 
more political and social-structural type. We will take up three of 
these in the present chapler. First, how is an intellectual/ moral 
bloc to be situated within relevant institutional settings already 
established in society? Secondly, how can the transitions be 

conceptualized on the level of collective action and thus con

nected with an unfurling historical telos? And finally, how is one 
to know whether a genuinely philosophical outlook has bcen 

realized on the level of a whole society? 
While Gramsci defined political education functionally within 

society as a whole, he always conceived of its operation within 
concrete institutional settings. H e  did not analyze operations in 
detail for each one that he considered relevant, however, since his 
list would have included at least schools, churches, the press, 
political parties, trade unions, the courts, medical centers, and the 

army.68 In addition, there were institutions like the worker 

councils constructed by the proletariat especially for educational 
purposes. Reflecting on the councils in the Notebooks, Gramsci 

recalled that they had been simultaneously accused of "spon
taneism" and "voluntarism," a "contradictory accusation which, if 
one analyzes it, only testifies to the fact that the leadership given 
to the movement was both creative and correct."69 The councils 
had shown how an intellectual/moral bloc was concretely pos
$ible. Other institutions relevant to political education would have 

to be reconstructed along the same general lines. The ones that 
Gramsci analyzed were the party, the "common school," and, to a 

lesser extent, the legal system. Since we will consider the party in 

Chapter 7 and the legal system in connection with Gramsci's 

conception of a " regulated society," we may center our attention 
here on the "common school." 

Gramsci's essays on the "common school"7o can only be 
understood against the background of the reforms of the Italian 
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school system which Mussolini had enacted in 1923. Drafted by 
Gentile and inspired also by Croce. the reforms overhauled the 
traditional school system that had existed unaltered since the 

Casati Act of 1859. Ostensibly, their objective was to substitute 
"education," which teaches the student how to engage "actively" 
in thought, for mere "instruction," which only imparts a collec
tion of facts and techniques. One purpose of Gramsci's notes was 
to expose this claim as fraudulent. In the first place, he argued, 
the new system could hardly promote "activity," since Gentile's 
understanding of the word remained the romantic one first de

fined by Rousseau. In this sense, activity above all meant "spon
taneity" -the idea that "the child's brain is like a ball of thread 
the teacher simply helps to unwind."71 This undialectical under

standing was no truer in pedagogy than in politics. The only 
students who might be educated in such a system were those 

who, like the Emile of Rousseau's romance, were exposed to an 
environment so rich that it was itself almost a dialectical coun
terpart. 

Gramsci sensed that this exclusiveness was quite intentional. 
Far from providing all students with the expanded mental and 
spiritual horizons formerly available only to those in "classical" 
schools, the new reform had perpetuated class divisions. Indeed, 
the emphasis on "vocational" schools had been expanded, and the 
impact of the "activist" reforms was therefore restricted to an 
ever-shrinking elite "who do not have to worry about assuring 
themselves of a future career."n Moreover, the reforms treated all 

students only as abstract "individuals," without roots in a family, 
neighborhood, or town.11 They had failed to recognize that school 
represents "only a fraction of the life of the student who is part of 
human society . . .  and who forms much stronger judgments on 
this 'extra-curricular' basis than is commonly believed."7. As 
Gramsci had argued since 1916, the division between school and 

life implicit in the reformers' views would deaden education. 
When the teacher pays no heed to "the contrast between the type 
of culture and society which he represents and the type of culture 
and society represented by his pupils,"7S his work becomes noth

ing more than the dissemination of rhetoric. Far from having 
made the creative advance on Plato for which they prided them-
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selves, the Italian idealists had constructed merely "rhetorica[ 
schools"76 in the service of a corrupt political order. 

In outlining his alternative, Gramsci referred continually to the 
"idealist" model of education. His aim was to invert its miscon
ceptions through a synthesis of its best aspects with some of those 
from the traditional system. The most general problem in the 
"idealist" view was that its 

active school was still in the romantic phase, in which the elements of 
struggle against the mechanical and Jesuitical school have become 
unhealthily exaggerated. It was necessary to enter the "classical," 
rational phase, and to find in the ends 10 be attained the natural source 
for developing appropriate methods and forms.77 

Gramsci's effort to theorize this transition involved three specific 

syntheses.78 

First, he argued that there ought to be one common school for 
everyone which would combine "classical" and "vocational" 
approaches in an allempt to "strike the right balance" between the 
capacities fostered in each. The common school would offer a 
nine- or ten-year program which, as the total formal education for 
many citizens, would be designed to "impart a general, human

istic, formative culture," broader even than the one associated 

with the traditional schoo1.79 Yet Gramsci thought that it would 
be a mistake to ignore technical and vocational training even for 
the students most gifted in classical, intellectual work. In an 
industrial world, even political leaders "must have that minimum 
of general technical culture which will permit them, if nOI to 
'create' autonomously the correct solution, al least to know how 

to adjudicate between the solutions put forward by the experts. "80 

Secondly, Gramsci aimed at a synthesis of "instruction" and 
"education." The "idealists" had been right to argue that the 
traditional emphasis on the former was too heavy but wrong to 
think that "education" could ignore it entirely. The common 

school must be "instructive," he thought, at least in the sense that 
its curriculum is "rich in concrete facts." These are of natural 
interest to the child and much more accessible to him than 
abSlract concepts. "Instruction" also has Ihe advantage of pro
viding the child with an early sense of discipline for "diligence, 
precision, poise (even physical poise), (and] the ability to concen-
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trate on specific subjects which cannot be acquired without a 

mechanical repetition of disciplined and methodical acts."81 To all 

those "educators" captivated by Rousseau's experiment with 
Emile. Gramsci asked: 

Would a scholar at thc age of forty be able to sit for sixteen hours on end 
at his work-table if hc had not. as a child, compulsorily. through 
mcchanical coercion, acquired the appropriate psycho-physical habits?82 

He recognized a distinction between "imposed discipline" and 
" self-discipline" but argued that the latter could only be built on a 
foundation laid by the former. Gradually. as the transition to the 
professional world neared, he thought that the common school 

could become more "open" and "progressive" in the sense that the 
student would be free to pursue his own interests. In the last two 
years, the child could be given almost absolute free reign. Gramsci 
hoped that these years might represent a "decisive phase" in which 
the child could begin to make the transition from a rich basis in 
"common sense" to a more unified and coherent conception of the 

world.83 
Finally, Gramsci sought a synthesis between school and life. As 

long as one followed the familiar pattern of bourgeois educa
tion-the child living at home, traveling to school, staying there a 
few hours, and then returning home-one could not hope to give 
all children an equal education or to stimulate their "collective 
sense." Gramsci therefore proposed a common school that would 
be "organized like a college, with a collective life by day and by 
night," and with "studies carried on collectively with the assis
tance of the teachers and the best pupils, even during the periods 

of so-called individual study."84 Such a school would recognize 
that a child "breathes in" a vast quantity of notions and attitudes 
from his everyday life in society. It would actively seek to create as 
rich an cnvironment as the one that had previously been available 
only to children of the wealthy and powerful. Together with the 
new sense of collective destiny that the students would also 
acquire, this richness would aid in all the specific learning 
programs of the common school. 

One suspects, of course. that Gramsci intended these prescrip

tions mostly as suggestive anticipations of education in a socialist 
society. To the extent that current policy could be pushed in these 
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directions, the conditions for an intellectual-mass dialectic would 

naturally be enhanced, but Gramsci did not attempt to portray 

the political education transitions in this particular �tting. 
Rather, he thought of them only in the more general terms of 
collective political action. 

This leads us to the second question posed above: how might 
such transitions be conceptualized at the level of collective action'! 

To answer this question, we will need to turn again to Gramsci's 
analysis of "objective and subjective" factors in revolution. 

Three "moments� in the development of a revolution are 

distinguished: the fulfillment of the objective factor in the "rela

tion of social forces"; the fulfillment of the subjective factor i n  the 

"relation of political forces"; and the final test of each in the 
" relation of military forces."�s Within his analysis of the second, 
political moment, Gramsci portrayed the shift from "common 

sense" to "catharsis" and suggested implicitly that it might extend 
as far as "philosophical reason." However, he dealt with the last 

transition only speculatively in connection with the "regulated 
society" anticipated by proletarian politics. We will therefore 

consider it only in the final section of this chapter; the present 
discussion of this moment is restricted to the attainment of 
"catharsis." 

To gauge revolutionary potential, one first assesses the eco
nomic moment or the "relation of social forces." This is the 
product of factors "closely linked to the [economic] structure, 
objective, independent of human will . . .  which can be measured 
with the systems of the exact or physical sciences."86 Unless this 

relation is favorable to a rising class, revolution is inconceivable.$7 
Despite his philosophical emphasis on subjectivity, Gramsci 
always argued thai the idea of a "purely educative" movement 

operating without regard to the level and character of socio
economic development was an "anarchist" fallacy.88 In unfavor
able circumstances, one could seek to manipulate objective 

conditions, but one could not ignore them. Ordinarily, however, 
activist intervention in history is concentrated directly on the 
political moment. By this, Gramsci meant "an evaluation of the 
degree of homogeneity. self-awareness, and organization attained 
by the various classes."89 As the relation of political forces 
gradually becomes more favorable to the proletariat, the military 
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moment or "relation of military forces" becomes central. Here 
Gramsci was referring not just to a comparison of forces in a 
"technical military sense" but also in a "politico-military sense."90 
Long before the proletariat has the capacity to confront the state's 
armies directly, it will have the ability to pursue 

political action which has the virtue of provoking repercussions of a 
military character in the sense: (I) that it has the capacity to destroy the 
war potential of the dominant nation from within; (2) that it compels the 
dominant military force to thin out and disperse itself over a large 
territory. thus nullifying a great part of its war potential.91 

As in later theories of guerrilla war, Gramsci's point was that the 
relation between military forces of incumbents and insurgents will 
go through several stages before the proletariat can become as 
dominant militarily as its purely political power would suggest it 
should be. 

In order to analyze the development of revolutionary con
sciousness within this schema, Gramsci broke down the political 
moment into three levels. Each is considered from the perspective 
of the rising class. At the lowest "economic-corporative� level, the 
individual producer may feel solidarity with other members of his 
profession or trade but not with his entire class. Gradually, as he 
gains a sense for his class interest i n  purely economic terms, he 
achieves a second level. Both of these levels involve a "common
sense" consciousness in which the individual undertakes political 
action only as an individual or, at most, as part of his class's 
attempt to win "politico-juridical equality" with the ruling elite. 
Even then the emphasis is less on challenging "existing funda
mental structures" than on securing the right of the individual to 
participate in legislation and administration. Nonetheless, the 
shift from the first to the second level is important. As Marx had 
long before suggested, what begins as a struggle over narrowly 
defined issues always has the latent potential to evolve into an 
open struggle which pits antagonistic class interests.92 When this 
happens. existing working-class ideologies will come into open 
conflict and compete until one of them ("or at least a single 
combination of them") predominates. Gramsci conceived of this 
struggle and the resulting unity as a third level which "marks the 
decisive passage from the structure to the sphere of the complex 
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superstructure. "93 I n  this sense, i t  is analogous to the shift from 

"common sense" to "catharsis" on the individual, psychological 

leveL 

In a kind of analytical shorthand, Gramsci often referred to this 

transition as the emergence of a class's "hegemony" out of its 

"economic-corporative" formation. By hegemony he meanl (in 

this context) the historical phase in which the proletariat unites 

ideologically and politically. The third level within the political 

momenl can be characterized as "hegemony" because it "brings 

about not only a unison of economic and political aims, but also 

intellectual and moral unity. posing all the questions around 

which the struggle rages not on a corporate but on a 'universal' 

plane.''9� In his historical studies, which we will consider in the 

next chapter, Gramsci was centrally concerned with determining 

the conditions that have facilitated and retarded the unfolding of 

the political moment. His key assumption was that the level of 

hegemony is an empirical question, not a given as in the nearest 

Crocean analog to it, the "ethico-political moment." This assump

tion was especially crucial in studying Italian history, since 

Gramsci viewed this history as embodying a continual failure to 

supersede "economic-corporative" class formations. 

The prime movers of any class through its political moment are 

the inlellectuals. In studying the rise of the bourgeoisie in Italy. 
France, England, and Germany, Gramsci argued that three 

factors had been relevant to the ability of the inlellectuals to play 

a significant historical role.9S One was the alliance between 

traditional and organic intellectuals. with the gradual dominance 

of the latter. The second was a n  "organic" and "national." as 

opposed to a "diffuse" and "international," orienlation of native 
intellectual groups. The third was their ability to play a significant 

role in both political and civil society. Only the French intel

lectuals in and after 1 789 had combined all three factors. Their 

Italian counterparts, even in the Risorgimenlo, had always been 

too "diffuse" and "internationalist" to be effective in national 

development. The English had been "organic" and "national" 

enough but had confined their activity to the "economic-corpora

tive" level, leaving the political arena largely under aristocratic 

control. Worst of all, German bourgeois intellectuals had tended 
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to be " diffuse," "internationalist," and "economic-corporative," 
so that political power in the nineteenth century continued to be 
concenlrated in the hands of the Junkers, who eventually became 
the "traditional intellectuals of the German industrialists." 

Inleresting as this analysis is, Gramsci never explicitly applied 
its methods to the proletarian case. Yet he used many of its 
elements to explain the failure of the postwar Italian revolu
tionary movement. In the first place. the proletariat of the 
biennia rosso had not sustained the institutions which produced 
its best organic intellectuals. Secondly, it had not developed 
"national-popular" strategies% centered on issues like the South
ern Question. Thirdly, its fixation on the conquest of state power 
had distracted it from fashioning a significant role for itself within 
civil society. With a more effective policy in any ofthese respects, 
it might have achieved a national hegemony over the subaltern 
classes. Yet, though it failed in the postwar years, Gramsci 
thought that its developmenl in the 1920s had illustrated a 
phenomenon which often accompanies the transitions toward 
"catharsis" on the individual level and "hegemony" on the social 
and political levels. This was the transition from a posture of 
"intransigence" to one of "class alliance.''97 Historically, subaltern 
classes have tended to define themselves initially through their 
autonomy within the dominant political system, just as indi
viduals take their first steps beyond common sense "via a series of 
negations."98 Should "catharsis" and "hegemony" be attained 
under an "intransigent" posture, the class's new sense of ideologi
cal unity and political integration would encourage it to look 
beyond its own autonomy and to strengthen itself through class 
alliance. "Catharsis," "hegemony;' and class alliance are histori
cal correlates. 

The Coming of a Regulaled Sociery 

Parallels of this sort between psychological, sociological, and 
historical manifestations of class consciousness cOnlinually in
terested Gramsci. A similar one was implicit in his account of the 
historical evolution of Marxism. Since the Protestanl Reforma
tion, Western Europe had been undergoing a profound "intel
lectual and moral reformation, made dialectical in the contrast 
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between popular culture and high culture.'''�9 "Renaissance and 

Reformation, German philosophy and the French Revolution, 

Calvinism and English classical economics, secular liberalism and 
, , , historicism"-these had marked the reformation's successive 
phases, Marxism was the latest one, the "crowning point of this 
entire movement." IOO The Second International had shown, how
ever, that Marxism was still in its "populist phase" and was thus 
unable to establish a "real exercise of hegemony over the whole of 
society," IOI Marxism was the "crowning point" less for its 

achievements than because it understood the telos through which 
a higher level of society might be reached, Marxism was "a new 
culture in incubation which will develop with the development of 
social relations." I02 One could prepare the way for that new 
culture, even partially bring it about, through the organization of 
a proletarian "potential state." But Gramsci still suspected that 

" only after the creation of the new state does the cultural problem 
impose itself in all its complexity and tend towards a coherent 

solution,"IOJ 

As we saw in the last chapter, Gramsci was unable to forge a 
coherent connection between his concept of necessity and the new 
culture that he foresaw as a telos, Yet there is no doubt that an 
"integrated" proletarian culture was his answer to the third 
question posed above, namely, how one might know whether a 
genuinely philosophical outlook had been collectively realized, In 
portraying the "potential state," Gramsci's imagery was reminis

cent of the various education-states conceived by classical ideal
ism,11l4 Unlike the idealists, however, he sought to restrain utopian 
impulses and to conceive his vision as the extension of existing 
historical trends, One of the specific trends which most interested 
him in the modern popular reformation was the "unprecedented 
expansion" in the number of intellectuals in society,IOS Modern 
industrial p

'
roduction and the "democratic-bureaucratic" political 

system which often grew beside it had produced an enormous 

increase in the number of occupational positions in which a 
creative, problem-solving intelligence was constantly demanded, 

Western European societies had responded by organizing systems 
of mass education unprecedented in scale, Gramsci believed that 
these systems were "deepening and broadening the 'intellectuality' 
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of each individual" while simultaneously attempting "to multiply 
and narrow the various specializations."I06 In this way, many of 
the basic conditions for democratic self-governance had finally 
been created. A new state could be built based on an "intellectu
al/ moral bloc" of producers whose scope of decision would 
gradually be extended throughout political society. This prospect, 
in short, was Gramsci's idea of the "regulated society.�lo7 

While the "intellectualizing" of civil society was a necessary 
condition for regulated society, there were others as welL Gramsci 
thought that such a society certainly required a proletarian 
revolution. Moreover, this revolution would have to be "com
plete," not "passive." A complete revolutionl08 occurs when a new 
class takes power after having attained each of the three levels of 
the· second moment. In achieving "domination," it will therefore 
also possess "hegemony." As we will see in Gramsci's analysis of 
the Italian Risorgimento, this completeness does not necessarily 
characterize all revolutionary change. But it is indispensable for a 
regulated society, since, in achieving "catharsis" at the social level, 
it supplies a necessary though not sufficient' condition for the 
"total" cultural reintegration of the proletarian class upon which 
the new state is predicated. 

Gramsci's fascination with this new prospect for the state was 
strikingly original for a Marxist. Many Second International 
theorists, in their eager quest for the economic "laws" of history, 
had lost all sense of the importance of the political dimension in 
human affairs. Even those most critical of this tendency. like 
Luxemburg and Lenin, impoverished the concept of state by 
conceiving it as a mere epiphenomenon of class rule by the 
bourgeoisie. It was natural for them to have done so. Very few of 
the intellectual luminaries of the second half of the nineteenth 
century, including in some ways Marx himself, had succeeded in 
avoiding positivist and evolutionary influences. One result was 
the rise of "sociology" and the "decline of the concept of political 
science and the art of politics."l09 Only the idealislS, with their 
roots still securely planted in the age of Hegel, had retained a 
serious concept of the state, though they tended to give it a more 
cultural and less political emphasis than Hegel had. 

A central aim of Gramsci's Hegelian Marxism was to elevate 
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"politics" and "the state" to dominant positions within Marxist 

theory and practice. In this sense, Eric Hobsbawm is correct in 

arguing that. above all, Gramsci was a "poli[ical lheorisl, perhaps 
the only major Marxist thinker who can be so described."IIO 

Gramsci went well beyond Marx in ascribing to the state a 

universal "educative and formative role"!ll  which transcended its 

instrumental function for the rule of any particular class. He also 

gave a political dimension to the dialectic between man and 
nature which Marx had first defined. For both Marx and Gramsci 
the end of human activity was to resolve the contradictions 
between man and nature. Economically, this would mean a 
harmony between the worker and the means of production. 

Philosophically. it would harmonize the "freedom" to be creative 

as a producer with the "necessities" of individual and group life. 
Gramsci's original contribution in this context was to seek a 

political resolution to the conflict between "activity" in civil 
society and "direction" by the state. 

Contrary to Marx, he believed that the increasing complexity 
of civil society necessitated an increasing role for the state 
regardless of which class controlled it. The state was no longer 

only the "night watchman" over an autonomous civil society. I t  
had penetrated society so deeply that i t  could now be equated 

with "the entire complex of practical and theoretical activities 
with which the ruling class not only justifies and maintains its 
dominance but manages to win the active consent of those over 
whom it rules."112 This insight led Gramsci to redefine the stale as 

the equilibrium between political society . . .  (i.e., a dictatorship or some 
other coercive apparatus used to control the masses in conformity with a 
given type of production and economy) . and civil society (or the 
hegemony of a social group over the entire nation exercised through so· 
called private organizations such as the church, the unions, the schools, 
ctC.), l ll 

The corollary to this image of the state absorbing civil society is 
that the proletarian state could become inlegrated with, in effect 
absorbed by, a civil society based in the facwry. The idea of the 
state as an extension of the factory was a motivating force behind 

the Turin worker councils, and the Notebooks reaffirm this, 
though with a certain vagueness and nostalgia. I I .  
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The other organizational features of the proletarian state 
foreseen by Gramsci can be divided according to their association 

with what he called, following Hegel, its "public warp" and its 

"private woof."I1� The core of the "public warp" is the legal 

system. Gramsci thought that the "juridical problem" for every 

state was how to "assimilate the entire grouping to its most 
advanced faction: it is a problem of educating the masses, of their 
'adaptation' in accordance with the requirements of the goal to be 
achieved."116 In this sense, the new state was no different from any 
other state. The uniqueness of its legal system would result from 
its rejection of "every residue of transcendentalism and of every 
absolute-in practice, of every moralistic fanaticism."1 17 The legal 
system would act as an "educator" seeking "a new type or level of 
civilization."118 Superstructural factors could not be "left to 
themselves, to develop spontaneously, to a haphazard and spo

radic germination."II'} If the school system is a positive basis of 

political education within the education-state, 

the Law is the repressive and negative aspect of the entire positive, 
civilizing activity undertaken by the State . . . .  It operates according to a 
plan, urges. incites, solicits and "punishes." for once the conditions are 
created in which a certain way of life is "possible," the "criminal action or 
omission� must have a punitive sanction, with moral implications. and 
and not merely be judged generically as "dangerous."I20 

Gramsci thought that the schools and the courts were the two 
most important political educators within the state, but he ac
knowledged that "a multitude of other so-called private initia
tives and

' 
activities tend 10 the same end," lll In a general way, 

this was a very old insight in Western political theory. particularly 
in the constitutionalist tradition. Yet, Gramsci argued that only 
with Hegel had a constitutional theorist thought to organize and 
educate the "private woof' so that consent would be institution
alized in civil society and not just expressed "generically and 
vaguely" in the instant of elections. German backwardness limited 
Hegel's concept of the private. however. and he "offered only one 
perfected example of organization-the 'corporative' (a politics 
grafted directly onto the economy)." Marx's experiences were 
only moderately richer in this respect. His journalistic and 
agitational activities did give him some sense for the trade union, 
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the Jacobin club, and journalistic organization. But even he had 

vinually no understanding of the greatest modern innovation in 

this field: the political party. ll2 

In Gramsci's view, only panies (and other affiliated mass 
organizations with which they might dialectically interact) were of 
sufficient scale and complex.ity to be the central "private" insti
tutions for the formation and expression of consent within the 
new state. The very fact that mass political panics had emerged in 

so many contemporary political environments indicated, he 

thought, a common recognition that the modern state was too 

complex to have its consensual basis organized in any less 

rigorous fashion. The recognition was recent because new ruling 
classes like the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie always begin from 
a position of "economic-corporative primitivism" in which 
"super-structural elements will inevitably be few in number" and 

not yet "planned."1H The "nightwatchman" state of the liberals 
was the first bourgeois political creation 10 go beyond the purely 
economic-corporative stage, but it still rested on the myopic 

identification of state with government. As indumial develop

ment had proceeded inlo the age of imperialism, the "minimal 
state" had become increasingly untenable. Political demands had 
been created which could only be satisfied by state intervention in 

the economy. Government, almost in spite of itself. had become 
totally interwoven with the civil society it regulated. Parties had 
become integral to this process, and their future role could only 
increase as society became more complcx.114 

This idea of the increasing penetration of state and society in an 
industrial system was a major discovery for a Marxist, even if, as 
we will see more fully in Chapter 7. it raised questions that he was 
not prepared to answer. The great advantage of this idea was that 
it led Gramsci to a novel conception of the "withering away of the 
state" that was far more realistic than the expectations of classical 

Marxism. Far from "withering," the state's role was increasing, 

even if it was also changing in character. The only part of it that 
might still wither under proletarian rule would be its "coercive 
element."lH This is one reason why Gramsci retheorized the state 
not as the equivalent of "political society" (government in the 
narrow sense) but as "political society and civil society, in other 
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words hegemony protected by the armor of coercion."116 More 
than most Marxists, Gramsci argued that legitimate consent as 
the predominant means of political control was " normal" within 
all societies. 127 Traditionally, however, states have had to use force 
to restrain class conflict, especially when their consensual basis 
was weak. Whatever easing of burdens that a proletarian stale 

might enjoy in this respect would be more than balanced by its 

increased regulative activity. Law, for instance, would become 
increasingly complex and extensive, though it would be mostly 
"civil law" suited to the regulation of civil society. When Gramsci 
spoke of the "end of the state," he therefore meant the end of the 
"class state," of the "internal division of the ruled."128 He dis� 
carded as utopian any idea of a pure civil society unregulated 
from above. He referred variously to what remained as "a state 
without a state," an "ethical state," or a "regulated society."I29 



CHAPTER SIX 

Hegemony, Historical Bloc, 
and Italian History 

An effective Jacobin force was always missing and could not 

be constituted: and it was precisely such a Jacobin force which 
in other nations awakened and organized the national-popular 

will and founded the modern states. 

(1 932) 

IN CONCEIVING philosophy as political education, Gramsci 

sought to show that society is inherently educational, that phi

losophy is an intrinsic part of social activity. and that political 
change is most usefully depicted in terms of a dialectical inter
action between organic intellectuals and ordinary people. This 

formulation implied a psychological level of analysis. even if his 
efforts to develop one were never fully adequate. It also involved 
analyses at several other levels which, as we have seen, he carried 

out much beller: the institutionalization of an intellectual-moral 
bloc, the conceptualization of education as collective action, and 

the depiction of the new political and cultural order which this 

education should promote. These latter analyses led Gramsci to 

history, especially to Italian history. Knowledge of how the 

"political moment" had unfolded at key junctures in Italian 
history would. he believed, provide the clearest orientation for 
present proletarian politics. What this inquiry revealed is a central 
concern of this chapter. Initially, however, we must say something 
more about his general historical outlook and the conceptual 

apparatus he employed. 
In the years before his arrest, Gramsci had already shown a 

strong interest in historical analysis, though he devoted little time 
to detailed studies and investigated only contemporary topics 
close to his political concerns. Foremost among these was the 

Southern Question. That Italy's development had been uneven on 

169 
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both North·South and urban·rural axes was, as we have seen, an 

intensely personal concern for him, and may even have been the 

original source of his interests in politics and history. He returned 

to the theme continually in his journalism and developed his 
analysis most fully in the Lyons Theses and in his essay "Some 
Aspects of the Southern Question," written just prior to his 

arrest. I 

The NOlebooks did not pursue this theme directly, though a 
1927 reference to the Southern Question essay as "short" and 
"superficial" suggests that Gramsci thought he could have.2 The 
Notebooks did, however, take up many related historical interests 

which seem to have represented an effort to deepen the earlier 
problematic.l One of these was the evolution of the Italian 

intelligentsia, an interest also evident prior to his arrest. Another 
was the peasant question: peasant attitudes toward intellectuals 
and vice versa, the organizational inadequacies typical of peasant 

parties, and the resulting tendency of peasants never to gain 
parliamentary power in proportion to their real strength. To· 
gel her with the Southern Question, these and other similar 
interests were like so many springs feeding a single stream; for not 
only did they suggest the need for a general reappraisal of Italian 
political history, but they also pointed in a common direction 
concerning the conceptual enrichments necessary for Marxist his· 
torical analysis. 

Hegemony and HisLOrical Bloc 

As we have been using it, Gramsci's concept of "hegemony" has 

two related definitions. First, it means the consensual basis of an 
existing political system within civil society. Here it is understood 
in contrast to the concept of "domination": the state's monopoly 
on the means of violence and its consequent role as the final 
arbiter of all disputes.4 Gramsci contended, however, that only 
weak states need to rely very often on the threat or use of force 
implied in their domination. Strong states rule almost exclusively 

through hegemony. In this sense, the importance of the concept is 
that it points to the need for the proletariat to develop political 
strategies which undermine the consent of the present ruling class. 
A central foundation of such strategies is the attempt to build an 
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alternative proletarian hegemony within existing civil society 
upon which a postrevolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat 
can be founded. 

In its second sense, hegemony is an overcoming of the "eco

nomic-corporative:' Here the reference is to a particular historical 
stage within the political moment. The hegemonic level represents 

the advance to a "class consciousne�s," where class is understood 

not only economically but also in terms of a common intellectual 
and moral awareness, a common culture. Gramsci did not deny 
that a revolution could be carried out at the economic-corporative 
level. On the contrary, as we will see, part of his interest in the 
Italian Risorgimento was that he saw it as just such an event. 
What he did argue was that the attainment of an alternative 

hegemony was necessary before one could even hope for a 

"complete" revolution-one that brings to power a coherent class 
formation united behind a single economic, political, and cultural 
conception of the world.S 

When we reflect back on the pre-prison writings. it is evident 

that Gramsci did not develop these two concepts of hegemony 

simultaneously but that the former grew out of the latter. In the 

politics of biennio rosso Turin, he thought about hegemonic re
lations (though he did not actually use the word in this sense) 
entirely in terms of the proletariat and its self-constitution.6 Only 
after 1923, when he came to appreciate the necessary differences 
between revolution in the East and the West-differences re

sulting precisely from what he would later call the hegemonic 
capacity of the advanced capitalist state-was he in a position to 

theorize hegemony as a mode of rule for the bourgeoisie and for 
the proletarian "potential state." Nonetheless, his first explicit 
uses of the concept. in 1924 and 1925. adhere closely to the earlier 
meaning.? Even in the 1926 essay on the Southern Question, 
where he is self-consciously theorizing the role of the intellectual 

as a crucial mediation in proletarian politics, he has not yet 
extended the concept in opposition to domination.s Only in his 
prison reflections on the failure of the Italian workers movement 

did he make this highly original move. 
It might be argued that the order in which the two concepts 

were developed shows that Gramsci's theorization of hegemony 
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owed little to Lenin. For though in 1924 he credited Lenin with 

originating the idea, Gramsci was still only using it in opposition 

to the economic-corporative, a usage which, in crude practical 

terms, might be viewed as simply a very precise way of calling 

attention to the need for developing worker class consciousness, 

hardly an earthshaking insight. Yet Gramsci himself would not 

have agreed with this assessment. For he later suggested that 

Lenin, by the end of his life, had come over to the view that 

Western revolution would have to be different, given that Western 

states were different: they had hegemonic capacities far in excess 

of any possessed by czarism in 1917.9 
In Italy, a debate has raged for two decades over the question of 

whether or not the principal origins of Gramsci's concept of 

hegemony are Leninist.!O More recently the debate has migrated 

to the Eng lish�speaking world.!! In terms of the present discus� 

sion, these debates can be viewed as disputes about which of the 

concept's two senses is primary, though these senses are almost 

never clearly distinguished. The Leninists seek to elevate the 

earlier and repress the later usage; as Palmiro Togliatti put it in 

1958, the distinction between hegemony and domination "exists, 

but it is not one of substance." 12 The anti�Leninists seek to do just 

the opposite. Their fear, apparently, is that to acknowledge a 

Leninist influence in Gramsci's view of proletarian education 

would be to assimilate it too closely to an image of a dictatorship 

of the proletariat, which now appears repressive and totalitarian. 

We will come in a moment to the question of whether there are 

any real grounds for such a fear. What is more immediately 

relevant is that such political considerations can have nothing to 

do with a correct historical assessment of Gramsci. On the one 

hand, it is futile to argue that the concept owes nothing to Lenin, 

in view of Gramsci's direct assertions to the contrary;13 on the 

other hand, it is also evident that the broadly cultural orientation 

implicit in hegemony as a form of rule, and the educational 

orientation implicit in it as an opposition to "economic-corpo� 

rative;' owe a considerable debt to Croce and very little, if 

anything, to Lenin. Gramsci himself seems to have been well 

aware of these twin origins when he wrote that 
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Croce's thought must therefore, at the very least. be appreciated as an 
instrumental value. Thus it can be said that he has drawn attention 
energetically to the importance of cultural and intellectual facts in 
historical development; to the function of great intellectuals in the 
organic life of civil society and the State; to the moment of hegemony and 
consent as the necessary form of a concrete historical bloc . . . .  Contem
poraneously with Croce, the greatest modern theorist of the philosophy 
of praxis [Lenin], on the terrain of political struggle and organization 
and with a political terminology, gave new weight-in opposition to the 
various "economistic" tendencies-to the doctrine of hegemony as the 
complement to the theory of the state-as-force.14 

Whatever their origins, however, the two senses of the concept 
of hegemony are employed with considerable independence. For 

instance, we have seen that Gramsci correlated a subaltern class's 
transition from "economic-corporatism" to "hegemony" with its 
experience of "catharsis" in political action and therefore with its 
new potential for attaining a "philosophical" view of the world. 

Yet this hardly means that the hegemony of curremly dominant 
classes is ever practiced over masses who have taken either of 
these steps beyond common sense. In general, the associations 

that Gramsci made between hegemony on the one hand and 

philosophical achievements and historical processes on the other 
apply readily only when the concept is understood as a stage in 
the evolution of a subaltern class. 

Gramsci made many such associations in his historical discus
sions. In contrast, he offered few generalizations about hegemonic 
rule. The reason seems clear: he recognized that hegemonic rule 
(or the overwhelming predominance of hegemony over domina

tion as the form of political control) is the "normal" form of 
government, at least in industrial societies, and therefore almost 
infinite in its variety.15 He did, however, throw some light on 
hegemonic rule when he contrasted modern bourgeois states with 
ancient slaveholding states and pre-modern or feudal stales which 

organized themselves into closed estates and reproduced a ftxed, 
static, and "mechanical" separation of dominant and subaltern 
classes.16 In the bourgeois state, which is the ftrst to use an 
extensive hegemonic apparatus, the autonomous castes of the pre
modern state become transformed into voluntary associations-
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parties, unions, cultural institutions, etc.-which serve as hege
monic instruments. Yet if all such hegemonic states are necessari
ly mass-based, at least in the sense that they actively disseminate 

a dominant ideology throughout society, they nonetheless vary 
considerably in the pervasiveJleS"S and systemization with which 
their hegemonic apparatuses operate and in the degree of partici
pation they foster. Just as ancient republics like Athens could be 

participatory without being hegemonic, so modern bourgeois 

states like fascist Italy could stymie participation while still being 
hegemonic to an increasing degree. "In a hegemonic system," 
Gramsci suggested, "democracy between the ruling group and 
ruled groups exists to the extent that the development of the 
economy, and therefore of the legislation which expresses that 
development, holds open the channels for the ruled to enter the 

ruling group,"17 
Passages like this one suggest that fears of "totalitarianism" 

lurking in Gramsci's concept of hegemony are unfounded. He
gemonic rule-whether by the bourgeoisie or the proletariat-is 
never a closed, static empire of thought and culture. Lenin's 
justification of a dictatorship of the proletariat on the grounds 
that all states are dictatorships had no parallel in a Gramscian 
view that since all stales seek to impose a hegemony, the 

proletariat may impose a particularly rigid one. For Gramsci's 
hegemony is not a static concept but a process of continuous 
creation which, given its massive scale, is bound to be uneven in 
the degree of legitimacy it commands and to leave some room for 

antagonistic cultural expressions to develop, Nonetheless, it is not 
difficult to understand how some writers have seen totalitarian 
implications in a Gramscian hegemony, for hegemony in its 
opposition to domination is certainly not as dynamic a concept as 
hegemony as a stage in the political moment; the one refers to 
what might be called hegemony-maintenance. while the other 
refers to hegemony-creation. And if Gramsci did ordinarily 
describe hegemony-maintenance as an active, unfolding process, 
some of his descriptions of cultural unification suggest a static 
"point of arrival" with little room for future unfolding. 18 

The difficulty here may be due in part to the rather superficial 
attention Gramsci gave to the description of hegemonic regimes. 
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In contrast, he was quite interested in nonhegemonic regimes and 
in the process through which a hegemonic regime can falter or 

collapse. At least three kinds of nonhegemonic systems were 
studied. One is class domination pure and simple-prerevolution

ary Russia, for instance. A second is the practice of lrasformis

mo characteristic of Italian politics, 1860- 1914, which we will con
sider below. Roughly, Irasformismo involves the predominance 

of political society over civil society in such a way that the 
subaltern classes are held in a passive position because their 
potential leadership is co-opted. A third and very interesting case 
is the pseudohegemonic situation in which the government in 

power, in order to gain a functional equivalent of hegemony, 

pretends to exercise its power in the name of a class which in 

reality it does not represent. The Napoleonic Empire is an 
example. In Gramsci's view. the initial triumph of the French 
Revolution was based largely on a class alliance between the 

bourgeoisie and the petty bourgeoisie. The Jacobins, who grad

ually came to represent the interests of the latter class, pushed the 
bourgeoisie "to a far more advanced position than the originally 
strongest bourgeois nuclei would have occupied spontaneously, 
and even far more advanced than its historical premises should 
have allowed: hence the various forms of backlash and the 
function of Napoleon 1."19 This apparent victory of the bour
geoisie did not, however. mean either its hegemony or its domina

tion. Napoleon's rule was essentially independent of bourgeois 
interests; and while to some extent he exercised his power in their 
name, the basis of his control over both the bourgeoisie and the 
subaltern petty bourgeoisie was a combination of personal cha

risma and a diversionary foreign policy.w 
The incompleteness of Gramsc1's assessment of hegemonic rule 

should not, however, conceal the monumental theoretical break
through that the concept represented. Whatever its intentions, 

classical Marxism never gave sufficient weight to noneconomic 
factors like ideology and culture in the reproduction of social 
relations. For the most part, Marx and Engels treated ideology 
narrowly as a belief system without being sensitive to the full 
range of its cultural manifestations. And their treatment of 
culture, it seems safe to say, never approached the level of depth 
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and insight previously achieved by idealists like Kant, Schiller, or 
Hegel. With the concept of hegemony, Gramsci was able to 
surpass classical Marxism in both these respects. Not only did the 
concept call attention to the wide variety of cultural manifesta

tions in which ideology appears, but it also revived the idealistic 
concern with culture and then superseded it by analyzing the 
complex interconnections between culture and politics which the 
idealists had suppressed. Moreover, as these points help to 
illustrate, hegemony served Gramsci as a point of intersection 
where many of his other conceptual commitments-culture, 
ideology, language, totality, intellectual, revolution, and political 
education dialectic-could be brought into mutual rapport)1 

One other important concept may also be located at this 
intersection, though its relationship to hegemony is especially 
complex; this is the concept of an "historical bloc." We have said 

that Gramsci referred to the social formation of an intellectual
mass dialectic as an "intellectual and moral bloc .... When he 
looked beyond the process of political education itself to the 

larger social implications of such a bloc, to its capacity for 
creating history, he referred to it as an "historical bloc .... Such a 

bloc will have two dimensions, which can be thought of in rough 
parallel to the two aspects of hegemony. Just as hegemony 
represents a higher stage within the political moment of the 
development of a class, so an historical bloc is in one sense an 
effort to infuse this hegemony throughout society, above all by 
means of class alliances. Once these horizontal linkages are 
achieved, an historical bloc, like hegemony-maintenance, can be 
understood on a vertical dimension as a relatively stable ("or
ganic") relationship between structure and superstructure, be
tween the productive, economic life of a society and its political 

and cultural awareness, between its being and its consciousness.22 
This notion of a vertical fusion of structure and superstructure 

is really an elaboration of Gramsci's Ordine Nuovo insight that 
political education must be grounded in the economic institutions 
of the workplace, which will in turn be politicized as the 
intellectual-mass dialectic unfolds. What was only implicit there, 
however, and what is theorized much more fully in the Note
books, is the idea that the central mediation between structure 
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and superstructure is the intellectual-the intellectual defined not 

in terms of personal particularity but functionally and within 

concrete institutional settings which connect him or her to the 
whole hegemonic apparatus of the state.23 In Chapler 7, we will 
see how Gramsci incorporated these same notions in the theory of 

the party that he put forward in the Notebooks. 

The distinction between the horizontal and vertical dimensions 
of an historical bloc is, however. only analytical and only implicit 

in Gramsci; the concept must also be seen in a unified focus. In 

such a focus, its central thrust is the suggestion that a class, as it 
develops itself historically, becomes more or less politically 

powerful not only because of its position within the economic 
structure but also because it is the carrier of certain values which, 

though certainly expressions of its experience in the world of 
work and everyday life, become detached as images or projections 

of its political outlook. Depending on the attractiveness of such 

images. the class will be able to attach itself to other political 
groups as joint power·seekers, potential power·shapers, and the 
social forces behind new cultural expressions. 

It is important to recognize that there is nothing inevitable 
about the growth of such an historical bloc and that this growth 
may be arrested at any point. Though Gramsci treated the 

Moderate Party during the Risorgimcnto as a viable historical 
bloc by virtue of its well-coordinated intraparty relations and its 

dedicated organic intellectuals, he also argued that its social basis 
was narrower even than a single class and that it was correspond· 
ingly never able to extend its internal hegemony very fully by 
means of class alliances.24 Its policy of emphasizing internal 

organization and liaisons with rival intellectual groups was a wise 
starting point but inadequate as a final strategy.2s For it allowed 
the party to avoid undertaking a political initiativt! among the 
masses which might have liberated them from the dead weight of 

traditional practices, reoriented their political direction, and 
absorbed them into a truly national and hegemonic historical 

bloc.26 How the Moderates or their principal competitors, the 
Mazzinian Action Party, might have achieved this is the central 
problem in Gramsci's reflections on the Risorgimento. 

In short, hegemonies always grow out of historical blocs, but 
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not all historical blocs are hegemonic. A social group or class 
which establishes an "intellectual and moral bloc" will by defi� 
nition be hegemonic vis�a�vis itself, but its political alliances with 

other such groups may or may not develop into a hegemonic 
relationship. This point has eluded many students of Gramsci. 
Some have erred in the direction of drawing a neat, one-to-one 

correspondence between hegemony and historical bloc.27 There 
are certainly some texts which leave this impression; yet it must be 
false. since Gramsci's whole interpretation of the Risorgimento 

rests on his ability to analyze the discrepancies between the two 
concepts.28 Other interpreters, especially those preoccupied with 

Gramsci's "Leninism," have made the much more serious error of 
reducing the notion of historical bloc to a class alliance.29 This 
ignores the relationship of an historical to an intellectual and 
moral bloc; it ignores the way the latter is defined relative to 
political education; and it even ignores the notion of an inter

meshing of structure and superstructure inherent in the definition 
of hislorical bloc itself. Moreover, when Gramsci did point to an 

intellectual ancestor for this concept, he mentioned not Lenin but 
Sorel.lO In his debate with Antonio Labriola in the late 1 890s, 
Sorel had insisted that an historic "rupture" had taken place 
between objective events and the development of a socialist 
consciousness in the working class; and though he did not 
elaborate on it, he had proposed the notion of a "bloc" between 
structure and superstructure as a way of conceiving the necessary 
historical reconstitution,ll 

Like hegemony, historical bloc is a concept whose thrust is to. 
circumvent all sharp distinctions of base and superstructure which 

treat the latter as a mere epiphenomenon, as in many Second 
International Marxisms, or which assume that a new superstruc
ture can be built independently of the base, as in Lenin's 
voluntarism. Yet, though this distinction lends itself to the 
vulgarization of Marxism, Gramsci chose not to abandon it but 
rather to attempt to show how Marx's own formulation of it in 
the 1859 "Preface" militated against such an economistic reading. 
Hence his fondness for quoting the passage about how "men 
acquire consciousness of structural conflicts on the level of 
ideology."32 We will pursue Gramsci's retheorization of the 
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base/ superstructure distinction in Chapter 7. Suffice it to say here 
that Gramsci conceived of this distinction as a circular movement 
within an organic whole rather than as a linear, mechanical 
relationship between source and reflection or cause and effect. By 
stressing the integration of all the economic, political, or cultural 
expressions of a particular society, the concepts of hegemony and 
historical bloc suggested not how some of these spheres are 
reflected in others but rather how they are partial totalities of 
potentially equal significance which are knit together or drift 
apart in accordance with the political actions that people carry 
out in concrete historical circumstances. 

These concepts also carried fresh implications for the conduct 
of proletarian politics. For if bourgeois domination in the West 
had become internalized by the masses through culture, as 
Gramsci had been arguing since 1924, political change would 
depend on the construction of an alternative hegemony which 
might bore from within and foment a new historical bloc. Yet this 
notion of an alternative hegemony raised an extremely critical 
problem which we can only suggest here but which we shall 
consider more fully when we discuss Gramsci's distinction be
tween civil and political society. The possibility of an alternative 
hegemony seems to presuppose a social order in which the 
existing hegemonic apparatus is not so powerful and pervasive as 
to disrupt all organized, collective challenges and yet which is 
sufficiently dependent on that hegemonic apparatus for its sta
bility so that an alternative hegemony would pose a serious threat. 
This would seem to be an unlikely combination and one, in any 
case; at odds with Gramsci's own suggestions about the nature of 
the advanced capitalist state. 

The Polemic Against Croce 

Whatever difficulties might be posed by the theorization of an 

alternative hegemony did not, however, have to be faced as 
practical questions by Gramsci in prison. The most that could be 
attempted there, in the short run, was to attack the present 
hegemonic influence of leading Italian traditional intellectuals. 
Over a longer term, the particular problems posed by Italian 
political tradition and institutions for the construction of a 
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counterhegemony might perhaps be addressed on the basis of a 

systematic study of the Italian political experience. For Gramsci, 

both of these matters turned on his relationship to Croce. It wiU 
be recalled that Gramsci, in his essay on the Southern Question, 
had raised the problem of the current hegemony of certain 'lop 
intellectuals" over the rest of the Italian intelligentsia in the 
service of fascism, and had even labeled Croce, along with 
Giustino Fortunato, as "the two greatest figures of the Italian 
reaction. "]) But if Croce was a "kind of lay pope"J4 who had to be 
deposed, and if his stance as an historian was ultimately ideolog
ical and had to be exposed as such, his approach to history might 
also be investigated for clues about what a proper historical 
orientation might be. 

Gramsci's assessment of Croce's relation to fascism was no 

doubt harsh; in part this may have been a reflection of the fact 

that his respect for Croce's intelligence was almost as great as his 

disdain for the use to which Croce had put it, viz" his effort "to 
reabsorb the philosophy of praxis and to incorporate ;t as the 
handmaid of traditional culture."3' Croce was an effective hege
monic force for fascism precisely because he seemed to so many 
to be a dissenter or, at the very least. an Olympian figure far 
removed from fascism's excesses.J6 Yet. if he declined to lend 
explicit support to the regime, he nonetheless conferred a tacit 
legitimacy upon it by publishing his articles in the fascist pressY 
And even more disturbing, certain of the methodological premises 
behind his historical analysis-premises which very much affected 
its content-played directly into the hands of a repressive and 
violent regime like Mussolini's. 

We earlier remarked on Gramsci's appropriation of certain 
aspects of Croce's historical outlook: Croce's doctrine of the 
contemporaneity of history and his absolute historicism. What 
disturbed Gramsci did not have to do with these matters but 
rather with the choices and judgments that Croce made as he 
actually wrote history. The organization of his two major works, 
n,e History of Europe in Ihe Nineteemh Cemury and The 
History of Italy, 1871-1915, raised unsettling questions: 

Is it possible to write (conceive of) a history of Europe in the nineteenth 
century without an organic treatment of the French Revolution and the 
Napoleonic Wars? And is it possible to write a history of Italy in modern 
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times without a treatment of the struggles of the Risorgimento? In other 
words, is it fortuitous, or is it for a tendentious motive, that Croce begins 
his narratives from [8[5 and [871? That is, that he excludes the moment 
of struggle; the moment in which the conflicting forces are formed, are 
assembled and take up their positions; the moment in which one ethical
political system dissolves and another is formed . . . ? Is it fortuitous or 
not that he placidly takes as history the moment of cultural or ethical
political expansion?J8 

Evidently, political purposes loomed large in Croce's histories. 
This was not in itself improper, but Croce refused to acknowledge 
them and thus to admit that he sought "to create an ideological 
movement corresponding to that of the period with which he was 
dealing, i.e., the period of restoration-revolution, in w

'
hich the 

demands which in France found a Jacobin-Napoleonic expression 

were satisfied by small doses, legally, in a reformist manner." 
When Croce had acted on this desire, the results had been ironic. 
The same writer who conceived of "history as the story of liberty" 
had also "contributed to a reinforcement of fascism-furnishing it 

indirectly with an intellectual justification, after having contrib
uted to purging it of various secondary characteristics."39 

Two key premises had allowed Crocean history to bypass the 
moment of struggle. One stemmed from his 1906 appraisal of the 
"living" and "dead" in Hegel, in which he claimed to have 

discovered a fundamental confusion between "opposites" and 

"distincts."40 The richness of Hegel's own discovery of a "dialectic 
of opposites," Croce thought. had so intoxicated him that he had 
applied it everywhere in a panlogistic bacchanal. Yet this dialec
tic, "so far from being the whole of philosophy, is not even the 
whole of logic."4J One could legitimately use it to analyze true 
"opposites" like beautiful/ugly or being/nothing, but not mere 
"distincu'" such as fancy/intellect or art/philosophy. The former 
were not really concepts but mere abstractions made concrete 
only in their synthesis, as, for instance, in the synthesis of being 

and nothing in becoming. Distincts, however, involve two con
cepts, "the second of which would be abstract and arbitrary 
without the first, but which. in connection with the first, is as real 
and concrete as it is."42 Distincts are therefore not to be grasped 
dialectically but in a more linear fashion, which Croce dubbed the 
"theory of degrees" of spirit. 

Gramsci saw in the "theory of degrees" a fundamental philo-
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sophicaJ underpinning of all Crocean thought, one which re
treated from the full force of Hegelian negativity and which 
therefore represented a distinct "step backwards from Heget."43 
Yet perhaps even more fundamental in Croce's failure to come to 
grips with history as class slruggle was his refusal to acknowledge 
the philosophical seriousness of political expression. He defined 
politics in terms of individual and group conflicts over scarce 
resources and reduced it to a mere "passion" or "error," to "the 
moment which in the Theses on Feuerbach is called schmurzig

jiidisch [dirty Jewish}.""" He therefore had thought it appropriate 
and legitimate to minimize politics as far as possible through 
centralized state administration. Whatever its consequences for 
justice and freedom, Gramsci argued that such a view of politics 
made no logical sense: 

Permanent passion is a condition of orgasm and of spasm which means 
operational incapacity. It excludes parties, and excludes every plan of 
action worked out in advance. However. parties exist and plans of action 
are worked out. put into practice. and are often successful 10 a 
remarkable extent. So there is a flaw in Croce's conception.�j 

Either party politics for Croce is not real politics, in which case his 
argument is trivial, or it is politics, in which case his argument is 
contradictory. 

What, then, had Croce meant by "ethical-political" history? 
This phrase is not, as one might suspect, a conjunction of 
opposites; it ,stands really just for the ethical moment in the life of 
states, where by ethical is meant the extent to which states will the 
"universal" and thus promote human liberty.�6 Though this 
moment is said to pervade state behavior at all times, it does not 
entirely dominate the historical stage. States also always act from 
a different and autonomous form of motivation. the "economic 
moment," i.e., what is "useful" for the state in the neutral sense of 
technical achievement. Thus state life for Croce is essentially 
contradictory: the state is forever grappling with the conflicting 
goals of being the educator concerned with the moral improve
ment of its citizenry and of ensuring ultimate survival at whatever 
cost. 

Gramsci certainly perceived the difference between Croce's 
view that the ethical-political moment is an historical constant 
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even if it is also constantly rivaled, and his own formulation in 

which hegemony was sometimes the principal political mode, 

sometimes secondary, and sometimes supplanted entirely by 
dominationY This was precisely his criticism: by treating history 
as a smooth lake, Croce had eyes only for fair weather. While this 
had led him to demonstrate "the importance of cultural and 

imellectual facts in historical development,"48 a great corrective to 
mechanical materialism, it had blinded him to history's darker 
clouds. In Erica e polirim,49 Croce had praised Machiavelli for 

having been the first to spell out the dualism of economic and 

ethical-political moments in history, and, as we will see more fully 

in the next chapter, Gramsci echoed this semiment in his own 
terms. Yet he also perceived that Croce had entirely lost Machia
velli"s "Jacobin" sense for what was involved in acts of large-scale 
political creativity. 

From this polemical confrontation with Croce, then, Gramsci 

was able to define the uses of history: History was presem politics 
in the making; to make an historical reconstruction was not only 
to grasp present political issues in the fullness of their historical 
development but to create an historical mediation which offered 
direction for present political struggles by analyzing similar 

efforts in the past, both successes and failures. Croce had inspired 
this outlook with his doctrine of history's contemporaneity and, 
unwittingly, with the implicit political orientation underlying his 
work. Moreover, his emphasis on " ethical-politica!"' history, even 
if Oawed in his own execution, remained appropriate, especially 
for the Italian case. Why had no class ever succeeded in becoming 
hegemonic over all of Italian national life? What were the specific 
shortcomings of the historically progressive forces in Italy which 
had prevented them from exercising the necessary role of popular 

political educators? These and similar questions were suggested 
by Croce's accounts, and they became the questions that Gramsci 

strove to answer in his own historical reconstructions. While it is 
therefore accurate to regard these reconstructions as political acts 
rather than as "pure" history, one must remember that Gramsci 

shared this general orientation with Croce and that, in both cases, 
their approaches were not arbitrary but followed from funda
mental philosophical assumptions.w Thus, in the analysis of 
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Gramsci's historical writings to which we may now turn, we will 

not be particularly concerned 10 assess them as scholarship;�1 

rather, we must judge them in terms of the political lessons they 

allowed him to draw, how he drew them, and how they related to 
his political outlook more generally. 

Jacobinism and Its Absence 

In principle, any political movement arising in civil society is 
capable of forming an historical bloc, allying with other subaltern 
classes, and creating an alternative hegemony. Yet Gramsci 
thought that historically the French Revolutionary Jacobins had 
been the first modern political movement to do this, and he made 

a practice of referring to all such movements before and since as 
"Jacobin." In applying this concept across European history, 
Gramsci took its essence to be a dialectical subordination of the 
countryside to the city, in which peasant consent was mobilized 
by an organized political party or other urban movement. Thus. 
Machiavelli was a "precocious Jacobin" because his "intention 
through the reform of the militia" was to allow "the great mass of 

peasant farmers to burst simultaneously into political Jife."51 
Moreover. his project showed that he had applied his "will to the 
creation of a new equilibrium among the forces which really exist 
and are operative." He had moved "on the terrain of effective 
reality . . .  in order to dominate and transcend it."53 

This enthusiastic portrait of Machiavelli the Jacobin is very far 
from the view of Jacobinism that Gramsci took in his early 
writings on the Russian Revolution.'4 There. in his concern to 
show that the Bolsheviks represented a new proletarian class and 
unprecedented historical possibilities, he had portrayed the 
French lacobins as elitist, conspiratorial, narrowly bourgeois, 
and lacking a universal program. He had emphasized that their 
revolution was more than a century out of date and not to' be 
confused with contemporary events, as some Western journalists 
were doing. In the Notebooks, Gramsci's far greater respect for 

lacobinism was not, however, so much a change in this attitude as 
a deepening of it. He still saw the "historical" lacobins as the left 
wing of the French bourgeoisie. driving it "forward with kicks in 
the backside" but also quite incapable of transcending this role." 
What he now argued was that this meant that they 
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were realists of the Machiavellian stamp and not abstract dreamers. They 
were convinced of the absolute truth of their slogans about equality, 
fraternity and liberty. and, what is more imponanr, the great popular 
masses whom the Jacobins stirred up and drew into the struggle were also 
convinced of their truth. The Jacobins' language, their ideology. their 
methods of action reflected perfectly the exigencies of the epoch, even if 
"today,� in a different situation and after more than a century of cultural 
evolution. they may appear "abstract" and ''frenetic.''S6 

What the French Revolution needed when the Jacobins arose was 

exactly what they had given it: the destruction of enemy forces to 
prevent counterrevolution and the expansion of bourgeois cadres 
capable of leading a national force against enemies in the Vendee 
and elsewhereY Their success in blunting the Girondin attempt to 

manipulate federalist sentiment against Jacobin Paris was par
ticularly remarkable. In a matter of months, they had done no less 

than to organize a hegemony for Paris over rural France. Even if 

their political dominance was short-lived. they still had to be 
credited with having "created the bourgeois state. made the 
bourgeoisie into the leading, hegemonic class of the nation-in 
other words, with having given the new Stale a permanent basis in 
a compact, modem French nation."SB 

Gramsci's fascination with this now much richer and fuller 
historical image of lacobinism led him to universalize it as a 
political category. To do this he distinguished the "historical" 
Jacobins from "the particular methods of party and government 
activity which they displayed."�9 In part these were matters of 
character and style: lacohins had "extreme energy, decisiveness 
and resolution."6Q In pari they were matters of program: lacobins 
built "national-popular" mass movements based on urban-rural 
alliances. In this sense, the Italian Communists were "modern 
lacobins" who sought an historical bloc and eventually a national 

hegemony. They had a well-organized party, a determined pro
gram, an emphasis on worker-peasant alliances, roots in a specific 
class base, and a great deal of determination and energy. Al
though they had suffered temporary setbacks in the postwar era, 
they were significant just for having recognized the importance of 
these Jacobin aims. In Gramsci's view, the theme that had 
dominated Italian political development since the end of the 
Roman Empire was that "an effective lacobin force was always 
missing."61 This was why the fundamental political changes in 
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Italian history had always come in the form of "passive revolu
tions." 

By a "passive revolution" or a " revolution without a revolu

tion," Gramsci generally meant elite-engineered social and po
litical reform,62 He credited the phrase to Vincenzo Cuoco (1 770-
1823), a far-sighted Neapolitan conservative who had argued in 
1799 that Italy could aven its own version of the French 
Revolution only by an active campaign of social and political 
reform. Passive revolution became attractive when a regime 
possessed domination but lacked hegemony and needed to curb a 
progressive force, preferably without any resort to violence, or at 
least without a protracted struggle. This could be accomplished 

by launching a minimalIy progressive political campaign designed 
to undercut the truly progressive classes-a tactic employed, for 
instance, by the Moderate Party of d'Azeglio and Cavour during 
the Risorgimento. However, the situations which prompted pas
sive revolutions were not without opportunities for the truly 
progressive classes; if the regime'S domination prevented their 
overt advance, its lack of hegemony gave them room for covert 
maneuver. Indeed, from their independent base they might be 
able to mount a "molecular" upsurge carrying them into power. 
Examples of such progressive undercurrents-which Gramsci 
also referred to as passive revolutions-were Christianity under 
the Roman Empire, the French bourgeoisie during the Resto
ration ( 1 8 1 5-30), and Gandhiism in India.63 In these cases, sub
stantial hegemonic force existed without a capability for domi
nation: in the more usual sense of passive revolution, a capability 
for domination had existed without substantial hegemonic force. 

When Gramsci delved into Italian history for the source of the 
tendency toward non-Jacobin " passive revolutions," much of his 

interest focused on the evolution of the Italian medieval com
munes. Stimulated by the work of Henri Pirenne, whose book on 
the medieval city was among those he read in prison,l'" Gramsci 
argued that the Italian communal bourgeoisie was the first to 

have established itself as an "economic-corporative" power in 
medieval Europe, but that it had never succeeded in transcending 
this phase. In part, he traced this to the influence of the Catholic 
hierarchy, which opposed the "nascent capitalist economy" and 
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sought to prevent it from gaining hegemony. However. the most 
important sources of the communes' failure were internal: 

By J400, the spirit of initiative of the Italian merchants had been broken. 
They preferred to make safe investments of their acquired riches and to 
have a secure income from agriculture rather than to risk them once 
again in travels and investments abroad. Yet how did this collapse come 
to pass? Several elements contributed; fierce class warfare within the 
communal cities, the insolvency of regal debtors . . .  , the absence of a 
large state 10 protect the citizens from foreign threats. In short. the 
fundamental cause is to be found in the structure of the communal state 
which was incapable of developing itself into a large territorial state.�' 

The commune was only a "mechanical bloc" created by the 
common activity of commerce. As such it was entirely autono· 

mous, independent both of other communes and similarly consti· 

tuted blocs of "proletarians, serfs and peasants."66 For centuries 
this isolation had been to the bourgeoisie's advantage, allowing 

its culture and class sense to incubate. But by the fifteenth 

century, this process was very far advanced, and the bou rgeoisie's 

continued lack of integration in national life could only result in 
its stagnation. A basic need had emerged for a "modern state 
which would have substituted for the mechanical bloc of social 
groups, their subordination to the active hegemony of the 

directive and dominant group, hence abolishing certain autono· 
mies which would nonetheless have been reborn in other forms, 
as panies, trade unions and cultural associations."67 

One significant result of the failure to meet this need was a 
legacy of isolation and mutual distrust between the country and 

the city, which made future political alliances very difficuh. Once 

fallen from their grandeur, the Italian communes had become 
"cities of silence" in which there existed and still exists: 

among all social groups, an urban ideological unity against the country
side, a unity which even the most modern lIuclei in terms of civil function 
do not escape. There is hatred and scorn for the �peasant," an 

implicit common front against the demands of the countryside. which, if 
realized, would make impossible the existence of this type of city. 
Reciprocally. there exists an aversion . . .  of the country for the city. for 
the whole city and all the groups which make it up.f>!! 

One laler historical episode in which this city-country relation· 
ship was particularly visible was the Neapolitan Revolution and 
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the resulting Parthenopean Republic of 1799. There the attempt 
at a "passive revolution" by an enlightened city elite was "crushed'" 
by the neighboring peasantry, who had been organized by the 
local Cardinal.69 Yet Gramsci argued that the peasants had rallied 
to the conservative elite, rather than to the enlightened one, not 
because their interests were better represented by the former but 
because the latter had completely ignored them. The aristocratic 
and bourgeois elements in the city had not been able to overcome 
their fear that a coalition with the peasants would eventually 
produce a political situation in which their own landed property 
would be expropriated. 

This tension between the country and the city was further 
exacerbated later in the Risorgimento, when the spreading influ
ence of Piedmont in the North appeared to be reproducing the 
split on overalJ North-South lines.7o Even though the Risor
gimento culminated in a unified Italy-substantially by 1861, 
completely by 1870-the traditional urban-rural and North
South rivalries were certainly an important source ofthe political 
arrangements which raised the Southern Question in subsequent 
years. Moreover, these rivalries made it that much more difficult 
for any subsequent effort to solve the problems of the South by 
organizing the subaltern classes for political action. Yet when 
Gramsci turned back to the earliest years of the Risorgimento, the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, he could also see 
the social and cultural factors that had fueled the movement for 
national integration. Especially after the French Revolution, a 
"consciousness of national unity" had developed, first as the 'call 
for ridding the Italian peninsula of foreign influence, later as a 
"sensibility of certain ideal exigencies."?1 Moreover, the French 
Revolution had produced a new sense of hope and of the need for 
combat and political sacrifice among the peasantry in both the 
North and South of ltaly,12 Among elites there were unifying 
factors too. One very important one was the "literary rhetorical 
tradition which exalted the Roman past, the glory of the Com
munes and the Renaissance. and the universal function of the 
Italian Papacy."7J 

In short, Gramsci found in the early Risorgimento many of the 
major reasons why no class in modern Italian history had ever 
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established a hegemony over the rest, but he also found certain 
new factors which had at least raised the possibility of achieving 

the unprecedented. For this reason, the great historical problem 
which the Risorgimento posed for him was double-edged: why 
did the Risorgimento evolve into a purely passive revolution, and 
under whose direction and in what ways might the subaltern 

classes have been educated and organized to produce a more 
complete transformation? 

There is an important assumption in this way of posing the 
problem. Unlike many historians before and after him, Gramsci 

never viewed the Risorgimento as a regal conquest pure and 
simple. Cavour's machinations, whose cunning and brilliance he 
never for a moment doubted, were the major force behind the 

Austrian ouster from the peninsula, and in that sense, behind the 

unification of Italy. But both the political movement for which 

Cavour spoke. and the problems that his solutions provoked, had 
roots which descended much deeper into society. Gramsci saw 
that the political currents of the Risorgimento were directed as 

much against the South and the peasantry as against the old order 
of church, aristocracy, and the Austrian alliance. The Risor

gimento had grown out of social and political unrest, much of it 
among the Southern peasantry.14 That the forces producing this 
unrest remained in disarray may have been the period's tragedy; 
but precisely for that reason, they could not be ignored. "The 
Risorgimento," Gramsci argued, "is a complex and contradictory 
historical development which achieves wholeness from all its 

antithetical elements: its protagonists and antagonists, their 
struggles and the reciprocal modifications these struggles bring 

about, the function of latent and passive forces like the great 
peasant masses. and above all, naturally. the function of interna
tional relations."1j 

If, as these images suggest, Italian unification left as many of 
the Risorgimento's threads dangling as it knotted, then the 
answers to the questions that Gramsci posed would no doubt 
emerge from an analysis of the period's political actors-the way 
they had organized themselves, the opportunities they had taken 

advantage of, and those they had missed. This, at any rate, seems 
to have been Gramsci's basic working assumption, one that 
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corresponded to his long-held belief that people can shape, if not 
control, their historical destiny through political organil.3tion 
and initiative. As he surveyed the political forces of the Risor
gimento, he saw that the years 1848 and 1849 had marked an 
important watershed. With the defeats they had suffered then, 
both Carlo Cattaneo's federalist-republican idea of a United 
States of Italy within a United States of Europe and Vincenzo 
Gioberti"s neo-Guelph design for an Italian confederation of 
states under Papal leadership had collapsed as visions command
ing political respect. This had effectively narrowed the field of 
political actors to two: the Moderate Party, which Cavour 
ultimately commanded; and Mazzini's Action Party, whose con
trol in the end was shared with Garibaldi. 

The Moderate Party became a major actor in Risorgimento 
politics when it absorbed the remains of the neo-Guelph move
ment in 1849. Initially federalist like the neo-Guelphs, it soon 
became a political arm of the Kingdom of Sardinia. Guided first 
by d'Azc:glio and then by Cavour, the party's political line became 

much more realpolitik and its organization became much more a 
"real, organic vanguard of the upper classes" sustaining a "na
tional bloc."76 Once unification was achieved, it became the 
political right within the Italian parliament and governed until 
1876. 

The Action Party, in contrast, was a loose aggregation of 
secular, mostly repUblican elements, linked almost wholly through 
a common devotion to Mazzini. Although not formally consti
tuted until 1853, most of tbe factions within the Action Party had 
fought together in the struggles of the 184Os. In the decisive years 
that preceded unification, their role was extremely limited. Their 
only major efforts were the Sicilian Expedition of the "Thou
sand," led by Garibaldi in April 1860, and the subsequent 
takeover of Naples that September. Eventually they became the 
vital nucleus of the Italian parliamentary left and the source of 
much of the antagonism to the post-Risorgimento tbat we 
mentioned in earlier chapters. 

For Gramsci, the twin issues of the Risorgimento's ultimate 
"passivity" and its inherent but unexplored possibilities for the 
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hegemony of one class over the rest tended to center on the com

parative analysis of these two political forces. Basically, his 

analysis revealed that the contesl had been unevenly matched 
from the beginning. While never close to a national hegemony, 
the Moderates had always exercised morc of a "spontaneous 
attraction" over the "whole mass of intellectuals" than had the 

Action Party.77 Some of this attraction resulted from their 

genuinely progressive economic policies.7s Moreover, once the 
tragic defeats of 1848-49 had shattered all utopian illusions, the 

market value of political "realism" had soared, and the Moder
ates had attracted many new cadres from former allies and even 
adversaries. In this atmosphere, they had been able to make an 
effective and virtually unchallenged use of "unity" slogans.79 But 

perhaps their greatest asset was the passivity of their opponents. 

Far from challenging the Moderate claim to be leading a unified 
movement, the Action Party seemed to relish the role of being off 

center stage. Gramsci found it difficult to pinpoint the source of 
this tendency. Perhaps it lay in the atmosphere of intimidation 
created by 1848; perhaps in a simple failure of nerve on the part of 
the leadership.so Or was it perhaps even more a product of their 

lack of vision? This would be an ironic thesis in view of Mazzini's 
romantic obsession with political vision. Yet, as Gramsci looked 
back on post-1848 Italy, he saw that the Action Party's only hope 
for playing an effective leadership role would have been to 

develop a truly "organic" (as opposed to the Moderates' merely 
"empirical") program of mass-elite reiations.11 

In other words, it should have become a Jacobin party. But 
unlike the Moderates, who at least "represented a relatively 
homogeneous social group" and maintained a rough ideological 

consistency over time.82 the Action Party had no specific class 
base; nor did it seem to feel the need for establishing one. In the 
last analysis, this meant that it represented the interests which the 

Moderates wanted it to represent. Moreover, it had no concrete 

program of governance, a fact that made its differences with the 
Moderates appear to be more a matter of "temperament" than of 
organic politics.B] For their part, the Moderates were shrewd and 
calculating, and tho'ugh they could be understood as an historical 
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bloc, they remained strangely aloof. They never saw the need for 
building a mass movement out of the "nuclei of homogeneous 
leading classes" which they represented. 

These nuclei undoubtedly existed, but their tendency to unite was 
extremely problematic; also, more importantly, they-each in its own 
sphere-were not "leading" [dirigeme]. The "leader" presupposes the 
"led," and who was "led" by these nuclei? These nuclei did not wish to 
"lead" anybody, i.e .. they did not wish to concord their interests and 
aspirations with the interests and aspirations of other groups.84 

While they remained dominant, the Moderates made no attempt 
to widen their influence through a hegemony. This, essentially, 

is why the Risorgimento stagnated as a passive revolution in 
which "what was involved was not a social group which 'led' other 
groups, but a state which, even though it had limitations as a 
power, 'led' the group which should have been ·leading."'8� 

Was there a viable alternative outcome that had been at least 

conceivable at the time? Gramsci seems to have regarded this 
question as one of the most important to be faced in  any effort to 
assay the Risorgimento experience.86 His answer was complex. It 
was negative in the sense that no leader within the Action Party 
had seen the need for Jacobinism, a fact for which there was a 
solid explanation based on objective historical developments. 
Insofar as the Italian bourgeoisie had any intellectual leadership 
after 1 8 15, it was energized almost wholly from abroad, mostly 
from France. The only Italian who even came close to seeing 
"that what was lacking in the Risorgimento was a 'Jacobin' 

ferment" and to having "a strategic conception" was Carlo 
Pisacane.87 He had understood part of what Mazzini had missed: 
that the presence of Austrian troops on Italian soil was a potent 
fact around which to do political organizing. He had further 
argued that such organizing should be at least democratic enough 

to provide the basis for a national army recruited by compulsory 
conscription.88 Yet. however acute his military sense, he had been 

no more successful than Mazzini in perceiving the political 
imperative of establishing a strong mass·based party with a solid 
program and an articulate strategy. In temperament too, Pisacane 
was no more the Jacobin realist than Mazzini. For instance, 
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Gramsci found "inexplicable" his "aversion for Garibaldi's strat

egy and his mistrust of Garibaldi."89 

Whatever his insights, Pisacane's ultimate shortcomings seem 
to have convinced Gramsci that no Risorgimento leader had the 
elements of a Jacobin vision. Yet he was also convinced that the 
objective conditions for a Jacobin movement had always existed 
just below the surface. "Agrarian reform had been a strongly felt 

exigency,"90 he thought, and "action directed at the peasantry was 

certainly always possible."91 Moreover, the actual course that the 

movement had taken in the climactic years of 1859-61 showed the 
feasibility of a North-South alliance which, presumably, could 
have been fashioned for much more radical ends.92 At long last, 

the "Northern urban force" had proven capable of smoothing 
over iOlercity tensions and organizing itself as a unified move
ment under the direction of the Piedmontese state. From this 

position it had established contact with the "Southern urban 
force," which, unlike its Northern counterpart, had never been 
strong enough to establish a hegemony over the rural forces in 

its sector. Through self-assertion, the Northern forces had suc

ceeded in persuading the South of this fact and of what they took 
to be the logical consequence, namely, that the South's "directive 
function should be limited to insuring the leadership of North 

over South in a general relation of city to countryside."9J The 

eventual result was a series of mechanical alliances which allowed 

the North to initiate the struggle, the Center to adhere more or less 
peacefully and the Bourbon state in the South to collapse under 
Garibaldi's attack. a relatively weak one. This happened because the 
Action Party (Garibaldi) intervened at the right time, after the Moder
ates (Cavour) had organized the North and Center; i.e., it was not the 
same politico-military leadership (Moderates or Action Party) which 
organil';ed the relative simultaneity, bUlthe (m�hanical) collaboration of 

the two leaderships which were successfully integrated.'J4 

If a true Jacobin party had been leading this alliance, a much 
more formidable result might have been achieved. 

All of these considerations entered into Gramsci's positive 

answer to the question of a viable alternative to the historical 
course of the Risorgimento. Largely to substantiate his answer, 
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he made what often seems like an unceasing inventory of Action 
Pany "mistakes." These can be grouped roughly into three 
categories. The first is by now the most obvious: the Action Party 

had paid insufficient attention to the Italian peasantry, both 
Northern and Southern. Gramsci thought that this negligence 

stemmed less from a lack of awareness of the agrarian question 

than from a fear that a genuine mass movement might eventually 
produce "a terror like that of 1793" or like "the events in France 
of 1848-49."9s This fear also made them hesitate to organize the 
"intellectuals of the middle and lower strata."96 Thus they over· 

looked the "dialectical" alliance which could have been forged 
from these intellectuals and the peasantry to serve as the core 
of a new "Iiberal·national formation."97 

The second set of mistakes concerned the internal organization 
of the Action Party. Gramsci never clarified whether he thought 
the existing leadership was hopelessly inadequate and in need of 
replacement, or whether it would have been enough for them to 
have overcome their more obvious irrationalities. I n  any case, the 

problem was serious. Garibaldi was "desultory" and accepted 
"personal subordination 10 the Moderate leaders" without a 

challenge.98 Mazzini, for all his worldly pretensions, had a rather 
silly Francophobia which blinded him to the merits of Jacobin· 
ism.99 Neither man had thought to organize the party according 
to a plan or to develop a concrete program of government. 100 

Neither possessed any real knowledge of the cultural basis of the 
peninsula, nor had either sought it. Instead, they persisted in 

confusing the cultural unity of "a very thin stratum of the 
population, and polluted by the Vatican's cosmopolitanism, with 
the political and territorial unity of the great popular masses who 
were foreign to that cultural tradition and who, even supposing 
that they know of its existence, couldn't care less about it. "101 This 
undermined the popular appeal of the Action Pany, panicularly 

since Mauini insisted on the necessity of religious reform. As 
Gramsci pointed out, such reform "is not only of no interest to 
the great rural masses, it on the contrary rendered them suscepti· 
ble to being incited against the new heretics."IOl 

Perhaps the biggest single mistake that the Action Party had 

made. however, was its failure to challenge the Moderate slogan 
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of "independence and unity."'Q3 Indeed, far from challenging it, 
Mazzini had promoted it. This policy had destroyed his power to 
lead, and it showed Gramsci that Mazzini understood neither his 
own historical role nor Cavour's: 

If  . . .  Mazzini had possessed such awareness-in other words. if he had 
been a realistic politician and nOI a visionary apostle (i.e .. if he had not 
been Mazzini}-then the equilibrium which would have resulted from 
the convergence of the two men's activities would have been different, 
would have been more favorable to Mazzinianism.IO< 

Mazzini's apparent willingness to allow the Moderates to lead 
helped to obscure the real sources of conflict in Risorgimento 
politics. Ultimately, this had di.sastrous consequences for Italy. 
Not only did it help to ensure that the Risorgimento would 
remain a passive revolution, but it also sowed the seeds for the 
false-consensus politics of tra.iformismo in the post-Risorgimento 
era. At that point, cries of dissatisfaction from Mazzini and his 
followers burst forth like a spring flood, but this was too little too 
late. TraJjormismo was not a post-Risorgimento imposition; it 
was rooted in the Risorgimento itself.lOs By the 1870s, former 
devotees of the Action Party were reduced to the uncomfortable 
alternative of siding with the Tweedledums of the parliamentary 
left or opting out of mainstream party politics altogether. 

To sum up: Gramsci's reflections on Italian history could only 
have confirmed him in the wisdom of the premises which had 
underlaid his PCI chairmanship. Two things, specifically, could 
be perceived as necessary for a progressive reorientation of Italian 
politics: an effective organizational machinery capable of co
ordinating political activity on a national scale, and a truly 
"national-popular" program of political education aimed at 
developing enthusiasm for such a reorientation. As Gramsci had 
already recognized in 1924, the Turin worker council movement 
had achieved the latter but evidently at the expense of the former. 

What the historical inquiry had demonstrated morc fully was how 
deeply rooted the Italian urban-rural divisions were. Moreover, 
the experience of the communes had shown that the incubation of 
an alternative hegemony-even if carefully nourished over a long 
period-would still come to naught in the absence of a Jacobin 
force. Gramsci's reflections on political organization in the 
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Notebooks therefore understandably emphasized the need for 
national organization through a Jacobin political party. We will 
take this up in the next chapter after we have explored how he 
understood the immediate historical context of trasformismo and 

fascism. 

Transformism and Crisis of Authority 

Since he saw it as the result of a prior failure, the era of 
Irasformismo (1860· 1914) never interested Gramsci as much as 
the Risorgimento, but he nonetheless recognized its importance 
for a full understanding of fascism.106 If the Risorgimento had 
failed to move the subaltern classes beyond an economic.cor
porative stage to a hegemonic one, trasformismo had been a 
"molecular" process in which their common sense itself had 

increasingly degenerated. Unlike genuine antagonists, the Action 

Party and the Moderates in the Risorgimento had quarreled and 

flirted like unmarried lovers; no wonder they had 

produced a bastard. .. The wretched political life of 1870-1900, the 
elemental and endemic rebelliousness of the Italian popular classes. the 
narrow and stunted existence of a skeptical and cowardly ruling class, 
these are all the consequences of that failure .... In reality, furthermore, 
the rightists of the Risorgimemo were great demagogues: they made the 
people-nation into an instrument. into an object, they degraded it. In this 
consisted its greatest and most despicable demagoguery.,o1 

These were the brute facts: the Cavourian right ruled for six 
more years after the addition of Rome in 1870 finally completed 

Italian unification; the next four and a half decades saw the left in 
power, first under the rather pallid former Action Party func· 
tionary Agostino Depretis, then under the fiery demagogue 
Francesco Crispi, and finally under the coldly analytical power 
broker Giovanni Giolitti. The word trasformismo, which in its 
most restricted sense referred to the practice of filling cabinet 
posts from both sides of the parliamentary aisle, was first coined 
to characterize the Depretis years. But as one historian has 
maintained: 

Depretis was exploiting a trend which already existed, and the word 
Irasjormismo was coined merely to express thaI absence of party 
coherence and organization which had itself brought about the fall of the 
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Right. Transformism was only the rationalil1ltion of Cavour's practice. 
None of the prime ministers since 1852 had been strictly party men, and 
all of them had been willing to accept support from anywhere except the 
two extremes.I01 

Transformism was not any single technique but a comprehensive 
style, and a remarkably durable one at that. Gramsci located only 

one significant shift in the way it had operated from 1860 to the 

onset of the First World War.lO'J This had more or less coincided 

with Giolitti's ascendancy around 1900. Before then, transform
ism was "molecular" in the sense that the political recruitment for 

the ··conservative-moderate 'political class'" operated by co
opting individual members of the parliamentary opposition. This 
process was "characterized by its aversion to any intervention of 

the masses in state life, to any organic reform which would 

substitute a 'hegemony' for crude, dictatorial ·domination."'11O 

After 1900, the recruitment function tended to operate on "entire 

groups of leftists who pass over to the moderate camp.""1 

Gramsci was thinking here, for instance, of the formation of the 
Nationalist Party out of former syndicalists and anarchists. In a 
smaller way (with a larger consequence), the shift of Mussolini 

and his immediate followers from socialism to fascism was 
another instance of this kind. 

Gramsci probed the peculiar psychology of this sort of politics 
through his critical estimates of Crispi and Giolitti. Crispi held a 

certain fascination for him. "In his program, Crispi was a 

Moderate pure and simple; his most noble Jacobin 'obsession' 

was the politico-territorial unity of the country." Yet, as "a man 

of strong passions, he hated the Moderates as individuals: he saw 
in them the latecomers, the heroes of the eleventh hour, the 
people who would have made peace with the old regimes if these 
had become constitutional."112 Crispi's public oratory was filled 

with intimations of this fact, and his imperialist policies con
verged with the desires of the peasantry for gaining more land, 
even across the Mediterranean in Africa. But his imperialism was 
only a ploy to gain national unity, and the building of a mass 

movement with large peasant representation was the farthest 
thing from the mind of this "true man of the new bourgeoisie."11l 

Giolitti may also have been plagued by similar conflicts 
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between private emotional and public political needs, but he 

showed them less. The hypocrisy of his transfonnism still pro

voked deep cynicism among opposition intellectuals. but his 

greater calmness of manner and purpose gave him greater success 
in achieving political stability. however shallowly it was rooted. 
"For Crispi's Jacobin temperament, Giolitti substituted indus
triousness and bureaucratic continuity."1l4 Giolitti also had the 
greater sense of vision. His was the first serious attempt to 

overcome italy's greatest political liability: its huge dead weight 
of "social parasites" clinging to the body politic from their 
footholds in outdated "social sedimentations."1l5 He did this by 

"breaking the retrograde and asphyxiating hold of landed prop

erty on the state by giving a larger role in it to the new bourgeoisie 

and putting the former under state direction."Jl6 His success was 
well 'beyond what one would expect, given the relatively small 
Italian bourgeoisie with which he had to work. 

Gramsci was far from admiring Giolitti, but he did respect his 
political abilities, especially as they were displayed in the prewar 
era. Indeed, it was fitting that transformism, as the final example 
of Italy's historical failure to develop a Jacobin politics, had itself 
ended under the leadership of one of its most artful practitioners. 
For the tragedy of four centuries of Italian political history was 
too profound to be blamed on individuals, however much some 
of them might have made a difference at critical junctures. 
Certainly fascism was far more than a response to the failure of 
individual political leaders or even to the accumulation of their 
mistakes in and after World War I. Fascism was a frenetic surge 

of the "forgotten" classes, led at best uncertainly by a coterie of 
disaffected nationalists. who sought to free the political system 
from the inertia of half a century of transformism. 

We saw in an earlier chapter how Gramsci had reacted to the 
growth and relative stabilization of fascism in the years prior to 
his imprisonment. Once incarcerated, of course, he was no longer 
able to write about fascism openly, but there are nonetheless 
many passages in the Notebooks which deal with it sub rosa and 
which connect it to the conceptual framework that he was 
developing for the analysis of politics in advancc;d capitalism. 
One of fascism's sources, Gramsci now proposed, was the detach-
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ment, in a moment of intense "'hegemonic crisis," of all of the 
most important social classes from the political parties with 
which they had previously been associated.1I7 In general, such a 
crisis will occur "either because the ruling class has failed in some 
major political undertaking for which it has requested, or forcibly 
extracted, the consent of the broad masses (war, for example), or 
because huge masses (especially of peasants and petit-bourgeois 
intellectuals) have passed suddenly from a state of political 
passivity to a certain activity, and put forward demands which 
taken together, albeit not organically formulated, add up to a 
revolution."lls 

One of two outcomes then becomes likely. An "organic solu
tion" to the crisis may emerge in the form of a single pany which 
marshals the troops of many previous parties and creates the 
political basis for a new hegemony. Had the PSI organized itself 
properly as a collective will in 1919, it might have produced such 
an oUicome.1I9 When such a party is missing or fails in its efforts, 
the political field becomes open to a second possibility, a violent 
solution led by "charismatic 'men of destiny."·I20 Such a solution 
has the effect of restoring a "static equilibrium," which means 
only' that no other group, progressive or traditionalist, can muster 
a viable challenge. As an outcome of this type, fascism nonethe
less did not "solve" the Italian crisis; a "static equilibrium" never 
involves a true hegemony. Yet, through its ruthless domination 
and its partial but unstable consensual basis in civil society, 
fascism was generally able to contain that crisis. 

This is the essential point that Gramsci made about fascism in 
the Notebooks. Yet the richness and complexity of his under
standing of it can only be appreciated in the light of the three 
more general concepts he developed in conjunction with this 
analysis: "Caesarism,""war of position," and "passive revolution." 

If fascism is a species, Caesarism is its genus. III Caesarism 
refers to a political intervention by some previously dormant or 
even previously unknown political force capable of asserting 
domination and thus of restoring a static equilibrium during a 
hegemonic crisis. As such it has progressive (Julius Caesar and 
Napoleon I) and reactionary (Napoleon III and Bismarck) vari
ants. It may be the sudden creation of a single heroic figure, or it 
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may be the gradual and institutionalized outcome of a coalition 
government.122 But whatever its specific nature and source in a 
particular instance, Caesarism always seeks 10 strengthen itself by 
building up the level of its hegemony to match that of its 

domination, thus rendering the latter less evident and less neces

sary. Likewise, the efforts of rival political forces to weaken it are 
best waged amidst the complex superstructures of civil society, 
where Caesarism's fragile hegemony can be further eroded and 
challenged by a counterhegemony. Though its intensity may vary 
considerably. Caesarism always involves a struggle for popular 
support which is more intense than that associated with processes 
of legitimation in noncrisis politics. 

Gramsci referred to such a struggle as a "war of position."l2J 

Fascism was a particularly fierce, institutionalized waging of this 
war, which, however, it was unlikely ever to win, given its 

apparently insuperable antagonism toward the working classes 

(and of them toward it). Yet in this respect fascism was only one 
manifestation of the sort of politics which, for Gramsci, had 

become characteristic of Western societies. War of position was 
his metaphor in the Notebooks for the form taken by the class 
struggle in the complex superstructures which had become char
acteristic of the West and which he had noted at least as early as 
his February 1924 letler to Togliatli. As such it is to be contrasted 
with a "war of movement," the seizure of power through military 
confrontation, as in the Bolshevik coup of November 1917. Such 
politics, as fascism had helped to show, were now outmoded. In 
the current "culminating phase" of a "political-historical situa
tion," Gramsci believed that the war of position "once won"
whether by incumbents or insurgents-would by itself be "deci
sive definitively."124 We will deal with this concept more fully in 
Chapter 7. 

Gramsci's analysis of fascism also introduced the concept of 
passive revolution, which, in a sense, comprehended the other 
two. If fascism was a Caesarism because of its imbalance between 
domination and hegemony, and if it was a war of position 
because of the perpetual struggle this imbalance touched off, it 
was a passive revolution because, despite the constraints of 
imbalance and perpetual struggle, it managed to play an histor-
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ically progressive role.12S And like many, though not all, passive 
revolutions, fascism was progressive in a defensive fashion, since 
it was designed to curb a still more progressive political force. Its 
peculiar feat was to have promoted the development or indus
trialism without the radical cataclysm or a proletarian revolution. 

Together. the various modes through which Gramsci analyzed 
fascism in the Notebooks provided him with a reasonably clear 
understanding of its source, nature, and developmental tenden
cies, as well as with a coherent answer to a most vexing problem: 
how had Italian capitalism been able to survive despite an 
unresolved and apparently permanent crisis? An answer to this 
question could not fail to have implications for Gramsci's phi
losophy of praxis in general. The central implication, to which we 
may now turn, concerns the relation between politics and eco
nomics as "moments" or partial totalities within a larger cultural 
whole. 



C H A P T E R  S E V E N  

The Autonomy of Politics 

In politics. the "war of position," once won, is decisive 
definitively. 

(1931) 

As EARLY AS 1926, Gramsci had maintained that "in 

advanced capitalist countries the dominant class possesses po

litical and organizational reserves which were not found. for 
instance. in Russia. This means that even the gravest economic 
crises do not have immediate repercussions in the political sphere. 

Politics always lags, and lags far behind, economics,"1 By 1930, 

when Gramsci had fully absorbed the impact of the Sixth 

Comintern Congress's adoption of a "social fascism" line and its 
"turn" away from the politics of a united front and toward the 
politics of a proletarian offensive, his earlier conviction could 
only have been strengthened. In stooping to the basest of 
economisms, Stalin's Comintern was not only disastrously wrong 

in its analysis of a concrete situation but wholly insensitive to the 
theoretical considerations which require that politics be con
sidered an "autonomous science."2 

This view of politics distinguished Gramsci's position from 
those of other dissidents in the Third International such as 

Trotsky and August Thalheimer) Though their reaction to 
fascism was similar in stressing the distance between its political 
and economic elites, they implied that this made fascism an 

exceptional stale. For neither of them had gone beyond the view 
long ago articulated by Engels that most states were merely 
executive committees of ruling classes.4 If fascism was a "Bona
partism" because, as a form of politics based on class compro
mise, it was relatively autonomous from the class struggle. it was 
also for this very reason an exceptional state and not one capable 
of being used as a model for all contemporary politics. Gramsci's 

202 
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analysis was necessarily more radical than this, for when he 
combined his analysis of fascism with his comparative analysis of 
superstructures in Russia and the West, he was led to see fascism 
as the clearest single example of the politics of hegemonic struggle 
that had become characteristic of postwar bourgeois society in 
the West. 

Thus it is perhaps not surprising that one encounters in the 
NOlebooks generalizations like the following: 

Politics becomes permanent action and gives birth to permanent orga
nizations precisely in so far as it identifies itself with economics. But it 
is also distinct from it. which is why one may speak separately of 
economics and politics, and speak of "political passion" as of an 
immediate impulse to action which is born on the "permanent and 
organic" terrain of economic life but which transcends it, bringing into 
play emotions and aspirations in whose incandescent atmosphere even 
calculations involving the individua I human life itself obey different laws 
from those of individual profit.S 

This is an extraordinary statement for a Marxist and Communist 
revolutionary to have made in 1932. Its inspiration derives less 
from Marx than from a reading of Machiavelli, whose theme of 
the autonomy of politics complemented the influence of Croce 
(who denigrated and feared politics) in Gramsci's recasting of 
Marxism as a philosophy of praxis adequate to the new age of 
monopoly capital, imperialism, and fascism. Politics, Gramsci 
was saying, is autonomous because it has its own principles and 
laws of tendency distinct from those of economics as well as 
morality and religion; it is, as Machiavelli had fully understood, 
human activity par excellence. 

If one looks back at the way Gramsci constructed Italian 
history, it is evident that his whole analysis reflected a conception 
of politics as an autonomous sphere. He employed the historical 
category of Jacobinism without regard to any economic consid
erations even if, in principle, he always set out from the "eco
nomic moment" and even if the concept of an historical bloc 
presupposed the unity of structure and superstructure. Whether 
this implies a "voluntarist" position is an important question that 
we shall shortly consider. Our main purpose in this chapter, 
however, will be to take up Gramsci's arguments on how to 
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structure a fully adequate party organization for the proletariat 

and how to comprehend relations between politics and society in 
a theory broad enough to aid in analyzing every concrete 
situation that might confront a Jacobin party. We will also 
consider Gramsci's analysis of the future of Jacobin revolution in 
the West. But first we must pay still closer attention to his notion 

of the autonomy of politics, which underlies each of these 
matters. 

In Machiavelli, Gramsci saw a political theorist who, while 

appreciating the extent to which men were motivated by riches, 
had also appreciated how they responded to the purely political 
desire for "glory." Moreover, Machiavelli had been among the 

first political theorists to base his political calculations on the 
"effective reality" of the social and economic world. He had 
conceived that world not statically but dynamically, as a "relation 
of forces in continuous motion" which could. be shaped into a 

"new equilibrium" by a creative political will. And he had the 
great virtue of having written about politics "neither in the form 
of a cold utopia nor as learned theorizing, but rather as a creation 
of concrete fantasy which acts on a dispersed and shattered 
people to arouse and organize its collective will."6 

For all of these reasons, Machiavelli was an inspiration to 

Gramsci, and most of the assumptions in Gramsci's "autonomous 
science" of politics were rooted in Machiavelli's outlook. One of 

these assumptions was Gramsci's stoical insistence that "there 
really do exist rulers and ruled. leaders and led," and that any 
attempt to base the "science and art of politics" on something 

other than this "primordial fact" was doomed to failure.7 Another 
was his suspicion that one could conceivably specify a set of 
universally necessary conditions for the formation of a "collective 
will."8 Still.another was his assumption that even if the develop
ment of the modern world "is in the direction of international
ism . . .  , the point of departure is 'national' and it is from here that 
one must take of(.''9 Gramsci's hope was to collect these and other 
insights into a systematic treatise on politics, a work he planned 
to call The Modern Prince. 

This project bore affinities as well with Machiavelli's successors 

in the Italian political tradition. especially the "elite theorists" of 

the prewar generation, Mosca, Michels, and Pareto. Though 
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usually critical of their work, Gramsci was aware of the ways in 

which they had already explored his territory. He was sufficiently 
intrigued with Michels to devote a section of the Notebooks to a 
critique of Polilical Parlies.lO As might be expected, Gramsci 
recoiled from its conception of an "iron law of oligarchy"; 
Michels had simply reified the oligarchic tendencies of capitalism 

into a timeless proposition. Yet Gramsci appreciated the way 
Michels had drawn attention to the need for "ethical embellish
ments" in the successful management of power and to the 
"organization of a collective will" as a prerequisite for effective 
political action. II Michels had even recognized the pivotal im
portance of organic intellectuals ("labor leaders of proletarian 
origin")ll in political education, though he had found them no 

less oligarchically inclined than any other elite. 

Gramsci saw Mosca's work as "an enormous hodgepodge ofa 

sociological and positivistic character," yet Mosca had "under

stood the political technique of the subaltern classes better in 
1883 than the representatives of those same classes . . .  several 
decades later. "I) Moreover, some of Mosca's major concepts in 

The Ruling Class had rather Gramscian resonances. The concept 
of a "political formula" was not unlike Gramsci's descriptive 
notion of hegemonic rule in its stress on the moral and cultural 
basis of legitimation, even if it was closer to a Sorelian "myth" in 
its concern with the irrational appeals often made to the domi
nant social type. Similarly, Mosca's concept of "juridical defense" 
called attention to an effective way of organizing morality and 
consent, even if its liberal concern with an institutional "balance 
of social forces" was foreign to Gramsci's vision of an ethical 
state. Mosca even had a concept of "hegemony," though, like the 

other elite theorists. he did not elaborate it beyond its common 
meaning of politicat control. 

What principally distinguished Gramsci from the elite theorists 
was that while they could pursue insights about the autonomy or 
even primacy of politics without fear of internal contradiction, 
Gramsci was writing in a Marxist tradition which had always 
insisted on the decisiveness of the "economic factor." How, then, 
could he reconcile his apparently heterodox views with this 
commitment? 

It must be recognized, first of all, that Gramsci conceived of 
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political activity as only relatively autonomous, in the sense that 

the political moment is connected to the economic moment, 

though by a long and complex chain of mediations. Among these 

mediations are an evolving human nature, moral norms and 
rules, ideological systems, and language itself; together with 
politics and economics, these moments form a rapidly shifting 

and interpenetrating cultural totality. Politics and the state are 

therefore not determined, even distantly, by the economic mo
ment, but neither are they neutral mediators over it. Politics is 
autonomous in the sense that its practitioners have margins of 
maneuver, given the mUltiple and complex mediations between 
economic and political elites and given that political relations 
have their own independent logic. 

Yet if such formulations serve to clarify Gramsci's intentions, 
they are hardly sufficient to resolve the issue. One might well ask, 
for instance: How relative is the relative autonomy of politics? 

Are there historical cases in which a Jacobin movement would 
actually have been precluded from the start by purely economic 

considerations? Are there cases in which government elites func
tion with complete independence from business pressure in 
capitalist society? Gramsci never dealt with such questions di
rectly, but his writings do provide clues to his answers, above all 
to the last question. Full governmental autonomy, he would 
likely have argued, depends on a whole host of contingent factors. 
His 1926 typology of European states suggests that one such 
factor is the regime's position-advanced, transitional, or periph
eral-within the structure of international capitalism. His essay 
on the Southern Question suggests a parallel factor operating at 
the national level. Both factors set limits upon, and encourage 
certain directions of, governmental action. Other obvious con
tingent factors include the level of a regime's hegemony and 
domination; as these increase, one would expect the regime to be 
relatively more powerful and, roughly speaking, to have the 
capacity for a greater exercise of autonomy. 

Fewer clues exist in answer to the question about the relative 
autonomy of politics. While Gramsci, in principle, condemned 
the failure to consider the economic bases of politics as an 
anarchist illusion. his own historical inquiries, as we have seen, 
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paid those bases little or no account. This anomaly was never 
confronted; he moved instead to the formulation of a theory of 

praxis based narrowly on an implicit "optimism of the will." The 
question of economic obstacles to the formulation of a collective 
will was bypassed in favor of the practical question of how to 
maximize the effectiveness of counterhegemonic political orga
nization. This is certainly a major theoretical weakness and one 
to which he may well have been led by his desire to maintain faith 
in proletarian politics in the midst of fascist rule. We will return 

to this point in connection with his view of civil society. 

The Modern Prince 

In developing a theory of proletarian political organization in 
the NOlebooks, Gramsci took the Machiavellian theme of po
litical leadership as a starting point. Unlike Machiavelli, however, 
he rejected any revival of the classical image of the "great 
legislator." In  the modern world, "an historical act can only be 
performed by 'collective man. "

, 
The modern prince 

cannot be a real person. a concrete individuaL It can only be an 
organism, a complex element in society in which a collective will, which 
has already been recognized and has to some eXlenl asserted itself in 
action, begins to take concrete form. History has already provided this 
organism. and it is the political party-the first cell in which there come 
together germs of a collective will tending to become universal and 
total.14 

The political party is an ideal institutional vehicle of a counter
hegemony because it is capable of functioning both as a political 
educator and as an umbrella organization coordinating a national 
movement. As already suggested, Gramsci thought that a great 
many civic institutions could be restructured to aid in the process 

of transforming "common sense" through "catharsis" into "phil
osophical reason," but a party would always be necessary to 
spearhead a revolutionary challenge. The highly defensive cir
cumstances in which the Italian proletariat found itself after 1921 

further encouraged Gramsci to think of counter hegemonic or
ganization solely in terms of Ihe PCL 

What, then, was the insight and guidance to be gained from 
previous Marxist discussion on the subjeci of political parties? 
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The main texts in this discussion were Lenin's writings on 
Bolshevism, much of which Grarnsci seems to have read while he 
was in Russia in 1922-23.15 Like Lenin, he was extremely critical 
of the "economistic" view that the "organic" foundation of 
politics (the mode of production) could be assumed to be the 
mechanical producer of all operative causes.16 In that case, the 
party would be understood only as a support structure for a 
movement that it could not fundamentally shape. Yet, far more 

than Lenin, Gramsci was also critical of the "ideologist" position 
which reduced political analysis entirely to a consideration of 
purely "conjunctural" elements-political ideas, strategies, lead

ers, and so forth.l7 If his own thought moved dangerously close to 
this, its voluntarism could nonetheless be distinguished, he 
thought, from the vulgarized versions usually found in Second 
International and prewar anarcho-syndicalist debates: 

A distinction must be made between two kinds of voluntarism or 
Garibaldism. On the one hand there is that which theorizes itself as an 
organic form of h istorico-political activity, and celebrates itself in terms 
which are purely and simply a transposition of an ensemble of "super
men" (celebration of active minorities as such, etc.). On the other hand 
there is voluntarism or Garibaldism conceived as the initial moment of 
an organic period in which the organic collectivity, as a social bloc, will 
participate fully. II 

Gramsci could never accept the first undialectical sort of 
voluntarism in which praxis is conceived as entirely open to 
human will. He did seem to accept the second sort, however. 
because it understands itself only as an "initial moment" in a di
alectic of political education which will hopefully stimulate the 
formation of a well-integrated historical bloc. Some initial force 
is necessary, Gramsci seemed to suggest, in order for this process 
to begin. If even such a qualified voluntarism appears partially 
at odds with his analysis of revolution. it does conform to the 
subjectivism of his epistemological starting point. And, on the 
level of political realism, the necessity of such a voluntarism could 
be perceived as another instance of a "primordial fact." Indeed, it 
was the pretended absence of a vanguard and not its open dom
inance that Gramsci feared. There are always leaders and led; in
visible leaders tend to exist in pseudo-mass parties where masses 
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have no other political function than a generic loyalty, of a military kind, 
to a visible or invisible political center. (Often the visible center is the 

mechanism of command of forces which are unwilling 10 show them
selves in the open, bUI only operate indirectly, through proxies and a 
"proxy ideology"). The mass following is simply for "maneuver," and is 
kepI happy by means of moralizing sermons, emotional stimuli, and 
messianic myths of an awaited golden age, in which all present contra
dictions and miseries will be automaticalJy resolved and made well.l9 

To establish a genuine mass base engaged in self-education. one 

needs visible leadership in the context of a democratic social 

movement. In a highly revolutionary situation which permits the 

organization of alternative worker institutions, this may mean 

retaining a vanguard party. In more defensive circumstances, the 

need will be for internal party democracy presided over by an 

active central committee and coupled perhaps with class alliances 

in the Jacobin manner. In theorizing the latter possibility in the 

Notebooks, Gramsci addressed two related questions: what is 

internal party democracy, and how can it be operationalized. 

especially in order to eliminate the problem of bureaucracy? 

Gramsci operated with at least two different working defini

tions of political democracy. In one, which we have already 

quoted, he pointed to the need for high social mobility in elite 

recruitment.20 This definition presupposes a relatively stable 

division of labor between elites and masses, leaders and led. Yet 

he also left no doubt that the truest democracy would be found 

where this "primordial fact" was breaking down-not through the 

false method of making leadership invisible, but in reality. In this 

sense, a democratic political organization is one in which the 

fundamental premise of operation is not "that there should always 

be rulers and ruled" but that "the conditions in which this division 

is n o  longer necessary" ought to be created.l1 Presumably, this 

definition becomes practically relevant only under the fairly 

special conditions of an advanced prerevolutionary party or, 

especially, of a party in postrevolutionary socialist society. Yet 

Gramsci made the point boldly: 

Since every party is only the nomenclature for a class, it is obvious that 
the party which proposes to put an end to class divisions will only achieve 
complete self-fulfillment when it ceases to exist because classes, and 
therefore their ellpressions. no longer ellist)l 
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The degree to which a party seeks to overcome its internal 
divisions through political education is a good index of its 
internal democracy. If and when it ever finally achieves this, the 
achievement will have been one of creative destruction. 

The postulation of such an evolutionary criterion raises hard 
questions about the conditions under which the evolution is to be 
made. In particular, one might ask: is genuine internal democracy 
for Gramsci in any sense "liberal''? Views on the proper answer to 

this are sharply divided, particularly among Gramsci's inter
preters in the Anglo-American community, where it has received 
the most attention.2l But any answer worthy of serious attention 
must discriminate among several senses of the word liberal. 

Certainly if one takes it to refer to the fear of political power and 
therefore to the practice of minimizing political intervention in 
civil society and of checking and balancing politic;al power. then 
Gramsci's democracy was not liberal. The answer is less straight
forward if one takes liberal to mean the concern with "indi
viduals," "individual rights," and freedom that is "ncgativc" in the 

sense that the goal is the protection of the individual and his or 
her property from interference by political authority or other 
citizens. We saw in Chapter 4 that, unlike some Marxists, 
Gramsci did recognize the importance of "individuality" for 
human freedom, and he provided it with a clear ontological ba
sis. Yet he was at least equally concerned with a more "positive" 
freedom which aims at maximizing the participation of all citizens 
in the political decisions that affect them.H His hope was to 
dissolve the split between citizen and private individual charac
teristic of life in bourgeois democracies.2S 

If, however, one takes the essence of liberalism to be absolute 
freedom of inquiry and discussion, then Gramsci's notion of 
democracy in the Notebooks was definitely liberal, at least in 
principle: 

Who is to fix the "rights of knowledge" and the limits of the pursuit of 
knowledge? And can these rights and limits indeed be fixed? It seems 
necessary to leave the task of researching after new truths and beller. 
more coherent, clearer fonnulations of the truths themselves to the free 
initiative of individual specialists. even though they may continually 
question the very principles thai seem most essential,l6 
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One may, of course, contrast this statement with some of those 
cited in Chapter 3, which Gramsci made in 1923 and 1926 when he 
had a direct interest in silencing Bordiga and consolidating his 
own hold on the PartyY Yet, as was argued in the earlier 
chapter, Gramsci relaxed his assumption of a need for "ideologi
cal unity" in the wake of the Comintern's Sixth Congress. Thus 
the Notebooks echo his earlier attitudes only in their general 
adherence to a Jacobin conception of the party through which the 
national hegemony that had always eluded the progressive classes 
in Italy might finally be organized. As the above passage illus
trates, where his concern is with articulating a dialectic of political 
education, he showed full awareness of the sterility of a peda
gogical setting in which access to information is controlled and 
the free confrontation of all rival views is not permitted. Since the 
essence of Gramscian democracy is educational. it must accept the 
liberal principle of the free pursuit of truth. 

Nonetheless, to be convinced that Gramsci held this principle 
with real conviction, we need to know how it was operationalized 
to overcome, in particular, the dangers of bureaucratization. 
Certainly he was concerned with these dangers: if he viewed a 
certain level of bureaucratization as inevitable within all advanced 
societies,28 he sought nonetheless to define a form of party 
organization and style that would avoid it as much as possible. 
We see this in his contrast of "bureaucratic" and "democratic" 
centralism.29 He was uncompromising in his castigation of the 
former, which "fetishizes" itself in!o "a phantasmagorical being, 
the abstraction of the collective organism, a kind of autonomous 
divinity.".lO His portrait of the latter is as a "centralism in 
movement . , a matching of thrusts from below with orders 
from above, a continuous insertion of clements thrown up from 
the depths of the rank and file into the solid framework of the 
leadership apparatus which ensures continuity and a regular 

accumulation of experience."Jl But what this actually means in 

terms of concrete organization can be grasped with confidence 
only when we consider his detailed description of a democratic 
party. 

In a well-known passage, Gramsci offered a proposal for such 
an organization based on a three-level structure. At its core i� ;l 
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central committee whose function is to exercise "great cohesive, 
centralizing, and disciplinary powers" as well as to make basic 
innovations when and where necessary.n Gramsci avoided the 

term "elite," yet his account leaves us no reason to think that he 
meant' something other than the Bolshevik organ that Lenin 
headed or what he himself had formed forthe PCI in 1924. Below 
the central committee, and led by it, is a second. "mass element. 
composed of ordinary, average men whose participation takes the 
form of discipline and loyalty. rather than any creative spirit or 

organizational ability."33 Gramsci left unclear whether he thought 
this mass base might include other classes besides the prole
tariat or whether he saw intersubaltern relationships best handled 
through class alliances. But his description makes it obvious that 
he intended to cast the net very wide, probably much more so 
than in Lenin's practice. where the emphasis on political educa
tion was much more secondary. Still. if these had been the only 

two elements in the party structure, one might well conclude that 
Gramsci's "democratic centralism" was essentially Leninist. 

His innovation was in postulating a third or "intermediate 
element which articulates the first element with the second and 
maintains contact between them, not only physically but also 
morally and intellectually.")4 These middle-level cadres were to be 
organic intellectuals of the proletariat, leading the dialectic-of 
political education. Why Gramsci theorized this new element 
rather than simply relying on a political education through central 
committee/ mass interaction has been the subject of some specula
tion. It has been suggested, for instance. that the middle-level 
cadres are a means for ensuring the predominance of organic over 
traditional intellectuals.1' This is certainly plausible, since, given 
Marx's expectations and Second International political practice, 
one might well expect traditional intellectuals to predominate 
within the central committee. This would be especially likely in a 
young party or in a society with a relatively low level of 
industrialization, where a large group of organic intellectuals 
would not have been formed. By situating the dialectic of political 
education at a lower level, one is ensured that it will take place 
between elements of the same class. Moreover, Gramsci had 
written in his 1926 essay on tbe Southern Question that an 
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apparatus was needed for organizing the "democratic intellec

tuals" of the rural North and South. To the extent that they could 

be attracted to Marxism, middle-level cadre positions would offer 
them a creative role to play. 

Yet Gramsci may well have had even more fundamental 
reasons for theorizing this third level. He had begun with a 
conception of the party which emphasized its role as a "school of 
state Iife."J6 From his own lengthy practical experience, however, 
he knew that the central commiuee of a major Communist party 
is continually preoccupied with coordinating national strategy 
and international diplomacy from a "political-military" point of 
view. As early as 1919, he was referring to the party vanguard in 
terms of military metaphorsY To reemphasize the importance of 
a vanguard for his view of the party in the Notebooks, he wrote: 
"One speaks of generals without an army, but in reality it is easier 
to form an army than to form generals."38 He seems to have 
perceived that if one left the elite side of the political education 
dialectic to the central commiuee, there might be very liule 
political education at all. More likely, one would see a sharp 
polarization in which internal party democracy would be reduced 
to ritual without consent. Internal party democracy and the 
political education which supports its growth require mutual 

rapport between "elements" and the close, continual interaction 
which can alone foster that rapport. This, no doubt, is why he 

chose to describe "democratic centralism" with motion imagery. 
It is also why middle-level cadres would remain crucial, even 
supposing that the central committee could be composed entirely 
of drganic intellectuals. 

To put the point in sti1l another way: it is Gramsci's intro
duction of middle-level cadres as the key organizational media
tion in the political education dialectic that allowed him to 
incorporate the notion of a vertical fusion of structure and super
structure directly into the party. The party is an historical bloc 
in the making; through class alliances it will seek to extend itself 
on the horizontal plane and to become hegemonic throughout 
society. 

Given these close connections between the party and Gramsci's 
political theory in general, one must conclude that his organiza-
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tiona I conception was not Leninist despite obvious terminological 

similarities. This conclusion is strengthened when one reflects on 
how much the tripartite structure of Gramsci's party appears to be 
the product of the Ordine Nuovo mind. The reader will recall that 
the essential features of Grarnsci's organizational strategy in the 

Ordine Nuovo years were also tripartite. Of primary importance 

were the factory councils in which the workers educated them
selves politically within the context of their daily productive lives. 
In electing their own representatives, they legitimized a set of 

organic intellectuals who might then inspire a deepening of the 
class's consciousness and culture. Outside this nexus stood the 

party, which Gramsci conceived as a vanguard directing the 

overall regional and national "political-military" strategy. We 
have noted also how, in the defensive circumstances of his party 
chairmanship, Gramsci retained these functional elements while 
assembling them all under one organizational roof. The theory of 
the party in the Notebooks seems best understood as a continua
tion of this strategy; central committee, middlc-levc:l cadres, and 

mass base are simply the reorganized counterparts of vanguard 

party, factory council organic intellectuals, and workers. 
Vet one may well doubt whether, in this translation. the 

democratic ethos of the Turin movement is not inevitably negated 
by the new, all-encompassing structure of the party. In this 
design, perhaps, he was flirting with Leninist consequences. For 
if, even in the earlier politics, there had been a tension between the 
military function of the vanguard party and the educative func
tion of the intellectual I moral bloc. this tension could now only be 

exacerbated. The new central committee is invested with an 
ultimate authority which the party was never to have had in 1920. 

The party has been elevated to a pedestal from which it not only 
oversees but controls the entire range of significant political 
practice, and its organizational boundaries in effect become 
congruent with those of the "potential state." Clearly, Gramsci 
intended a party of workers rather than of bureaucratic func
tionaries seeking worker support. Yet even if the organization is 
democratic in the sense of open channels of elite recruitment
and there is no guarantee of this openness-it certainly embodies 
a very different sort of democracy from that practiced by self

governing worker councils.19 
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A larger and somewhat tragic element also seems to be 
implicated in this comparison. Were we to compare the Ordine 

Nuovo and the later conceptions only in terms of their institu
tional relationships, we might well conclude from the absence of 
worker councils in the latter that the prefigurative dimension of 
Gramsci's counterhegemonic politics had undergone a marked 
decline. Yet, paradoxically, after 1923 this dimension is under
stood by Gramsci to be (he crucial eleme.nt for a strategy of 
revolution in the West, where the power of the state is so closely 
connected with the complex superstructures of civil society. The 
decline of the worker councils is not a reflection of any waning of 
his interest in prefigurative structures but rather of an historical 
tragedy which has forced the "modern prince" to uphold the 
entire struggle at a time when any other such expression would be 
ignominiously crushed. 

STale and Society 

Implicit in Gramsci's conception of an autonomous political 
party as the centerpiece of an emerging counter hegemony is a 
particular conception of the relation between state and civil 
society. On the one hand, civil society must be somehow 
distinguishable from the state so that it can be independently 
conquered; otherwise the tactic of creating an alternative hege
mony would make little sense. But, on the other hand, civil society 
must be linked to the state at least to the degree that its conquest 
will be guaranteed to have political ramifications. Gramsci's 
problem, then, was to make conceptually clear how the state and 
civil society could be both separate and linked in the required 
senses. 

Had he pursued this issue in terms of a reconceptualization of 
the structure/superstructure distinction, he also could not have 
avoided confronting the autonomy-of-politics problem more 
directly. For if, as in Marx, civil society is conceived as the 
economic structure and the state is conceived as one aspect of the 
superstructure, then Gramsci's strategic problem could have been 
restated as the conceptual issue of how "economics" could be both 
separate from and linked to "politics." Yet Gramsci made no such 
restatement because for him the structure was narrowly conceived 
as the material and technical instruments of production; civil 
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society was placed not here but in the domain of the 
superstructure.40 

How may one account for this rather startling departure from 

Marxist convention? The best answer seems to be that it followed 
from Gramsci's conception of political education. For if Marx 

treated civil society within the structure because of his profound 
interest in analyzing the dynamics of capitalist production, Gram
sci seems likely to have shifted it to the superstructure in order to 
clarify his notion that the political education necessary for 
revolution is a broadly social process. Marx could explain 
political actions as something like the epiphenomena of a more 
basic structure because he was primarily concerned with explain
ing mainstream political maneuverings within an ongoing capi
talist society. Where this was less the case, as in some of the 
historical essays like The Eighleemh Brumaire of Louis Bona

parte or The Civil War in France, one finds a much richer 

treatment of the superstructure. For Gramsci, however, explana
tions of political life could pause briefly at the level of the 

structure in order to establish broad contextual limits and then 
pass on to the superstructure because his concern was less with the 
internal workings of capitalism than with the prospects of revolu
tion by the subaltern classes. And, as Marx himself had suggested, 
it was at the level of ideology, i.e., within the superstructure, that 
men become conscious of class conflicts and fight them out. 

By situating civil society within the superstructure, Gramsci 
transformed the problem of relating state and civil society into the 
problem of clarifying the relationships internal to the super
structure. That this superstructural orientation served as con
ceptual support for his own particular brand of voluntarism 
seems clear, yet it is important to recognize its consonance with 
political developments in the postwar era. If in Gramsci's early 
writings the state could still be pictured as a dictatorship pure and 

simple,4T fascism had dramatized the degree to which popular 
consent could be used to gain political power and how political 
power in turn could be consolidated through consensual appeals. 
The failure of Western revolution had also dramatized the degree 
to which incumbent elites could mobilize existing common sense 
in antiprogressive directions. Moreover, Gramsci's study of the 
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Southern Question had alerted him to the crucial role of intellec

tuals as a mediation within the hegemonic process. Consequently, 

he was led in the NOlebooks to a very broad functional concep
tion of the intellectual, who operates within a society conceived in 
essentially educational terms. 

From these considerations it followed that any distinction 
between civil and political society could only be analyticaL This is 
why Gramsci abandoned the commonsense, and unduly re

stricted, understanding of the state as "political society" in favor 
of one which grasped it as the "equilibrium between political 
society and civil society," that is, as the totality of superstructures. 42 

There is an anomaly in this reorientation, however. For while 

Gramsci ordinarily spoke of the state in the new expanded sense, 
he sometimes still spoke of political society as "the state proper."43 
It has been suggested that this represents an equivocation in 
Gramsci's theory, one which arises from his not having fully 
abandoned conventional category definitions even though his 
analysis of state/society relations in the West would seem to have 
led him beyond them.-« Yet, given that his insight into the 
peculiarities of Western social systems goes back to 1924, the 

notion that he harbored contradictory images of state/society 

relations in the Notebooks is not very convincing.4s A more 

plausible explanation emerges when one recognizes that the two 
senses of hegemony-its opposition to domination and its opposi
tion to the economic-corporative-correspond to two possible 

images of the state/society relation. To the extent that Gramsci 

was thinking of hegemony as a supersession of the economic
corporative, he was thinking of an isolated civil society and of the 
state as an object to be gained by a rising class; he could thus slip 
easily into referring to political society as "the state proper." To 
the extent, however, that he was thinking of hegemony in contrast 
to domination, he had in mind how existing bourgeois states 
actually function, viz., as linkages of political and civil society.46 

The more important and interesting question, already raised 
above, concerns the manner in which political and civil society 
could be conceived as both separate and linked within the 
superstructure. Perhaps the place to begin in answering Ihis 
question is with the intellectual influences that may have under-
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laid Gramsci's relocating of civil society, and his expanding of the 
concept of the state to subsume it. He himself several times 
pointed to Croce as the essential inspiration for these moves;�7 yet 
Norberto Bobbio seems entirely justified in suggesting that both 
Croce and Gramsci owed considerable debts on these points to 
Hegel.48 Even more than Croce, and far more than his other 
Italian contemporaries and near-contemporaries who had studied 

Hegel (Labriola, Gentile, Mondolfo), Gramsci had read and 

pondered Hegel's description o f  civil society. As Bobbio points 

out, Gramsci acknowledged this debt explicitly: 

One must distinguish civil society, as Hegel understood it, and as it has 
frequently been used in the!>C notes (that is, in the sense of the cuhural 
and political hegemony of a social group within the whole of society as 
the ethical content of the state) from the sense which the Catholics give it 
where civil society is instead political society or the state. confronting the 
society of family and Church.·9 

Gramsci was at one with Hegel in including within civil society 
not only the economic division of labor but also the corporations, 
the administration of justice, and the police. And Gramsci's 
notion of the state subsuming both civil and political society 
resembles nothing so much as Hegel's conception of the state as 
the historical moment of civil society canceled and preserved. 

We must note in passing, however, that Bobbio goes too far 
when he asserts that by embracing Hegel on these matters, 
Gramsci was reversing the Marxian "primacy" of structure over 
superstructure, making the latter "primary" and the former 
"secondary."so While Marx's very choice of the term super

structure, with its attendant image of a base and a rise. may have 

implied secondariness. the reverse was not necessarily the case 
with Gramsci. For the concepts of "primary" and "secondary" 
imply a reductive relationship in  which one level determines the 
other. Gramsci, however, rejected deterministic, mechanistic, and 
causal forms of explanation in favor of an organicist conception 
of mediations within a totality. In this circular rather than linear 
image, the concepts of "primary" and "secondary" make little 
sense. It is thus not surprising that Bobbio is unable to point to a 
single passage in which Gramsci affirms a "primacy" of super
structure,S1 

Even in adopting an essentially Hegelian view of civil society, 
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Gramsci was not uncritical in his embrace of Hegel. He was well 
aware that Hegel's view had been developed in a particular socio
historical context and that it could not be applied mechanically 10 

new circumstances. Indeed, his central criticism of the liberal 
conception of civil society/political society relations was on just 
this point.�2 The liberals claimed to be able to separate the 
institutions of each domain into neat subsets almost as if these 
actually corresponded to territorial divisions. Yet if this had been 
problematic even under the nineteenth-century "nightwatchman 
state," it was completely untenable under the morc comprehensive 
state regulation of advanced capitalism. 

Instead, Gramsci's strategy was to make the distinction on a 
functional basis relevant to a particular society at a particular 
time. Institutions which supported the state's claim to monopolize 
the means of violence and through which it exercised force would 
be conceived as parts of political society. Some of these institu
tions-the army, the bureaucracy, the pcnal system-were almost 
by necessity parts of political society in all states. But the same, 
certainly, would not be true for the institutions of civil society. 
The Church, for instance, had been part of political society in one 
era, civil society in another. A functional answer would include in 
civil society those institutions which, in a given society at a given 
time, were involved in the creation of organized consent over their 
members or potential members through some combination of 
cultural, spiritual, and intellectual means. $0, for instance, one 
such institution in Gramsci's Italy might be a major newspaper 
like La Slompa. To the extent that a particular government had 
some control over or was able 10 manipulate this newspaper, 
however subtly, in order to legitimate its own consensual position, 
one could say that political society was manipUlating an institu
tion of civil society. The difficulty which Gramsci sensed was that 
political society was becoming increasingly involved in this 
activity in the contemporary world, and in ways which made it 
difficult to distinguish between the effort to gain legitimate 
consent and the subtle use of force. 

Consider, for instance, Gramsci's notes on "public opinion": 

What is called "public opinion" is closely connected with political 
hegemony, namely with the point at which civil society makes conlact 
with political society. and consent with force. The state. when it wants to 
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undertake an unpopular action, creates adequate public opinion to 
prOiect itself; in other words, it organizes and centralizes certain elements 
within civil society. The history of "public opinion": nalUrally, elements 
of public opinion have always eltisted, even in Asiatic satrapies. But 
public opinion as we understand it today was born on the eve of the fall 
of the absolute state, i.e., in the period in which the new bourgeois class 
was struggling for political hegemony and for the conquest of power.�) 

The state, through its manipulation of public opinion, is now able 
to force its poin! of view over a reluctant populace in a way that is 
hardly distinguishable functionally from more traditional and 
openly forceful means like intimidating threats to life or liveli
hood. In what sense, then, do the institutions of public opinion 
remain part of civil society and not political society? 

Gramsci was able to answer this question only by injecting an 
historical element into the analysis. To say that what is "orga
nized" and "centralized" during public opinion formation are 
"elements within civil society" is to say something about their 
origin. "Public opinion" as a set of institutions rose with a 
particular class, the bourgeoisie. During that rise, the newspapers, 
parties, associations, etc., that the bourgeoisie controlled were 
purely institutions of civil society. (Similarly, all the proletarian 
institutions of political education that Gramsci helped to create 
were pure elements of civil society.) But once the bourgeoisie seized 

power and eventually became dominant, the status of these 
institutions became much more ambiguous. As far as I can 
discover, Gramsci made no real effort to reclarify his distinction 
for these circumstances. 

The upshot of this is that a sharp, analytical distinction between 

civil society and political society is possible for Gramsci only as 
the contrast between the institutions of a subaltern class and those 
of the dominant classes. The former are necessarily in civil 
society; the latter, though parts of an interpenetrating civil and 
political society in advanced capitalism, are ultimately under the 
control of political society. This particular alignment, of course, 
will not characterize all social formations, and Gramsci's inability 
to make the civil society/political society distinction for other 
cases is undoubtedly a theoretical weakness. But this case is the 
crucial one for his strategic analysis and political theory in 
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general. And one can see how, in Gramsci's understanding of this 
case, civil and political society could be grasped as separate and 
linked in the required senses. For if. as in the political ascendance 
of the French and English bourgeoisies after 1700, a hegemony 
was built over large sections of civil society prior to the direct 
exercise of political power, one might well conclude that civil 
society was independently conquered. And in the modern state, 
where politically dominant elites need hegemony to stabilize their 
rule over the long term, such an independent conquest could not, 
presumably, be ignored forever. 

The difficulty here is that this formulation seems to depend on 
social features characteristic of a particular historical period and 
one which, as Gramsci himself recognized, had already been 
superseded. The ability of the French and English bourgeoisies to 
gain an ascendancy within civil society may simply reflect the 
weakness of civil society/political society linkages in an earlier 
capitalism. Unfortunately for Gramsci's political and cultural 
theory, there is no guarantee that the proletariat will have 
anything close to the same freedom of maneuver within con
temporary civil society. Indeed, experiences like that of the Turin 
worker councils in 1920 would seem to suggest the opposite. That 
Gramsci was apparently unable to see this, or in any case 
incapable of coming to terms with it. leaves his theory of Western 
superstructures in a rather paradoxical state. On the one hand. he 
recognized that in advanced Western societies the key to political 
power lay in the hegemonic control of civil society; the image of a 
proletarian seizure of power in a 1 9 l 7-style coup had become 
mere fantasy. Yet, on the other hand, the ability of those 
controlling Western political societies to block the formation of 
an alternative hegemony was unprecedentedly high. Thus the 
discovery of the political importance of civil society seems to be 
largely negated by the obstacles to institutional innovation 
within it. 

We shall pursue this problem in the Conclusion, but before 
passing on to other matters, we should probably remind ourselves 
that, whatever ils difficulties, Gramsci's conception of the state 
also undoubtedly had advantages for a Marxian political theory. 
As was suggested in Chapter 5, Gramsci was able to conceptualize 
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the "withering away of the state" under communism far more 
realistically than had either Marx or Engels. By including both 
civil and political society as subordinate moments of the slate, he 
could recognize that the state would remain necessary as a 

coordinating mechanism even if its coercive element were to be 
displaced. Moreover, this insight is symptomatic of a still more 

general reorientation that Gramsci sought to provide for Marx
ism. He wanted to restore a certain dignity to the concept of the 
slate by giving it a positive identification with education, culture, 
and the hopeful prospect of a rising level of civilization. In 
particular, the image of the "regulated society," with which he 
sought to encapsulate his teleological point of arrival, suggests 
both the absence of coercion and the active and productive public 

life that would and should continue to flourish. 

Revolution as "War of Position" 

Gramsci's inquiry into the structural contours of the postwar 
European situation utilized a series of theoretical couplets-struc
ture/superstructure, civil society/political society, domination! 
hegemony, East/West, passive revolution/ complete revolution
that were designed to serve in the end as a guide 10 a revamped 
proletarian praxis. Taken together with his analysis of the Italian 
political past, he was led to conceive this revamping in terms of 
the formation of a Jacobin force which, through increasingly 
potent vertical and horizontal linkages, could establish itself as a 
viable historical bloc exercising hegemonic influence in large 
sections of Italian civil society. We have already referred 10 the 
paradoxical conception of civil society upon which this strategy 
was dependent. But whether and to what extent Gramsci was 
himself conscious of the tensions within his formulation and the 
correspondingly diminished chances of its success is difficult to 
ascertain. His theoretical resolve seems never to have been 
seriously dampened, but the continuous failure of postwar Euro
pean revolutions and the apparent triumphs of fascism in Italy 
and of Nazism in Germany did chasten his political outlook 
considerably, even over what it had been in the three years prior 
to his arrest. 

Well before Hitler's open triumph in 1933. the European pro-
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lelariat was everywhere divided, defensive. disheartened. and sup
pressed. Gramsci's fate was nol unusual, but it was certainly more 

extreme than that of mosl Communists. It is noteworthy. then, that 
he never once took refuge behind the facile "hislory-is-on-our
side" slogans that attracted many of his comrades in arms. Like 

other Communists, he was unlikely to turn his "pessimism of the 

intelligence" into despair so long as the Soviet Union stood 
secure, as it did throughout the period. Yet, at the same time, we 
know from reports of conversations thai Gramsci had with his 
fellow prisoners in 1930 that he found the international leadership 
coming forth from Moscow to be anything but reassuring.s4 

In 1926, just before being sent to prison, he had expressed 
certain polite reservations about Stalin's leadership in a letter to 
the Comintern.H But according to numerous prison reports, these 
objections intensified dramatically once Stalin began leading the 

International through the "left turn" of 1929. In the intervening 

years, Stalin had consolidated his leadership into a virtual 
dictatorship over international communism. The "turn" was only 
one expression of this, even if a particularly ironic one. Arguing 
Ihat the predicted economic crisis of capitalism would encourage 

a rapid leftward movement of the European masses, Stalin had 

drawn tactical consequences very similar to the ones Trotsky and 

Bordiga had advocated half a decade earlier and which Lenin had 
then decisively rejecled. His contention, in short, was that work
ers were to join in a "frontal attack" against their oppressors and 
to reject all "class alliances" and " social-democratic" compro
mise. Gramsci reportedly saw this as the resurfacing of an old 

"maximalism" now a decade out of dale.:l6 In the face of some 

Vicious verbal attacks from other Communist inmates, he reaf
firmed his 1924 prescription for proletarian action in defensive 

circumstances: the !Jndermining of incumbent hegemony through 
class alliance. mass political education, and a "constituent assem
bly" as a transition stage toward the "regulated society" of the 
proletariat. 

In the Notebooks, Gramsci referred collectively to these mea
sures as the waging of a "war of position," a phrase he employed 
as a capsule description of his entire strategic argument. The "war 
of movement" or "frontal attack" strategy to which "war of 
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position" was contrasted had been perfectly appropriate in West
ern Europe before 1870 and in Russia in 1917.  It still was ap

propriate in developing nations. indeed anywhere that 

society was still, so to speak, in a state of fluidity from many points of 
view: greater backwardness of the countryside and almost complete 
monopoly of political and state power by a few cities or even by a single 
one (Paris in the case of France); a relatively rudimentary state appara
tus. and greater autonomy of civil socielY from slale QclivilY; a specific 
system of military forces and of national anned services; greater auton
omy of the national economies from the economic relations of the world 
market, etc.51 

These conditions were, however, increasingly rare in Western 

Europe. With their colonial and industrial expansion after 1870. 

these nation-states had become increasingly 

complex and massive, and the Forty-Eightist fonnula of the "pennanent 
revolution" became expanded and transcended in political science by the 
formula of "civil hegemony." The same thing happens in military art: war 
of movement increasingly becomes war of position. and it can be �aid 

that a state will win a war in so far as it prepares for it minutely and 
technically in peacetime. The massive structures of the modern democra
cies. both as state organizations and as complexes of associations in civil 
society. constitute for the art of politics as it were the "trenches" and the 
permanent fortifications of the front in the war of position; they render 
merely "panial" the element of movement which before used to be the 
"whole" of war. etc.S8 

The Leninist revolution. which had been theorized and waged 
as a war of movement, entailed seizure of the organized political 
power of the state. This was made possible by the proper 
organization of a professional vanguard and a breakdown in the 
economic viability of capitalism. Power was conceived instru
mentally; the proletariat was to gain control of the means of 
collective violence as the foundation for its political dominance. 
Once this foundation had been secured, and only then, the 
proletariat could proceed toward its final goal of a socialist and 
communist transformation. Such a view of political power was 
related to a theory of the state as a mere exploitative instrument 
of the dominant classes. In this sense, all states were essentially 
dictatorships despite their varying constitutional forms. The 
dictatorship of the proletariat was no different from any other 

state except for its preparatory role in human emancipation. 
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By articulating the concept of a "war of position," Gramsci 
sought to put forward a fundamentally new theory of revolution, 
one which would be better suited to the intricate civil societies and 
superior state strength possessed by the more advanced Western 
nations.�9 Such a revolution would be an extended campaign for 
hegemonic influence among the population at large; once this was 
attained, political power would be essentially at hand and many 
of the conditions of the socialism would already have been 
realized. In this sense, the trajectory of a war of position can be 
plotted as a single unified movement spanning pre-domination. 
domination, and post-domination stages. Power, however, is 
never conceived merely as domination; on the contraty, it is self
justificatory, anchored in popular consent, and expressed through 
collective dialogue toward concerted decision.60 Proletarian revo
lution is the establishment of this sort of power: the proletarian 
state, as an embodiment of Hegelian Siulichkeit, is an expanding 
counterhegemony which has burst the boundaries of civil society 
to encompass political society as welL One important conse
quence of this is that the dictatorship of the proletariat loses its 
Leninist connotations and arrives instead only in a majoritarian 
form, as an ascending historical bloc which is becoming a state.61 

Such a revolution can be expected to occur not so much 
because of the classically formulated contradiction between pro
ductive forces and relations of production-an incumbent class 
with hegemony should be able to defuse such a crisis rather 
easily-but because civil society and political society enter into 
contradiction. This crisis reaches its most acute stage when the 
ruling classes, though still dominant, are no longer hegemonic, 
and when the insurgent classes exercise considerable hegemony 
but without domination. 

Can one expect such a crisis to be resolved without the violence 
and bloodshed inherent in a "war of movement"? Or did Gramsci 
think of the seizure stage itself as a momentary lapse toward "war 
of movement'"' within a more general "war of position""? Given 
Gramsci's revolutionary activism and his acid critique of Croce, 
who had reduced history merely to an "ethical/ political moment," 
one might guess that the latter was the case. And the final 
sentence of the long passage we have just quoted does lend this 
view some support. Yet the central thrust of Gramsci's writing on 
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Western revolution is to suggest the opposite; the problem of 
"consent" and "hegemony" is his primary concern. Political 
society is a mere "outer ditch" which falls easily in comparison 
with the "powerful system of fortresses and earthworks" of civil 
society which lie "behind."62 Gramsci believed that the West had 

entered a culminating phase in the political-historical situation. since in 
politics the "war of position." once won, is decisive definitively. In 
politics, in other words, the war of movement subsists so long as it is a 
question of winning positions which are not decisive, so that all the 
resources of the state's hegemony cannot be mobilized. But when, for one 
reason or another, these positions have lost their value and only the 
decisive positions are at stake, then one passes over to siege warfare. 6) 

If the war of movement is still relevant at all, it is somehow 
preliminary; the only decisive battles are those in the war of 
position. Perhaps this is why Gramsci saw war of position as "the 
most important question of political theory that the postwar 
period has posed, and the most difficult to solve correctly."b4 

Ultimately. however, the fairest judgment would set:m to be 
that Gramsci's prison writings leave the question of revolutionary 
violence ambiguous. Certainly his divergence from leninist strat
egy is marked, if not total. Yet there is no warrant for including 
Gramsci under a social-democratic rubric, even if his "revolution" 
is entirely a matter of creating a new "historical bloc" by an 
apparently "peaceful road."6S For, as we have seen, Gramsci held 
fast to a goal of social transformation which involved nothing less 
than recomposition of society as a culturally integrated totality. 
Though faithful to the value of total transformation beyond 
capitalism, Gramscian revolution also offered a gradualist ap
proach consistent with the cultural and political complexity of the 
West and which seemed-by virtue of its unified character-to be 
devoid of the means-ends paradoxes thai had plagued classical 
Leninism. 

What then, more exactly, was entailed in the actual conduct of 
a war of position? In one of his more detailed discussions, 
Gramsci suggested that "Gandhi's passive resistance is a war of 

position, which at certain moments becomes a war of movement," 
that "boycotts are a form of war of position," but that strikes are a 
form of "war of movement."66 Though helpful, such examples do 
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not add up to a clear distinction. We do better simply to recognize 

that, in the Italian context especially, "war of position" is 

characterized by a close association with "passive revolution."67 
When a class becomes "dominant but not hegemonic" through 

passive revolution, the way is usually open for a "molecular" and 
"covert" advance of the more progressive subaltern classes. The 
tactics of alternative hegemony to which these adjectives refer
essentially boycotts, propaganda campaigns, countercultural ed
ucation, nonviolent demonstrations, and the like-are the meth
ods of "war of position." In 1923-24, when Gramsci recognized 
that the fascists had in effect staged a passive revolution, these 
were generally the sorts of tactics he considered. Because of the 
"complexity and massiveness" of Italy in the entire postwar era, 

Gramsci began to see then that even his tactics of 19 19-20 should 

have been more adapted than they were to a war of position. 
With their much expanded capacity to shape and control the 

forces of civil society for political ends, the ruling classes all over 
postwar Western Europe had increased their power immensely. 
Hegemonic rule had always made for the most secure exercise of 
power, but the interweaving of civil and political society had very 
much increased the feasibility of such rule. later Western Marx

ists, particularly the theorists of the Frankfurt School, would 
explore this observation through a detailed critique of the politi
cization and "one-dimensional" denigration of cultural life under 
advanced industrial capitalism. Gramsci, however, was the first to 

recognize this situation, and. just as significantly. to respond to it 
with a new strategic idea for proletarian revolution. Certainly he 

was correct to argue that Trotsky had failed to make such a 
response. "Bronstein," he wrote, though "apparently 'Western' 
was in fact a cosmopolitan" who theorized "frontal attack in a 
period in which it only leads to defeats."68 Gramsci's judgment 
that Lenin had adopted an incipient "war of position" mentality 
with his tactic of "united front" in the early 1920s, but had simply 
"nol had time to expand his formula," was more questionable.69 
In any case, neither Russian had even begun to move toward an 
identification of "the superstructures of civil society" with "tbe 
trench-systems of modern warfare."70 

Gramsci was the first to concede that this development had 
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considerably complicated the proletariat's task. Yet, since he 
coupled a dialectical understanding of history with a conception 
Of human rationality and educability, he also saw what later 
Western Marxists would increasingly ignore, namely, that the 
incumbent regime's increasing need for hegemony could also 
decisively increase its wlnerability. When a regime recognized 
this need and was generally successful in meeting it, the prole
tariat was pushed to the defensive and forced to engage in a 
protracted war of position in which the prospects for victory were 
indeed discouraging. When, however, the incumbent powers 
failed to forge their own hegemony or to recognize fully the 
imperative for it, their vulnerability to an alternative hegemony 
was very great. In  such situations especially, a Jacobin revolution 

could certainly be conceived. The more difficult practical problem 

was to organize the collective will that would make it an historical 
reality. 



Conclusion: 
Gramsci's Political Theory 
in Historical Perspective 

G RAMSCI began his Notebooks in February 1929. Most of 
their major themes were developed between 1930 and 1933 in the 
prison compound at Turi. They were partly revised and amplified 
while he was confined to a clinic at Formia in 1934 and 1935. He 
died on April 27, 1937, having devoted very little of his energy in 
the previous year and a half to anything besides personal corre
spondence. The work he intended to write "fur ewig" is therefore 
incomplete and tentative. No doubt, as he more than once 
suggested, publication would have required additional revisions 
that would have "radically altered" the work; indeed, "the very 
opposite of what is now asserted may well turn out to be the 
case,"1 Moreover, a close chronological reading of the notes 
reveals some very basic shifts in his thematic focus, if not in his 
arguments themselves. 

As one might expect, the earliest notes are generally preoccu

pied with the political. tactical. and historical questions that were 
raised by the triumph of fascism in Italy, with Gramsci's East
West reassessment of 1923-24, and with the politics of his 
chairmanship. In these notes he was centrally concerned, for 
instance, with the "national-popular" functioning of intellectuals 
in recent French and Italian history. By 1931,  however, and 
especially by 1932-33, such relatively practical concerns appear to 
give way to more sustained philosophical renection, which, if no! 

229 
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a retreat from open political confrontation, at least places it 
within a much larger theoretical compass. Still another shift 

appears to occur between 1933 and 1935; by the latter date, 
Gramsci's emphasis was neither political nor philosophical but on 
the particularities of Italian national culture, in its literature, 
folklore, journalism, etc. In the final notebook, he seemed to be 
returning to what had been a major interest of his at the 
University of Turin: the general theory of grammar. Thus it is not 
implausible to believe that his "pessimism of the intelligence" led 
him ultimately beyond politics in a manner not unlike that which 
occurred in the intellectual development of some earlier political 
philosophers such as Rousseau. In any case, it is very difficult to 
surmise how Gramsci would have reshaped his material had he 
lived to publish it. 

Yet, as I have tried to show throughout these pages, Gramsci's 

political understanding did develop with substantial continuity 
from a thematic basis already well established in 1918.  The 
problems and the intellectual influences which weighed on him 
then remained predominant throughout his later life. However 
widely his mind roamed through the social, political, and intel
lectual history of European civilization, his concerns were always 
those of his day and his people. Even his practical predispositions, 
which, as we have seen, did alter continually in dialectical 
interplay with circumstances, forever bear the marks of his 
earliest allegiances to anti-positivism, to the peasant and South
ern causes, and to a Mazzinian faith in the capacity of the 
downtrodden for political education. What prison did, with its 
enforced idleness, was only to permit a time for broad reading and 
reflection that was previously unavailable to him and that allowed 
him to develop a far more comprehensive political and cultural 
theory than he had previously possessed. 

In discussing the many aspects of this theory in the last four 
chapters, I have tried to suggest the ways in which Gramsci was 
particularly original and penetrating as well as to offer criticisms 
where they seemed appropriate. What remains to be done is to 
collect these points into a critical summation which, understood 
in its proper historical context in the fading twilight of optimism 
about Soviet Russia, but also at the dawning of an era of 
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unprecedented social and technological complexity, ought to 

permit some judgments about Gramsci and throw some light on 
the still more recent political outlook and climate of the Western 
European left. 

From the perspective of the evolution of the PCI and other 
"Eurocommunist" parties in the last three decades, one might 
identify two diverging strands within Gramsci's Marxism. On the 
one hand, his strong counterhegemonic thrust suggests the need 
to build prefigurative institutions-worker councils, cooperatives, 
cultural associations, etc.-where new cultural modes and alle
giances can be spawned and nurtured. Such base-building re
mains the essential program of many on the extra-parliamentary 
left in Italy, as well as of some of the PCI left itself, a grouping 

that we might think of as representing the contemporary "Gram
scians of the Left." To ignore counterhegemonic structures in 
favor of building broad-based electoral coalitions is, they claim, 

to incorporate the left into the existing hegemony and to impair 
perception of what is distinctive about a socialist alternative. On 
the other hand, Gramsci's emphasis on the intertwining of civil 
and political society, and the encompassing of both by the 
advanced capitalist state, suggests that a counterhegemony may 
well not be feasible, at least initially; that some significant 
strength within the existing parliamentary system may be neces
sary as a precondition for any construction of alternative insti
tutions. When this point is taken together with Gramsci's em
phasis on the importance of class alliances-and with the as
sumption that, on the current scene, electoral competition is likely 
t.O be the most effective means to foment such alliances-one 
arrives at a rough sketch of the contemporary "Gramscians of the 
RighI." 

No doubt, many other facets of Gramsci's theory could be 
brought into play in depicting this quite fundamental division. 
Yet this division is, by itself, only a signpost indicating the vast 
domain of Marxian political theory that is at stake in a full 
reassessment of Gramsci's prison writings. To understand what 
the Prison Notebooks mean for the politics of the present, we 
must view them against the still broader background of classical 
Marxism's reflections on politics. Only then will we be in a 
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position to assess Gramsci's contributions in their largest context 
as well as to set out the agenda which the tensions and deficiencies 
in his formulation left for posterity. 

For the purposes of this discussion, we will treat the works of 
Marx, Engels, and their nineteenth-century epigoni together 
under the common category of "classical Marxism." With respect 
to the traditional problems of political theory, their assumptions 
and formulations are sufficiently similar to allow us to pay only 
marginal attention to internal variations. Classical Marxism as a 
whole, I would suggest, stands at a curious intersection in modern 
European intellectual history. It is, first of all, both a product of 
and a main exhibit in the sociologizing of the human under
standing which, as an outgrowth of historicism, sent nineteenth
century thinkers scurrying for the "underlying social and eco
nomic basis" of human action. While eminent precursors like 

Montesquieu can be found in the pre-French Revolutionary era, 
the first full exemplars of this tradition-de TocqueviUe. Saint
Simon, Lorenz von Stein-came only in its wake. Marx himself 

came to it, in large part, through his Feuerbachian critique of 
Hegel, in which the logic of the "transformative method" sug

gested that society, and not state, must be taken as "subject," and 
state, not society, as "predicate." The emancipation of the species 
could not be merely "political," as the liberals would have it, but 
social and "human." In the later Marx, this sociological predis
position was reinforced by his enthusiasm (generally character
istic of the 1860s and I 870s) for a model of knowledge based on 
the natural sciences. Their success led him away from the concrete 
individual subject, and the political praxis that such a subject may 
choose, to the evolutionary patterns of collective subjects and the 
more sociological, and even deterministic, modes of analysis that 
such a focus tends to provoke. 

Yet Marx's work was also part of a chapter in the great ethical 
state tradition of Western political theory. In this tradition, moral 
and political education is theorized not merely as a means but as a 
modus vivendi in the good or just society. Thus, as was suggested 
in Chapter 4, the classical quest for the good city is reconceived as 
the historical pathway to communism. Marx's contribution to 
this tradition. however. compromised its premises in one crucial 
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respect. Where Greek political theory had posited the indivisi

bility of politics and ethics. Marxism dialectically postponed it. 

The union of politics and ethics came to be viewed as a point of 

arrival, as the end of an historical telos. If this move is anticipated 
in Kant and Fichte. Marx stretched it still further by invoking the 
most anli-ethical of political traditions-the Machiavellian-as 
the means by which the desired end-state is to be secured. Not 
only are means judged exclusively in terms of their efficiency, but 
they are not, in the classical sense, those of politics but of violent 
anti-politics. As Hannah Arendt has written, "Marx's theory of 
ideological superstructures ultimatcly rests on this anti-traditional 
hostility to speech and the concomitant glorification of violence."2 

In short, even as the capstone of the ethical state tradition-a 
tradition very much devalued in the modern West, given liber

alism's generally hegemonic position-Marxism participated 
simultaneously in a debunking of the traditional enterprise of 
political theory. Its premises about the nature of the social world 
acted as a set of impediments to a fully articulated political 
outlook. Five such impediments may be cited here. There was, 
first of all, the sociological bias and the concomitant tendency to 
avoid the concrete individual subject as a philosophical starting 
point, to which we have already alluded. Even though Marx 

himself rotated his philosophy around the Aristotelian category 
of praxis, this philosophy's location amidst othcr, more historicist 
concepts tended to dissipate its political thrust. This was even 
more the case in later variants of classical Marxism. 

A second and related impediment, also more prevalent in late 
classical Marxism, was the tendency to rely single-mindedly on 
the "economic factor" in sociological explanation-or at the very 
least, to explain social change not as it is actually made in the 
world through human praxis but more schematically as, for 
instance. the conflict of the forces and relations of production. 
This was reinforced by a mechanistic model of the structure
superstructure relationship which tended to move directly from 
economic cause to political, ideological, or cultural effect. 

Because classical Marxism thought of class struggle as the 
central, if not exclusive, mode of social life, it tended, thirdly, to 
adopt the very limiting notion of politics as a "sphere of domi-
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nation," one which will be aufgehoben ("canceled, preserved, 
overcome" ) in the future proletarian society. Consequently, con

ceptions of public space were denigrated as mere ideological 
constructs, and the formulation of public policy was viewed 
narrowly as a matter of technical administration. This led directly 
to a fourth impediment: the inability to entertain. even in 
principle, the possibility that there might exist autonomous 
features of politics (e.g., a constitutionalist tradition) except as the 
imperatives of organization. Indeed, political theory itself was 
grasped as an epiphenomenon of social relations, which is to say, 
as mere ideology. 

Finally, because classical Marxism sought to distinguish itself 
very sharply from "utopian socialism," it claimed to have " no 
ideals to realize" and proceeded only very gingerly to describe the 
nature of the good and just society. For this reason, its theory of 
the state could be reduced, essentially, to the theory of the 
capitalist state, which would, in turn, be dismissed as little more 
than the " executive committee of the bourgeoisie." 

Thus, even to the extent that classical Marxism engaged in 
political theory, it did not always do it well, for reasons internal to 
its general outlook. Its tendency to fixate on social relations as 
class relations commonly resulted in schematizations which at
tended inadequately to the complexity of social forces and 
ideologies behind the state. Its metaphysical investment in a 
conception of the proletariat as the final carrier of history's tel os 
could act as much as an obstacle to, as a source of. careful and 
thoughtful political analysis. The same is true of its narrow focus 
on ideology as a belief system rather than as a whole universe of 
cultural norms and values shared as common sense. Thus the 
creation of a mass movement could be conceived in a rather 
mechanistic and rationalistic fashion as a matter of rebutting 
"false consciousness" rather than as the construction of an 
alternative culture. Finally, even in the domain of political 
strategy, classical Marxism foundered on the horns of a dilemma 
it could not transcend. On the one hand, "reformism" was usually 
dismissed as a capitulation to the bourgeoisie, and, even by its 
proponents, it was regarded as a denial that the present class 
struggle could be dialectically transcended. On the other hand. 
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violent revolution not only flew in the face of the ethical impulse 
behind the communist society, but also seemed to be unpredict
able in its political consequences. and just as disturbingly, suf
fered defeat after defeat throughout the cemury. A generation 
later, it was clear that a revolutionary seizure of power was 
appropriate only to relatively weak-and this meant non-devel
oped and often non-capitalist-states. Thus, no successful Euro
pean revolutions followed the Bolshevik triumph, and their 
prospects became dimmer with each passing year. 

Now, while these problems certainly apply more to some 
exemplars of classical Marxism than to others-and my purpose 
is not to glorify Gramsci as against a straw man-there is no 
doubt that his is an unusually well-developed example of an 
"open" and pragmatological Marxism which overcomes many of 
the impediments to a Marxist political theory, though by no 
means all of them. One of Gramsci's great merits, I have 
suggested. was that he never succumbed to the temptation to seek 
the "general laws" of historical development, but that he moved 
instead to a view which linked theory and practice by identifying 
how individuals come to constitute-and can therefore conceiv
ably reconstitute-their worlds. The world is not objectively 
given; what is objective is only what is universally subjective; all 
metaphysical constructs are to be rejected in favor of an absolute 
immanentism and historicism; all truths must be proved in 
practice. These and related premises undergird a theory of 
political education that is uncompromisingly based in the ethical 
state tradition and attuned to constructivist philosophical as
sumptions. In this theory, philosophy is conceived as a cultural 
battle to transform the popular mentality. Yet philosophy is not 
to be pursued abstractly; it is mediated on a conceptual level by an 
intellectual/ moral bloc and institutionally by the Ordine Nuo\lo 
vision or the tripartite structure of the modern prince. In this 
sense. Gramsci's voluntarism overcomes the ambiguity of spon
taneis! determinism and unmediated voluntarism inherent in 
Marx, which later produced many of the ideological conflicts 
within the Second International. 

From a grounding in concrete subjectivity and political edu
cation, Gramsci was able to incorporate further conceptual 
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refinements and insights into a general political and cultural 
theory of Marxism. Its bracing pillars are the concepts of 
hegemony, historical bloc, and revolution as war of position. 
Hegemony portrays the larger social framework in which praxis 
and education fit. It transcends the standpoint of ideology by 
incorporating culture; at the same time, it does not isolate culture 
idealistically but remains sensitive to its political underpinnings. 
In insisting on the importance of "political culture" as a means of 
legitimation and of political change, it retreats from the mechan

icism of structure/superstructure and the quasi-determinism of 
"forces versus relations of production" and upholds instead the 
concrete relations of civil and political society. Moreover, from 
the point of view of hegemony, politics is no mere "sphere of 
domination" under the sovereign control of a ruling class; it is 

infused in various forms throughout civil and political society. 

These in turn are not isolated spheres but interpenetrating 
totalities encompassed by the state. 

Insofar as begemony refers to counterhegemony or the over
coming of the economic-corporative, its ideal political constel
lation is an historical bloc. The vertical and horizontal dimensions 
of such a bloc suggest the intricate complex of forces and values 
behind both the incumbent and the potential state. Not only does 
this take us beyond schematizations of the world in terms of class 

relations. it also suggests that mass movements cohere because of 
the cultural associations they symbolize and because they are 
carriers of certain values. If class struggle remains on history's 
center stage, its resolutions are not determined merely by the 
structural placements of the actors but also by their political 
astuteness and cultural awareness. 

The concepts of hegemony and historical bloc lead naturally 
into the image of revolution as "war of position," by which they 
were in part inspired. To conduct such a war is to participate in a 
dialectic of political education from which an historical bloc may 
emerge. Such a bloc may in turn produce a counterhegemony; 
though as Gramsci's historical analysis of the Risorgimento 
showed, this is not always the case. As a theory of political 
change, such a war resolves, in principle, the problems of "outside 
educators," the imbalance between the "powers" and "needs" of 
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the proletariat, and the radical disjunction of violent means and 

ethical ends which had plagued classical Marxism. For the 
concept of an intellectual/moral bloc not only explains the role of 
organic intellectuals and the development of proletarian powers, 
it also represents the new society in embryo and plots the 
realization of the good as an uninterrupted trajectory from past 
into future. Nothing, of course, prevents violence from wending 
its way into this design. Gramsci knew as well as anyone that real, 

lived history does not chronicle some pristine "ethical-political 
moment." But the way in which he conceived the revolution and 
institutionalized its counterhegemonic dynamics in a theory of the 
party is in deliberate contrast to a violent and minoritarian seizure 
of power. 

Innovative as it is, however, Gramsci's political theory remains 
encumbered by structural gaps and tensions which call into 
question the stability of its very foundations. To recognize what 
these are, we need only restate some of the classical questions of 
political theory. What precisely is the nature of the good and just 
state? How is it to avoid being corrupted even in the process of its 
creation? What is to prevent a later devolution into tyranny? Is 
moral and political education sufficient to curb the irrationalities 

of human nature? Many of these questions, though posed differ
ently, have already been addressed above, and the following 
critical summation can therefore be relatively brief. To facilitate 
the discussion, we will divide the issues into three categories: those 
pertaining to Grarnsci's general philosophical position; those 
pertaining to the transition to a socialist "regulated society"; and 
those pertaining to the nature of that society. 

The major problems in the first category concern Gramsci's 
commitments to historical teleology and psychological ration
alism. We saw earlier that Gramsci's positing of a certain 
teleology in historical development was not entirely consistent 
with his commitment to the non-definitiveness of all philosophy 
and to a conception of prediction limited to �laws of tendency." 
We further suggested that the source of this tension lay in his 
desire to retain the notion of the modern industrial proletariat as 
the universal class which grounds the final resolution of the 
dialectic of freedom and necessity. Yet Gramsci perceived many 
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of the historical factors which have rendered this notion far more 
problematic in our own time than in that of classical Marxism. He 
recognized that the increasing complexity of industrial organi

zation, and of the division of labor generally, which the monop
olization of capital had brought on, was not only increasing the 
size of the working class but fragmenting it into many different 
strata with diverse outlooks and expectations. Moreover, he saw 
revealed in the political history of the postwar era a bourgeoisie 
that was far from dead, a proletariat whose material conditions 
were improving, sometimes dramatically, and a fascist state to 
which significant segments of the proletariat had willingly ca
pitulated. The world of the "two great hostile camps" imaged by 
nle Communist Manifesto had passed into history. Yet Gramsci 
himself could not concede this conclusion. From the tenacity with 
which he clung to the image of the universal class, one suspects 
that this concession would have meant for him the loss of all 
hope. 

One might be led to a similar suspicion in the case of his 

psychological rationalism, had the weakness of this position been 
more apparent from the historical evidence and intellectual 
climate that confronted him. As it was, however, the success of 
fascism's irrational appeal could be passed off as a temporary 
aberration produced by the war. Even as late as 1932, Gramsci 
explained D' Annunzio's popularity largely in terms of a postwar 
situation which had made the masses "morally and socially 
vagabond" and which had raised "sexual questions," especially 
for women, who, after all, had· been somewhat deprived during 
the war years.3 Moreover, he could contend quite justifiably that 
"spirit" was not the beginning but the goal of his political 
program and that full, self-autonomous individuality would be 
possible only in the context of a realized spirituality. The 
difficulty, however, was that the transition to such spirituality was 
neither immanently necessary nor even fully explicable so long as 
the phenomenological movement within the political education of 
the person was not adequately portrayed. In the absence of such 
an account, nonrational diversions from his prescribed course 
could be understood only as the incomplete institutionalization of 
a proletarian pedagogy. 
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Gramsci's undemanding of the transition to socialism raised 

other problems as well. We have referred already to the paradox 

of civil society: while the key to political power in the advanced 
Western nations lies in the hegemonic control of civil society, the 
capacity of the incumbent state to block counter hegemonic 
developments is also unprecedentedly high. This paradox, which 
explains the more recent division of Italian communism into 
Gramscians of the left and right, may itself be explained by the 
incorporation in the Notebooks of conceptual insights drawn 
from very different periods in Gramsci's thought. For while the 
notion of a counterhegemonic struggle is already developed in 
everything but name by 1919, and is thus not dependent on a 
recognition of the differences between politics East and West, the 
notion of civil and political societies as interpenetrating partial 
totalities within the state is dependent both on his 1924 reassess
ment and on his conception of the functional role of intellectuals, 
which takes firm root only in 1926. Yet, whatever the source of 
this paradox, it places a great deal of Gramsci's political theory at 
stake, more perhaps than is immediately evident. 

The most obvious consequence is to caJl into question the 

conception of revolution as war of position. given the dependence 
of this conception on a relatively autonomous civil society. Once 

this is acknowledged, however, many other Gramscian concep
tions are simultaneously cast into doubt: the organic intellectual, 
the autonomous political party, even "class consciousness" itself. 
One might argue that Gramsci's notion of the organic intellectual 
is itself the intellectual product of a particular stage in the 
development of the industrial working class, a stage in which that 
class's internal fragmentation by skill had begun but was not yet 
far along. Yet what is finally problematic about the organic 
intellectual is .not �is datedness but the very possibility of his 
relatively autonomous outlook. Similarly, the political party, 
which, according to Gramsci, "carries out in civil society the same 
function as the State carries out . . .  in political society,"4 may not 
in fact be permitted to operate so independently. 

Gramsci seems to have grasped this difficulty on a practical 
level when he insisted upon the need for the "cohesive, centraliz
ing. and disciplinary powers" of a Jacobin central committee 
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within the tripartite structure of the party.s An intellectual/moral 
bloc unshielded from external counterinfluences and unguided by 
an exemplary vanguard might well splinter and collapse. Yet, as 
suggested earlier, this hardly resolved the difficulty. For if a 
dialectic of political education required an organizational com� 
mitment to the free pursuit of truth, the even greater need for 
victory might well make "criticism" into a "luxury" at certain 
points.6 Thus, in 1923�25, when confronted with this conflict in 
practice, Gramsci put forward some rather monolithic images of 
the party in which minority dissent was viewed as "extremely 
dangerous."7 Once this concession is made, we seem to have 
entered, or at least to have come perilously close to, the world of 
Machiavellian means-ends paradoxes which had plagued classical 
Marxism but which seemed to have been overcome by Gramsci. 

Thus it appears that because of the shadow thrown over many 
of his concepts by the paradox of civil society, Gramsci was led to 
defend his war of position strategy with means that contradicted 
the unified design implied by his conception of revolution. Rccog� 

nizing this, some of his interpreters have gone on to assert that his 

thought was intrinsically totalitarian.s Gramsci himself did use 
the word to characterize his position, though, situated as he was 
on the far side of Stalinism, his usage was politically innocent and 
had more in common with the philosophical notion of totality 
than with practical matters of organization and control. None
theless, the questioning of his design in light of the word's later 

connotations is not completely groundless. Consider once again 
his description of objectivity: 

Man knows objectively insofar as knowledge is real for the whole human 
race historically unified in a single unitary cultural system. But this 
process of historical unification takes place through the disappearance of 
the internal contradictions which tear apart human society.9 

As in the German Idealist tradition, Gramsci tended philo
sophically toward a unitarist rather than a pluralist position; he 
seemed to believe in a kind of anthropological impetus immanent 
in history which supports political movements and forms of 

political organization tending toward uniformity and against 
diversity. While Kant's politics led him in the same direction, he 
shied away in Perpetual Peace from the idea of a world state 
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because he feared its tyrannical tendencies. Though Gramsci did 
not speak explicitly of a world state, there is nothing in his writing 

to suggest a fear of this or other "totalitarian" conceptions. Given 
the innuence of Hegel on him, one suspects that the culturally 
integrated totality that he foresaw would have been complexly 
mediated. Yet his failure to be fully explicit about the character of 
these mediations, coupled with other indications such as his 
treatment of language (e.g., the need to educate people away from 
regional dialects), casts doubt on this suspicion, especially when it 
is brought into conjunction with the politics of the "modern 
prince." For rather than a knitting together of partial com

munities into a larger whole, Gramsci sometimes portrayed a 
"totalitarian" politics in which party members find i'n this al
legiance "all the satisfaction they formerly found in a multiplicity 
of organizations," and which ought to "destroy all other organiza
tions or incorporate them in a system of which the party is the sole 
governor."'IO Gramsci avoided the rampant substitutional ism of 
Lenin's or Lukacs's politics-proletariat for humanity, party for 

proletariat, and central committee for party-but he was just as 
uncompromisingly fixed on the ultimate goal of proletarian 

internationalism. 
These observations, however, do not in my opinion justify the 

conclusion that the "totalitarianism" that Gramsci himself ac
knowledged had implications of political repression and control 

which the word has more recently acquired. Not only are these 
observations but a few isolated fragments from a very large 
corpus, but the interpretation of them as totalitarian relies on 
drawing out their implications in ways that Gramsci himself did 
not do. Moreover, as was argued earlier, his ontological supposi
tions show a clear awareness of the importance of "individuality" 
for human freedom. This is concretely reinforced by his concept 
of hegemony with its suggestion of a dynamic democratic move
ment from below at odds with any static image of totalitarian 
control from above. As is clear from his lifelong anti-sectarianism 
and his castigation of bureaucratic centralism in the Notebooks, 

he favored an activist movement of real workers, not of profes
sional politicians and bureaucrats manipulating a passive working 
class. 

However, the totalitarian charge should at least alert us to what 
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I take to be the central problem area in Gramsci's political theory: 
his failure to go much beyond general phrases in depicting the 
nature of the future society. As we saw in Chapter 5, Gramsci did 
offer a number of suggestions from which a sketch of his 
"regulated society" can be pieced together. Yet this sketch-and it 
is no more than that-is restrained by the same anti�utopianism 
that is characteristic of classical Marxism. Thus, for example, the 
central issue raised by his Ordine Nuovo experience and by his 
reflections on "Americanism and Fordism" in the Notebooks is 
never confronted at all. This, of course, is the issue of how 
industrial society is to be organized and how, in particular, this 
organization is to be integrated with democratic political expres� 
sion. Gramsci might have been led to clarify this to some degree 
had he taken up the theme of capitalist reification. Since he did 
not, and since on the contrary he embraced an only moderately 
qualified Taylorism, many unanswered and perhaps unanswer� 
able questions are raised. To cite just the most obvious one: is the 
worker who spends his day enmeshed in a mechanical process of 

preprogramed or, at any rate, depersonalized operations really 
likely to be a creative citizen or to soar into philosophical 
consciousness in his nonworking hours? 

There is also the still larger question of the nature of hegemonic 
rule. We have already suggested that Gramsci had no well� 
developed analysis of this process, yet the problem seems to be 
deeper than a mere matter of omission. In deploying the 
concept of hegemony to characterize the wielding of state power, 
he seems to use it in two different senses. It is used, first of all. in a 
morally neutral and instrumental sense to characterize those 
bourgeois regimes that have proved capable of organizing mass 
consent effectively. But it is also used in an essentially ethical 
sense to characterize the functioning of a proletarian regulated 
society. Here is another instance in which the attempt to incor� 
porate Machiavellian and ethical state traditions raises perplexing 
and unresolved questions. Is the sort of consent being obtained 
the same in both cases? Or is consent in a bourgeois hegemony 
somehow passive and noncritical. while under proletarian aus� 
pices it would be active, participatory, and philosophical? If so, 
what more fully is the institutional basis of this latter sort of 
control? 
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The theoretical difficulty here, however, is not only a matter of 
specifying different forms of consent. As Perry Anderson has 
suggested, I I  Gramsci's dichotomy of force and consent is itself far 
too simple to comprehend the diversity and complexity of motives 
and behavior actually encountered in the politics of everyday life. 
To come to terms with the nature of hegemonic rule, one would 
need to develop a much fuller and more systematic analysis of the 
forms of political legitimation. Presumably. force and consent are 
only the endpoints of a continuum that includes such intermediate 
positions as constraint (e.g., fear of unemployment), co-optation, 
and perhaps even Arendt's category of authority. II 

Still another difficulty in Gramsci's analysis of a socialist fUlUre 
is the now familiar "new class" or bureaucratic ossification 
problem. To be sure, he did show some awareness of this problem 
in his attack on bureaucratic centralism. Yet one does not have to 
peer very deeply into his proposed party organization to detect 
the rather facile and un-Gramscian "optimism of the intelligence" 
that it presupposes. In the intensity of a counterhegemonic 
struggle, one might well expect the revolution's middle-level 
cadres to avoid bureaucratic ossification through their educative 
and coordinating functions. Yet, in the more placid period after 
political power has been consolidated, these cadres might just as 
easily subvert Gramsci's values as support them. No doubt, he 
would answer this by advocating still further politicization of the 
masses, which is why those who draw parallels between Gramsci 
and Mao are not entirely wrong, even if they overlook the all
important difference that Gramsci's theory is essentially focused 
on Europe while Mao's is focused on Asia.u In any case, I find 
little encouragement in a solution which appears to depend on the 
periodic destruction of revolutionary organizations in order to 
prevent the formation of a counterrevolutionary coalition of 
dissatisfied intelligentsia and masses longing more for political 
slumber than for justice. 

Many problems, then, are raised by Gramsci's discussions of a 
future socialist society. While he succeeded in meeting many of 
the challenges to a Marxian political theory posed by classical 
Marxism, he did not overcome this one nor did he escape a 
teleological notion of the proletariat and the difficulty of con
ceiving even a relative autonomy of politics within this perspec-
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live. Yet I would suggest that his political theory does succeed in 
raising the essential, still unresolved issues for anyone interested 
in the possibility of a coherent, democratic, and historically 
serviceable political theory within the Marxist tradition. Certainly 
the difficulties just discussed-those of industrial organization, 
hegemonic rule, and bureaucratic ossification-are critical items 
on this tradition's agenda. I would like, by way of conclusion, to 
suggest three others. 

First, and perhaps of most pressing immediate consequence 
today. there is the need to overcome what I have called the 
"paradox of civil society." If a Marxian political theory is to have 
any meaning at all, it must not only be capable of conceiving the 
broad outlines of a progre

'
ssive future, but it must also be able to 

plot the trajectory along which this future can be reached from the 
concrete historical circumstances of the contemporary West. 
What is needed is a theory of the advanced capitalist state that 
grasps its complex internal cleavages as a dialectical movement of 
the political, economic, and cultural spheres. And in addressing 
itself to the relation of these spheres. the theory must confront the 
problem of "relative autonomy" with far more persistence and 
clarity than Gramsci did. While several promising partial studies 
of these topics have recently appeared, no one has yet offered a 
fully adequate or even comprehensive one. I. Moreover, such a 
theory must transcend Gramsci's preoccupation with the political 
party as the principal linking agency between civil and political 
society. Contemporary social science has shown quite clearly, 
especially for the case of "third world" politics, how classes and 
groups aniculate themselves in a broad array of military, bureau
cratic. and special interest organizations. 

Secondly, while I have contended that Gramsci's category of 
hegemony is one of his most original and suggestive, much 
remains to be done to flesh out the perspective it opens up. 
Certainly it was not his intention to argue that a society's culture 
is very often, if ever, the perfect, totalized expression of its 
hegemonic apparatus. His suggestion was that states seek to 
defuse a hegemonic outlook as best they can, and that major 
works of an and literature are therefore likely to reflect, and 
perhaps also to influence and shape, this hegemony. Such a 
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qualification, however, considerably increases the difficulty of 
operationalizing the concept as an analytical guide to grasping the 
politics of cultural and intellectual history. How does one explain 
the differential influence of the prevailing hegemony in the world 
of culture? Are there complementary processes of "mimesis" 
which operate upwards from subordinate to ruling classes?lS How 
exactly does hegemony function as a set of concrete linkages 
between the political and cultural spheres? Are there patterns in 
these linkages which seem to lead predictably to the formation of 
counter hegemonies? Moreover, if counterhegemonies cohere be
cause of the symbols they evoke and manipulate and because of 
the values they carry, how might one adequately comprehend this 
process at the level of a political psychology? 

Finally, and perhaps of most crucial long-term consequence, 
there is the need to clarify the epistemological status of Marxian 
political theory. One of the basic antinomies here, as has been 
suggested, is that between the concrete pragmatological analysis 
of class struggle and the concept of a universal proletariat as 
historical actor. The study of Gramsci's political theory leads me 
to conclude that the latter must be abandoned in the name of the 
former. Such a radicalization of Gramsci's pragmatological dia
lectic would emphasize the need for close empirical analysis of 
class fragmentation and recomposition as an ongoing process 
within all advanced industrial societies. Any political movement 
that expressed an impulse toward a liberating form of practice 
would be analyzed, however inchoate or seemingly misdirected 
that impulse might be. A commitment to the industrial proletariat 
of classical Marxism could still be preserved-not, however, in 
historical-teleological terms but only in the essentially ethical 
terms by which Marxism is commilled to all other oppressed 

groups and classes. 
Yet this move is not without costs and dangers. In rejecting the 

notion of historical reconciliation through the proletariat, it is all 
too easy to fall into an essentially apolitical and impolent 
theoretical position such as Adorno's "negative dialectics."l!> 
Pledges not to surrender an interest in class analysis and in the 
search for historical actors are difficult to maintain when one is 
no longer guided by a coherent vision of historical movement. 
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And efforts to do so just the same inevitably run into a whole host 
of difficult questions concerning connections between theory and 
practice, conflicts between practices at different levels (local, 
national, inlernational). and conflicts regarding priorities among 
diverse political issues.11 In comparison, Gramsci's was a far 
simpler world-one which led to a "pessimism of the intelligence" 
but which still promoted an "optimism of the will." Though his is 

no longer our world, his experience remains a critical moment in 
the development of Western Marxism from which we can all 
conlinue to learn. 
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38. Letter to Grazietta, October 3 1 .  1932, in ibid .. p. 6% and note. 
39. Letter to Tatiana. October 3, 1932, in ibid., p. 682. 
40. Leller to Giulia. March 6, 1924. in Ferrata and Gallo, ]{j()(J Pagillf'. vol. 

[I. p. n 
41. Ibid., vol. I, p. 174 
42. Ibid .. vol. JI. p. 33. 
43. See Davidson. AfT/onio Gramsci, p. 50. 
44. See Fiori. AII/ollio Gramsci. p. 56. cr. also S.G 28 (March 4, 1916). 
45. H.P.C. 158 (November 19 10). 
46. Sec. for instance. Salvemini's La Voce eSlaYs: " Coco all"Univcrsitadi Napoli 

a la seuola della mala vita" (January 3, 19(9); and "La riforma della scuola media" 
(May 27, 19(9). Salvemini broke with the PSI in 1910. 

47. See Q.C. 2022 and 2484 ( 1 934) 
48. See Fiori, AnlQnio Gramsci, pp. 77-78. Gramsci also later wrote that in 

[ 9 1 1  he had favored the "national independence of the [Sardinian] region." See the 
le1!er to Giulia, March 6, 1924, in Ferrata and Gallo, 1000 Pagil/f', vol. 11, p. 33. 

49. Quoted in Fiori. Antonio Gramsci, p. 77. 
50. See ibid., p. 56. 
5 1 .  M.P. 31; or S. P. W., II, 444 (1926). 
S2. r.v. 3-8 (February 5 and May 20, 191 3). For the argument that these 

articles should be attributed to Gramsci, see Renzo Martinelli, "Gramsci e il 
'Corriere Uni\'enitario' di Torino:' Studi s/Orici. 14:4 (October-December 1973), 
906-910. 

53. Even after joining the PSI in 1913. he participated rather little until he left 
.he uni�e,.,i.y; d. Da�id50n, .,-4>1"",;0 G,o"14<"I, p. 64. 

54. Quoted in Fiori, An/onio Gramsci. p. 83. 
55. Ibid .. p. 85. 
56. Ibid., pp. 87-88. 
57. Ibid .. p. 85. 
58. Ibid., p. 88 
59. See M.P. 32 (or S.P.W., II, 444). which shows that Gramsci was a socialist 

by 1914. Wedo not know exactly when he acquired a party card. Tog1iani wrote in 
an April 1964 letter to Alfonso '-conetti that when he (Togliatti) did so in 1914. 
Gramsci already had one. This is confirmed by Leonetti's own subsequent 
invcstigations; see his NOTf' SU Gramsci (Argalia: Urbino. 1970). pp. 165-166 
and 170. 

60. M.P. 32; or S.P.W., II, 445. 
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61. See the letters to Tatiana of 23 February 1931 (L.c. 410-413) and 17 August 
1931 (L.c. 464-467) as well as the lener of Umberto Cosmo. his close former 
teacher at Turin. to Gramsd. dated 10 August 1931. and reprinted in L.c. 467-468. 
See also Domenico Zucaro. WAntonio Gramsci al1'Universita di Torino 191\-
1915:' $ocil'lIJ 13:6 (December 1957), 1091·1 1 1 1. 

62, Zucaro, "Antonio Gramsci;' p. 1 109. 
63. See Davidson, Antonio Gramsri, pp. 69-70; P.V. J8·29 (December 21. 

!915-February 26, J9[6); and S. 3-5 (November 27, J915-January 7. 19J6). 
64. See Battista Santhiil, Con Granl5ri alf'Ordinl' Nuovo (Rome: Riuniti, 

J956), p. 43. 
65.�. for instance. Davidson, AnlOnio Gramsri, p. 72. Davidson, however. 

does not seem clear in his own mind about the nature of Gramsci's political 
allegiances in [9 [6-[7. Thus he claims both that Gramsci subs<::ribed to the ideas of 
La Voce between 19[5 and 1917 (p. 81) and encouraged workers to read it even 
[ate in 1917 (pp. 76 and 79); and that he Mcould no longer see eye to eye with the 
journal after 1915M (p. 99). 

66. H.P.C. 21 (January 29. [9[6). 
67. For an argumenl Ihat Gramsci was substantially innuenced by Vieo. see 

Eugene Kamenka, " Vico and Marxism," in Giorgio TagliacoZlo and Hayden V. 
White, cds., Giamballi.f/a Vim. An International Symposium (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1969), p. [41. 

68. H.P.C. 75 (February 1 1 .  1917). Original emphasis. 
69. Q.c. 1233 (1932). 
70. The four parts arc: Aesthetics (1902), Logic (1905), Practice (1908). and 

Historiography (1916). We may �u'pect that GTafIl$ci had donc the additional 
reading, since. according [0 a leiter he wrote in 1918, he used to assign selections 
from it to the young militants he was tutoring. See the leiter 10 Giuseppe 
Lombardo Radice, reprinted in Rinascita, 21:10 (March 7, 1964), 32; or in 
Giancarlo Bergami, /I Giovanl' Gramsci I' il Marxismo, 19//-19J8 (Milan: 
Fehrinelli, 1977). pp. 154-155. 

71. Croce, A IIiJlOry oJ ltaly. p. 243. 
72. Though our information is less direct and detailed than one might like. 

there is no doubt that Gramsci read Labriola in this period. On January 5, 1918. he 
published a short exccrpt from the Bsa)'s on thl' Materialistic ConCf'ption oJ 
His/ory in JI Grido del popolo, and he referred to Labriola approvingly in an 
article of January 29. [918 (S.G. 163). Even earlier. Gramsci's writings revealed a 
markedly similar argument against positivism (e.g., S.G. 74), and, according to 
Togliani's later testimony, Gramsci read several books by Labriola as a student 
(see Marcella and Maurizio Ferrara. cds .. Conl"l'rsando con Togliatti IMilan: 
Cultura Sociale. 1953]. p. 29). This last point is supported by Annibale Pastore. 
Gramsci's teacher at the University of Turin in [914-15, who claims to have 
allempled in his classes "to save from oblivion Antonio Labriola's doctrine of 
causation mediated by the state of consciousness.� See Pastore's /I Problema ddJa 
cazualita can paf/icolarl' riguardo 0110 teoria del ml'lOdo spniml'ntall', 2 vols. 
(Turin: Bocca. 1921), vol. II. p. 3. Moreover, Auilio Carena. a young worker 
whom GramsCi tutored in 1918, wrote a detailed essay on Labriola's Del 
Materialimzo storim (the second of the Bsays) in II Grido del popolo (August 3 I, 
19[9). This te>;t has been reproduced by Bergami. Gio>'one Gramsci, pp. 164-168. 
Further evidence that Gramsci had read Labriola in this period is that Carena's 
library. now in the possession of AJfonso leonetti, included both the second and 
third Essa)'s; sec Bergami. Giomnt' Gramsci. p. J88. 

7), Croce, A 
·
Hi.flory oJ Iral),. p. 240. 

74. Ibid .. p. 243. 
75. For Gramsci's admiration of De Sanctis. sec H.P.C. 26 (November 20, 
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1915). where he calls De Sanctis "the greatest critic Europe has ever produced." 
For Croce's assessment. see A HislOfY 0/ flaly. pp. 243 and 248. 

76. See. for instance. H.P.C. 41 (February II.  1917) and 45(December24. 1917). 
77. S.G. ] 17 (June 19. 19]7). 
78. Q.c. 2 188-89 (1934). 
79. Carena's library (see note 72. a!x)\"e) contained numerous philosophical 

books by Croce. Labriola, and Benrando Spaventa, as well as one by Bergson 
(Philosophy 0/ Intuition). one by Sorel ( Contemporary Religion). one by Pisacane 
(Enays on th .. R .. vah,tion). and representative texts of German philosophy (Kant. 
Fichte, Schelling. and Schopenhauer). See Leonardo Paggi, Gramsci .. if mod .. rno 
princip .. (Rome: Riuniiti. ]970). p. 39; and Bergami. Gio\"a"e Granw;i, pp. 
175-193. 

80. For Rolland's influence, see S.M. 1 0 - 1 1  (January I 1. 1916); S.G. 33 (May 
6, 19 16). ]85 (March 2. 1918). and 194 (March 16. 1918); H.P.C. 21 (January 29, 
1916); and Alfonso Leonelli's T«ollections in "Romain Rolland e Gramsci," 
Rinascita. 26:25 (June 20. 1969). 19-20. For peguy. see S.M.·1 18 (April 19. 1916): 
and S.G. 33-34 (May 6. 1916). From Gramsci's later praise of Barbusse (O.N. 493-
494; December Il-J 8. 1920) and his journal Clartf. which was one of the models 
for (Jrdine NIlOvo. we may assume that he was already reading Ciani in this 
period; see also G. Amoretti. "Con Gramsci 50110 la Mole.� in Graf/lsci Sailli di 
Palmiro Togliat/i ed alrri (Rome: Unit:\.. 1945), p. 44, who claims that Gramsci met 
Barbusse in 19] 7. In Sorel's ca!;e. though Gramsci did not cite him until September 
1920 (O.N. 154). he would certainly have known of him much earlier, given Sorel"s 
immense popularity in Italy. and probably read his early articles in Lu Voce 
(February 10 and April 14. 1910). Moreover. there arc early references to Sorehan 
concepts such as "social myths" (H.P.C. 37; August 18. 1917). and Carena's library 
had a volume of Sorel in it (see note 79, above). 

8 1 .  According to LC{)neni. Nolf' $11 Gram$ci. p. 70, Gramsci had read the 
following works by Marx and Engels by 1918: Th .. Commllnisl Manifesto, 
Rf'''o/wion and Counterre"olution in GnmallY. The Holy Family. Thf' Poverty 0/ 
Philosophy. and the preface to the Crilique 0/ Political Economy. Labriola had 
much morc influence on Gramsci in the Prison NOlebooks than in Gramsci's early 
writings; but see note 72. above. For some evidence that Gramsci had contact with 
Mondolfo before 1917, see Mondolfo's letter to Norberto Bobbio (May 6. 1967), 
republished in part in Rodolfo Mondolfo, Umanismo di Marx (Turin: Einaudi, 
1968), p. xlv. note 2. See also H.P.C. 39 (January 12. 1918). 

82. H.P.C. 71 (February I I .  1917). 
83. Ibid. 
84. S.P.W .• I. 75-76: cr. O.N. 16 (July 12. 1919). 
85. H.P.C. 39 (January 12. 1918). 
86. For this reason there is much validity in the views of those critics who assen 

that Gramsci's debts to Croce in this period have been overestimated. Nonetheless. 
it IoCcm. pointleSll 10 contend Ihal he wa.$ nOl Croc"a.n at all. Seoo Pa.ggi, Gramsci. 
pp. 15-16; and Eugenio Garin. "Gramsci nella cuitura italiana,� in Studi Gram
sciani (Rome: Riunili. 1958). pp. 398-399 

87. l.elter 10 Galetto. reprinted in L"Unila. June 25. 1967. 
88. H.P.C. 72 (February I I .  1917). 
89. S.M. 365 (February 5. 1918). 
90. S.G. ] 17 (June 19, 1917). 
91.  H.P.C. !OJ-1M (April I, 19(6). 
92. S.G. 41 (July 7. 1916). 
93. ln July 1917, Gramsei anended the Florence Conference that revived the 

"intransigent revolutionary" faction of the PSI. See below. page 38. 
94. Quoted in Paggi. Gramsci. pp. 52-53. 
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95. O.N. 52 (November 25. 1919). 
96.5.0. 269-275 (June 29. [918). 
97. H.P.C. 100 (September [4. 1918). 
98. Ibid. 
99. S.G. 259 (June 15, 19[8). 

[00. Quoted in Paggi, Grams";. p. [31, this was originally stated in II Grido dl'l 
papolo. September 15, 1917. 

[01. H.P.C. 58 (December 8. 1917). 
102. Roberto Michels's argument in Polilical Par/ies. which came out in 19 [ I ,  

was roughly that all panies and hence all governments tend 1 0  be under a n  elitist 
or "Bonapartist" controL This has sometimes been summari�ed as his "iron law of 
oligarchy." Gramsci did not explicitly confront this view in the early writings. blll 
he seemed to be doing so imp[icitly at many points. See. for instance. H.P.C. SO-51 
(August 3 I, 1918), where he argued that the education. autonomous culture. and 
organization of knowledge and experience which the proletariat should and could 
create would have the effed of providing them with independence from an 
intellectual elite, however much intellectuals might have to furnish the initial 
impellls for these developments. 

103. H.P.C. 33-35 (D«ember 24, 1917). 
104. 5.G. 6[-64 (December 29, 19 [6). 
105. Ibid. 
106. Quoted in Paggi, Gramsri, p. 139; H.P.C. 98 (December 18, 1917). 
107. Letter to Giuseppe Lombardo-Radice. reprinted in Rinascila. 21: 10 (March 

7. [964). 32. 
lOS. H.P.C. 43-45 (December 24. 1917). 
109. H.P.C. 144 (June 22. 19I5). 
110. Ibid.; and S.G. 26S. 
[ [ I .  H.P.C. 22 (January 29. [9[6). 
112. S.G. 36-37 (May 17. 19 16). Sec also H.P.C. 22 for Gramsci'sana[ysis of the 

cultural function performed by the Enlightenment for the French Revo[ution. 

Chapter 1 
I. For an interesting, ra:ent study of the interplay between the end orthe war. 

events in Russia. and the impact on Europe. see Alben S. Lindemann. ThI' Red 
Years: European Socialism \'ersus Bolshl'vism, 1919-1921 (Berke[ey: University of 
California Press. [974). 

2. Oskar Jas�i. Rel'olutioll alld Couf//I'f-Rl'volulion ill lIuIIgary (New York: 
Howard Fertig. [969). p. 66. 

3. Quoted in A.J. Ryder. nil' Gl'rmon Revo/ution 0/ 1918 (Cambridge. 
England: Cambridge University Press, 1967). p. 85. 

4. lbid. 
5. 0.N. 180 (Ju[y [920). 
6. S. 58 (September 29. 1917) .  Repons in A "anti!. for instance. relied on the 

Russian emigre Vassily Suchomlin. ",ho had been a Social Revolutionary. This. 
perhaps. is where Gramsci gained the erroneous impression about Chernov. 

7. S.P.W., I. 28-30; or H.P.C. 126-128 (Apri[ 29, [917). 
S. Ibid. 
9. S.P.W .. I, 34-37; or H.P.C. 123-126 (November 24. 191 7). 

10. H.P.C. 39 (January 12. 1918). 
[ I .  H.P.C. [23-124; or S.P.W., [, 34-35 (November 24, [917). 
12. H.P.C. 144 (June 22. 19[8). 
13. S.M. 352 (January 3. 19I5). 
[4. The most important descriptions "'ere probably the articles from Russia by 

John Reed. which were widely disseminated in the Western European press in 
1918 and appeared in nearly every issue of The UberalOr. an I.W.W. journal 
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edited from New York by Max Eastman. In his memoirs. Eastman claims that 
Gramsci latcr told him that he had gotten his " first inkling of what was really going 
on in Russia- through a translation from The Liberawr of Eastman's essay on 
Lenin. See Eastman, u,"p and Revolwion." My Jo"rn�)' Ihrough an Epoch (New 
York: Random House, 1964). p. 138. Reed's essays were reprinted in CONiine 

NI/Ovo on May I (p. 3), May 15 (p. I I ), May 14 (pp. 22-23), and June 7, 1919 (pp. 
33-34). Reed's articles on "How a Soviel Works" were also reprinted in the June 21 
(pp. 49-50), June 28 (pp. 57-58). July 12 (pp. 65-(6). and October 25. 1919 (p. 177) 
issues. In addition. Ordine NllO"O printed many Nher articles on Russia and the 
soviets, all of which suggested that the soviets were the basic organ of governance. 
See COniint' NuO\"o (l919-20 and 1924). reprint (Milan: FeltrinelJi. 1966). 

15.0.N. 374 (May 15. 19 19). The validity of this judgment is not here in 
question; suffice it 10 say that it was common to most of the reports in the Western 
left-wing press thai Gmmsci read. Note also thai while he often used the words 
sO"in and cOl/ncil interchangcably. he rccognized. when being precise. that the 
latter. grounded in the workplace. was only the incipient basis for the former, 
organized territorially. 

16. S.P.W .. I. 53-54; or H.P.C. 154-155 (July 25, 19 18) 
17. Ibid. 
18. Ibid. 
19. See /I Grido del pop% . October 19. 1918. quoted in Paggi. Gramsci. pp. 

74-75. For Gramsci's later theory of intellectuals. sec ChapteTs 3 and 6, below 
20. For Gramsci's reading in Labriola and Marx. see Chapter 1 .  notes 72 and 

8 1 .  above. We know that he "'as reading Gentile in 1 9 1 7  (see S. M. 296: March 8, 
1917), and that he paid him some considerable tribute as a philosopher early in 
1918 (1/ Grido dp/{lOpo/O, January 19, 1918, as quoted in Paggi, Gramsci, p. 21). 
The referenee 10 Marxism as a philosophy of the impure act comes in 1932 or early 
1933 (S.P.N. 372; or Q.c. 1492). 

2 1 .  H.P.C. 1 1  (May4. 1918). 
22. H.P.C. 9. 
23. Piero Gobelli. UJ Ri\'vll/ziofle liberalt' (Turin: Einaudi. 1964). p. 107. 
24. Articles by Lenin appeared in the (ol1o"'ing issues of Ordine NI/o,'o: June 

14. 1919. pp. 41-42 (an extract from Tht' Pro/etarian Re"oilmon alld the Renegade 
Kaut.lky); July 12, 1919, p. 66 (on soviets): July 26. 1919. p. 84 (8. report on the 
Socialist Youlh International meeting in Switzerland in 1915); August 23. 1919, 
pp. 1 1 3 - 1 1 5  (his spee<:h to the Fi�t Comintern Congress, March 1919. on 
"Bourgeois and Proletarian Democracy:' full of references to the Paris Commune 
and the soviets); October 4. 1919. p. 155 (article from the March 6, 1919 issue of 
Pra .. da. caplioned by Gramsci �Revolutionary Preparation: The Victor)" of the 
Soviet"); October II. 1919, p. 161 ("Democnlcy and Dictatorship in Germany"): 
November I, 1919, p. 1117 (inler .... iew with an American Red Cross official in the 
USSR, entitled "The Future of the Soviet�): December 27. [919. Pl'. 245,246 ("The 
Third Inlemat;onar-); January 17, 1920, p. 271 (--The Emancipation of Women"): 
February 2 1 ,  1920. p. 299 ("Voluntary and Compulsory Work�): May 29. 192(). 
pp. 20-22 ("Economics and Poht;c� during the Dictatorship of the Proletariat." 
again emphasizing soviets); and December 4. 192(). p. 162 (MRevolutionary 
Tactics:' with the first references to "conscious vanguards-I. In addition. Gramsc; 
printed a five-part article by Zinoviev on Lenin's life (June 5-July 10. 1920): a two
part "Con\'ersation with Lenin" by Arthur Ransome (September 13  and December 
27. 1919. the laller with an accompanying article by Radek on soviets): and an 
article by Radel.: on Lenin (December 4.  1920). 

These articles. some of which appeared s!ightly earlier in The Liberator or in 
French rtft periodicals like Noul'{'l/ .. [flu-maJivl/al ... are among the .... ery few Italian 
translations of Lenin's work in this period. Gramsci's reading of the French press 
would have introduced him to a few other articles of the same genre: �ec Alastair 
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Davidson, "Gramsci and Lenin 1917-1922,� Thl' Socialist Rl'gis/er, 1974 (London: 
Merlin Press, 1974), pp. 130-131.  From Thl' Libera/or, Gramsci probably read in 
addition: �A Letter to American Workingmen� (August 1918). which stressed the 
soviets; �Brest-Litovsk: A Brigade's Peace" (October 1918); a selection from the 
Eighth Conference of the Russian Communist Party, March 1919, on the "Self
Determination of Nations� (reprinted June 1920); and an article by Maxim Gorky 
on Lenin (November 1920). 

25. ln a major statement which Gramsci probably read (see Paggi. GranlSci. p. 
225), Lenin's only reference to the party portrayed it as a �nuine and therefore 
somewhat disorganized expression of the masses: 

Of course, not weeks, but long months and years are required for a  new social 
class. especially a class which up to now has been oppressed and crus�d by 
poveny and ignorance. 10 get used to its new position. look around. organize its 
work and promote its own organizers. It is understandable that the Pany which 
leads the revolutionary proletariat has not been able to acquIre the experience 
and habits of large organizational undenakings embracing millions and tens of 
millions of citizens. 

(See "The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government," in V.I. Lenin, Selerled 
Works. 3 vols. [New York: International Publishers. 1%7], vol. II, pp. 666-667.) 
This statement is consistent with the concept of the pany that Lenin advocated in 
these years. At the First Congress of the Third International in 1919, Lenin did not 
insist on Bolshevik-style pany organizations in other European nations. Only at 
the Second Congress in 1920 did he put forward the Bolsheviks as a model for 
international emulation; and even then, in the Italian case, he insisted only on the 
attempt to gain a communist majority within the PSI. 

26. O.N. 387 (December 20, 1919). Though thi� anicle does not make explicit 
reference to Whol 1.< to & Do",.?, a review of the book by Carlo Rappopon 
appeared in Ordint NuOI'o three weeks later aod referred to its thesis, in terms 
identical to Gramsci's, as that of the -qualified revolutionary�: see Ordinl' Nuo"o. 
January 10, 1920. p. 263. 

27. S.P.W .. I. 194 (May 8, 1920). 
28. In his interview with Anhur Ransome (see note 24, above). Lenin referred 

approvingly to Daniel De Leon, the American socialist whom Gramsci and 
Togliatti had also studied by [917 and to whom Gramsci also referred approvingly 
in this connection (S.P.W .. I. 296; August 28. 1920). See Ferrara and Ferrara. 
ConVi'rsundo. p. 44. 

29. �e "Letters on Tactics," in V.1.  Lenin, Colli'Cud Works, 45 vols. 
(Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing House, 1963), vol. XX, p, 107; and MDraft 
Resolution for the Fifth Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Pany,� in 
Col/l'cled Works, vol. X. p. 388. 

30. See "On Slogans," in Lenin, Sl'fl'cud Works, vol. II, pp. 179-180. Lenin's 
misgivings were well-founded, since at the national congress of soviets held in 
June, only 105 of 777 delegates had been Bolshevik; see W. H. Chamberlin, The 
Russian RI" 'o/urion. /9/7-/92/. 2 vols. (New York: MacMillan, 1935). vol. I. p. 
114. 

31. On the latter link. see Ryder, Garnon RI'\'o/Ulion, pp. 165-187. 
32. The best book in English is Clark. Antonio Gramsci. 
33. See Enzo Rutigliano, �The [deology of Labor and Capitalist Rationality in 

Gramsci," Tl'/os, 31 (Spring 1977), 91-99. 
34. For an interesting critique of Gramsci which casts considerable doubt on 

the viability of his strategy. irrespective of the nature of the PSI, see Franklin 
Adler. "Factory Councils, Gramsci, and the Industrialists." TI'/os. 3 1  (Spring 
1977), 67-90. 

35. See Davidson, Antonio Grornsci. p. 77. 
36. M.P. 22; or S.P.W., I, 291 (August 14, 1920). 
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37. M.P. 23; or S.P.W., I, 293 (August 14, 1920). 
38. See O.N. 493 (December 1 1-18, 1920). Ciani's inspiration is apparent from 

the anicle about it in the second issue (May IS, 1919). Anicles by Barbusse 
appeared in the August 9 and 23, October 25, 1919, and May 8 and July J, 1920 
Issues. 

39.0.N. 494. Ankles concerning Pro/elkull appeared in the June 12 and 
August 28, 1920 iS$ues. 

40. See Paolo Spriano. GfamJri e "L'Ordine Nual'o" (Rome: Riuniti, 1965), p. 
149; and, more generally, Paggi, Gfanuri, pp. 207-229. 

41.  V.1. Lenin, "Theses on the Fundamental Tasks oflhe Second Congress of 
the Communist International." in Cvf/ecuJ Works, vol. XXXI, p. 199. 

42. M.P. 23; or S.P.W., I. 293 (August 14. 1920). 
43. M.P. 24: or S.P.W .. I. 293-294. 
44. On De Leon, see nOle 28, above; on Eastman. see note 14, above. Gramsci 

wrote a major article on the English shop-steward committees for If Grido del 
pop% on April 27. 1918. 

45. S.P. W .. I. 65-68 (June 21.  1919). 
46. Ibid .. p. 67. 
47. S.P.W .. I. 295 (August 28. 1920). 
48. S.P.W., I, 100 (October II,  1919). 
49. MCommissarsM were elected from each Mlabor squad" and served only as 

long as they enjoyed its confidence. A multi-tiered system of elections produced an 
exeeutive committee of three to nine members within each factory. Voting was 
open to all workers, union members or not, though only the former were allowed 
to become commissars. 

50. For the list of lecture topics for the first monthly sessions. see O,dine 
Nuo'·v. November 29. 1919. p. 216. All of the lecturers were Ordine Nuo\"o 
affiliates and included the four original editors and Zino Zini. Gramsci's topics 
were syndicalism, the Russian Revolution, unions and soviets. the dictatorship of 
the proletariat. and religion. 

5 1 .  See Davidson, MGramsci and Lenin 191 7-1922," p. 132; and "Gramsci and 
the Factory Councils," Australian Left Revie .... , 45 (October 1974), 45-46. 

52. O.N. 4 (June I. 1919). 
53. See Clark. Antonio Gramsci. pp. 9. 17. 69-70. 
54. Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
55. See Chapter 4, below, for Gramsci's lack of a reification problematic in the 

Notebook-t. 
56. The articles were by Carlo Petri (Pietro Mossi) and were entitled "The 

Taylor System and Producer Councils.H They appeared in the October 25 (p. 178), 
November I (pp. I 8S-(89), November S (pp. 197-19S). November 15 (pp. 205-2(6). 
and November 22, 1919 (pp. 209-210) issues. 
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Davidson, Antonio Gramsci. pp. 220 and 236. 

lOS. See S.P.N. 341, or Q.C. 1393 ( 1 932); and Chapter 7. below. 
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107. S.P.W .• II, J58 (January 1926). 
lOS. S.P.W .. 11. 426-4)2 (October 1926). 
109. Ibid., pp. 421-428. 
1 10. Lisa, Memorie. See also Giovanni Lay. MColloqui can Gramsci nel carrere 

de Turi.- Rinascita. 22:8 (February 20. 1965), 2[-22; Gustavo Trombelli. '''Pian
lone' di Gramsci neI carcere di Turi,K Rinascita, 22:18 {May I, 1965), 31-32; and 
Mario Garog[ieri. "Ricordo," pp. 692-693. For crilical discussions oflheS(- reports. 
see Cammett. Antonio Gramsci, pp. 182-186; Fiori. Amonio Gramsci, pp. 253-
258: Lucio Colletti, MAnlOnio Gramsci and the Italian Revolulion,K New uft 
Rrvie .... 65 (January 1971). 87-94; and M. A. Macchiocchi. Pour Gramscf(Paris: 
Editions du Seuil. 1974). chaps. [-J. 

I I I .  On this history. sec Spriano. SlOria, vol. II, pp. 3-307. For an interesting 
recent analysis of the Comintern in this period, see Fernando Claudin, The 
Communist Mowmem: From Comimtrn to Cominform, lrans. B. Pierce and F. 
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Committee on February 6, 1925, and now reprinted in Silverio Corvisieri, Troukij 
I' if conumismo ila/iuno (Rome: Samona e Savelli, 1969), pp. 185-191. 

120. C. P.c. 211-212 (November 19, 1924). 
121.  S.P.W., II. 432 (October 1926). 
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I I . See G.W.F. Hegel. Hf'gds Philosophy of Righi, trans. T.M, Knox 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 1 J .  
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18. Y.M. 414. 
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20. Y.M. 368. 
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trans. J. Schapiro (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), pp. 25-42. 
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Labriola. a professor of philosophy and an Hegelian well before turning to 
Mandsm; see below. 

27. For the document itself, see Felix Salomon. Oil' di'/llschi'n Portl'ip'o
grollllnt� (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1907). For a good discussion of the program, see 
Schorske, Grrman SQi'ia{ DemoCfoq, pp. 4-S. 
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was entin:ly typical of the Second International. He appreciated its virtues in 
building socialist organi1.ation, but he denied any link between "philosophy� and 
" political education.� in part on the grounds that not everyone was fit for 
philosophy. This contrasts sharply with Gramsci's thesis of philosophy as political 
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Socialism and Philosoph)·, p. 14; and his letter to Pasquale Villari of November 
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Laterza. 1970), pp. 463-464. 
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41.  Q.C. 1366-68 (1932). 
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44. Labriola. Socia/i.rm and Philosoph)'. p. 13. 
45. Labriola. Sa1{Ki. p. 358. 
46, Ibid .. pp. 321, 35S, 368. 
47. Ibid .. p. 345. 
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view from Croce's notion of "history as art." Noting that the word hislOry has two 
very different senses (as a series of events and as the narration of those events by 
the historian). Labriola argued that the first kind of history leaves traces 
(documents, monuments) which can be recovered through rigorous (MscicntificM) 
inquiry. bU1that the subsequent narration of results is necessarily more subjective 
and intuitive. 

49. Ibid., p. 339. 
SO. Croce himself believed that Labriola had abandoned Marllism and social

ism after 1900: see Croce's "Come nacque e come mori il marxismo teorico in 
Italia." in Antonio Labriola, UJ Conce=ione mOleriQ/is/iea dtl/Q storia, ed. E 
Garin (Bari: Laterza. 1953), p. J 12. However. more recent research into Labriola's 
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1961). pp. 274-275. 
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education; see Pannekock, Marxism and Darwinism. trans. N. Weiser (Chicago: 
Charles Kerr. 1912). 
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55, OUT discussion of this highly complex work must n�essarily be schematic; 
for fuller treatments. see Istvan Mesuiros. Lukacs' Concl.'pf of Diafl.'Cfi, (London: 
Merlin Press, 1972); and George Lichtheim. Grofg Lukacs (New York: Viking 
Prm, 1970) 

56. Lukacs. His/ory and Class COIZSC'iOUsnl.'ss. pp, I and 27, Forthe same point 
in Labriola, see his Socialism and Philosophy. pp. 42-43. 
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Lobor and Capilal: 
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pological dialectic, see J/ulOry and Class Consciousrll.'S!i. pp. 8, 40, 99, and 177. 
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59. For Lukacs's concept of �objective n�essity.� see HislOry alld Class 
Consciousness. pp. 178 and 197-198. 

60. Ibid .. pp. [59-172. 
61. lbid .. p. 172. Emphasis added 
62. Ibid .• p. 21.  
63. Ibid ..  p. xxiii. 
64. I bid .. p, 299. 
65. Ibid., pp. 304 and 326. One year later. in his unin: A Swd)' in the Unity of 
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66. See Lichtheim. Grofg Lukdcs. p. 45; and Paul Piccone. MThe Problem of 
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Concept of Totality in Lukacs and Adorno," Telos, 32 (Summer 1977), 133. 
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cited. 

69. As Secretary-General of the PCI. Gramsci almost cenainly knew of 
Koroch. who was a member of the KPD central c<>mmin� .. in 1924 and a I .. ft-wina 
oppositionalist by late 1925. But we have no evidence that he knew anything of 
Korsch's theoretical writings. Bordiga corresponded with Korsch in the 1925-26 
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theory and philosophy were not raised. See Bordiga's letter of (XlOber 28, 1926. 
reprinted in Bordiga. Saifli seelti, pp. 197-200. 

70. H.P.C. 123 (November 24. 1917); for Korsch on the "genuine Marx," see 
Marxism and Philosophy, p. 56; for Lukacs, see History and Class Consciousness, 
pp. 77-78. 

71 .  H.P.C. 123; see also S.P.W., I, 28-30 (April 29, 1917) and 48-�5 (July 27. 
19[8). 

72. S.P.W" 11, 340-341 (January 1926). 
73,S,P,W., II, 341. 
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76. Ibid. 
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he was critical of American pragmatism for its rather apo[itical concept of 
practice. See Q.c. 1925-26 (1933). 

98. S.P.N. 445-446; or Q.C. 1416 (1932). 
99. S.P.N. 412; or Q.C. 1478 (1930). 

100. S.P.N. 428, or Q.C. 1429; S.P.N. 438, or Q.c. 1404 ( 1 932). 
101. S.P.N. 428; or Q.C. 1429. 
102. S.P.N. 438; or Q.c. 1403-
103. See Badaloni (1/ Marxismo di GramSCI), who has made the stron8est case 

for Sorel's influence on Gramsci's conception of Marxism; however, there is also 
no doubt that Gramsci's orientation toward Sorel .... as intensely critical (e.g .. see 
Q.C. 447 [1930]; and S.P.N. 395, or Q.c. 1860 [1933]) and that hc accorded him 
only a small fraction of the attention he accorded Croce. 

104. Q.c. 1233 ( 1 932). 
lOS. S.P.W., I, 7$-76 (July 12, 19 19); S.P.N. I 27n., or Q.c. 1557 (1932). 
106. S.P.N. 171:  or Q.C. 1810 (1933). 
107. S.P.N. 413; or Q.C. 1480 ( 1 930). 
108. S.P.N. 412-413: or Q.c. [479-80 (1930). 
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109 For critical studies of Croce's philOSoph}' and its relation to Gramsci. see 
Emilio Agal7.i. MFilosolia della prassi e filosolia dello spirito.M in La Cilia FUII/ra. 
ed. A. Caracriolo and G. Scalia (Milan: Feltrinelli. 1959). pp. 187·270; Giacinto 
Lentini. CroCi' i' Gramsti (Rome: Mori. 1967); Emilio Agazli. If GiOI'anr CrocI' I' 
il Mar..-ismn (Turin: Einaudi. 1962): and Carlo Carini. Benl'dcl/o Croce i' II Partiw 
Politico (Florence: Olschki. 1975). For studies in English of Croce's philosophy. 
see Hayden White. Mnahistory (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1973). chap. 10; l. M. Palmer and H. S. Harris. cds .. Thoughl, Action and 
Intuition as a Symposium 011 Ihi' Philosoph)' oj lJi>ni'dello CroCi' (New York: 
Georg Dims. 1975); and II. Wildon Carr, nil' Philosophy oj lknl'dellO CroCi' 
(London: MacMillan, 1927) 

1 10. Letter to Tania. l.F.P. 233 (April 25. 19J2). 
1 1 l . lbid. 
1 12. Letter to Giulia. LF.P. 162·163 (December 30. 1929). See als<> Gramsci's 

criticism of Croce's concept of "spirit": S.P.N. 371: or Q.C. 12SO (1932·33). 
I 13. For Croce's dialectic, see especially his WhOl Is Li>'ing and Whal Is Orad oj 

Ihr Philosophy oj Hl'grl, trans. D. Ainslce (London: MacMillan, 1915). 
1 14. S.P.N. 356; or Q,C, 886 (1932). 
I 15. Q.C. 1240, 1229-30 and 1225; S.P.N, 356, or Q.c. 886 ( 1932) 
1 16. S.P.N. 450; or Q.c. 1438 ( 1932). 
1 17,Q,C. 1236 (1932): see also Q.c. 1282 ( 1932), Gramsci always credited 

Croce, rather than Bernstein, Sorel. or Loria. with having led the bourgeois assault 
on Marxism in the 1890:s; see Q.c. 1207 (1932) 

1 18. See Benedeno Croce, Tl'oria l' ltoria drlla slOriografla (Bari' LaleT7.a, 1954). 
119. Q.c. 1815 (1933), 
120. Q.c. 1983 ( 1934). 
121.  S.P.N. 4{)3: or Q.C. 1493 (1932-33). 
122. S.P.N lJ8: or Q.c. 1570 (1932) 
123. S.P.N. 406; or Q.c. 1489 (1932·33). 
124. S.P.N. 465; or Q.C. 1437 (1932). 
125. S.P.N. 455; or Q.c. 1409 (1932). 
126. S.P.N. 396: or Q.c. 1861 (1933), 
127. S.I'.N 402: or Q.c. 124M (1932). 
128. S.P.N. 465; or Q.c. 1437 (1931). 
129. S.P.N. 329: or Q.c. 1381 (1932). 
130. I bid. 
13 1 .  S.P.N 371; or Q.c. 1477 (1932·33). 
132. S.P.N. lJ3; or Q.C. 1598·99 (1933). 
133. S.P.N 460: or Q.C. 1441 (1932). 
134. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Basic Writings on Politics and Philosopit)', 

cd. L Feuer (Garden City, N.Y.: Doublcday, 1959), p. 43. 
135. Ibid .• p. 44. For Gramsci's discussion of the first passage, sec S.P.N. 138. or 

Q.c. 1570: S.P.N. 162, or Q.c. 1592: S.P.N. 365, or Q.C. 1249 (all 1932); and 
S.P,N. 371, or Q.c. 1492 (1932·33). For the second, see S.P.N. 1UO, or Q.c. 1774: 
S.P,N. 177. or Q.C. 1579 (all 1933): S.P.N. 367. orQ.c. 1274 ( 1932): S.P.N. 409-
410. or Q.c. 855 (1 930): and S.P.N, 432, or Q.c. 1422 (1932). 

136. S.P.N. 372; or Q.c. 1492 (1932·33). 
137. S.P.N. 279: or Q.c. 2lJ9 (1934). 
138. S.P.N. 292, or Q.c. 21 56; S.P,N. 279. or Q.c. 2lJ9 ( 1934). 
lJ9. S.P.N. 296: or Q.C. 2150 (1934). 
140. S.P.N. 3D), or Q.C. 2165: S.P.N. 317, or Q.c. 2179 (1934). 
J4J. Jean·Paul Sartre, Sl'art'h jor a Mrthod. trans. H. Barnes (New York: 

Random House. 19M). p. 32119. 
142. S.P.N. 3S4, or Q.c. 1346; S.P.N. 352, or Q.c. 1345 ( 1932). 
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143. S.P.N. 352; or Q.C. 1345 ( 1932). 
144. S.P.N. 404; or Q.C. 1487 (1932-33) 
145. S.P.N. 352; or Q.c. 1345 ( 1 932). 
146. S.P.N. 353; or Q.c. 1345-46 ( 1 932). This discussion makes it apparent that 

Gramsci held a version of the philosophy of " internal Telations" as described by 
Oilman. Alimalion, pp. 12-42. Yet, unlik.e the ontology of pure relations which 
Oilman finds in Marx, Grarnsci's version entails (I) the ontological independence 
of individuals. even as they are embedded in social relations; and (2) a view of the 
totalilY as both the structures of experience al any particular moment and the 
genetic development of those structures. This version, then, is much closer to the 
�'ie'" of Marx held by Carol Gould in !tIarx'! Soda/ Onwlogy (Cambridge. Mass.: 
MIT Press, 1978). 

147. S.P.N. 352: or Q.C. 1345. 
148. S.P.N. 441; or Q.c. 1411-12 ( 1 932). 
149. !ke R.J. Bernstein, Praxis and Action (Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl

vania Press, 1971), p. 74. 
150. S.P.N. 443; or Q.c. 1414 (1932). 
15 I. While Gramsci spok.e of "needs and intereslS� (S.P.N. 368. or Q.C. 1291), 

he made no dfon to explore the relationship between the two concepts. and he 
elaborated his view mainly in terms of the category of "interest.� Cenainly, his 
discussion bears no consciousness of the more recent debate between panisans of 
phenomenology and those of Habermasian critical theory as to whether "need" or 
-interest� is the bcmr grounding for a theory of knowledge. For a discussion of 
this issue in relation to Marx's work., see Agnes Heller. The Theory of Need in 
Marx (New York: SI. Manin'. Pre .. , 1976), e.pc<:illlly pp. S8-66. For II phe
nomenological critique of Habermas, see Pier Aldo Rovatti. "Critical Theory and 
Phenomenology.� Tf'ios, 15  (Spring 1973), 25-40. 

152. S.P.N. 36&; or Q.C. 1290-91 ( 1 932). 
153. Cf. JUrgen Habermas, Know/tdgt' and Human imtres/S, trans. J.J. 

Schapiro (Boston: Beacon Press. 1968), p. 308 and passim. 
154. S.P.N. 382, or Q.c. 882 ( 1 933); S.P.N. 242, or Q.c. 1S66 (1932); S.P.N. 

317. or Q.c. 21 78-79 ( 1 934); and S.P.N. 388. or Q.c. 1509 ( 1 933). 
155. S.P.N. 407, or Q.c. 1490 ( 1932-33); also Q.c. 1233 (1932). 
156. S.P.N. 445-446; or Q.C. 1416 (1932). See also the referenct: (S.P.N. 445) to 

""the process of historical unification" which -takes plact:- through the disap
pearance of the internal contradictions which tear apart human society. 

157.S.P.N. 407. or Q.c. 1490 (1932-33); S.P.N. 462, or Q.c. 1434-35 (1932). 
158. S.P.N. 470-47 1 ;  or Q.c. 1450 ( 1 932). 
1.59. S.P.N. 47In.; or Q.c. 1426 ( 1 932). 
160. S.P.N. 36&; or Q.c. 1291 ( 1 932). 
161. S.P.N. 388: or Q.c. 15Q9 ( 1 933). 
162. S.P.N. 355: or Q.c. 885 (1932). 
163. S.P.N. 345: or Q.C. 1485 ( 1 932). 
164. S.P.N. 346; or Q.C. 1485 ( 1 932). 
165. S.P.N. 364-365; or Q.c. 17&0 (1932). 
166. S.P.N. 355; or Q.c. 884 (1932). 
167. See Pad, Fun(lion oJ Sciences, pp. 3 1 1 -316; and Paul Piccone, -Phe

nomenological Marxism,� Telos, 9 (Fall 1971). IOn.10. Pad's account, provocative 
though it is, fails to persuade me that Gramsd held a concept of intentionality in 
Husserl's sense; rather. as we have seen, Grarnsci dealt with the underlying 
structure of consciousness in terms of practical and scientific interests. Moreover. 
unlike Husser!. Gramsci did not conceive of subjectivity as itself constituting the 
object; rather. the process of constitution is mediated by action in the social world, 
i.e .. by praxis. 
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168. [n the next chapter, where we deal with Gramsd's understanding of the 
transition from �common sense� to �philosophy," this eonnection will be<:ome 
even more plausible. However, it will also become apparent that Gramsci did not 
pursue Ihe phenomno[ogical underpinnings of po[itical education \'el")' deeply. 

169. See Fred Oallmayr, MPhenomenology and Marxism: A Salute to Enzo 
Paci." in George Psathas. Phenomenological SOCiology (New York: John Wiley. 
1973). pp. 305-356; and James Miller, " Mer[eau-Ponty's Marxism: Between 
Phenomenology and the Hegelian Abso[ute," History and n'l!ory, [5:2 (1976), 
109-132. 

[70. Piccone. MPhenomenologica[ Marxism:' p. 1 1 .  
[7 [ .  Miller. MMerleau-Ponty's Marxism:' p. [ 1 8 .  
172. See Q.c. 1449 (1932). 
[73. See Badaloni. fI Mar.lismo di Gramsci. especi ally chaps. 3-6. 
[74. S.P.N. 387; or Q.c. [507-08 ( 1 932). 
175. See Labriola, Socia/ism and Philosophy. pp. 42-43. 
176. Ibid .• pp. 62 and 74. 
[71. Ibid .. pp. 60-61. 
178. lhid .• p. 65. 
[79. Whate\'er one may think of the general merits of Althusser's theoretical 

project, his failure to ret:ogni�e these distinctions-and thus 10 draw the con
clusion that Gramsci had no theory of human nature in the -humanist" sense that 
Althusser is critici�ing-considerably mars his interpretation of Gramsci; see 
Louis Althusser, MMarxism Is Not a Historicism." in L. Althusser and E. Balibar. 
Reading Capital. trans. B. Brewster(London: Ncw Left Books. 1970). pp. 1 [9-144. 

ChtJplcr 5 

I. See Gramsci's discussion of the "three moments" in the development of 
revolution. in S.P.N. 180-[83. or Q.c. 1583-86 (1932). 

2. S.P.N. 3 1 3-316; or Q.C. 2175-78 (1 934). 
3. S.P.N. 184: or Q.c. [587 (1932). 
4. S.P.N. 210; or Q.C. 1603 (1932). 
5.  S.P.N. [68; or Q.C. 1612 ( 1 932). Emphasis added. 
6. S.P.N. 350; or Q.C. 1331 (1932). Emphasis added. 
7. S.P.N. 10; or Q.C. 1517 (1932). 
8. S.P.N. 388; or Q.C. 1509 (1933). 
9. S. P.N. 462, or Q.c. 1434 ( 1932); see also S.P.N. 33, or Q.c. 1537-38 ( 1932). 

[0. Q.c. 33 (1929-30). 
I I .  See S.P.N. 12. or Q.c. 1518-19 (1932): and S.P.N. 419. or Q.c. 1396 (1932). 
12.  S.P.N. 5; or Q.C. 1513  ( 1932). 
1 3 .  S.P.N. 7; or Q.C. 1515  (1932). 
14. This is by no means as simple a process as this summary statement might 

suggest. Rather, it is a complicated coordination "of the form and the quality of 
th� r�lation� bet .... een Ih� various intellectually qualified strata" (S.P.N. 341). 
which may take several generations to be achieved. 

The early NQ/f'books in particular re,"cal a great deal of reading about Western 
European intellectuals. e.g .. Julien Benda. See. for instance. Quadl!rno, 3 (1930). 
283-289. 295-296, 297-299. 304-307. 353-373, 396-400, and 402-41 l. 

15. S.P.N. 40; or Q.C. 1547-48 (1932). 
16. S.P.N. 26; or Q.C. [531 ( 1932). 
17. S.P.N. 334; or Q.c. 1386 (1932). 
18. S.P.N. 334-335; or Q.c. 1386. 
19. S.P.N. 332-333; or Q.c. 1385. 
20. JUrgen Habermas, Theory and Prae/ice, trans. J. Viertel (Bsoton: Beacon 

Press. 1971). p. 40. Emphasis added. 
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2 1 .  For an elaboration of this point. sec my " Beyond Reform or Revolution: 
Notes on Political Education in Gramsci. Habermas. and Arendt,M Thtory and 
Society. 6:3 (November 1978). 429-460. 

22. S.P.N. 418: or Q.C. 150S ( 1932-33). 
23. Even though Croce's support for fascism was very ambiguous, and was 

rttognized as such by Gramsei. it was Croce that he had most in mind here 
becalUe of the persuasive power that Croce could have exercised but did not. 

24. S.P.N. 331; or Q.c. 1383 (1932). 
2S. S.P.N. 339; or Q.C. 1390 (1932). Some students of Gramsci have misin

terpreted this passage as an embrace of the idealist or Catholic view; sec. for 
instance. Mihaly Vajda's review of the Prison NOlebooks. in Telos. 15 (Spring 
1973), IS6. 

26. S.P.N. 332; or Q.C. 1384 (1932). This view also contrasts sharply with 
Leninist paternalism. 

27. Sec, for instance, his statement, already quoted above, which applauds 
Croce for his �unshakeable belief that . . history is rationar (L. F.P. 233; April 25, 
1932) or his Minvitation to people to rencet and 10 realize' fully that whatever 
happens is basically rational and must be confronted as such . . .  M (S.P.N. 328. or 
Q.c. 1380 [1932]). See also Q.c. 767 (193 I). or course. Gramsci's psychological 
rationalism entailed no commitment to any ontological or methodological ratio
nalism. He held an absolute historieism quite consistent with his psychological 
rationalism. For while he held that human nature was continually changing, he 
could still conceive of the variations within the limits of rational (means/ends) 
behavior. 

28. Sec, for instance. Georg Luk�cs. Dit ZtrslQrunl1 dtr VtrnwVI (Berlin' 
Aufbau, 19$4). 

29. See the letter 10 Tania. L.C. 4i8 (March 20, 1931). The book was 
Introduction D fa i'lychanalyse. Gerralana indicates. however (Q.C. 2467). that 
this book has not been found among those that Gramsei had in jail. 

30. Q.c. 288 (1930). 
3 1 .  Ibid. 
32. Q.c. 1833 (1933). 
33. Ibid. 
34. For an interesting treatment of Gramsci's view of Pirandello. and a fuller 

one then I can venture here, see NikSa Stipcevic. Gramsci f' i problemi fellarari 
(Milan: Mursia. 1968), chap. S. 

3S. Letter to Tania, L.F.P. 80 (March 19, 1927). Gramsci's theater criticism 
was wrillen for the Turinese edition of AVDnli! and has not been republished. For 
his views of Pirandello in the Notebooks, see especially Q.c. J 195-97 (1932) and 
1670-73 (1932-33). 

36. Letter to Tania. L.F.P. 80 (March 19. 1927). 
37. S.P.N. 133; or Q.c. 1599 (1933). 
38. S.P.N. 392; or Q.c. 1857-58 (1933). 
39. S.P.N. 360; or Q.C. 1338 (1932). 
40. For the concept of "hegemonic apparatus.� see S.P.N. 228. or Q.c. 912 

(1931). 
41. S.P.N. 419; or Q.c. 1396 (1932). 
42. Ibid. 
43. S.P.N. 420: or Q.c. 1396 (1932). 
44. S.P.N. 324: or Q.C. 1376 (1932). 
45. Ibid. 
46. S.P.N. 420. or Q.C. 1397; S.P.N. 326. or Q.C. 1378 ( 1 932). 
47. S.P.N. 326n.5; or Q.C. 2271 (1934). 
48. S.P.N. 450; or Q.c. 1438 (1932). 
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49. S.P.N. 323; Of Q.c. 1375 ( 1 932). 
50. S.P.N. 451; Of Q.c. 1428 (1932) 
5 1 .  S.P.N. 325; or Q.c. 1377 (1932). 
52. S.P.N. 453. or Q.c. 14(}7; S.P.N. 424. or Q.c. 14{)("k)1 (1932). 
53. S.P.N. 376--377: or Q.C. 868-869 (1931). 
54. S.P.N. 423; or Q.c. 1399-1400 (1932). 
55. S. P .N. 424, or Q.c. 1401; S.I'.N. 330n .. or Q.c. 1382-83: S.P.N. 323-324. or 

Q.c. 1375-76 (all 1932). 
56. S.P.N. 3D. or Q.c. 1385 (1932): S.P.N. 273. or Q.c. 324 (1930) 
57. S.P.N. 333, or Q.c. 1385 (1932). 
58. S.P.N. 273. or Q.c. 323 (1930); S.P.N. 327. Of Q.c. 1379 (1932). 
59. S.P.N. 272-273; or Q.c. 323-324 (1930). 
60. S.P.N. 366; or Q.c. 1244 ( 1 931). In an explanatory note on this page. 

editors Hoare and Nowell Smith argue that Gramsci's "highly original" use of the 
word calharsis in this context can probably be taken as just another example of the 
lengths to which he was driven in avoiding the prison censor. There may be 
something to this, though it is hard to su what more exact but objectionable word 
Gramsci was avoiding. What is more important is how good a choice the word 
lO.'as. Few observers of tlte peasantry in our time have been as aware as Gramsci 
was of the enormous power that primordial sentiments can exert within the world 
view of an historically repressed class. 

61. S.P.N. 367; or Q.c. 1244 (1932). 
62. S.P.N. 3JJ; or Q.c. 1385 (1932). 
6J. lbid. 
64. Ibid. 
65. S.P.N. 323-324; or Q.C. 1375-76 (1932). 
66. S.P.N. 324; or Q.c. 1376 (1932) 
67. S.P.N. 334; or Q.c. 1386 (1932). 
68. S« S.P.N. 342: or Q.C. 1394 (1932). 
69. S.P.N. 198; or Q.c. 330 (1930). 
70. S.P.N. 24-42, or Q.C. 1530-50 ( 1 931); and Q.c. 245 (]9]O), 843-844 (1932), 

1054-55 (1932). and 1 I 83-87 (1932). 
71 .  Q.c. J 14 ( 1929-30). 
72. S.P.N. 27; or Q.C. 1531 (1932). 
73. S.P.N. 35; or Q.C. 1542 (1932). 
74. Q.c. 1 14 (1929-30). 
75. S.P.N. 35-36: or Q.c. 1542 (1932). 
76. S.P.N. 36; or Q.c. 1542. 
77. S.P.N. 32-33; or Q.C. [537 (1932). 
78. See S.P.N. 26--42, or Q.c. 1530-50 ( 1 932). 
79. One way in which Gramsci thought that it ought to be broadened was by a 

specifically political education which would introduce the idea of "rights and 
duties.� and with it. "the first nOlion5 of Ihe state and society as primordial 
clements of a new conception of the world which chal!enges the conceptions that 
are imparted by the various traditional social environments. i.e., those conceptions 
which can be termed folkloristic" (S.P.N. 30: or Q.c. [535 [l932J). 

80. S.P.N. 28; or Q.c. 1532 (1932). 
8 1 .  S.P.N. 37; or Q.c. 1544 (1932). 
82. Ibid. � also S.P.N. 42. or Q.c. 1549-50 (1932), where Gramsci points to 

the special nced for early discipline among children from the lower classes. 
83. It is interesting that Gramsci's phases-early discipline and late freedom

are precisely the opposite of Rousseau's in Emile. To the utent that Gramsci was 
"progressiveM at all in this respect. he insisted that the later "creative phase� would 
be worthless unless the rudiments of self-discipline were already present . •  Ie was 
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interested. for instance. in the -Dalton Method" and other progressive spin-offs 
from pedagogical theorists like Maria Montessori. but he thought they had a 
"serious ddect. The pupils generally postpone doing their work until the last days 
of the month. and this detracts from the seriousness of the education and 
repfC'SCnts a major difficulty for the teachers who are supposed 10 help them but 
are overwhelmed with work. whereas in the fiTSt weeks of Ihe month they have 
lillie or nOlhing 10 do" (Q.C. 1 1 84 [1932D. 

84. S.P.N. 3]:  or Q.c. 1536 (1932). 
85. S.P.N. [80-J83; or Q.C. 1583-86 (1932). 
86. S.P.N. 180: or Q.c. [583. 
87. Ibid. 
88. S.P.N. 149; or Q.c. 
89. S.P.N. 181 ;  or Q.c. 
90. S.P.N. 183: or Q.C. 
91. Ibid. 

1940 (1933). 
1583. 
1585-86. 

92. See Karl Marx. 7hf' POW!rIY of Philosophy (umdon: Lawrence and 
Wishart, 1956). pp. 194-195. 

93, S.P.N. [81; or Q.c. 1584 (1932). 
94. Ibid. 
95. S.P.N. 17-19: or Q.c. 1524-27 ( 1932). 
96. For Gramsei's notion of the " national-popular," see S.P.N. 130-133. or 

Q.c. 1559-61; S.P.N. 421. or Q.c. 1398 (1932). 
97. S.P.N. 53; or Q.c. 2189 (1934). 
98. S.P.N. 273: or Q.c. 324 ( 1930). 
99. S.P.N. 395; or Q.C. 1860 (1933). 

100. Ibid. 
lOt.  S.P.N. 396; or Q.c. 1861 (1933). 
102. S.P.N. 398; or Q.c. 1863 (1933). 
103. Ibid. 
104. For a study of this theme in Kant. Fichle, and Hegel. see George A. Kelly. 

ldeafiJnl. Politics. and History (London: Cambridge University Press, 1969) 
105. S.P.N. 13; or Q.C. [520 (1932). This insight. original in Gramsci. has 

become a commonplace on the contemporary European left. See. for instance. 
Andre GOfZ. Strategy/or Labor. trans. M. Nicolaus and V. Ortiz (Boston: Beacon 
Press. [967). 

106. S.P.N. 10: or Q.c. 1517 (1932). 
107, S.P.N. 257-259, or Q.c. 693. 56-57 (1930), and 1()49-.50 (1932); S.P.N. 263. 

or Q.c. 763-764 (193 I). The phrase seems to be derived from Marx's tenth rnl'sis 
0" Feuf'rbach. 

108. So far as I know. this term was not actllally used by Gramsci. but it is 
logically required to complement his notion of "passive revolution." i.e .. an 
"incomplete" revolution in which the class taking power has failed to win 
"hegcmony.-

109. S.P.N. 243; or Q.C. 1765 (1933). 
110. Eric Hobsbawm. "The Great Gramsci.- p. 41.  
I l l .  S.P.N. 242; or Q.c. 1565-66 (1932). 
1 12. S.P.N. 244: or Q.c. 1765 (1933). 
1 13. L.F.P. 204; or L.C. 481 (June 6. 1932). 
1 14. See. for instance. Q.c. 863 (1931); and S.P.N. 198, or Q.c. 330 (1930). 
1 15 .  See S.P.N. 258-261 ,  or Q.c. 693. 1049-50, 56-57. 937. 801. and 1056 (1930-
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